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PREFACE TO THE SEVENTH EDITION

THE claim that the Great Pyramid enshrines a Divine Revelation has
been fully vindicated on the bases laid down in the first edition of this work.
This has been proved to demonstration in successive works, papers and
articles 1 by the present writer during the twelve years that have elapsed
since the first edition appeared. Recent developments in interpretation,
in our knowledge concerning the Great Pyramid's design and construction,
and in our experience of the current fulfilment of the Great Pyramid's
prophecy, are fully dealt with in The Great Pyramid's Prophecy concerning
the British Empire and America (Sept. 1932); The Date of the Crucifixion
and the Era of New Birth (Revised 3rd Edition, May 1934); and The Hidden
Truth in Myth and Ritual and in the Common Culture Pattern of Ancient
Metrology (Sept. 1934). These later developments entirely confirm what the
present work establishes as the intention of the Great Pyramid's design and
the purpose of its construction. It has therefore been considered inadvisable
to depart from the plan adopted in the successive editions, namely, to leave
the text and plates substantially as these stand in the first edition, except
for the few minor corrections continual reference has shown to be necessary.
In the present edition, as in the sixth edition, the long Introduction and
the prefaces to the first five editions, together with certain reprinted papers
which appeared between the prefaces and the Table of Contents, in the
second to fifth editions, are omitted. Certain annotations to Plates X, XVI,
XVII, XVIII and XX are also omitted. The matters with which all of
these dealt are either now too well known to require reiteration or ~re more
fully dealt with in the works above mentioned.

The questions dealt with on pages 434 to 436 concerning the date of
the Great Pyramid's construction and early Egyptian chronology have been
definitely settled by the analytical investigation undertaken in "Early
Egypt, Babylonia and Central Asia" (1927), which completes and confirms
the historical study of the present work. The correlated data of the latter
work show that the First Egyptian Dynasty began in 3101 B.C., and that the
Great Pyramid was built during the reign of Khufu, 2645 B.C. to 2622 B.C.

Here it must be emphasized that the geometrical representation of the
Great Pyramid is expressed in Pyramid inches, the Pyramid inch being identi
cal in value with Sir John Herschel's "geometrical inch," Which is 1.0011
British inch. This Pyramid inch is also the basal unit of the geometrical

1 A full list of these additional publications is given on pages xii and xiii.
v
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system of the common culture pattern of ancient metrology, The continued
blindness of Egyptological and other authorities in this relation is
inexplicable. Authentic proof, howev~r, of ancient Egyptian knowledge
of the Pyramid inch and of the basis o( t1}.e/ common culture pattern of
metrology is given in the Egyptian Ki~g/ List~, wherein fundamental
measurements (expressed in the Great Pyramid· in Pyramid inches) are
stated as periods of years, thus proving that the ancient Egyptians knew
of the symbolical association of these measurements with a chronological
representation of outstanding significance (refer to Plate XVI of the present
work).- This is an absolute identity which no critical opponent has yet haCl
the temerity to discuss.

When Sir Flin.ders Petrie's fundamental measurements of the Great
Pyramid are converted into Pyramid inches and are compared with the
geometrical pattern and the structural theme of Displacement (hereafter
referred to), the fundamental structural measurements correspond precisely
with dynastic periods given in the King List~. That this identity does not
depend upon the metrological culture pattern ,(cf. The Hidden T'futh in Myth
and Ritual, Part 2), but is confirmatory of the i~dependentidentity established
by the latter, is a demonstrable fact, the significance of which scholars must
elucidate for themselves. When they have done so they will find that no
confirmation from any ancient source could be more conclusive regarding
the authenticity of the Pyramid in~h and its function, or more enlightening
concerning the purpose of the fabrication and falsification of the ancient
Egyptian King Lists. They will find that the falsification of the Lists was
made to give the appearance of truth to the perversion of the earliest Messianic
prophecies, which centred upon the structural allegory of the Great Pyramid,
and that the motive behind that perversion was to "justify" the substitution
of Osiris and other pagan deities of pte-Pyramid ages for the long-promised
Saviour of the world.

The essential theme of the present work is the Great ~yramid'sstructural
allegory of the symbolical builders' Error of Displacement( whereby the apex
stone or "head stone of the comer" was "rejected." The displacement
value in this structural allegory is 286.1 Pyramid inches and the principal
application of this value is to the Pyramid's exterior. The application resulted
in a hollowing-in of the Pyramid's core-escarpments, in the form shown
diagrammatically on Plate XVIII, to receive a like hollowing-in of the casing.
The air-photograph reproduced on page x confirms the existence of this
feature of the core-escarpments, and the Egyptian Government Survey of
the Great Pyramid, in 1925, confirms the previously established Displace
ment Value, thus conclusively disposing of the doubts expressed on these
points by Egyptological authorities and of certain ill-informed criticism which
has arisen from other quarters. Any technical authority, therefore, who
wishes to study the later data in correlation with the data dealt with in the
present work is referred to pages 50 to 57 of The Hidden Truth in Myth
ana Ritu~l. Reference will show that the structural allegory of the Great
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Pyramid was more truly monumentalized in the Great Pyramid than the
writer knew during the preparation of the first edition of this work in I923.
The structural allegory is epitomised in diagrammatical form on page xi
following.

Indeed, every fact which has come to light since the first edition was
published has strengthened the conviction that the present work must stand
substantially as it was in the first edition, so that it may remain as a record'
of the writer's fundamental bases of interpretation. The work has stood the
test of the most intensive period of rapid changes in world history, a period
which has proved all authorities vulnerable, all man-made sociological
systems wrong, and every cult in error. Such changes were foreshown in
the present work, and the reason for such changes were explained, not
because the writ~r foresaw them but because they were Divinely revealed

. by the Great Pyramid's prophecy.
In the Introduction to the fourth edition (October I927), by an inde

pendent writer, it was stated as follows:-
II • ••••• Criticism (devoted to isolated matters of detail within

the province of the particular expert involved and without considera
tion of the authors' conclusions as a whole) can neither overthrow nor
establish the authors' main conclusions. If, as the authors maintain, a
Divine Revelation has been given concerning the events which lead
up to, and the actual period of, the final tribulation,. and the coming of
the Messianic KIngdom, it is manifestly impossible that man should
have precise knowledge of these events. This would defeat the Divine
Purpose. If, when the history of the critical ye~rs (before the date
indicated for the end of the final period of Chaos and Oppression) is
considered as a whole and in its relation to the fiducial dates given by
the authors' scale of chronology, it is seen that the Divine purpose is
working in accordance with the indications contained in this book,
then the conditions of the test will have been fulfilled, and the message
of the Pyramid delivered."

The Pyramid's prophecy revealed that a period of Tribulation on the
British wo~ld order should· extend from May 29,. I928, to September I6, I936,
as a consequence of production exceeding the means of world power to con
trol production and to organise the distribution of production (cf. pp. 398
400, and references to preceding paragraphs). The writer has since shown,
by references to reliable authorities and statistics, that the "Battle of the
Gold Standard" began intensively from May ,29, I928; that French financial
policy was re-oriented from that date; that Commodity Prices began to fall
(on the London Market) from that date-falling IO per cent. in a year, 20 per
cent. in two years, and 34 per cent. in three years; and that the situation
was immediately reflected by the New York rate of exchange for the pound
sterling, which reached its highest value for I928 on May 30, I928, falling
from that peak value and remaining below par until America was in turn
overtaken by the world economic crisis.
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By the second half of 1929 the rot which had undermined Commodity
Markets had extended to the industrial part of the world structure, with
the result that world trade rapidly shrunk, both in volume and value, until
in 1934 and 1935 world trade has stood at a third of the value it registered
in 1929. The rapid sequence of financial and economic changes brought
disaster to the British Labour Government on August 23, 1931, and sub
sequently forced the pound sterling off the gold standard basis. The event,
its causes, precise date, and consequences were foreshown from prophecy
in two articles published in The Morning Post, July 17th and 18th, 1930,
thirteen n10nths before the event. The significance of the prophetic indications
was reiterated in an article published if! The National Message, July 11th,
1931. In these two series of articles (July 1930 and July 1931) it was shown
that the prophetic indications revealed that the power to exercise "the
world-function of protective ·and punitive sea-power" should be temporarily
withdrawn from the English-speaking peoples, as "God's controlled forces
of armament employed against the forces of destruction"; that new Power,
on a higher spiritual basis, should thereafter be given them; that the new
Power should quicken in its application onwards from December 5,
1935; and that between September 16, 1936, and August 20,' 1953, the
English-speaking peoples should be guided, as the nucleus of the Theocratic
(or Theocentric) World-State, to receive Divine Protection ensuring racial
isolation and true safe-guarding under the Law of the Kingdom of Heaven
on earth.

Reference to the articles mentioned and to the other works and articles
listed on pages xii and xiii-particularly to the articles in The Morning Post,
October 1927, May 1928, and September and October I929-will prove con
clusively to the unbiassed reader that the Great Pyramid's Divinely revealed
prophecy has been fulfilled to date in details of time and circumstance.
People forget that their outlook has changed considerably during the past
ten years. But the Great Pyramid's predictive outlook, presented eleven
years ago, has not been changed. Clerics, scientists, journalists, publicists,
and statesmen-and even some dictators-are now proclaiming, concerning
current times and the immediate future, things which were revealed ten years
ago by the Great Pyramid's prophecy, but which were scorned and ridiculed
and rejected at the time. In other words, none of the authorities, who are
now proclaiming these things, would admit their possibility ten years ago.
Now that they do proclaim them, they forget that they refused to believe
their possibility when ~uch things were foreshown from prophecy. Even
now they refuse to believe that any kind of Revelation from the Almighty
is possible other than is projected, as they suppose, through their own pur
blind and self-satisfied intellects.

In refusing thoroughly to investigate the evidence,. ,and the logical con
clusions and confirmations submitted, and by thereby impeding the general
acceptance of the Great Pyramid's Scientific Revelation-H THE WITNESS
UNTO THE LORD OF HOSTS'" (Isa. xix, I9, 20)-which testifies.
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inter alia, that Jesus Christ is the TRUTH and is before all things and that
by Him were all things created, scholars have unwittingly obstructed the
deliverance of the Greatest Message which could possibly be given to man
kind in these troublous days and have thus displayed the mentality and
conservatism of their predecessors of nineteen centuries ago.

lowe a debt of gratitude to my late colleague, Dr. H. Aldersmith
who died before our researches were completed and before the writing of the
present work begap-for his able guidance in elucidating and interpreting
the symbolism of Biblical prophecy.

I must also express my profound gratitude to Mr. C. V. Stephens for his
appreciation and generosity in making publication possible, and for his
invaluable advice and suggestion concerning the organisation of the work.

Since I came into touch with Mr. Stephens, more than fifteen years
ago, the vital essentials of the presentation, in this and all subsequent works
and articles, have developed in a manner altogether surprising to me, and
I must acknowledge that it is chiefly due to his initiative, advice, and decision
that the work has been presented in a form that far exceeds anything my late
colleague and myself'had ever hoped for.

D. DAVIDSON.
2nd April 1937.

ADDENDUM

In view of recent ill-informed articles in the Press on the Great Pyramid's
prophecy, it is necessary to reiterate that there are no grounds for the
interpretation that after September 16, 1936, there will be no more war.
The King's Chamber period, from September 16, 1936, to August 20, 1953,
is defined as the period of the Judgment of the Nations, of the Unveiling of
liThe Mystery of the Open Tomb" and of the return to the Plane of the
Divine Centre. It is also defined as the period during .which the nations
of the New World order, of which the English-speaking peoples form the
nucleus, are brought safely through the dangers and difficulties which beset
them; and as the period during which the forces of war and disorder will
be ultimately subdued by Divine Intervention.

D. D.



A UNIQUE AIR-PHOTOGRAPH OF THE PYRAMIDS OF GIZEH.

SETTLING A CONTROVERSY OF LONG STANDING, AND REVEALING A
STRUCTURAL FEATURE OF THE GREAT PYRAMID, THAT IS THE KEY TO
THE UNRAVELLING OF ALL ITS MYSTERIES AND THAT HAS REMAINED
UNOBSERVED FOR NEARLY 5000 YEARS.

The reproduction is from an air-photograph by Brigadier-General P. R. C. Groves, C.B.,
C.M.G., D.S.a., by whose kind permission the reproduction appears. The photograph was
taken before sunset from an elevation of 4000 feet. Only two of the four slopes of
each of the three greater pyramids of Gizeh appear. The west slope of each pyramid
is shown reflecting the light from the setting sun, .and the south slope "of each pyramid
in shadow. The Third Pyramid is partly shown in the bottom left-hand corner of the
photograph, the Second Pyramid lies behind, and the Great Pyramid is farthest removed.

The casing stones of the original smooth sloping surfaces of the Great Pyramid were
removed eleven centuries ago. The It slopes" shown are therefore the stepped escarpments
that were exposed when the casing stones were removed. The south stepped It slope" of
the Great Pyramid reveals, on the photograph, a structural feature that does not appear
on the other two pyramids. This is a shallow V-shaped depression of the surface of the
stepped It slope." This depression, or hollowing-in, occurs on all four stepped If slopes" of
the Great Pyramid, but, so far as is known, does not occur on any other pyramid. The
V-shaped depression is shown very clear!y by the difference in tone of the shadows on the
two halves of the south stepped It slope. " There is a clear line of demarcation on the
original photograph between the two tones of shade, down the centre of the escarpment.
The darker tone is seen on the left half of the triangle forming the south stepped It slope."

x
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THE. GREAT ARCHITECT'S ALLEGORY OF THE BUILDERS' ERROR.

The interpretation, in 1924, disclosed that every allegorical element of Displacement,
throughout the Pyramid's structure; was indicated by a constant measure of 286.1022
Pyr. inches, termed the Great Pyramid's Displacement Factor. The designed square base
circuit for the Perfect Structure (Figs. A and B above) was inferred as measuring 36,524.2
Pyramid inches (symbolising the value of the solar year to the scale of 100 Pyramid
in~hes to a day). The Egyptian Government Survey (1925) later showed that the square
base circuit of the Pyramid as actually built (Figs. C and D above) was 286.1022 Pyre
inches (the Displacement Factor) short of the perfect base square circuit of 36,524.2 Pyre
inches. The designed intention for the form of the finished casing slopes is proved by
the built form of the stepped core escarpments hollowed in as shown on the air-photograph
on the preceding page. To indicate the imperfect nature of the built structure the apex
stone was not placed on the Pyramid. ~ Confirming this fact Diodorus states that in his
day (60 B.C.) the casing of the Great Pyramid was (( entire and without the least decay"
and yet lacked its apex stone. This omission of the apex stone is an essential part of
the structural allegory delineated in the present work.

xi
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36324.2 - 286.1 P. INS.

I...-=::~--------- SQUARE· CIRCUIT ROUND BASE 36524.2 P. INS. ::a-rl

'5' CIRCLE INSCRIBED IN PETRIE'S %-REMEN SQUARE
Circu m ference

=2291.3353 B. ins.
=2288.8176 P. ins.
=8x286.1022 P. ins.

=8 x Great Pyramid's Fundamental Displacement Factor

j CIRCL.E

'5'

4' PETRIE'S %-REMEN SQUARE

Circuit
=200 linear Relnen of

14.5871 B. ins.
(Petrie 14.6)

, l' PETRIE'S SQUARE AREA

OF

100 ROMAN DECEMPEDAE

Circuit=400 feet of 11.6388 B. ins.
(Petrie 11.6344)

In the Great Pyramid's structural allegory the Apex Pyramid 1'7" symbolises u the measure of the stature of the
fulness of Christ," for the gauging or "testing" or "proving" of the Perfect Structure, symbolised by the

Pyramid of base square circuit 36,52.4.2 P. inches.

tiThe stone which the builders refused is become the headstone of the corner. This is the Lord's doing; it
is marvellous in our eyes. This is the day which the Lord hath made ... ."-Psalm cxviii, 22-24.



THE COMMON "CULTURE PATTERN" IN ANCIENT MEASURES.

(PETRIE)

THE EGYPTIAN SQUARE
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CIRCLE "An CONT~INED THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF CIRCLE "AM
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THE EOYPTIAN
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THE EGYPTIAN RECTANGULAR AROURA. THE EGYPTIAN SETHAT

EACH %-AROURA "An IS OR

s~·CIRCUMFERENc:EOF CIRCLE "A" SQUARE AROURA•

BY RADIUS OF CIRCLE "A". (PETRIE)

FIG. 1. FIG. 2. FIG. 3. FIG. 4.

ALL CLEAR AREAS MARKED "A" ARE EQUAL IN AREA

BEING EACH ONE HESEB OR t-AROURA (ANCIENT EGYPTIAN).

Circumference, 3656.4, B. inches, of Circle A contains 5000 digits of 0.73/28 B. inch (Pelrie, Rome, Assyria 0.730).
Diameter, 1163.88 B. inches, of Circle A contains 1600 digits of 0.72742 B. inch (Petrie, Egypt 0.7274).~

Mean digit = 0.72935 B. inch} (P . 0729)
Side 01 Remen, 1458.7/ B. inchu containJ 2000 digits of 0.72935 B. inch elfle,. •

Circumference, 3656.4 B. inches, of Circle A contains 200 circumferential cubits of /8.2822 B. inches
Diameter, //63.88 B. inches, of Circle A coniains ,64 diametric cubits of /8./856 B. inches

Mean cubit = Mean Mediterranean cubit of metrol06is1s = /8.2339 B. inches}
Side of Remen. /458.7/ B. inches coniains 80 cubits of /8.2339 B. inches (Petrie, /8.23 to /8.24).

SIR FUNDERS PETRIE'S STATEMENTS.

"Most ancient measures have been derived from one of
two great systems, that of the cubit of 20.63 inches, or the
digit of 0.729 inch; and both these systems are found in
the earliest remains." (Ene. Brit., 11th Ed., 1910, vol. 28,
p.482.)

" By having two systems, one the diagonal of the other
(cl. Figs. 3 and 4 above), it was possible to denote one square
half the area of the other." (Ene. Brit., 14th Ed., 1929•.
vol. 15, p. 142.)

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PETRIE'S STATEMENTS.

This means that there was but a single geometrical
system, of which Figs. 1 to 4 above are completely definitive.
This fact was first discovered by the writer in 1911, is referred
to in correspondence with the late Dr. H. Aldersmith, between
1911 and 1914, and was published, with confirmatory data
from many other sources, in 1924. The metrological data
are discussed ill Chapter II, and the geometrical basis of
Petrie's remen is shown on Plates XXIII and XXIV of Tiu
Great Pyramid: It~ Divine Message (July, 1924).
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My elucidation of the various phases of the Great Pyramid's design has
led me to perceive that it is an expression of the Truth in structural
form.

I proclaim, with humility and yet with confidence, that the Pyramid's
Message establishes the Bible as the Inspired Word of God, and testifies
that Jesus Christ, by HIS DISPLACEMENT, paid the purchase price
of mankind's Redemption, and effected the Salvation of all who truly
believe in Him.

This Message concerns all mankind, to whom, in a humble spirit, this
work is dedicated, in the hope that it may bring enlightenment and
comfort to many.

D. D.



CHAPTER I.

ANCIENT ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES,

ALMANAC DEVICES 1\ND T.RADITIONS.

SECTION I.-GENERAL.

~ I. ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE SOLAR YEAR.

It is evident that the civilised inhabitants of the Ancient East had precise Th SlY

knowledge ?f t~e duration of ~he Solar y~~. This is clear from eve.ry source C:ii£f{im:
of informatIon, In archceology, lIterary tradition, and mythology, that IS open to I T

ta wo
modern research. ADcieDt Form..

It was observed that the seasons were definitely fixed to the solar year, as AatroDomical

defined by the astronomical phenomena accompanying the recurrence of the ~:~i~:::a)~d

Solstices and Equinoxes.1 From the knowledge of the recurrence of these, the V...tatioD

four quarters of the agricultural year were observed to begin precisely mid-way ~~,::.:):mcal
between a Solstice and an Equinox. _-f

The points of the Solar Astronomical Year and of the Solar· Vegetation
Year, as recognised in the earliest period of recorded ancient history are stated
in terms of our modem (Gregorian) Calendar in Table I.

lSir Norman Lockyer, U Dawn of Astronomy," pp. 12, 57, 62-66, 78-85, 89-93:, 117-119,
244-245 (quotations from Ideler), 33 1 and 337.

Lockyer, "Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments," pp. 64-68, 96-106, 18·1-199,
308-3 15, 335 and 336.

The references are s~lected as, in our opinion, being free from elements that can be justifiably
criticised on archceological grounds.

Prof. G. Forbes, II History of Astronomy," pp. 8-10.
W. G. Old, II The Chinese Shu-King," Introduction, Book I, Sect. I, and notes, Do.. Sect. V,

Book II, Sect. I, notes.
Encycl. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. I, pp. 224 and 317.



PLATE II.

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF STONEHENGE AT TIME OF SUNRISE OF SUMMER SOLSTICE. 1680 B.C.
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TABLE I.

3

THE TWO RECOGNISED FORlVIS OF SOLAR YEAR IN ANCIENT

TIMES.

(STATED WITH REFERENCE TO MODERN" CALENDAR YEAR FOR Igor A.D.)

The Solar Astronomical Year.

Early Semitic }
Astronomical Year 23 SEPT.
began at AUTUMNAL EQUINOX

The Solar Vegetation Year.

WINTER BEGINS

WINTER SOLSTICE

MID-WAY

23 DEC.

{

Ancient November
8 Nov. Agricultural Year

began.

SPRING BEGINS

Later Semitic
Astronomical Year
began at VERNAL EQUINOX

SUMMER BEGINS

SUMMER SOLSTICE

AUTUMN BEGINS

AUTUMNAL EQUINOX

{

Chinese Agricultural
MID-WAY •• 4 FEB. Year began,

(B.C. 2448).1

} 21 MAR.

{

Ancient May
MID-WAYs .. 6 MAY Agricultural Year

began.

2I JUNE.

MID-WAy2 .,. 8 AUG.

23 SEPT.

~ 2. STONEHENGE TEMPLE OBSERVATORY AND ALMANAC

CIRCLE. (Plates I and II).

In our own country there exist hundreds of ancient structural devices for
indicating the principal points of the two recognised forms of the Solar year.
'The best-known monument 'of this nature is that ·of the Stonehenge circle. ili::~e~~:
This consists of the arrangement of upright stones and lintels contained within ::f~: :!letlae

the earthwork circle, as figured restored, on Plates I and II. The Avenue i:~~~nomic.1
Approach to the Circle cuts the Earthwork circle as shown on the Plates. V-:e~:~~D

Year••
llC The Chinese Shu-King." W. G. Old, pp. 301-2, and note. Translation of Book I, Sect. I,

pp. 1-2, and Translator's notes to same.
Encyc!. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. VI, p. 317.
~By U Mid-Way" is intended 45° of Right Ascension from an Equinox or Solstice; not mid

way as defined by the interval in days.
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Thanks to the admirable surveys of Sir William M. Flinders Petrie and Mr.
Edgar Barclay, and Sir Norman Lockyer'sl precise azimuth alignments, the
purpose of the circle is now known with certainty.
As shown on Plate I, two separate alignments are directed to the horizon points
of sunrise and sunset at the Summer Solstice and Winter Solstice respectively.
Another alignment on Plate I gives the horizon point of Sunset at the.beginning
(May 6) and ending (August 8) of Summer, and of the horizon point of Sunrise
at beginning (Nov. 8) and ending (February 4) of Winter.

Plate II shows the shadows thrown by the Stone Circle at Sunrise of
Summer Solstice.

(Refer Section III Description of Plates ~~ 65 and 66).

~ 3. OTHER BRITISH CIRCLES AND A,LIGNMEN'fS.

Of equal astronomical importance to Stonehenge and its accessory ~lign

ments discussed by Lockyer and Barclay, are the circles and accessory align
ments of Stenness, in Orkney. Mr. Magnus Spence was the first to show that
these were connected with the Solar year and its principal datings. Investiga
tions conducted by Sir Norman Lockyer confirm that the alignments were
variously directed towards sunrise or sunset at the Solstitial and May and
November points of the year.2 The data at Stenness in the Orkneys, then,
agree with the data at Stoneheng~. Both define the principal points of the
Solar Astronomical Year and of the Solar Vegetation year.

In this part of his subject Lockyer has some interesting evidence concerning
the sighting purpose of the well-known perforated stones, met with in Britain
and North-Western Europe, wherever similar astronomical alignments occur.3

S. Leaving out of consideration-as doubtful on archreological grounds-
Ist'......D fLk' .. d·· ·
!~I" S~Ica1.r many 0 oc yer s star nSlng an settIng alIgnments In Britain, Lockyer
-.0"080181 •'-:rV• , •tati•• discusses and tabulates twenty-five May alignments, eleven November align-
Alienment... ments, and nineteen Summer, and twelve Winter Solstitial alignments in

Great Britain and Ireland.4r

~ 4. ALIGNMENTS IN BRITTANY AND ELSEWHERE~
TlUrt,..,••
i::~.oaaical Passing from Britain into Brittany, Lockyer finds eleven May alignments,
Y:rVel.t.ti•• three November alignments, six Summer and eleven Winter Solstitial align-
t:1ri=~. ments, and three -Equinoctial aligp.ments.o

lpetrie, " Stonehenge," Plates.
Lockyer, "Stonehenge and other British Stoae Monuments," pp. 46 (Hoare's 1810 plan},

55-68 (Solstitial alignment), 88-95 (May-Novembes alignment), 442-450 (The Welsh Gorsedd.
Solstitial and May-November alignments).

Barclay, " Stonehenge and its Earthworks," pp. 63-66 (Solstitial alignment), 66-67 (Equinoc
tial alignment and altitude), 70, 99-110 (November, February, May, and August Festivals, and
March, June, September, and December Festivals). Barclay's Plates lIT and IV for alignments.

'Spence's II Standing Stones and Maeshowe of Stenness," Scottish Rsview, Oct., 1893-
I" Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments," pp. 37, 128, 282,285,286, 316, and 318..
'Ibid., Appendices, pp. 481 and 482.
IIbid., Appendices, pp. 485-486.
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As in parts of Britain, Lockyer1-quoting Baring-Gould-finds the May and

Augu'st Festivals still c~lebrated in many parishes of Brittany. The same, .
h ·· ~~Qowever, IS true of North-Western Europe, the reason beIng that, whereas ~o~te

Brittany lies on the Southern track of the megalithic builders from the East, M~di:~::a~:••
the circles and alignments of North-Western Europe lie on the Northern track E-:'~o::::
f th 1· h· b ·ld f W t A · d E t Mea_Iitbico e mega It IC ill ers rom es em sIa an , gyp. MODu..e.t.:

" It must not be forgotten," says Lockyer, " ~hat structures more or less
similar to Stonehenge are found along a line from the East on both sides of the
Mediterranean."2

Professor T. Eric Peet says that these "occupy a very remarkable position
along a vast sea-board which includes the Mediterranean coast of Africa and
the AtlaI;ltic coast of Europe. In other words, they lie entirely along a natural
sea route."3

This confirms another'statement by Lockyer that 'c the Druid culture (of
Ancient Britain) had not passed through Gaul, and had therefore been water
borne to Britain."4 I

~ ·5. THE SEA ROUTE--WESTERN ASIA AND EGYPT TO BRITAIN.

As a matter of fact, the Libyo-Amorite route between Western Asia and
the Atlantic coasts seems to have been almost entirely a sea route, rather than,
as some have supposed, a North African Coast-Land route. The distribution Me .Iithic

of megalithic buildings along the coast of North-Western Africa and South- ~:!~~~.
Western Europe is denser than along the coast of North-Eastern Africa. This =e~r:~r~~D•••

undoubtedly points to the fact that these monuments were erected near Route.

colonized ports of call along the sea route to the ancient Portuguese, Spanish,
British, and Baltic metal, amber, and jet deposits.

The period for this earliest activity in maritime ~ommerce between Britain Commercial

and the East dates from before 2000 B.C. to 1200 B.C.5 ti~~c2000eB.C.
to 1200 B.C.

XVIIIth Dynasty Egyptian glazed beads (not made elsewhere, or by any Sto.eheDI.

other- Egyptian dynasty than the XVIlIth and XIXth), were found at Stone-I::~:::d

henge, together with beads of Baltic amber.6 Similar beads of ·Baltic amber ~:~::-~or.1Y

were also found in Egypt in XVlllth and XIXth Dynasty remains.7 f::r;e~:&r.

This identification of the period of Stonehenge confirms Lockyer's astrono- t~:.eb.DI.
mical dating, 1680 B.C. ± 200 years, for the erection of the Stone Circle.
Ancient British jet (from Whitby in Yorkshire) and worked pieces of Baltic
amber have been found, in the deposits of the megalithic builders in Spain and
Portugal, together with Egyptian ivory figures, a shell from the Red Sea,
Egyptian alabaster and marble objects, and statuettes of a Babylonian type.8

1" Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments," pp. 198-199.
2" Dawn of Astronomy," p. 90.
su Rough Stone Monuments," (1912), pp. 147-8.
'" Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments," p. 323.
'Mr. Donald A. Mackenzie's" Ancient Man in Britain," pp. 91-108, 218-222.
'Sayee, in Journal of Egyptian Archceology, Vol. I, Pt. I., p. 18. H. R. Hall, p. 19~

7H. R. Hall, p. 19.
ID. A. Mackenzie, II Ancient Man in Britain," pp. 96, 97.
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, 6. FOLKLORE AND TRADITION.

SaDlID.r~of
Lock,er'.
CODcla.ioD'.

ADcieDt
Briti.b
A.troDomical
Endenc••
indicat.
E,yptia.
inlueDc"

. Local Follrlorl
aDd Traditio.
indicat.
Semitic
influencI.r
.ripu.

Long prior to the discovery of these evidences, Lockyer conducted an
exhaustive inquiry into local Folklore and tradition for evidences concerning'
Druidic origins.! His conclusions are clearly and ably summed up in his
comprehensive article, "The Uses and Dates of Ancient ,Temples," in Nature,
May 20th, 1909, as foll~ws :-

" At the first blush there appears to be no resemblance between the
Egyptian and Greek· temples and the British stone monuments, but a
careful study of both shows that this view is an erroneous one .
In my inquiry I have not confined myself to the astronomical side of the
question. I have tried to dip into the folklore and tradition already
garnered in relation, not only to the sacred stones, but to the sacred wells
and sacred trees.

" From what I have learned I am convinced that much light will be
thrown on both when an attempt shall have been made to picture
what the lives of the first British astronomer-priests must necessarily
have been.'

U'It is interesting to note that, while the astronomical side of the
inquiry suggests a close connection with Egyptian thought, the folklore
and 'traditions, when studied in relation with the monuments, indicate
a close connection between ancient BRITISH and the SEMITIC civilisa-
tions The 'Druids' o'f Cresar's time were undoubtedly the
descendants of the astronomer-priests, some of whose daily work has now
perhaps at last been revealed."

Modern In this connection a knowledge of the conclusions reached by the eminent
~~~::~t:.~cal Belgian Archreologist, M. Siret, is of more than ordinary interest. Mackenzie
E~\~~~ Orip. states that as a result of M. Siret's investigations concerning the Eastern origin
ifutld:::~J;:d of the megalithic builders and metal workers in Ancient Britain, Spain, and
iclentif, them P t al
with Druid.. or ug ,

2" Siret has found evidence to show that the Tree Cult of the
Easterners was connected with the early megalithic monuments. The
testimony of tradition associates the stone circles, etc., with the Druids.
'We are now obliged,' he writes,S' to go back to the theory of the
archreologists of a hundred years ago who attributed the megalithic
monuments to the Druids. The instinct of our predecessors has been
more penetrating than the scientific analysis which has taken its place.'
In Gaelic, as will be shown, the words for a sacred grove, and the shrine
within a grove are derived from the same r%t nem."

1" Stonehenge and Other British Stone Monuments," pp. 178-260.
'D. A. Mackenzie, II Ancient Man in Britain," pp. 155-6.
IL'Anth,.opologie (1921), pp. 268 et seq.
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, 7. CONCLUSIONS FROM RECENT DISCOVERIES.

Mackenzie,! from the more recent evidences similarly sums up his inquiry,
as follows :-

"The Celts appear to have embraced the Druidic system of the J~;t~::=

earlier Iberians in Western Europe, whose culture had been derived from oDje=raiaiail

that of the Oriental colonists." Coloma.

" At an early period in the Early Agricultural Age and before bronze J~~~b:rc.
• • OD tbe Sea

workIng was Introduced, England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland, were Rou~. to

influenced more directly than had hitherto been the case by the high a~r=~
civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia, and especially by their colonies in
South-Western Europe."

, 8. THE ORIGINAL IDEA ADOPTED BY THE MEGALITHIC
BUILDERS.

Our inquiry is concerned chiefly with the origin of astronomical observa
tories and almanac devices employed to fix and portray the principal points of
the solar astronomical and solar vegetation years. The astronomical evidences,
and the evidences from folklore and tradition, and from archreological sources,
have shown us that the origin i& carried back to the valleys of 'the Euphrates
and the Nile.

Lockyer has shown us that the Pyramid builders of the IVth and Vth
Egyptian Dynasties, must, from their astronomical cult, have come from the TbeEa7ptiaD

region of the Euphrates. He shows also, that nearly all the ancient year cults ~:rii~e~:~imid

of the Nile Delta are connected with the Euphratean equinoctial year.~ Petrie, ~rl~~~teaD

too, finds an Euphratean origin for the Vth Dynasty of Egypt.3

Confirming our deductions from the data, we find at once that the idea of Tbe e.ter.al

the IVth Dynasty Great Pyramid builders in Egypt was the original of the idea f;':.~::lpy:~':'~d
followed by all the megalithic builders from Egypt to Spain and Britain. The U~::li:bt: tbe

G P ·d b ·1 I S d·al f h db· ri1 · BudderllDreat yraml was UI t, not a one as a un lOt e ay, ut pnma y, In Nor.tberD •
· al f · h S Africa, SpaiD,Its extern eatures, as a SundIal of t e easons. aDd BritaiDe

~ 9. THE ANCIENT SUNDIAL OF THE SEASONS.

One of the primary objects of early Pyramid building in ancient Egypt
was undoubtedly to record and indicate automatically throughout the country
the annual recurrence of the principal points of the two forms of solar year-the The Neeellity

astro,nomical and the agricultural. No form of building, unless accurately and ::~::::ebulk,

symmetrically built with proper reference to the North, South, East, and West, :~~f~~~I~~Di:D.
could be employed to effect this purpose. That the requisite Sundial of the workmaDlbip.

Seasons should be a monument of public utility necessitated vast bulk, large
external surfaces, the finest selected material, and extreme accuracy of work-
manship.

1" Ancient Man in Britain, 'J pp. 2 I 8 and 220.

I" Dawn of Astronomy," pp. 84, 85, 367-37°.
I" History of Egypt," Vol. I, p. 85 (9th Ed.), p. 96 (lOth EeL).
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All 'the necessary requirements are fulfilled by the gigantic proportions of
Co.ditio.. the Pyramids of Gizeh, by their accurate orientation, and by their precision of
fulfilled b,
Gizeh workmanship. Then the site selected, on the elevated plateau of Gizeh,
P,ramid••

westward of the adjacent agricultural land,-the inhabited and cultivated
~~~~te for strip of the Nile-and centrally south of the cultivated Delta, was the only
SaDdiai of th. ·bl· f h ff· ·1·· f h 1ft ThDelta. POSSl e SIte or tee ectlve utllsatl0n 0 t e structura ea ures. e

admirable nature' of the selected site, for the purpose indicated, is seen by
reference to Plate III-Map of the Nile Delta-and Plate IV-Map of the
Pyramids and Tombs on the Plateau of Gizeh---and by reference to the upper
view of the frontispiece.

, 10. THE REFLECTING SURFACES OF THE GREAT PYRAMID
OF GIZEH.

Conceived and built the first of all the Pyramids of Gizeh, the Great
Pyramid embodied in its external casing all the knowledge of the Ancients
concerning the properties of the Sundial. Planned to ~ffect its purpose primarily

TheCreat
Pyramid'. by means of reflected sunlight, and secondarily only by.means of shadows, the
~:~f~::: casing of the Great Pyramidwas selectedfrom the whitest and best limestone from
~erfected for
R.SeelioD" the quarries of Turra and Masara, on the opposite or Eastern side of the ~ile.

To ensure accura~y and continuity of unbroken plane, free from ~visible'
joints and beds, in the casing surface of each face'slope of the Great Pyramid,
the beds and joints, and the visible surfaces of all casing stones were worked as

1~&DemeDt of accurately as modem optician's work, but with this degree of accuracy extend-
Aeeurae, of • t ·d bi I rf All · . d b d t 1Plaa.Surf~ee. Ing 0 conSI era yarger su aces. 'JOInts an e s were so accura e y
of Sed., )Olot..c d h t - h· d h f b· d baDd Ezpo.ed . J.ltte t a even at t IS ate a s eet 0 note-paper cannot e Inserte etween
rae... the stones still remaining unbroken and undisturbed in situ. Yet all these

joints and beds were run with a fine film of cement.
Another remarkable feature of constructional detail confirms the high

degree of accuracy and smoothness of surface that was considered necessary.

FI t t Flaws in the visible surfaces of the casing stones were cut out and refilled witha•• CD ou
:ri:\.::~J:D of accurately fitting pieces of limestone, invisibly cemented in. This indicates
re.toratioD. that the intention was to obtain the whole external visible surface so unifonnly
The Great smooth and plane as to present a polished unbroken reflecting surface on all four

N
Pyram.id', casing sides of the Great Pyramid. ,It is obvious that it was from the brilliant

amelD
~~:~~:::!' reflexions from its casing slopes that the Great Pyramid is named, in the

inscriptions of the Pyramid period, and in inscriptions of later times, Khuti,
" the Lights."1

Name aDd
E.ideDee.
imply that
ReSeDoD' .er.
traDsform.d
iDto .i.ibl.
elect.

,. II. THE REFLECTED RAYS TRANSFORMED INTO VISIBLE
EFFECT.

That the Pyramid's reflexions were transformed into visible effect, or were
themselves rendered visible-at least around the hour of noon-day-is certain

1Brugsch, ., Egypt under the Pharaohs," Vol. I. p. 73. Revised EJ1glish Edit. (3r~).

1902 , p. 35·
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both from the Pyramid's ancient name, "The Lights," and its structural
evidences. Bearing in mind all the evidences pointing to special preparation
and intention, it is clear that the site selected, and certain special details of Special

construction referred to later, had some connection with this matter. It is in ::~~ue~~s
h o • h f h P ed' al f d t· advancedt IS connection t at many 0 t e yrami s structur eatures-an cer aln problems for

d· f f·· d d bl tbe Physicist.outstan Ing eatures 0 ItS enVironment-seem to suggest a vance pro ems
for the physicist. These all tend to indicate that the Pyramid was designed Designed and

• 0. Located on tbe
and located upon the conception that the mId-day reflexlons would be rendered conception that

visible. ~e08uidlob:
visible.

That the atmospheric conditions within and bordering on the desert
regions aroupd Egypt furnish tIle essential conditions for the formulation of Authentic case

the conception noted is clear from the authentic observation quoted in ~ 76b. b~ar~8:i:ible ia
(Section III of this Chapter.) In this case heliograph messages were read, not Egypt.

from the mirror disc-which was invisible to the accidental observer-but from :::::g~o~:~d
the rise and fall of the actual beam of light reflected from the disc. The ::;'~~c~:dhom
accidental observer was remotely placed with reference both to the point and :b~:gfl::hh
line of projection. The atmospheric phenomenon can only be accounted for invisible.

by the presence of myriads of minute particles in suspension in the air, such as ~tAt~:;.c;t~~ic
are deemed to produce the phenomenal deep blue in the sky of dry desert gii:~:e~rJ
atmospheres, and in atmospheres in proximity to such desert zones. (Refer Desert

~~ 76, a and b, Sect. III.) Atmosph.res.

The question of the Pyramid's reflected rays becoming visible is, then, a ~i:~:iiy

question, primarily, of atmospheric conditions around the Pyramid. Here A~::~:~~ic

the reader must remember that the Pyramid Designer was contemplating the ~onditioD•.

" mass production" of reflexions on a scale beyond anything within ordinary P~d~~ti,?D ..

h . D· dO 1 f d t t dOff ° of ReOeslonl.uman experIence. eVlces were accor Ing y per ecte 0 prevell 1 USIOn Accessory

of the reflected light and to stabilise the reflected rays under the influence of g:~~:u:~ioa.

variable surface refractions due to heat radiations. (Refer ~~ 18 and 19.)

It is important, however, that the reader should bear in mind the alterna- ~~teR:8~~~~~

tive questions as to whether the reflexions were transformed into visible effect or !~~:s~i:ibi:d

were tllemselves rendered clearly visible around noon-day. At the same time (b)1;:~'esi~ns

it simplifies matters for the general reader to adopt the view that the reflexions :::~~d::.

were visible. Description of the various phases of the Pyramid's phenomena Latter °

°11 b d hO d d· alternativeWI e rna e on t IS un erstan Ing. adopted for
description of
phenomeaa.

~ 12. THE GREAT PYRAMID'S NOON REFLEXIONS. Plates V, VI,
VII, VIII, and X.I

Exactly as a modem chronometer gives the hours, say of midnight, 6 a.mo, Creat

noon, and 6 p.m., so the reflexions from the Great Pyramid gave accurately the ~~~~~~~:XiOD'
days upon which the Winter Solstice, the Spring Equinox, the Summer Solstice, :;i~~i.»al
and the Autumnal Equinox occurred. This precisely defined the Solar Astrono- ~:\:~. of the

mica} Year. ~:~rs:i~ical
V.aetatioD

lTechnical details as Tabulated in Tables VI and VII at end of Section I. Years.
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The principal points of the Solar Vegetation Year, however, were equally
well defined. It is this definition of the Vegetation Year that forms one of the
most striking series of phenomena connecfed with the Pyramid's exterior.
For whilst the noon reflexion of the Pyramid's South face always pointed due
South at the instant of noon-during Winter, Spring, Summer, and Autumn
it displayed the striking property, of being elevated above the horizontal each
day of Autumn, Winter, and Spring, and depressed below the horizontal during
the entire extent of Summer.

, 13. THE PYRAMID'S PRECISE' DEFINITION OF SUMMER

LIMITS.

This is as shown on Plate V, Figs. Band b. Fig. B,represents the Pyramid
and its noon reflexions as shown in plan. Fig. b represents the elevation of the
Pyramid and its reflexions as seen from the East. The noon reflexions shown
are for the day beginning Summer, and for the day ending Summer, respectively
6th May and 8th August-of modem Calendar-as stated in Table I.

The diagrams show that exactly mid-way between the Vernal Equinox and
the Sutnmer Solstice, and, again, exactly mid-way between the Summer
Solstice and the Autumnal Equinox, the beam reflected at noon from the
Pyramid's South face, was truly horizontal. This horizontal reflection defined
the first noon of $ummer and the last noon of Summer. Between these two
dates, 6th May and 8th August, the noon re~exion from the Pyramid's South
face cast /a triangular reflexion on the ground, and at no other period of the
year. The triangular south noon reflexions, therefore, define the days of
Summer. These south reflected images obviously shorten approaching the
Summer Solstice, the shortest length of triangular image being attained at
noon of the Summer Solstice, after which, again, the images lengthen until
noon of the last day of Summer, when the noon reflexion becomes horizontal
again.

Ten days after the commencement of Summer and ten days before the
termination of Summer, at noon, the line RBC.Q, formed by the East and West
noon reflexions (Plate V, Fig. b), became a straight line running directly from
East to West.

South, E._I, Plate VI shows the Pyramid reflexions for noon of the Summer Solstice.
R~~:i::~OOD These are respectively the shortest noon reflexions of the year from the South,
~~~~~eRo::d East, and West faces of the Pyramid, and the longest noon refiexion of the year
~~~:~~o:t from the North face of the Pyramid.
Mid-Summer

No Noon. During the Summer half of the year no shadow was thrown by the Pyramid
Shadow dunal th· t t f f · bl· al b f dSummer. at e Ins an 0 noon, nor or an appreCla e Interv e ore an after noon.



PLATE V.

PYRAMID NoON REfLEXIONS & SHADOWS
NOON I2EFLEXIONS OF

THE SUMMER HALF OF TH'E YEAg.
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PLATE VI~

PYQAMID NOON REFLEXIONS &SHADOW.s
NOON REFLEXIONS

AT 5UMMER SOLSTICE.
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PLATE VII.

PYRAMID NOON REfLEXIONS & SHADOWS
NOON gEFLEXIONS at SHADOWS.
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PLATE VIII.

PYRAMID NOON REfLEXIONS & SHADOWS

NOON REFLEXIONS AND SHADOW
2-3 DEC. AND II-IZ ~AN.
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PYRAMID RECORDS

~ I4. THE PYRAMID'S EQ'UINOCTIAL NOON REFLEXIONS.

IS

The noon reflexions from the East and West faces of the Pyramid projected Th. Ea.t aD.

triangular· images (Plates V to VIII) on the ground on each day of t}:le year. :.fi::t:::
Almost East and West respectively at the Summer Solstice (Plate VI), the ~~~:b.Ea.ta••

Apex of each triangular i~age was North-East and ;North-West respectively ~i:~~~De:tat
from the East and West corners of the South Base side of the Pyramid at the the EquiDoa..

instant of Vernal Equinoctial and Autumnal Equinoctial noon (Plate V, Fig. ~).

This may be otherwise stated as follows :-(Plate V, Fig. A).

The East noon reflexion from the Pyramid projected a triangular imagt
ARB, on the ground. This triangle consisted of a base, AB, lying on the
Pyramid's East Base Side, AB, and of two other sides, which we may define, in
terms of the plan, the South side, AR, and the North side, BR, of the triangular
image. ThllS defined, the line of the Soutb side, AR, of the triangular image,
pointed due North-East at Vernal Equinoctial and Autumnal Equinoctial noon.
This was precisely the case during the period in history when the Pyramid was
thus operating as a Sundial of the Seasons. In modem times the phenomenon
noted would occur a day or so before the Vernal Equinox, and a day or so after
the Autumnal Equinox.

Similarly defined (and with reference to Plate V, Fig. A), the line of the
South side, DQ, of the triangular image, DQC, projected from the West face slope
of the Pyramid, pointed due North-West at Vernal Equinoctial and Autumnal
Equinoctial noon.

, 15. THE PYRAMID'S DEFINITION OF WINTER.

The solid beams of reflected light proceeding from the East and West face
slopes of the Pyramid at noon had a further remarkable property defining
Winter as distinct from Spring, Summer, and Autumn. Refer~nce to Plates
V to VIII shows that in all cases the East and West Solid noon reflexions had a

I

sharply defined ridge line running from the Pyramid apex to the apex of each
of the images projected on the ground.

The East and West noon reflected beams had, therefore, each a surface Surf.roe of
•• ~d~W~

seen from the North SIde of the PyramId, and a surface seen from the South NOOD

side of the Pyramid. The side of the East or West noon reflected beam, as ~~~e;:::.
. d f h S h 1 h h h d· 1·· North iacliD"vlewe rom t e out ,a ways, t roug out t e year, appeare Inc Inlng away overbanciaR

• ~u~

from the observer. The SIde of the East or West noon reflected beam, how- ob••rver iD
· d f h N h·d f h P·d d· Ii· Winter aDdever, as Vlewe rom t e ort 51 e 0 t e yraml, appeare Inc ning away iDclined

• . away from
from the observer dunng Spnng, Summer, and Autumn, but appeared over- ob.~rv.r ia

hal1ging towards the observer during Winter, as shown on Plate VIII, Figs. ~:::~r, aDei
F and G. Aatama.
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At B.pDDiD, At the beginning and ending of Winter this surface of either reflected beam
and EDdiDI
of WiDt.r as seen from the North was a truly vertical surface lying, in the case of the
tbis surface
trul, vertical East reflection, truly North-East, and in the case of the 'West reflection, truly
aDd pointiD'
North-East Nortll-Wcst, in continuation of the Pyramid's base diagonals. This is as
for East
..eSeziOD shown on Plate VII, Fig. E. In terms of the modem Calendar, the dates are
aDd
North-West respectively November 1st and February 11th. Referring to Table I, the
for W.st
ReS.ioD. reader will observe that the forme;r date anticipates the beginning of winter by
1st No.e.be.. seven days, ~nd that the latter date succeeds the termination of Winter by the
iitt Feb..uary like interval of seven days.
tbul d.o.d.

It is obvious that the difference was not due to any error In nxmg toe
precise beginning and ending of Winter. Had this been the case, there would
have been a similar error in fixing the beginning and ending of Summer. But
the phenomenon of the horizontal South noon reflexion fixes the beginning and
ending of Summer with definitive precision. The difference of seven days,
then, in anticipating the beginning of Winter can only have been an intentional
anticipation, as the reader will see.

, 16. THE PYRAMID'S WINTER SHADOWS (Plates VII and VIII).

A noon shadow was projected by the Pyramid during Winter and for
sixteen or seventeen days before and after Winter. Between February 27-28
and October 14-15, no noon shadow- appeared. During this period of the year

P,ramid NOOD a noon reflexion was projected by the North face slope of the Pyramid. On
~~ri~~w, October 14-15, however, the noon reflexion disappeared and the first noon
WiDt... ODl,. shadow made its appearance. (Plate VII, 'Figs. D and d.) Successive noons
~ctober 14th toward the Winter Solstice (Plate VII, Figs. E and e, Plate VIII, Figs. F and f),
F......ry Z8. found the length of the noon shadow, projected on to the pavement base of the

Pyramid, gradually lengthening towards the North, until at noon of the Winter
Solstice it attained its greatest length due North (Plate VIII, Figs. G and g).

After the Winter Solstice the length of the noon shadow, projected on the
pavement base, gradually shortened (Plate VII, Figs. E and e, Plate VIII, Figs.
F and f), until at February 27-28 (Plate VII, Figs. D and d) it was" swallowed"
by the Pyramid masonry, and the North noon reflexion made its first appear
ance, heralding the approach of the Vernal Equinox and the Summer half of
the year.

The initial and terminal datings of the noon shado'v phenomenon defined
SOMD. respectively the beginning of early sowing, and the beginning of the barley
.::D~ci~y··t and flax harvests i~ the ancient Delta. (The reader is referred to Plates III,

IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, X, and XII, and to Section III, ~~ 67-72, 74 and 76,
for the detailed descriptions of the various phenomena discussed.) .
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~ 17. THE TEMPLE OF RAMESSU II AT ABU SIMBEL.

The influence of these initial and terminal datings of the Pyramid's noon
shadow phenomenon. in formulating later devices for automatically heralding Ali,DmeDt of
the seasons is evidenced by the Temple of Ramessu II at Abu-Simbel. This ~~;:':l;abel

temple was built with its central axis aligned towards the point of Sunrise of the ~~~i~:dolo

day upon which the Pyramid's noon shadow first appeared" and of the day upon ~::Si:~dow
which it disappeared .. SwallowiD. ,.

• Datea.

Now the sun's noon altitude for a certain point of the year when compared
with the azimuth of its rising at the same point of the year over a long interval
of years does not bear the precisely fixed relationship the Abu-Simbel alignment
would lead one to suppose. For this reason, sunrise on the Abu-Simbel align
ment cannot always occur on the same day as the Pyramid's noon shadow first
appears or first disappears, respectively. Nevertheless the difference at the
present time is not more than two days. The Sun rises on the Abu-Simbel
alignment, at the present time, on October 16 and February 26,1 whereas the
Great Pyramid's limiting dates. for the present time, are October I4 and
February 28 generally.

~ 18. THE PYRAMID'S STRUCTURAL CORRECTION FOR
REFLEXIONS.

To define more clearly the ridges and edges of the reflexions and to counter-
act the local dispersing effect of the variable surface refractions due to heat The p,ramid'.

radiations from the Pyramid's surfaces, these surfaces were very slightly :t~~ill.~:~

hollowed inwards towards the centre line of each face slope of the Pyramid. ~:~:~:~~-:.

This slight hollowing, while tending towards stabilising and more clearly defining
the reflected beams, was not sufficient to focus the reflected rays forming a beam The HoDowiaa
of reflexion. The hollowing Was not in the form of a concavely curved surface, i:;::id:: tb.

but in the general form of two plane surfaces meeting along the centre line of Face Slope.

each face slope. This feature, however, will be dealt with later.

That the hollowing feature noted was not merely the result of an after-
thought is evidenced by the core masonry of the Pyramid. The stepped surface f:~:~=:o~rY
f h f 1 f h lik · h 11 d · h proves deYlceo eac ace s ope 0 t e core masonry was eWlse 0 owe In to t e same Dot aD

• • . aftertho.abt.
extent,2 preparatory to the external casing stones being added to form the
smooth reflecting surfaces. This hollowing is so small in proportion to the
Pyramid's mass, and extent of external surf~ce, that it is not visible to the
eye 'Unaided. It can be observed, however, and its extent measured by careful
sightings across and obliquely up each face- escarpment. The reader must not
confuse the evidence of hollowing in with the separate question of dilapidation.
The two can be quite separately surveyed.

1Hon. E. M. Plu~ket. P.S.B.A., March, 1893.
IPetrie, II Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh," pp. 43 and 44.

VOL. I.
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~ I9· THE EXTENT OF THE STRUCTURAL CORRECTION.

The ;structural effect of the hollowing inwards of each face slope of the
~;~::idf.ch Great Pyramid was that the Pyramid base sides were hollowed inwards petween
~b::tSide the corners of the Pyram1d base. These corners were the four corners of a
i:t~:::t to square of about 760 feet length of side. The central hollowing in of each base
&:~:1.~re. side is almost exactly three feet, as determined from Petrie's survey.1 The

ratio of hollowing in of base to length of base side is therefore about I in 250 •

This'receding camber was sufficient to make correction for the well-known
_ optical illusion whereby a large plane escarpment appears to bulg,e outwards.

BoDowiD' Correction for this optical illusion was made by the ancient Egyptians in the
laward. made f th · lith· bdl· I d b h · G k· hcorrectioa for case 0 elr mono IC earns an lnte s, an y t e ancient ree s In t e case
opticalUlu.ioDe f th· I A tIl . 1 b " h "ddl I" ho elr co umns. ru y eve eam appears to sag In t e mt e; a s 19 t

camber upwards eliminates the illusion. A large vertical column appears to
overhang towards the observer on the ground; a slight tilt away from the
observer removes the illusion.

~ 20. NOON SHADOW AND STRUCTURAL CORRECTION.

The
BoDowiDI-ia
f.ature

r:rO:::h~r or
21 F.bruary
NooD Shadow
Limit to be
ob••r••d ia
relation to
Sid. of
Pyramid
.Ba•• Sqaar••

In the centuries following the Pyramid's construction, the limit of the I4th
October and 28th February noon shadow, I once in about every hundred years
would lie precisely on the line forming the North side of the Pyramid base square
(although the coincidence nearly occurred once in each modem leap year
period). Let us, for the purpose of illustration, suppose the period exactly
one hundred years and that the shadow limit lay on the North side of the base
square exactly at the middle date of the period. Then fifty years bef<;>re, or
fifty years after the middle date, the shadow limit lay 3It inches within the
North side of the Pyramid base square, or 3It inches without the square
respectively. These dimensioned limits are true whether the period is greater
than or less than the hundred years assumed. For other years within the
period, the limit 01 the noon shadow lay somewhere between the two limits, 31t
inchei internal to or external to the North side of the Pyramid base square.

The noon shadow limits for 14th October and 28th February, wh~n internal
to the North side of the Pyramid base square, were, owing to the hollowing-in
feature, always defined and measurable. The extent of hollowing at the centre
of the base side gave a margin of about 41- inches between the casing edge and
the maximum internal limit of the noon shadow under consideration. This
marginal space was just sufficient to permit of the noon shadow being clearly
defined at its maximum internal limit. The marginal amount, thereiore,
confirms the hollowing effect as intentionally of the extent observed by Petrie's
sightings.

1" Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh," pp. 43 and 44.
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The reader will see for himself that owing to the hollowing-in feature,
the particular year of the modem Leap-year cycle-generally four years-was T~e.Sbadow

Limit
defined by the extent of the North face slope that was, covered by shadow down automaticall,

Intercalated
the centre at noon on 14th October or 28th February. In other words, the the Solar

variations of the noon shadow limit automatically affected the intercalation of Year.

th~ Solar year.

,-r 21. THE GREAT PYRAMID'S ANNUAL MESSAGE TO THE
DELTA.

Within two periods, then, of sixteen or seventeen days, we find that the Great Pyramid

Great Pyramid provided two outstanding phenomena defining fixed points of :~:tl:oit.
the Solar year. These were the North-East and North-West directed vertical ~~tJ' October

surfaces of reflect'ion at noon of 1st November and 11th February, and the ~~'clNovemb.r

North noon shadow limits on 14-~5 October and 27-28 February. Both ~~tj'F.bru.ry

sets of phenomena were devised to be seen from the North. ~~~n~=:::r,
to be leen

Reference to Plate III-studied in relation to Plate VII-will sho\v that fromtheNortb.

the Pyramid site was selected with all this as part of the design.

The Great Pyramid is so situated that it is the centre of the quadrant of a
circle that defines and includes the Delta (Plate III). The two Limiting Radii
of the Quadrant lie North-East and North-West respectively, forming the angle
of 900 subtending the quarter circle arc of the Delta coastline, from near the
modem site of Port Said to near the modern site of Alexandria.

The Pyramid's situation and its accompanying coincidence with the centre NPyrahmEid'l d
ort • alt aD

of the Delta Quadrant might be deemed to be accidental were it not for the fact Nvort~.Wlelt
ertlca

that the directions of the limiting radii of the quadrant were annually defined SfuNrfacel
o oon

by the Vertical Surfaces of the .Pyramid's East and West noon reflexions tRefiNexionlboa
It ovem."

on 1st November. define the
Delta
Quadraat.

~ 22. THE GREAT PYRAMID'S PART IN ORGANISING
CULTIVATION IN THE DELTA.

Th ··ft f th P ·d' h d th· d·· The P,ramid'ie Slgnl cance 0 e yraml S p enomena an elr atlngs IS seen at Noon

once when we remember that the eatly sowing period in the Delta occurred ~~6::r:ae:l;
b h h 0 b d th b ·· f th I' Sowing Periodetween t e 14t cto er an e eglnnlng 0 e genera sowIng season on 14th October

N b h h I h ·· d d b h F b 1st NovemberISt ovem er; t at t e ear y arvestlng perlo occurre etween lIt e - and Earl,

mary and the beginning of the general harvest season at 27-28 February, when ~::i:dt
barley was reaped and flax plucked.l ~~~t:ebru.1'J'

- Februar,.
The appearance of noon shadow on the North Face of the Pyramid-seen

only from the Delta-heralded early sowing on 14-15 October. The verticality HeraldiDIJ of

of the surfaces of the East and West noon refiexions-seen only from the North-, ~:::::~tural

and running truly North-East and North-West respectively, heralded the :h~eD~i:a.for

general beginning of the sowing season on 1st :November.

lFor Wilkinson's Agricultural Datings refer Plate IX, cols. 7, 8, and 9.
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The recurrence of the latter phenomenon again, at noon of 11th Februar:r
gave warning to the Delta of the earliest date for an early harvest; and the
disappearance of noon shadow from the North Face of the Pyramid on 27-28
February heralded to the Delta the beginning of the barley and flax harvests.

These facts immediately raise the question as to whether the ancient
Egyptians at the time of the Pyramid Dynasties had not a fixed Calendar year,
adjusted by intercalation to conform with the Solar year.

~ 23. THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN CALENDAR.

The Ancient Egyptians, we kno\v, had two forms of Calendar Year. They
had a Calendar "\:"ear of 360 days and a Calendar year of 365 days. The last five
days of the latter Calendar Year were known from the earliest times as the" five
days over the year." This expression clearly indicates that the earliest calendar
year was that of 360 days.

Each Caleadar Both forms of Calendar year consisted of the same seasonal divisions
~e:'I::thl of (Plate IX, col. 2). There were three Calendar seasons, each of four months, and
30 daYI. each month consisting of 30 days. The seasonal divisions were respectively :-

(I) SHAT, the Calendar Season of Sowing.
(2) PERT, the Calendar Season of "coming forth," i.e., growing and

harvest.

(3) SHEMUT, the Calendar Season of Inundation.

The Calendar year began with the Calendar Season of Sowing. This fact
clearly indicates that the Egyptian Calendar was instituted when a November
agricultural year was observed.

~ 24. THE FIXED CALENDAR YEAR OF EA-RLY EGYPT.
Plates IX, X, and XI.

~:r~~ci:r The latter fact seems to be very obvious. But that is not all. The earliest
Year 360 da,s. form of Egyptian Calendar was the Calendar year of 360 days. This began
~:f::e1:th with the Calendar season of Sowing. Such a definite designation implies a
~::ic:a~.of definite synchronism with the actual season of sowing at the'time the designa-
D••i,Datioa tion was first given.
maele when
N;;::ber It is obvious, therefore, that the earliest Calendar year of 360 days was a
Year ob••rved. fixed Calendar year identified with the November Agricultural year.
Implies A Calendar year of 360 days could only be a fixed Calendar year by intercala
li~~tba~a;leel tions of an additional month of 30 days at variable intervals of five or six years.
;::~: 5 or 6 That this was the form of Calendar employed-coincident with an intercalated
Fizeel Year Calendar year of 365 days-during the period of Dynasties I to XVI -inclusive,
~::f:~ of is confirmed by the evidence discussed in Section II of this Chapter, and descrip-
I r:aX~l' tions of Plates IX, X. and XI.
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Apart altogether from this evidence, however, we kno~ that the noon
phenomena of the Great Pyramid automatically fixed the November Agri
cultural year. Now the Calendar years of 360 and 36S days were in use in Great. ,

P ·d t· d th N b b .. h· d Pyramid ayraml Imes, an e ovem er year, eglnnlng t e SOWIng season, ha Fixing of
· I b fi d th fi· b· l' d' h NovemberprevIous y een xe -.' e xIng elng monumenta Ise In t e names of the year aave

Cal d I · I h h h P ·d' accuracy toen ar seasons. t IS C ear t en t at t e yraml S noon phenomena gave a Adjuatmeat

high degree of accuracy to an adjustment of the Calendar year in relation to the :J~:::l
Solar year that had already been long previously effected.

The fixed November year, again, is confinned by the dated Calendar
records of the activities of the agricultural (or Solar) year during the period of ~::::dar

Dynasties VI, XI, and XII. These are as graphically represented in Plate IX, ~;~~~~iea

Column I, ,Stated with reference to the Time Basis of Column 2, and as compared ~!~f:~~~ed

with ac~ual conditions of Columns 7, 8 and 9, stated with reference to the ~::;lDber

Time Basis of Column 3.1

~ 25. THE FESTIVAL OF THE DEAD.

Attention has been directed (in ~ IS) to the fact that the 1st November
dating was intentionally observed instead of the beginning of Winter, seven EPerio~

ayptlan
days later. The 1St November Pyramid phenomena defined the first day of the P::3.i\iea

fixed agn·cultural year of the Ancient Egyptians. It is with respect to this Cda.lendad'r Yeara ,uste every
fixed 1st Novem.ber year that the early Egyptian Calendar year was intercalated :h~r:i::drato

at the end of every :five or six years. Hence the festival of the true betTinning l
A
at ~ovlembler

0" grlcu tura
of the New Year was observed in Egypt at intervals of this duration as early as YDea! •

eglnnlna.
the time of Dynasties I and 11.2

At the time of l)ynasty XII, the celebration of the New Year festival took Period

the form of lighting lamps for the dead on the last day of the old year and the e~::tlit~~;
first day of the New Year.3 As Dr. Frazer has pointed out, this proves that the t::~::ember
New Year's Festival at this time was the ancient Festival of the Dead-the ;b~bFe~:it:aifof
modern All Souls', or All Sai.ts' (1st-2nd November).4 ~~iD~.~1nAll

Souls.
"The custom," he remarks,5 "was observed throughout the whole of Egypt,"

and is referred to by Herodotus (II, 62), as prevailing in the Sth Century B.C.

" On All Saints' Day, the 1st of November," Frazer continues, " the shops Ancient

d · h Ab . fill d ·th dl h· h lb' d t Cuatom atiDan streets In t e ruzzI are e WI can es, w IC peop e uy In or er 0 prevail. iD

kindle them in the evening on the graves of their relations: For all the dead M:1~:!
come to visit their homes on that night, the Eve of All Souls', and they need fa~r::e2:d
lights to show them the way." November.

Similarly, he states, " The Miztecs of Mexico believed that the souls of the A •
nClent

dead came back in the twelfth month of every year, which corresponded with M
C

e1xibcan.
e e ratloDI

our November. On this day of All Souls the houses were decked out to welcome iD November.

the Spirits."6
. lDetailed explanations are given in descriptions of Plates IX, X, and XI.

~For the data concerning this refer Section II, , 56.
8Breasted, If Ancient Records," I, pp. 260-271. Frazer, "Adonis, Osiris, Attis," Pp.241-242.
01" Adonis, Osiris, Attis," pp. 241-2.
IIbid., pp. 241-2.
·Ibid., pp. 244-8.
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Frazer suggests that "The nominally Christian feast of All Souls' on
November 2nd, appears to be an old Celtic festival of the Dead, adopted by the
Church in 998 A.D.

All Soal. " The Celts and the Teutons appear to have dated the beginning of their
d:~"~~f~::t.·year from the beginning of Winter, the Celts reckoning it from the 1st of
t:ra1 of the November and the Teutons from the 1st of October.

" The feast of All Saints' on November 1st, seems also to have displaced a
heathen festival of the dead."l

'il 26. OSIRIS AND THE FESTIVAL OF THE DEAD:
ISIS AND THE GREAT PYRAMID.

In the dual aspect of Osiris as corn or vegetation-god and god of the dead,
The Rite. of the rites of Osiris embodied in one celebration, at the commencement of the
~i~~:a';:~·at November Vegetation Year, the rites of the agricultural deity and the rites of
~~~::~~:-:: on primitive ancestor-worship. In the sowing of the grain in November was seen
l:tA~~i::::ber the symbolic burial of the god; in its growth, his renewal of life; his resurrec
E,ypt. tion; and, in harvest, the death and sacrifice of the god. 2 Thus Dr. Frazer

states :_3
" Under the names of Osiris, Tammuz, Adonis, and Attis, the peoples

of Egypt and Western Asia represented the yearly decay and revival of
life, especially of vegetable life, which they personified as a god who
annually died and rose again from the dead."

The rites of Osiris in ancient Egypt were annually celebrated on tIle
., day of the Festival of the Dead, November 1st. Owing to the fact that the

The Pyramid S fl· f h G P .d d.c:. d h d - f h lb·l.t Npvember noon re ectlons 0 t e reat yraml e.one t e ay 0 t e ce e ratIons,
ra~:~:mena Osiris, in later Egyptian times, was associated with the Pyramid. Hence the
."oclated f hI· h f 1 f 0 . . d· d· I .w.ith Osiri., act t at SIS, t e ema e counterpart 0 slrls, was eSlgnate In ater tImes,
hi, female ..

.. counterpart " the queen of the PyramId," and the" mIstress of the commencement of the
~Tb:Qn:eenof year." When the November year was discarded for the Sothic or Sirius Year,
the Pyramid" I· f 11 d hi· f h ' b .. d .d .fi d . h haa.d .. The SIS 0 owe tea teration 0 t e year s eginnIng, an was I entl e WIt t e
M.stren of the S h· S· . 1'h .. 1 N b b . . f h
Commence. star ot IS or IriUS. e orIglna ovem er year eginning aspect 0 t e
ment of the .
Year:' goddess was Hathor, later absorbed by ISIS.

~ 27. THE GREAT PYRAMID NOT AN INSTITUTION OF
EGYPTIAN RELIGION.

Petrie'. The accounts of Herodotus that Cheops (or Khuphu), the builder of the
excavation.
::n~~~o, Great Pyramid, closed the Egyptian ~emples of the gods, and forbade sacrifice
iI:::do~~~a~d to the gods, and of the EgyptIan prIest, ~anetho, that the same .king " was
Maneth~ arrogant towards the gods," have been connrmed bv Professor Petne's excava
~ob~e:;:::e tions at Abydos.4 Furthermore, the simplicity of "'the Great Pyramid, and of
B~iid-:; other works belonging to the same reign, the utter lack of internal or external

IIbid., pp. 254-5.
I.A.. l\10ret, Ie Kings and Gods of Egypt." pp. 69- r08, 148 - I Q8.
sCC Adonis. Osiris, Attis," p. 5.

Both are standard works on this suhj ect.
tAbydos II, pp. la, 30, 48.
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-ornament and inscription, removes the Pyramid entirely from the particular ~:::::d to

kind of religious atmosphere associated generally·with every form of Egyptian f~;:~iaof
architecture. worship.

I I I
'. Simplicity of

t seems c ear y ObVIOUS, then, that the First of November phenomena of Pyramid and

the Great Pyramid had not been devised to ensure the celebration of the rites :'°o-:.t'a:~06:.zs
Qf ancestor-worship, or the rites of Osiris, on this particular day. The tradi- this.

tions concerning the festival, however, indicate that it was considered to be the The Pyramid'.
. f h' . I h h fbI· h 1st NovemberannIversary 0 an Istorlca event, rat er t an 0 an event e onging to t e p~enomena for

t . Itt' I h f h Th··· fi d different.as ronomlca or vege a lana p enomena 0 t e year. IS agaIn, IS con rme purpose thaD

by the Pyramid indicating this date rather than the true beginning of winter. ~:!:~rati~n of
Ourlan Rlt.,s.

,-r 28. THE TRADITIONAL ORIGIN OF THE FESTIVAL OF THE
DEAD.

i\S to the origin of the traditions concerning the festival of the dead,
Haliburton l states as follows :-

In Mexico" the festival of the dead was held on the 17th of November, ~~~f::iof the

and was regulated by the Pleiades They had a tradition that, at nead ratcommemo •
that time, the world had been previously destroyed, and they dreaded that a D~s~r~:~;::rof

similar catastrophe at the end of a cycle would annihilate the race." It:.~b~~:' in

The 17th of November2 occurs also as an alternative dating of certain cults
in Egypt during Dynasties XII and XIX, in Ptolemaic Egypt, and at the time ls~eNa!~~:b~i;.

of Plutarch. It occurs in Ancient Rome as an alternative date to 1st November. i7'tt November

According to Plutarch, the alternative dating, on the fixed Alexandrian :h:iF::tt:~l.
(Julian) Calendar of his time, fell on the 17th day of the Egyptian month Athyr
{Hathor).3 In the XIIth Dynasty, the same alternative dating would be the
17th day of Month I, Season of Sowing,-the 1st Inonth of the fixed 1st Novem-
ber year.

Reference to the Egyptian form of the traditional destruction of the nDynalty xXIXand
ynasty

world appears in the early Xth Dynasty Papyrus, Petersburg 1116A,4 as " The :f~h~tivel

Destruction of Mankind." The Xth Dynasty_ Papyr-us states :- Destr~ctjC?D cf
Mankind In

" God made heaven and earth (refer Gen. It I) at their Nbovfemberfgihve
t. t~ orm 0 t e

desire. He checked the greed of the waters (refer Gen. I, 6-10) and made Hebre~
narrative

the air to give life to their nostrils (i.e., by the removal of super-safuration of tohe D
t
e
7
1uge

• on ay
from the atmosphere effected by process of Gen. 1,6 and 7. For prevIous cMolnthdIl off

• a en ar 0

conditions refer Gen. 11,5 and 6). They are His own Images (refer Gen. I, Genesis.

26, 27) proceeding from His flesh He slew His enemies and de-
stroyed His own children because of their plots in making rebellion."
(Refer Gen. VI, 5-7, 11-13, for causes.)
The later form of the narrative, appearing in the tomb of Seti I of Dynasty

XIX,S associates Hathor with the" Destruction of Mankind," which would
account for the 17th day of the Egyptian month Hathor (the Athyr of Plutarch's
account) being identified, in later times, with the Festival of the Dead.

lIn Prof. C. P. Smyth's" Life and Work at the Great Pyramid," Vol. II, p. 390.
2 Refer Section II, ~ 55.
:I Plutarch, De Iside et Osiride, Vol. TI, p. 336.
ITranslation by Dr. Alen H. Gardiner, II Journal of Egyptian .~rchreology,J: Vol. I, p. 34.
~Translation by Dr. Ed. Naville, " Records of the Past," 1St series, Vol. VI, pp. 105-112
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~ 29. HATHOR AND "THE DESTRUCTION OF MANKIND."

Tbe Outstanding features of the XIXth Dynasty story of the " Destruction of
COD.teUatioD
:~hc:h~ed Manki~d " fix t~at narr~tive as the Egy~tian'ren~eringof ~~e narrative of the
Fe.tival of tbe Noachian flood In GeneSIS, and of the anCIent MexIcan tradItion of the destruc-
Dead i8 tbe . ' •
ANDcient tion of the world, referred to by HalIburton. CommemoratIon of the latter,

ovember •
Con.tellation as quoted, " was regulated by the PleIades."
of Pleiade••

The Plei.de.
allociated
with U Rain
Givin• ."

Confirming the connection between the various forms o.f the narrative,
Haliburton observes that the celebration of the festival of the dead by the
Australian aborigines was held in November, when the constellation of the
Pleiades is most distinct, and was specifically worshipped as "the giver of
rain."l He says again that" The month of November was formerly called in
Persia' The Month of the angel of death.' "2

In the Egyptian XIXth Dynasty form of the tradition this" angel of
Bathor tbe death" appears as Hathor. Hat-hor, as Sir Ernest Budge shows,3 was origin
~:::i;~:6e.tb, all.y , Het-Heru,' " The House of Horus," " one special part of the great watery
~'¥h:rF'~~d~Y mass of heaven," and was therefore a special part of " the waters above the
It"'::e:" firmament," of Genesis I, 9, and probably, therefore, the Deluge" floodgates of

heaven" of Genesis VII, II. The latter should more clearly be rendered" a
finely spread restraining influence or natural law (attenuated lattice-work is the
restrict~d application) upholding the 'U'aters above "t~e firmament." This suffi-

Tbe 17th of tbe ciently accounts for the I7th of the month Athyr (Hathor) being celebrated as
~dD:~elf7:~~~ the day of the festival of the dead in the Alexandrian Calendar period. For in
~:D~h~ule the narrative of Genesis tIle Noachian deluge is given as beginning on the

17th day of the second month of the Calendar year of Genesis.

Tbe SeveD
Hathor.
aDd the
Pleiad•••

Hatbor
a..ociated
witb tbe
E.yptiaD
F1ood~

Thi. com
memorated
!Jy Fe.tival of
Hatbor
ori.inaU, OD
New Year'.
Day,-I.,
Nov.mb.r.

As to the association between Hathor and the ancient November constel
l.ltion of Pleiades, the modern popular name-" the seven sisters "-of the
latter constellation had its counterpart in Ancient Egypt as "the Sev~n

Hathors."

The XIXth Dynasty narrative of the Destruction of Mankind states that
" Ra ordered in the midst of the night4 to pour out the water of the vessels,
and the fields were entirely covered with water and there came the
goddess (Hathor) at the morning, and she found the fields covered ~ith water,
and she was pleased with it and she drank to her satisfaction, and she went away
satisfied, and she saw no men "

Then Ra ordered" that libations be made to her at every festival of the
New Year." The narrative defines this as the" festival of Hathor.." Obviously
it was originally New Year's Day, which in early Egypt fell on 1st November.

IHaliburton in Smyth's U Life and Work at the Great Pyramid," Vol. II, pp. 384-386.
2Ibid., p. 390.
au Gods of the Egyptians," Vol. I, pp. 428-429.
·All Hallow's Eve or Hallowe'en?



TABLE II.

ANCIENT INTERCALARY CYCLE AND ITS INTERCALARY

PERIODS.

27

Cyclic
years'

duration.

6

II

17

23 I

34

51

57

63

68

74

80

86

Intercalated 360 days
Calendar Y ea.r.

Duration on Cycle
in in

Months. Days.

73 - 2190

134 - 4020

207 - 6210

280 - 8400

341 - 1023°

414 - 12420

560 - 16800

621 - 18630

694 - 20820

901 - 27030

974 - 29220

1047 - 31410

1108 - 3324°

Intercalated 365 days'
Calendar Yea.r.

Duration on Cycle
in in

Tvlonths. Days.

73 - 2190

134 - 4020

207 - 6210

280 - 8400

341 - 1023°

414 - 12420

560 - 16800

621 - 18630

694 - 20820

767 - 23°10

901 - 27030

974 = 29220

1047 - 31410

1108 - 3324°

Number of days
in luean years of

Cycle.
Days.

4017.66992

10226.79616

146°9.7°880

16801. 16512

20818.83504

29219.41760

332 37. 08752

97 Ir8r 35430 1181 - 3543°

1254 - 37620 1254 - 37620 37620.00000



TABLE III.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERCALARY CYCLE OF
103 YEARS.

Cumulative 360 DAYS' CALENDAR YEAR. 365 DAYS' CALENDAR YEAR.
Davs

Cyclic for Duration
Dav I Month I Day 1 Month IYears' in Duration C.-Ommencir"l~ Duration Commencing

Duration 11ean Years on Before (-) or on Before (-) or
of Cycle After (+) Cycle After (+)

Cycle Beginning of Be~innjng of
Mean Year of Mean Year of

In Months I In Days Cycle In Months III Days Cycle

0

II

0.
il-

° 0 0.00 0 ° 0.00
1 365. 242 72 12 360 - 5. 24 12t 365 - 0.24
2 73°.48544 24 720 - 10·49 24t 73° - 0·49
3

I
1°95.72816

I

36 1080 - 15·73 36,. 1095 - 0·73
4 1460 .97°88 48 1440 - 20·97 4~t 1460 - 0·97
5

II

1826. 21 360 60 1800 - 2h.21 I 60i 1825 - 1.21
6 2191.45632 73 2190 - 1.46 73 21 90 - 1.46

7 2556.69904 85 2550 - 6.70 85t 2555 - 1.69
8 I 2921 .94 176 97 2910 - 11·94 97! 2920 - 1·94
9 3287.18448 1OC) 32;'0 - 17. J8 109! 328 5 - 2.18

10 3652 .42720 121 3630 - 22·4,3 121! 3650 .- 2·43
I I 40J7·66992 134 4020 + 2·33 134 4020 + 2·33

t -I
4382.91264 146 4380 146k 4385 +12 - 2.19 2.09

13 4748 . 1 5536 158 4740 - 8.16 I58! 475° + 1.84
14 511 3.39808 '170 51no - 13.40 17°! 511 5 + 1.60
15 547~L64080 182 5460 - 18.64 182i 5480 + 1.36
16 5843. 88 35 2 194 5820 - 23. 88 194& 5845 + 1.12
17 62°9.12624 207 6210 + 0.87 2°7 62TO + 0.87

18 6574.36896 21 9 6570 - 4·37 21 91 6575 + 0.63
19 6939·61168 23 1 6930 - 9.61 23 I ! 6940 + 0·39
2,0 730 4.85440 243 7290 - 14. 85 243! 73°5 + 0.14
21 767°.°97 12 255 7650 - 20.10 255t 7670 - 0.10
22 8°35.33984 267 8010 - 25 ·34 267~ 8°35 - 0·34
23 84°0.58256

,I
280 8400 - 0.5 8 280 8400 - 0.5 8

24

I

8765.82528 292 8760 - 5. 83 292 t 8765 - 0.83
25 9131 .06800 304 9120 - I 1.07 30 4t 913° - 1·°7
26 9496.3 1072 316 9480 - 16.3 1 3I6! 9495 - 1.3 1

27 I 9861 .55344 328 9840 - 21·55 328 i 9~60 - 1·55ill 10226·79f)16 34 1 1023° + 3. 20 34 1 102 30 + 3. 20

I I I

-
1°592 .°3888 353 1°590 - 2.04 3531 1°595 + 2.96

3° 1°957. 28160 365 1°95° - 7. 28 3651 10960 + 2.72
31 11322 .5 243 2 377 11310 - 12.5 2 377i 11325 + ~·48

32 11687.767°4 389 1Ih70 - 17·77 389f 11690 + 2.23

33 I
12°5.3. 00976 4°1 12°3° - 23. 01 401 H 12°55 + 1·99

34 12418.25248 4 14 12420 + 1·75 4 14 12420 + 1·75

35 12783.49520 I 426 12730 - 3·5° 426• 12785 + 1.50

36 13 148 .73792 438 13 140 - 8·74 4381 13 1 50 + 1.26
37 135 13.98064 450 13500 - 13.98 450l 13~15 + 1.02
38 13879. 22 336 462 13860 -- 19. 22 462! 13880 + 0.78
39 14244.46608 474 14220 - 24·47 474i 14245 + 0·53
4° 14609.7°880 487 14610 + 0.29 4R7 14610 + 0.'29

-
41 14974.95 152 499 14970 - 4·95 499t 149i5 + t~ .05
42 1534°. 1 9424 511 15330 - 10.19 51 It 15340 - 0.19
43 157°5.43696 523 15690 ~ 15·44 52 3! 157°5 - 0·44
44 16070.67968 535 16050 - 20.68 535i 1~70 - 0.68
45 16435.92240 547 16410 - 25.92 5471 16435 - 0.92
46 16801. 16512 560 16800 - 1.17 560 16800 - 1.17

47 17166.40784 572 17160 I - 6.41 572t 17165 - 1.41

48 1753 1 • 65056 584 17520 - I 1.65 584. 17S30 - 1.65
...9 17896.89328 596 17880 - J6.89 5961 1789~ - 1.89
SO 18262.13600 608 18240 - 22.14 608l' 18z60 - 2.14
51 18627.37872 621 18630 + 2.6.l 621 18630 + 2.62



TABLE III.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTE"RCALARY CYCLE OF
103 YEARS.-(Continued).

Cumulative 360 DAYS' CALENDAR YEAR. 365 DAYS' CAlENDAR YEAR.
Days

Cyclic for Duration
Years' in Duration Day I Month I Duration Day I Month I

Commencing Commencing
Duration Mean Years on Before (-) or on Before {-) or

of Cycle After (+ Cycle After (+)

Cycle Beginnin~ of Beginning of
Mean Year of Mean Year of

In Months In Days Cycle In Months In Days Cycle

52 18992 .621 44 633 18990 - 2.62 633* 18995 + 2.38
53 19357. 86416 645 19350 - 7. 86 6451- 19360 + 2.14
54 19723. 10688 657 19710 - 13. 11 657i 19725 + 1.89
55 20088 . 34960 669 20°7° - 18·35 6691 20090 + 1.65
56 20453.59232 681 2°43° - 23·5Q 6811 2°455 + 1.41
57 ~0818.83~04 694 20820 + 1.16 694 20820 + 1.16

-
58 21184.°7776 706 21180 - 4. 08 706t 21185 + 0.92
59 21 549.3 2°48 718 21540 - 9.32 718! 21 55° + 0.68
60 21Q 14·5632O 73° 21 900 - 14.56 73°! 21 915 + 0·44
61 22279. 80592 742 22260 - 19. 81 742i 22280 + 0.19
62 22645.°4864 754 22620 - 25. 05 754Q 22645 - 0·°5
63 23°10.29136 767 23°10 - 0.29 767 23°10 - 0.29

64 23375·534°8 779 2337° - 5·53 779i 23375 - 0·53
65 2374°.77680 791 2373° - 10.78 7911' 23740 - 0.78
66 24106.01952 803 24°9° - 16.02 803! 24105 - 1.02
67 24471. 26224 81 5 2445° - 21.26 815t 24470 - 1.26
68 24836 .50496 828 24840 + 3·49 828 24840 + 3·49

69 25 201.74768 840 25 200, - 1·75 840l 252°5 + 3. 25
7° 25566 .99040 852 25566 - 6·99 85 21' 25570 + 3.01
71 2593 2. 233 12 864 25920 - 12.23 864t 25935 + 2·77
72 26297.47584 876 26280 - 17.48 876; 26300 + 2·52
73 26662.7 18 56 8R8 26640 -- 22.72 888i 26665 + 2.28
74 27°27.96128 901 270 30 + 2.04 9°1 27°3° + 2·°4

75 27393. 20400 913 27390 - 3. 20 913l 27395 + 1.80
76 27758.44672 925 27750 - 8·45 9251 27760 + 1·55
77 28123.68944 937 28110 - 13. 69 937,. 28125 +. 1.31
78 28488.93216 949 28470 - 18·93 949i 28490 + 1·°7
79 28854. 17488 961 28830 - 24. 17 961 ft 28855 + 0.83
80 29219.41760 974 29220 + 0.58 974 29220 + 0·58

81 29584. 66032 986 29580 - 4. 66 986 i 29585 + 0·34
82 29949·9°3°4 998 29940 - 9.90 998* 2995° + 0.10
83 303 I 5. 14576 1010 3°300 - 15. 15 10IO~ 3°3 15 - 0.15
84- 30680.38848 1022 30660 - 20·39 1022i 30680 - 0·39
85 31045· 6J120 1°34 31020 - 25. 63 1034i 31°45 - 0.63
86 31410.87392 1°47 31410 - 0.87 1047 314 10 - 0.87

87 31776.11664 1°59 31770 - 6.12 10591 31775 - 1.12
88 321 41.35936 107 1 321 3° - 11.36 107 l ! 321 40 - 1.36
89 32506.60208 108.1 32490 - 16.60 1083! 325°5 - 1.60
9° 328]'1 .,84480 J095 328 50 - 21.84 1°95; 328 70 - 1.84
91 33237.0875 2 1108 33240 + 2.91 1loR 33240 + 2.91

92 33602 .33°24 1120 33600 - 2·33 1120i 33605 + 2.67
93 33967.572 96 1132 33960 - 7·57 1132! 33970 + 2·43
94 34332.81508 1144 34320 - 12.82 1144t 34335 + 2.18
95 34698 .05840 1156 34680 - 18.06 IIS6! 34700 + 1.94
96 35°63·3°112 1168 35°4° - 23.3° 1168i 35065 + 1.70

97 35428 · 54384 lI8t 35430 + 1.46 1181 3543° + 1.46

98

I
35793.78656 1193 35790 - 3·79 1193t 35795 + 1.21

99 36159·0292~ 1205 361 50 -- 9. 03 1205! 36160 + 0·97
100 36524.27200 1217 36510 - 14. 27 I 21 7t 36525 + 0·i3
101 36889.51472 1229 36870 - 19.5 1 12291 36890

I
+ 0·49

102 37254.75744 124 1 37230 - 24.76 1241i 37255 + 0.24
1°3 37620.00016 1254 37620 0.00 1254 37620 0.00



3° TABLE IV.

THE SERIES COMPRISING THE PERIOD OF THE CYCLE OF
721 YEARS.

Intercalary
year of Subtraction of periods of

No. of Interval Cumula- Table II. 103 years' cycles from
Series. in years. tive Years. equivalent cumulative years of series

to Year of to obtain year in preceding column.
Series.

120 cumulative years of series.
Deduct 103 = 1 primary solar cycle.

--
(I) 120 120 17 17 Year of Tables II. and III.

240 cumulative years of series.
Deduct 206 =2 primary solar cycles.

-
(2) 120 24° 34 34 Year of Tables II. and III.

~

360 cumulative years of series.
Deduct 309 = 3 primary solar cycles.

-
(3) 120 360 51 51 Year of Tables II. and III.

iiiiiiiiiiiiia

480 cumulative years of series.
Deduct 412 = 4 primary solar cycles.

--
(4) 120 4 80 68 68 Year of Tables II. and III.

8iiiIiiiiiiiiii

601 cumulative years of series.
Deduct 515 =5 p!"imary solar cycles.

-
(5) 121 601 86 86 Year of Tables II. and III.

~'~''''

I
721 cumulative years of series.

Deduct 618 =6 primary solar cycles.
-

(6) 120 721 103 103 Year of Tables II. and III.--
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~ 30. THE EARLIEST KNOWN EXAMPLE OF THE ALMANAC

TRADITION.

31

Now we saw that in the celebration of the festival of the dead, the 17th
day of the Egyptian fixed Agricultural (November) year appeared as an alter-
native dating to the 1st day of the fixed agricultural year which began on 1st ~~~0:~:'i7tb

November. From this it would appear that, originally, the 17th day of ·the ~~le:~~rene'i.

second month of the Calendar year of Genesis was commemorated as the 1st :i;i~~flywa,

day of the first month of the early Egyptian Calendar year, and that, at a later E~~~~e:sin

date, the persistence of the tradition, connecting the festival with the 17th day &~~:b I of the

of the month, led to the adoption of the alternative Egyptian dating. ¢::~~u1tural

This would identify early Egyptian Day I Month I on November 1st, with
Day 17 Month II of the Calendar year of Genesis. l Day I l\-Ionth II of the then
current Calendar year of Genesis would therefore fall on October 16th (Gre- Adoption

gorian), and, in consequence, Day I Month I of Genesis on September 16th ~:~:i~ that

(Gregorian). This would mean that the Calendar year of Genesis was an ~:~~n~:~ an

intercalated year of 360 days intercalated with respect to the Autumnal Equinox, !;::~e:13~od
which agrees with the data concerning the basis of the Biblical year prior to the 1~~~~a:.~d on

Vernal Equinoctial basis of the luni-solar y(,ar adopted at the Exodus of Equinox.

Israel from Egypt.

If this hypothesis is correct-and it is little more than a hypothesis until The Pyramid',

it is confirmed by reliable data-then the Great Pyramid's 1st November ~i:e~:=er:~er
h f h 1· kIf h' . dod· d the earliestp enomena orm t e ear lest nown examp e 0 w at IS un ersto In mo ern known example

times as " The Almanac Tradition." ~;:~~:e
Traditioa."

~ 31. THE CYCLES OF THE INTERCALATED CALENDAR YEAR.

In Section II of this Chapter-~ 56-it is shown that both the Calendar The

year of 36b days and the Calendar year of 365 days in early Egyptian times ~:i::d~~ted

received intercalations at the end of/every five or six years. A series of such ~:dr365f:::,

interca~ary periods naturally fall into a cycle of 103 years of 365.24272 days, ::~~~it~~ or

giving the mean value of the solar year over the entire period of astronomical ,ix
year••

time covered by historical records. (Section II, ~ 56). T~ble II shows the" series} of luch
.• lnterea ary

construction of the cycle. The progreSSIve durations of the years tabulated peri~d.llauto.
. matlca y

are for progressive intercalary years of cycle only. The Calendar of 360 days :;:~1:l103

began on the same day as the Calendar of 365 days at the end of each inter- Solar Years.

calary period of Table II. The intercalary periods of Table II, as will be seen, Tables

a,re all in exact numbers of months of 30 days. Table III gives the comparative II and III.

details for each year of the Cycle of r03 years. It will be shown later that this r::a~II:~:us.d

cycle and its intercalary periods were observed by the early Egyptians, had been ~~h~~~d to in

derived from an earlier civilisation, and were still referred to in the early ~;:~tt.tilDes ia

centuries of our Era.

lThis hypothesis, it will be found, requires a slight revision .later.
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~ 32. THE CYCLIC S~RIES OF THE 721 YEARS' PERIOD.

I~:iliar, An important auxiliary series of cycles dependent upon the intercalary
~~r~2~ Years periods of Table II, was a series of six cycles terminally coinciding with seven
(2) 120 cycles of Table II, after the duration of 721 year~. The auxiliary series con-
(3) 120 .
(4) 120 sisted of four initial periods of 120 years each terminating at an intercalation of
(5) 121
(6) 1!J~ Table II, followed by a period of 121 years ending at an intercalation of Table

721 ,ears. II,-the 120 years not fulfilling this requirement-the terminal period, making
7C,clesofl03 up-the six repetitions of the auxiliary cycle, ending at the last i.ntercalation of
Years. Table II. Table IV indicates how the auxiliary series was automatically
~D~~::J::::'~ obtained.

The included
periodl of 30
yearl.

EayptiaD time
measures
translated
numerically
into linear
measures.

The Cyclic
Dimensions
of certain
underworld
domains.

3 Cycl.s of
l03x 1
Cycle of 120.

The Cycle of
658 yearl,
(360 and 365
days·
Calendar.)

The C,cle of
329 years,
(365 days'
C.lendar).

In f,ollowing the years' duration of the 360 days' Calendar in Table III,
and its successive repetitions, each period of 120 years included four periods
of 30 years of the following total duration :-

30 years = 365 months of 30 days.

60 " = 730 " "
go " = lOgS " ,.

120 " =146r " "

The necessary exception was the last 31 years' period of the 121 y~ars of
No. (5) of series in Table IV, which automatically followed the rule requiring
the interval of the series to end at an intercalation.

The identities employed by the Egyptians in translating the numerical
values of time measures into linear measures will shortly be seen. When this
fact of the mythological basis of Egyptian civil and religious life is appreciated
it will be understood why certain domains of the Egyptian Underworld are
expressed as 309 atru in length, and 120 atru in breadth,l-nume~icallythree
cycles of 103 years and one cycle of 120 years respectively, indicating th~

connection understood as holding between the two cycles.

~ 33. OTHER AUXILIARY CYCLES.

Other important cycles, dependent upon the r03 years' cycle of Tables 1J
and III are :-

I. Commencing from zero year of Table III and following its successive
repetitions :

(a) An important cycle of 658 years of 365.2431611 days on the 360
days' Calendar basis and on the 365 days' Calendar basis.

(b) An important cycle of 329 years (half of above cycle) of
365.2431611 days on the 365 days' Calendar basis.

These two are the most important cycles in Egyptian chronology, and will be
found frequently referred to in the Egyptian records_

lBudge, " Gods of the Egyptians," vol. 1. P 20~
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II. Commencing from year 5 of the initial r03 years cycle (on 360 days'
Calendar basis) :-

(a) A series of 200 JUlian}
years. These agree and terminate exactly at the

(b) A series of r20 Julian completion of 35 cycles of r03 years.
Cycles of 200.

years. 120, 97, aDd

( ) A . f f 6 d h I I .. 2920 year.,
C SerIeS a 97 years a 3 5.2577 ays eac c ose y apprOXImatIng commeDciDI

• • after 5 years'
to the mean sldenal year of 365.25637 (modern value). ~~r!'tioD of

A . IDltlall03
(d) cycle of 2920 JulIan years, equal to two cycles of r460 years, Cycle.

beginning at year 5 of the initial cycle of r03 years, and
terminating at a year 2925 of the r03 years' cycle in continued
repetition.

The most important cycle of these is that of 97 years as it is the one r.!:;ortaDce of

of the above four most often met with in Egyptian cyclic chronology. ~:l:~ year,'

~ 34. THE SED FESTIVAL AND THE SEP TEP SED FESTIVAL.

The series of ~ 32 confirms Petrie's identification that the Egyptian period The Chief

of the Sep tep sed Festival was an astronomical period of r20 years, and that r20~::~~f

the period of the Sed Festival was an astronomical period of 30 years. Four
repetitions of the Sed Festival period were celebrated by the Sep tep sed Festival. ~r30F;:~i:,~1

Sed means the tailor end, and therefore refers to a Festival celebrated in the last
or tail year of the period of 30 years. Sep tep means the chief repetition or l~d J::~i:~1

occurrenc/~. The Sep tep sed Festival was therefore, the chiefoccurrence ofthe tailor
end Festival, in the last or tail year of the r20 years' period,l or, as ~ 32 shows,
of the 12r years' period once in. every seven repetitions of the r03 years' cycle.

In early times it was the custom, as will be seen, for the king, at the .
. .. Th b ADCleDt cUltomSed FestIval, to appOInt hIS co-regent.. e co-regent, then, egan the of Ki~.~

k · f h· . f h· fi f h d· f .-ppolntlDIree onlng 0 IS reIgn rom IS rst year 0 co-regency, t US atlng rom their co-w:elent

h 5 d F . IS· k· h · d· b k . at the Tadtee estIva . uccesSlve Ings, t US appointe In un ro en succeSSIon, Feltival.

would always celebrate their second Sed Festival in their 30th year of rule
from co-regency. So far-for very early times-Breasted's opinion2 is ,
applicable that a king's Sed Festival was celebrated 30 years from his appoiut- ~:h:i::~hat

B h d . f f h· h h 5 . the' customment as co-regent. ut w en Breaste In ers rom t IS t at teed perIod cODtioued, aDd
. I . d d f h h h S d F . I that period Dot\vas not an astronomica perlo an, urt er, t at tee estiva was astronomical.

always celebrated 30 years from appointment as co-regent, his opinion fails
to accord with the facts.

Petrie has shown repeatedly that the co-regency theory does not hold Pe~r~e'l h
oplDion t at

during the greater period of Egyptian history. He has repeatedly claimed that cust~m °dot d
CODtlDue , aD

the Egyptian evidence fixes the periods of 30 and 120 years as astronomical that perio.d wlas
altroDomlca •

periods. The data of ~ 32 now confirm this, in that Petrie's astronomical Th. ..
IS 0PIDIOD

period is now seen to be an important period of a highly scientific series of confirkmed1edby
• Dew DOW Ie

Calendar cycles, based on an accurate determination of the value of the solar of cyclel.

year for ancient times.
1Petrie, "Researches in Sinai," p. 180.
2" History of Egypt" (1919), p. 39.
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THE RENEWAL OF THE KING.
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~35. THE RITES OF THE SED FESTIVAL.

The. Sed Festival and its rites were institutions that the early Dynastic
Egyptians derived from an earlier civilization. The significance of the Sed

~f:;'~~i-:'Sed" period we know to be primarily calendric. But as to what was the original
~:;:~~dl from a nature of the Sed Festival rites is a matter that can only be surmised from what
~i:ili:::ioD. we know concerning the ceremonies followed at the Festival during the times

of the earliest Dynasties in Egypt.

The purpose of the ceremonies at the time of the first two Egyptian
Dynasties centred chiefly round the idea of ensuring the continuity of the
Dynasty in both a spiritual sense and a physical sense. The king was the
representative on earth of the god of his Dynasty. He was supposed to partake
of the spiritual strength of his god, and to derive his physical strength from the
god. What was believed to be the process of effecting this accession of Divine
Power took place at the Sed Festival, when the king and his selected co-regent
presented themselves before the Shrine of the" presence-form" of the Dynastic
god.

Fe.lival
therefore

d~t~~~~~::I,. The reigning king was believed to renew his strength in the presence of the
Ir:n~.:~tl.valof god. Hence the Sed Festival was also known as the Festival of Renewal.
The ReilDlne The selected co-regent, as was believed, received, jointly with the reigning
~~d.~h:Ei=ted monarch, the power from the god's presence. If the reigning king died before
~:;e~::.e:~e the following Sed Festival or Festival of Renewal the power of the god continued
::r:eroftbe in his successor. Such seems to have been the idea that formulated this early
"The ICing stage of the kingly doctrine of Divine Right, and of the constitutional formulre l

never die••" persisting in our own times and kingdom, "The king is dead, long live the king,"
~~~~ f~:~ i. and" The king never dies, he only demises the throne."
Live the KiDI."

The divine right was supposed to pass from one Dynasty to another when
the god failed to renew the king, or to accept or provide a successor belonging
to the family. The king and his co-regent signified their renewal and accession

" Sed" of power by running. 'or dancing before the shrine of the " presence-form" of
B:::~:~ b:~r. the god. Similarly David, in the year in which he received the promise of his
tbe ShriDe. Everlasting Kingdom, danced' before the Ark of the Covenant, in the presence
~:£:~ ~b:A;" of the Shekinah, when the Ark returned from the Philistines. St. Paul (Acts

XIII, 17-23) refers to this Establishing of the Kingdom in connection with the
15" Sed" termination of a period of 450 years2---{)bviously a period dating from an Epoch
~~~o~~::b~f in Israel's history. The period is an interval of fifteen Sed periods of 30 years.
brael. Can it be that the Biblical evidence here points to the continuance of certain

ancient sacred rites and customs as these were understood. amongst the Hebrews,

lRefer Ferrar Fenton's long note at the end of his translation of the 1st Book of Genesis,
.. Bible in Modern English" We do not agree entirely with Fenton's theory, but what he says
has an important bearing upon this subject of the Sed Festival, as well as upon the question of the
Antediluvian genealogies with which Fenton's theory deals.

~Refer Founding of Solomon's Temple, 480th year from Exodus. Another Sed Festi,,'aI
(I Kings, VI, I). This throws light on the 450 years of Acts XIII, 17-23.
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lThe initial U K I' for U C " is intentional, to avoid using A.C.

precisely as the Egyptians followed the rites and customs handed on to them Eg~P!iaD

by a'former civilisation, that had reduced the central idea to the form presented ~~::~=:
by the rites of the Sed Festival in early Egypt? That this is not improbable is :::~~o:::h~d.a

·d d b h .. f h D I . f G . d h soureeofOrlglDeVl ence y t e common orIgIn 0 tee uge narratIve 0 enesIs an t e iD. eommOD

Egyptian narrative of the Destruction of Mankind, and all the associated R~\rg~~:s
Calendar data connecting the month date of the Festival of the Dead with the ~fUti::ii:brews.
month date of the Noachian Deluge.

~ 37. THE EPOCHS AND CYCLES OF GENESIS.

The truth concerning the connection inferred between the ancient Egyptian
cycles and the customs and institutions belonging to the period of the early ~te 1

chapters of Genesis is seen at once by tabulating the chronology of the gene- of :-::0 o~y
alogies of Genesis, Chapter V. This is as stated in Table V,-" The Ante- ~eG6~~::i~es -

d ·l . D . f G · V" COD rms1 UVlan ynasties 0 eneSIS . a,bove.

It is significant that whereas the initial dates (in Column 2, Table V), of the
ten genealogical items, Adam to birth of Noah, do not bear any relation to the
Calendar Cycles, the ten terminal dates, in Column 3, all fall at the beginning or Th T • 1

. e erDiIDa
endIng of the last year of one or other of the Calendar Cycles dependent upon DDates o.f the

• .. YDastles of
the cycle of 103 years. For thIS reason the years of the chronology are stated in ~enesii~e

Table V as A.K. or AtJno Kalendarii.1 F:::;v:1 ~fethe
EDd, dated witb

• • ~~~~m
Two of the termInal dates end at the date of the Deluge endIng. Of the as oriciD

remaining eight terminal dates, six coincide with the beginning or ending of the
last year of a Sed period. Five of these belong to a Sed series beginning from
o A.K., and one to a Sed series beginning from 622 A.K., the date of the birth 0 E •

De xeeptioD
of Enoch or Hanok. That this latter date was reckoned as a separate Epoch is a

32
C
9

y ele of
years.

proved by the 365 years of Enoch being dated from 622 'A.K., and by the 365
years' period ending at 987 A.K., the termination of three cycles of 329 years
from 0 A.K. The latter identity accounts for one of the remaining two terminal AEDothe.r

xeeptloD a
datings of column 3. The one terminal dating remaining coincides with the Cl0Y3eleof

year••
commencement of the last year of the twelfth cycle of r03 years from 0 A.K.

We saw that the Sed Festival in Egypt was celebrated in the last year of
each period. The chronology of the terminal dates of the dynasties of Genesis
confirms that the terminal festivals were celebrated in any convenient month
of the last year of a cyclic period.

~ 38. THE CYCLE OF THE HOUSE OF ENOCH. Translation of
- Enoch at

F G . V . . . . h h d . T bi V . 3 Cycles ofrom eneSlS ,24, In conjUnctIon WIt t e ates In a e ,we dIscover 329 years from

that the translation of Hanok (Enoch) is dated at the termination of a cycle of i~::.of
329 years. Later evidence from Egyptian sources will show this cycle to be the Th.329 •

h · h 1 Ph' 1 f E t' G k d R d' . Years PeriodIt erto ost cenlx cyc e 0 gyp lan, ree, an oman tra ItIOn. the LOlt
" PhC2niX
Cycle:'
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THE ANTEDILUVIAN DYNASTIES OF GENESIS V.
The House of

SHETH ·. .. 130 A.K.

ENOSH ·. ". 235 A.K.

KENAN ·. 325 A.K.

MAHALALEEL 395 A.K.

JARED ·. 460 A.K.

...

NOAH

ADAM

Duration of Dynasty The cyclic significance of the
from to terminal dating.

° A.K. 930 ...t\.K.. .Commencement of last year of
31st Sed Festival from 0 A.K.
Since 721 +210=931 years.

1°42 A.K... 14 Sed Festivals (420 years)
from Epoch of Enoch at 622
A.K.

1140 A.K... Commencement of last year of
38th Sed Festival from 0 A.K.
Since 721 +420= 1141 years.

1235 A.K... Commencement of last year of
Xllth Cycle of 103 years.

1290 A.K... Commencement of last year of
43rd Sed Festival from 0 A.K.
Since 721+570=1291 years.

1422 A.K... Termination of 4 Calendar
Cycles of 200 years from
Initial Epoch of Enoch, 622
A.R.

HANOK (Enoch) .. 622 A.K. 987 A.K...Termination of 3rd Phoenix
Cycle of 329 years from 0 A.K.
Since 3 X329=g87 years.

~1ETHUSELAH .. 687 A.R. 1656'A.K...Termination of 20 Sed periods
from Epoch of Noah, 1056 A.K.
Termination of Deluge and be
ginning of new era for Egyptian
Sed periods.

•• 874 A.K. 1651 A.K... Commencement of last year of
55th Sed Festival from 0 A.K.
The last Sed Festival of the
Antediluvian reckoning from
o A.K. Since 721 +721 +210
= 1652 years.

. . 1°56 A.K. 1656 A.K... The last Sed period (20 periods)
from Epoch of Noah, 1056 A.R.
Termination of the Deluge, and
beginning of New Era for
Egyptian Sed Festivals.

NO..~H (New Era) .. 1656 A.K. 2006 A.K... A period of 350 years, the dura-
tionofManetho'slastDynastyof
Demi-gods; as the interval from
the commencement of Dynasty
of Adam to the commencement
of the Dynasty of Noah, 1056
years, is the duration of
Manetho'slast Dynasty of gods ..

LAMEK .•
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Now the legend of the Phcenix is the story of its translation at the end of the Th.

Ph · . d I Th I d f th Ph . . h hE· TraDalatioD .renIX perlo or cyc e. e egen 0 e cenIx IS t us t egyptIan or !»f the Phmai.

Greek mythological form of the translation of Hanok (Enoch). In; Egyptian, ~r~~alatioD
Pa as a prefix to a proper name signified" the house of," or the" father of the of EDoch.

house of " the individual designated by the proper name. Hence the Egyptian
name Grecianised as "Phcenix" was apparentl~y derived down from" Pa- Ph.ni.-

Pa.HaDO~
Hanok" or" Pa-Enoch," the name of the father of the House of Enoch. The Houa.of

Phrenix cycle, therefore, is the cycle of Pa-Hanok, the Cycle of the House of EDoch.

Enoch.

The date for the translation of Enoch, g87 A.K.,-the termination of three Th. 987 ,.ara'

Phrenix cycles-is 360,495 days from the cyclic beginning at °A.K. Now the ~:~i:j::iOD
summation of goo years of 360 days and 100 years of 365 days-numerically i: :is~och

1000 "years "-is 360,500 days. From this almost exact coincidence (within ~~:o~Y..~a"
five days), obviously originated the tradition identifying the Phcenix Cycle with ~t:D;:,:~:it"
a period of rooo years (as Martial, Claudian, Lactantius, and Nonno). Beginning C,cl••

with Herodotus, however, the majority of the Greek and Latin writers Halfthia

reckoned the period at half this duration, or 500 "years." Apparently, then, :ii~~:dt~bCBDi.

both traditions originated from the fact that t11e translation of Enoch is dated ~:~~d:~_

in Genesis at g87 A.K., the completion of [goo years of 360 days]+[roo years of 500 ,.ara.

365 days] numerically totalling 1000 " years."

~ 39. THE EPOCH OF ENOCH AND THE EPOCH OF ABRAM.

Tacitus, and other writers, however, mention an alternative duration of f4~~.d

1460 or 1461 " years" for the Phrenix cycle. This obviously originated from 0Cf P1h'c::r:. ~~

the 365 years of the life of Enoch. 4 X365= 1460, and 4 X365:1-= 1461 years. P • d f

The initial 365 (or 365i) years spanning·the life of Enoch, begin from 622 A.K. :4e;i~ira h f

as in Table V. Observe the significance, then, of the following summation. EEr::hh t":.foC °
poe 0

Birth of Enoch .. = 622 A.K. Call of Abram.

Interval of 1461 years

Hebrew date for Call of Abram .. =2083 A.K.

THE CALENDAR YEAR OF GENESIS.

The initial period again-the life of Enoch (Pa-Hanok)-is a " great year"
or a year of years, 365 or 365~ years. ~he Gree~s ~ave the ~ame " Phrenix " I~:ociat.d
to the palm-tree branch, WhICh as a hIeroglyphIc In EgyptIan, denoted the ~'YPtiaD •

"year "-365 or 3651- days. Thus Horapollo (I, iii) refers to the" Phrenix, the ~:::r!::IIIC .
palm branch" as signifying the" year" in Egyptian; (I, xxxiv) to "the phrenix, th~s~~~:~ilD
the bird" as signifying in Egyptian, "a soul corltinuing a long time here" ; EDoch.

or (I, xxxv)·" a man returning home after a long time from a foreign land."

Th. Earl,
EcyptiaD

The Calendar Cycles, then, of the ancient Egyptians and of the early ~;~i::~~d the

civilisation briefly pictured in the first eleven chapters of Genesis were identical. g;~i:::1

This confirms the hypothesis of ~ 30 as to the intercalated Calendar year of a~~~i~~I.
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ly.t CalfeDdar. Genesis being based on the Autumnal Equinox. Day I, Month I of Genesis
earo GeDe.l. h f b h A IE·· h A K f G .belan at t ere ore egan at t e utumna qUlnox In t e zero year. ° . ., 0 eneSIs.

AutumDal . .
Equinoa. For several thousand years prIor to 2000 B.C., the Autumnal EquInox could fall

upon one or other of the days 21st, 22nd, or 23rd September (Gregorian)l

1655 ,ear. to
month datinl
of Deluge
be,inDiDI.

From Genesis VII, II, Day 17, Month II, fell in the 600th year from the
Epoch of Noah. Being early in the then current year, as indicated by the
month numeral, 599 years from the Epoch of Noah terminated at the beginning
of Day I, Month I of the 600th year. The Epoch of Noah is 1056 A.K. (Table
V. from genealogies of Genesis Chapter V.) Hence Genesis VII, II, refers to
Day 17, Month II of 1655 A.K.

AutumDal
EquinoK of
Zero Year
of Cycle. of
Geneli. fen
within 21-23
Sept.
(Gre,orian) .

Now the Calendar year of Genesis is the Intercalated Calendar Year of
360 days, and the cycles of Genesis V are the cycles dependent upon the state
~ent of Table III. The rules of Table III, therefore, apply as commencing
Day I Month I on one or other of the days 21, 22, 23 September (Gregorian)
o A.K. If we knew the year B.C. in which ° A.K. began we could reduce the
range to one particular day of the three. The range of three days is, however,
sufficient for purposes of identification

"and so on,
the same rules can be applied to B.C. reckoning. Unless, however, in the present work, a B.C.
year is specifically defined as B.C. year of astronomical reckonIng, it refers to B.C. year of historical
reckoning.

Following the rules suggested, we find that Day 17, Month II in 1655 A.K.
fell on one or other of the days 30th or 31st October or 1st November (Gre
gorian). As the narrative of Genesis places the Noachian Deluge as beginning
on Day 17 Month II, 1655 A.K., it therefore gives the commencement of the
Deluge on 30th or 31St October or 1st November (Gregorian). This explains
the intention of the Pyramid's 1st November Phenomena, and why the Festival
of the Dead is universally associated with a date generally ranging from 31st
October (All Hallow's Eve or Hallowe'en) to 2nd November, the modern All
Souls.

lIn all precise Gregorian datings for ancient times, in this work, the datings have been calcu
lated and are not, therefore, merely approximate datings. For such precise datings, the modern
(Gregorian) rule of intercalation has been carried back into ancient times, together with the modern
months. This was done for purpose of comparison with the solar year. \Vhen comparison with
the siderial year or with the Sothic (or Sirius) year is required, the same process is adopted by
carl1'''ing back the Julian year from I 582 A.D.-when it was discarded for the modern Gregorian
year. (i The latter process is that adopted generally in astronomical calculations for ancient times.
The single difference in the month datings, of ] ulian as compared with Gregorian, is that prior to
1582 A.D. the Julian Leap Year occurs every four years without exception, \vhereas the Gregorian
rule omits three Leap years in every 400 years, otherwise following the Julian r~le. This reduces
to the following for A.D. years :-

Julian Rule :-All years A.D. divisible by 4 are Leap Years.
Gregorian Rule :-All years .I\.D.-except zero years of centuries-divisible by 4 are Leap

Years. All zero years of centuries divisible b~" 400 are Leap Years. Thus, 1,600 A.D.
was a Leap Year, but 1700, 1800 and 1900 A.D. were not Leap Years.

By following the astronomical reckoning of B.C. years whereby
Astronomical A.D. 1 = Historical A.D. I.

B.C. 0= B.C.I
B.C. 1= B,C.2

Calendar
Cycle.
and Rule.
live mODth
datinlof
Delule within
30th Oct. to
lit Nov.
(GregoriaD)•

Confirm.
Purpo.e of
Pyramid'.
lit November
Phenomena
and confirms
traditional
.urvival in
Modern
II All Hallow'.
Eve."
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~ 41. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ORIGINS.

In what is generally and vaguely referred to as prehistoric times, there
existed a highly developed state of civilisation. Much is to be inJerred con- A.F~~m~r

o h 0 h d b h f 10f d kid f h O f Clvdllatlonocernlng t e varIous p ases an ranc es 0 I e an ?"now e ge 0 t IS ormer
o "I' 0 0 hO h b 0 I dolts LandmarklelVl lsatlon. ne t lng, owever; appears to e certaIn. t came to an en In Vanished.

such a manner that none of its works-except in the form of tradition-remained
as a heritage to the civilisation that followedo!

The men who founded the origins of modern civilisation built on the oral
traditions brought over from the former civilisation. In conception, co- Oral TraditioD

1 0 f 0d d hi·dO fi d h 0 . spanned there atlon 0 1 eas, an w at we may term menta 110m, we n t ese orIgIns to gap,.and.
b 1 d h · hI dId Iff l' dO. 0 carrIed Intoe a rea y Ig Y eve ope. norms 0 Iterary an artIstIC presentatIon the ~e.,,: pepod
h fi h . . h 0 0 D I h of clvlblaboDt ey are, at 1rst, arc alc or amateurls In executIon. eve opment, owever, the .

°d Th f h fi h E 0 D 0 P f P 0 cODceptlons,was rapI . us, 0 t erst tree gyptlan ynastIes, ro essor etrle ~o.relation of
k "Th .d 0 f 0 h . 0 0 0 f h 0 Ideas, and tberemar S e rapI rISe 0 art IS t e most surprISIng actIvIty 0 t IS age mental idiom

S h d o 0 h b· h'" . t of the 10lt art.o soon as t e ynastIc race come In, t ere egIns t e enormous step In ar , aDei .cieDce•.
rapidly developing to perfection within its naturallimits."2

~ 42. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE TRADITIONAL

CATASTROPHE AND ITS ANNIVERSARY.

According to the traditions from various sources, the former civilisation
met \vith a catastrophic ending. In ancient Egypt, the tradition exists as
" The Destruction of Mankind," in ancient Mexico and Peru as " The Destruc- TTbed· . Ira llioDa
tion of the World," and in ancient Babylonia and Assyria, and in China, as AfcchouDft.o t e ormer
" The Deluge." These traditional accounts when compared indicate they are CivilisatioD:', , Catastrophic
various versions of the Noachian Deluge narrative in the Hebrew Book of EDdiDg.
Genesis.

The day generally celebrated throughout the world, in ancient and modern
times, as the Anniversary of the Catastrophe, is 1st November, with variation I~~i.ersarY
generally from 31st October to 2nd November. These represent in modern Cfa:~:tropbe
times, i\II Hallows' Eve, All Saints' Day and All Souls' Day. fC!r~ft~~i:~~r

The Autumnal Equinoctial year beginn~ng of Genesis, the 103 years'
Calendar Cycle of Genesis, the Genesis Deluge year and month date combine to
give the Genesis date for the Deluge as one or other of the three days, 30th
October, 31st October, or 1st November (Gregorian).

IThe statues of Easter Island, and some of the titanic rock temples of Asia have been referred
to this period. But they tell us nothing, nor is their identification with the period certain.

2It must always be remembered, however, that in all stages and periods of civilisation the
highest forms exist alongside the primitive and barbarous. Even the best authorities frequently
permit themselves to forRet this.



~ 44. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE CALENDAR CYCLES AND
THEIR ORIGIN.
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~ 43. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE FIXED CALENDAR
YEAR OF EARLY DYNASTIC EGYPT.

At the commencement of Egyptian Dynastic history, the Egyptian calendar
E• .,ptia.
Caleadar aad year was instituted to begin from the anniversary of what the Egyptians
Aaricaltural
Yearbeaaa designated the "Destruction of Mankind "-lst November. This coincided
1.t November .
(Aaaiveraar, with the beginning of the agricultural year. The agricultural year commenced
Date).

with the sowing season at the beginning of November. In consequence, the
Creat
p.,ramid'. first Egyptian Calendar Season was the Calendar Season of Sowing. The
lat November
Pheaomeaa outstanding phenomena of the noon reflexions of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh
ea.ured
aaaiaat (Dynasty IV) defined the beginning of the agricultural year and the sowing
error. season to all the inhabitants of the Nile Delta, annually on 1st November.
~j.!~1y~...ar The same phenomena on this date defined the Nile Delta as a truly Oriented
~:~=I!. Quadrant of a circle centred on the Great Pyramid. The Egyptian Calendar
D.,aaatie. . I
I to XVI. year, thus fixed, remaIned fixed from Dynasty to Dynasty XVI.

The
latercalal'7
Period••
Their The Egyptian Calendar year of 360 days, at this time, received, every:five
~"lo;~o~::. or six years, the addition of a month of 30 days. A series of such intercalary
Year.. periods automatically formed a Calendar Cycle of 103 solar years. This cycle
SS~d~tecl was also the basis of the Egyptian Sed Festival period of 30 years, and of the
Featival Sep tep sed Festival period of 120 years. It was' also the basis of the ancient
P.riod••
Coaaect.cI Phrenix Cycle of 329 years. These and other connected cycles were derived by
~r32n;JC C,cl. the Egyptians from the previous civilisation, from which they also derived the
Yeara. original form of their Sed festival ceremonies.

Ori.iaaU., In effect, the original conception followed made it impossible for a Dynasty
~li~r:N;a. to be declared officially ended other than at a Sed festival. That this was the
~a;::,:,al,at conception held by the former civilisation is evident from the chronology of the
F.ati••la. genealogies of Genesis V. In every case the genealogical item ends in the last
~t:h~1:ia year of a Sed festival period, or in one exception at the end of a cycle of r03
C.a..i. v. years, and in another, at the end of a Phrenix cycle of 329 years.
Enoch
;b:~r:eel~;c1e From the last identity, the Phrenix cycle was seen to be the cycle of
T~:~f~tioa Pa-Hanok, the cycle of the House of Enoch; and the translation of th:e
of.E!-'octh

d
Phrenix to be the mytholotJical aspect of the Biblical translation of Enoch.onalaa e 0"

Traaalatioa
of PhCl8DiJC.
P••H.aolr-
&~==~ ~ 45. PYR~MID REFLEXIONS AN:Q SHADOWS; TEMPLE
EDocIa. ALIGNMENTS; AND ALIGNMENTS OF MEGALITHIC

MONUMENTS.

Pyr.mlcI The noon reflexions and shadows of the Great Pyramid automatically
a.tomaticaD7
••&a.a and accurately defined the principal points of the solar astronomical and the
Ci::aY:r. solar vegetation year. This idea of defining a required point of the solar year
Id.. borr.... was borrowed by the Egyptian, Babylonian and Greek temple builders, as
fer Temple PhI d fl·Alia-._ts. Lockyer and enrose have sown. nstea of re eXlons and shadows, they
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ID. A. Mackenzie, "Early Man in Britain," pp. 97 and 98.
tThe statement of Einstein's Law of Relativity is simple. What is difficult is the e~planation

of its application in the various branches of science. The same difficulty will be experienced in
regard to the Pyramid's application. The simplicity is obvious. Why it should be so is not
obvious.

adopted temple alignments directed to the point of sunrise of the required day Idea of

of the year. The same idea was borrowed by the Oriental maritime traders Iii';::eDta

and mining specialists who established mining and other industrial colonies t;:::1~i.1~f...
in Spain, Portugal, and Britain. Not having time nor the opportunity to MODumeDtl.

adopt the elaborate temple architecture of the contemporary East, and-as the OrieD!-1 •

B 1 . hI· S· t h hI·· h b·· al· ColODlata IDe gtan arc reo agtst, Ire, as s own, -not permitting tea ongtn In- Spain,

habitants to understand the use of metals and metal tools, they devised the ~:~tB~~~iD
simple yet accurate constructions of the rough stone circle and of the rough ~dR::lh".
stone alignment. As Lockyer has shown, the stone circle was an advance on ;~~~;r.uctioD'

. . ..teDtioDall,
the stone alIgnment, as the latter was an advance-by reason of Its greater
length generally---on the Oriental Temple Axis alignment.

'If 46. IS THE PYRAMID A GRAPHICAL EXPRESSION OF

NATURAL LAW?

In light of the foregoing conclusions-and haVing regard to the extreme
accuracy of workmanship in the Great Pyramid and the extreme accuracy of its Otb,..

definition of the points of the solar year-it would seem that the Great Pyramid ::::~~:Iolth.

was not built for the latter purpose only. All our conclusions take us back to ~:;::"id)
the origins in the former civilisation. Can it be that the Great Pyramid has Loat Sci.Dc..

h · t 11 · h . . d . h b . f hand Arta of thesomet Ing to e US cOncernIng t ese ongtns, an concerning t e aslS 0 t e Pa.t?

lost sciences and arts of the past ?
The mathematical or astronomical reader may possibly have seen the clues Tbe

that have suggested these questions. In the Great Pyramid we have four M~~h:r:L~cal

sloping surfaces at the same angle of slope, accurately oriented, and built at a ~;~:mid

selected latitude. These comprise four constants. CODatanta.

We could understand the two structural constants having been purposely .
• • Mathematical

brought to a selected latitude and there onented to enable the noon Authorit,
'. a,aiDst the

phenomena to define the 1st of November. But the chances agaInst the same I~entitiel,

four constants defining the beginning and ending of Summer by a horizontal ;~:;'~D:sfr.m
South reflexion, and the Equinoxes by North-East and ~orth-Westdirections, :::bhar:tiOD

h I . b d d · ·bl Y hE· . I h of factors.are so overw e ming as to e eeme Impossl e. et t e qUInoctla p eno- ..
d h h f h b .. d d· f b h PreCIIIon ofmenon an t e p enomenon 0 t e eglnnlng an en Ing 0 summer, ot IdeDtities

I · f h . lb' . f h h declaresresu ting rom t e same SImp e com Ination 0 constants, prove t e p enomena .,aiDst -;haDce

h b . . I Th · · f' d d ··d and ordinar,to ave een Intentlona . ree preCIse senes 0 In epen ent cOinci ences combination.

of such a nature cannot happen by chance.

Now there is only one class of phenomena that can supply several such WithiD the

striking coincidences and identities from a simple combination, and that is the ~:::~:rl:~

class of phenomena governed by Natural Law. Of a like simplicity to the case PheDomeaa.

considered are the phenomena whose laws are expressed by the simple natural t::,o:l:
laws of Newton, Kepler, and Einstein. 2 ~::l:'~.

Emstem.
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~ 47. THE PYRAMID DESIGNER'S KNOWLEDGE OF ORBITAL
MOTIONS.

Tentatively, therefore, we may accept as possible that the Great Pyramid
is the solid geometrical expression of a naturallaw~ or of certain natural laws
known to a former civilisation, and that this expression refers to solar astrono
mical time, and hence, possibly, to orbital motions and elements. The possi
bility more nearly approaches certainty when the mathematician realises, as he
must, t~at the outstanding noon phenomena of the Pyramid cannot be other
than functions that are remote derivatives of other functions. These other
functions can only be primary functions of the elements of the Earth's orbit
1.nd its motions.

~~t~~:~~t:· Obviously it was known, before the Pyramid design was put into being,
&~~~7 a.d that certain properties of the solar year could be reduced to the simple Pyramid
FUDclioD' expression of them. The knowledge of the simplicity of expression necessaril:r
k:::~ab~10rePyramid', presupposes knowledge of the properties thus simply e,xpressed. The/possession
~~-::!:'ioD of of such knowledge by the Pyramid designer implies the possession of a know
~~eD~i:~~ed ledge of astronomy at least equal to that of modem times.
could be
••01.ed. It may seem rash to suggest such an hypothesis thus early in our argum~nt,
1:~t:,led,. but we are content to let the Pyramid's own evidence, and the evidence from
~~:i~~ archreological and literary sources, speak for themselves. The evidence from
t~':=i::~c:: these sources has not hitherto been co-ordinated in this connection, but this
M.derD Time•• willbe accomplished in subsequent chapters, and the results of this co-ordination
~tiu~:t:~tiOD fully discussed.
Inquir,.
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'Il 48. THE XVIIITH DYNASTY VAGUE CALENDAR YEAR.

It is an undisputed fact that during the entire duration of the XVIIIth
Dynasty of Egypt, the Egyptian Calendar year consisted of 365 days without
any intercalation. In other words, the Egyptians of this period had no equiva- The Value.

I f L Y Th o f f . k hE· V or Wanderlnlent or our eap ear. IS orm 0 year IS nown as t egyptIan ague Year in u••

(or Wandering) Year. It is so called, obviously, from the fact that it slips t~~::ty XVIU

back round the Julian year of 365i- days, at the rate of one day in four Julian ;V~:r.i:~.
years. The slip back amounts to one complete Calendar year of 365 days in
1460 Julian years. At this time the vague Calendar year began with Day I,

Month I, of the now mis-named Calendar Season of Sowing.

~ 49. THE VAGUE CALENDAR YEAR FROM 6TH CENTURY B.C.
TO 3RD CENTURY A.D.

It is also a fact beyond dispute that the vague Calendar year of 365 days
was in use by the Egyptians from the 6th century B.C. to the 3rd century A.D. The Value.

It continued in use even after 25 B.C., when the fixed Alexandrian (Julian) year Y~a~i:d:::D'
d d f E Th ·d · 11 h· · 1° bl d 6th Centu!'ywas a opte or gypt. e eVI ence concernIng a t IS IS too re Ia e an too B.C. to 3rd

I bl· hd·· A th·· 1 h C 1 d Century A.D.sure yesta IS e to requIre repeatIng. t IS tIme, a so, t e vague a en ar wit~~ut

year began with Day I, Month I, of the now mis-named Calendar Season of Sowing. r ••llion

~ 50. BETWEEN DYNASTY XVIII AND THE 6TH CENTURY B.C.

The evidence is also very complete that, between the period of Dynasty Va ue Year

XVIII and the 6th Century B.C., a vague year was in use, with Month I of the !D tip.e. d
ID erlo

so-called Calendar Season of Sowing as the first month of the Calendar year. ~Y6tbty XVIII

But as to whether or not the vague year during this interval continued its C.ntury B.C.

tranquil wandering unaffected by legislation or other means of revision is a B t t·u qU•• IOD

question that has failed to receive the critical treatment warranted by the a'bt~ wtbdetbter.u lee e 0
evidence. revi.ion.

~ 5I. EVIDENCE POINTING TO TWO REVISIONS.

The evidence indicates that the vague year was t\\'ice subjected to revision
during the interval defined. It points to a first revision during the reign of R.fereDc. t.

Ramessu II (Dyn. XIX), and to a second revision during the reign of Uasarkon =:;:'~:.-:a~l
II (Dyn. XXII). The indications are that' the first revision belongs to the ~~i.ioD by

27th year of Ramessu II, and the second to the 22nd year of Uasarkon II. UaaarkOD II
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~ 52. THE EFFECT OF THE REVISIONS.
Neither of these revisions effected any considerable displacemen.t of the

Calendar year. But they so completely broke the uniform rate of the vague
year's wandering that the solution of the astronomical chronology of the
Dynasties is a considerabl)T more complicated matter than has hitherto been
supposed.

The data concerning the two revisions are deep rooted in the Egyptians'
own presentation of their history. For this reason, consideration of the evi
dences will be given only as the various items of the data arise, and for the
same reason, cannot be completed within the present volume.

The two regnal years are now, however, stated as an introductory basis
of reference for the various items of the data as they emerge.

The date of the revision of Uasarkon II determines that the vague year
continued its unbroken uniform rate of slip backwards round the Julian year
-in spite of other two attempts at revisionI-from late in the 9th century
B.C. to the middle of the 3rd century A.D.

~ 53. THE ASSUMPTIONS COMMONLY MADE.
The following assumptions have hitherto been made with the utmost

assurance:
(1) That the XVIIIth Dynasty vague year continued without revision

i.e., uniformly slipping back without interruption, one day from the
Julian year in every four Julian years-during the period intervening
to the 6th century B.C.; and

(2) That the same uniform rate of wandering had continued without
revision or alteration, during the whole period of Dynasti~.history,

and earlier, from 5700 B.C. or alternatively from 4240 B.C. to 238 A.D.
when Censorinus wrote concerning the Vague Year in his De Die
Natalis.

~ 54. THE FIXED YEAR OF PERIOD DYNASTIES VI TO XII.

~::::rioD The basis of the common assumption is that the Egyptian Calendar
s~~~~~:k:f during the period of Dynastic history-always consisted of an unintercalated
~:~~:e:falated Calendar year of 365 days. Much might be said concerning the flaws in this
365 DaYI. assumption. The comparative charts, diagrams and data of Plates IX, X,
f~~:r:::.e and XI, however, render any such discussion superfluous.2 Here we have the
otherwise. facts concerning the events of the seasons of the solar year compared with all
f.~~~~~i:t!;ar the dated events of the defined seasons of the Calendar year in Egyptian records
~i~::y~i:~od belonging to the period of Dynasties VI to XII inclusive. This comparison
~l~:stn~ shows that during this period the calendar seasons coincided exactly with the
Reference to actual seasons from which the)T derived their names. In other words, during
'::~~:':.~~~dDynasties VI to XII, the Egyptians had a fixed (intercalated) year beginning
A:;ic-=l'::~al at the commencement of the November Agricultural Year.
Year. lDecree of Canopus, 238 B.C., and the Institution of the fixed Alexandrian (Julian) year 2S B.C.

IRefer detailed description of these, ~~ 73 to 75d.
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~ 55- THE XIITH DYNASTY RECORD OF THE HELIACAL
RISING OF SlRIUS.

The first appearance of the Hittites during the reign of Senusert III of
Egyptian Dynasty· XII, during the reign of Khammurabi, the Babylonian H!ttit•••• Fir.t

contemporary of Abraham, and during the life of Abraham in Canaan, fixes the ~~~:::'~~c.
date of the beginning of the reign of Senusert III not earlier than 2100-1900 ~~~a~~txlif
B.C. This fixing of the date is apart from any real or imaginary astronomical in E.ypt.

fixing.

For many centuries around this period--vide Oppolzer's calculations-
-Sirius rose heliacally at Memphis on 18th July (Julian) in three out of every
consecutive four years, .and on 19th July (Julian) in one out of every Th. H.liacal

consecutive four years. From 2100 to 1900 B.C. (astronomical) these dates RiaihD.oTf.Siriu.,
at t. Ime 0

coincided with 1st July (Gregorian) and 2nd July (Gregorian) respectively. DYDaat, XII.

Hence from 2100 to 1900 B.C. (astronomical) Sirius rose heliacally on 1st July
(Gregorian) in three out of every consecutive four years, and on the 2nd July
(Gregorian) in one out of every consecutive four years.

Amongst a number of Papyri discovered at Kahun, and belonging to the
period of Dynasty XII, were two mentioning the heliacal rising of Sirius in the
7th year of Senusert III. The account containing this notice narrates that
on Day 25, Month III, Season Pert (Growing and Harvest), the superintendent Th. Xlltb

of the temple advised the governor that arrangements were being made for the ~::::J'of
festival of the heliacal rising of Sirius which would take place on Day 16 of the ~e~iri~~.RiaiD.

following month. The narrative, continuing in diary form, gives, under Day Day 17 of 8th

17, Month IV, Season Pert, an inventory of the" festival offerings for the rise ~~::~ar
of the star Sirius" on that date.

The heliacal rising therefore took place on 1st or 2nd July (Gregorian),
226 days after the commencement of the Calendar year. The current Calendar g:r::::r Year

year, therefore began on the 17th or 18th November (Gregorian)-16 or 17 days r7~t8~hoD

after the fixed position of the true beginning of the year. (NGovem~er)
relorlaD,

This interval, obviously, indicates why special attention was directed to Oa 17th Da, of

h S·· .. . thO t· lIth· S· . h 1· 11 lat Calendart e lrius rISIng In IS par lCU ar year. n IS year Irlus rose e Iaca y on MODth of the

Day 17 of the 8th Calendar Month, and the first day of the current Calendar f::pto::~b-::d
year began on Day 17 of the 1st month of the fixed Calendar year, as defined Y.ar.

by the Pyramid's 1st November phenomena. Here we find indicated the
connection between the two alternative month datings celebrated as the day
of the Festival of the Dead. (Refer Sect. I, ~~ 28 and 29.)

~ 56. THE FIXED NOVEMBER YEAR OF DYNASTIES I.AND II.

Tables II and III have shown that the intercalations of the 360 days' ADDal. of

year occurred at intervals of five or six years. The Annals of the early Dynasties, flY.i~~tiF:!a:-:'1

of which the Palermo stone is a considerable fragment, indicate that the Festival ~::::r!~:iri.)

of Sokar,l (Osiris) occurred after precisely this interval. y~~~.50r6

'Breasted, II Ancient Records," I, pp. 58-63.
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Now Dr. Frazer (" Adonis, Osiris, Attis ") has shown that the Festival of
Proyes. Sokar (Osiris) is identical with the Festival of the Dead. (Refer Sect. I, ~ 26.)
latercalatioasIf· S I h·
Adjultial t there ore fell on the 1st November (GregorIan), (refer ect. ,~25) W lch
Calendar Year t f .t lb· I . fi . d· th . dto Fised 1st accoun s or I s ce e ratIon once on y In every ve or SIX years urlng e perlO
No.ember f . I IS·
Y.ar. 0 DynastIes and I. The Palermo tone, therefoJ;'e, proves that an Inter-

calary cycle kept the Calendar year adjusted to the 1st November year at the
time of Dynasties I and II.

Maspero and Budge, again, have shown repeatedly that the Epagomenal
days-" the five days over the year "I-were known as early as the begiIlning

Botb Cal.ndar of Egyptian Dynastic History. This necessarily implied that the year of 365

3
YS·SarDs.. 310 abad days was in use at the same time as the year of 360 days. As the latter was

aYI .• t us
Adjusted. intercalated with respect to 1st Novenlber, the former must have been inter·
t~:I!.03 Y.ars' calated with respect to 1st November. It foll?w~, then, that ~he two Calendar

years followed the same Calendar Cycle. ThIs IS the case WIth the Calendar
cycle of 103 years.

(Refer Tables II and III, Sect. I., ~ 3r.)

~ .57. THE MONTH NAME REVISIONS FROM DYNASTY XII TO
6TH CENTURY B.C.

XXtb Dynasty The XXth Dynasty Calendar on the walls of the Temple of Amen at
~~~i.1cCeleltial Medinet Habu give the months of the Celestial or Sothic (fixed) year and the
Caleadar. month datings of the annual festivals. This has no relation to the contem-
" Hatbor" porary vague or wandering year. Day I Month I begins with the Heliacal rising
~~-:ti.~fits 4tb of Sirius, and Day I, Month IV of the Calendar is the Day of the Feast of Hathor.

The latter proves that Hathor was the name of the 4th month of the Calendar
(and that M esore was the name of the 1st month) at the time of Dynasty XX.

Period DYDasty
XII "Hatbor" Th··d t·fi t· f th f h Cal d h . h h4th Calendar IS I en I ca Ion 0 e names or teen ar mont s agrees WIt t e
Mo~tb. identification for the period of Dynasty XII.2 It does not, however, agree
&;~:~y XVIII with the identification of month names for Dynasty XVIII. Hathor was the
.. Hatbor" 3rd
Cal.Ddar name of Month III, and Thoth the name of Month I of the Calendar at the time
Moatb. of Dynasty XVIII.3 This, again, was the identification holding from the end
9tb CeDtury B C I f
B.C. to 3rd of the 9th century . . to the midd e 0 the 3rd century A.D.
CeDtury A.D.
Ie Hatbor" 3rd
Calendar {AIt is obvious then, that the Calendar was revised between Dynasty XII
Montb.
3 Cal.ndar and Dynasty XVIII; again, between Dynasty XVIII and Dynasty XX; and
Revil:ODS again, between Dynasty XX and the elld of the 9th century B.C. The latter
betweeD
Dynasty XII revisiol1 certainly took place after the 3rd year of Uasarkon II, as is proved by
and 9tb
Century B.C. the high Nile dating recorded for that year at Thebes. (Refer ~~ 48-53).
High Nil. Discussion of this subject will be resumed later.
dating3rd Y.ar
ValarkoD II. lSee also Petrie, " Historical Studies," p. 8.

~Petrie, II Historical Studies," II, pp. 8 and 22, and Ancient Egypt, 1917, p. 45; revision ot
" Historical Studies."

'Month name identifications on a clepsydra of Amenhotep III, Karnak. Ancient Egypt, 19 17,
Pp·42 -45·
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~ 58. THE XXTH DYNASTY CELESTIAL OR SOTHIC CALENDAR.

The XXth Dynasty fixed Sothic Calendar and its datings (~ 57) are stated
in Table VIII. The Gregorian month datings follow from the facts :- ~~~~terDa.t'

(1) That Dynasty XX certainly began around'1200 B.C. CDal!Ddar
atlDI.

(2) That around, and for several centuries after 1200 B.C., Sirius rose
heliacally three years in every consecutive four years on July 19th
(Julian), and one year in every consecutive four years on July 18th
(Julian).

(3) That July 18-19 (Julian) coincided with July 7-8 (Gregorian) from
1301 to 1100 B.C. inclusive.

Table VIII shows that the Feast of Sokar (Osiris) was celebrated on 31st F.lti".l O.iri.

October or 1st November (Gregorian). In spite, then, of the contemporaneous Sokar.

vague year Calendar, the XXth Dynasty Egyptians celebrated the Festival of f~:tN~:~:b~

Sokar-the Festival of the Dead-on the same day of the solar year as had been ~~rrr;~:~•• I

observed during the period of Dynasties I to XII. to xu.

~ 59. THE PTOLEMAIC CELESTIAL OR SOTHIC CALENDAR.

This fixed Sothic Calendar and its festival datings, together with the t~i~:ti:,ic

description of the festival rites of Osiris, as observed in Ptolemaic times, are DCa1t!DDdara I I.

contained in a long inscription in the Tenlple of Osiris at Denderah. The F.lti"al Oliri.

essential festivals and their month datings are stated in Table IX. The Kh.Dt..Ameati.

Gregorian montll datings follow froln the facts :_ g:::-~:;b

(I) That the inscription belongs to a period between 301 B.C. and 102 B.C. (Gr.loria.).

when the heliacal rising of Sirius occurred on one or other of the days
July 19-20 (Julian).

(2) That from 301 B.C. to 102 B.C. July 19-20 (Julian) coincided witn
July 15-16 (Gregorian).

Table IX shows that the Ptolemaic Festival of Osiris Khent-Amenti takes
the place of the XXth Dynasty Festival of Osiris Sokar. The Ptolemaic
Festival lasted for 18 days-from Day 12, Month IV (October 24-25) to Day 30,
Month IV (November 12-13)-" and set forth the nature of Osiris in his triple
aspect as dead, dismembered, and finally reconstituted by the union of his
scattered limbs. In the first of these aspects he was called Khent-Amenti,
in the second Osiris-Sop, and in the third Sokar." The Festival of Osiris
Khent-Amenti-the festival of the dead Osiris-fell on October 28-29 (Gre
gorian), a slip of three days being indicated from the original placing still
retained in the time of the XXth Dynasty. The slip is accounted for, as will I~:h~Oy!::lof
be shown later, by the fact that whereas the later Egyptian. astronomer priests 365.25 Days

(Dynasty XX to Ptolemaic times) reckoned the Sothic year as 365.25 days, I~ia:o~:alof
they also reckoned the Solar year as 365.24 days, to obtain Precession of the 365.24 DaYI.

Solar year round the Sothic year once in 36,525 years. The difference between ~;::essioDal
the true solar and the nominal solar year amounted to 2t to 3 days between ~::~: of 36,525

1200 B.C. and 100 B.C.
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TABLE VIII.

XXTH DYNASTY DATINGS OF ANNUAL FESTIVALS.

Brugsch, ., Egypt under the Pharaohs"
Vol. II, p. 156.

New Year's Day, Rising of Sirius Day I, Month I

Feast of Hathor Day I, Month IV

Feast of Sacrifice Day 20, Month IV

Opening of the Tomb of Osiris Day 21, Month IV

Fea~t of the Hoeing of the earth Day 22, Month IV

Preparation of the Sacrificial Altar in the
Tomb of Osiris .. Day 23, Month IV

Exhibition of the Corpse of Sokar (Osiris) in
the Midst of the Sacrifice Day 24, Month IV

Feast of the Mourning Goddesses Day 25, Month IV

Feast of Sokar (Osiris) Day 26, Month IV

Feast of Palms Day 27, l\1onth IV

Feast of the Precession of the Obelisk Day 28, 1fonth IV

Feast of the Exhibition of the Image of Did
(the symbol of Osiris) Day 30, Month IV

Feast of the Coronation of Horus .. Day I, Month V

Gregorian Month Datings,
for period 1301-1100 B.C.

8th-9th July.

6th-7th October.

2-5th-26th October.

26th-27th October.

27th-28th October.

28th-29th October.

29th-30th October.

30th-31st October

31st October-1st November.

1st-2nd November.

2nd-3rd November.

4th-5th November.

Sth-6th November.

TABLE IX.

PTOLEMAIC DATINGS FOR THE OSIRIAN FESTIVAL RITES.

Budge, I. Gods of the Egyptians,"
Vol. II, pp. 128-129.

(for Osirian Festival Month Datings).

I I Celestial "
Calendar

Month Datings.
Equivalent Gregorian

Month Datings.

Festival of Osiris Khent-Amenti

26th-27th October,

28th-29th October.

15th-16th July.

13th-14th October.

24th- 25thOctpber

II Celestial " New Year's Day, Heliacal Rising
of Sirius Day I, Month I

Day I, Month IV

Day 12, Month IVFeast of the Hoeing of the earth

Festival of Pe'Yt (" Coming forth" or
" growing ") Day 14. Month IV

.. Day 16, Month IV

" Model of the god of the preceding year
"taken out from its place and buried
.• suitably, and the new Osiris was
cc embalmed in'the Sanctuary" .. Day 24. Month IV

Feast of the Exhibition of the I mage of Did,
the symbol of Osiris .. .. Day 30, Month IV

6th-7th November

12th-L3th November.
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In the same p1eriod, the nominal solar year had receded from the Sothic
year to the extent of ten, days. This accounts for the ten days difference between
the XXth Dynasty and the Ptolemaic seasonal datings.

Comparison of the two Calendars (Tables VIII and IX) again, shows that Non•••••GD.1

in both XXth Dynasty and Ptolemaic times, the Feast of the Exhibition of the g::::~~::Two

Image of Did was attached to Day 30, Month IV. This indicates that certain ~~lDp:~I.~~ie)
festivals were not seasonal and that such festivals remained attached to the liz•••

day of the month at which tradi~ion of a certain period placed them.

~ 60. THE NUMERICAL DETAILS OF'_ THE PTOLEMAIC FESTIVAL.

In the Ptolemaic celebration of the Festival, 34 Papyrus boats conveyed
34 images. These obviously were derived from, and symbolise, the 34 inter
calary periods of the 103 years' cycle (Tables II and III). From Tables II
and III, we observe as follows :-

34 intercalated years of the 360 days' calendar
=34 intercalated years of 365 days' calendar,
=341- years of 360 days (not intercalated),
= 12,420 days=414 months of 30 days each.

The numerical significance of the enumeration here becomes apparent,
For, since

4 X414 months= 1656 months, Numb.r.
A••ociat.d with

and since the Osirian texts state that" one day counts for a month," so, Ptolemai~
• CeremODle.

pr~sumably,one month counts for a year, and therefore, 1656 months symbolIse Give DeJa...

1656 years. This gives symbolically the date,of the Noachian Deluge En.ding Date 1656 A.I:.

1656 A.K., as in Table V.

A similar numerical identity-giving the Deluge Date 1656 A.K.-was Simil.r

found by Oppert,! in the case of the mythical chronology of the Babylonians. r~~~:~·D

'lr 61. THE HYKSOS CALENDAR .RECORD OF AN INTERCALARY
CYCLE.

From the earliest dynastic times, the Egyptians referred to the epagomenal .. The Five

days-the five days over the year-as the birthdays of certain gods and ~:::.'.Over tit.

goddesses. These were, respectively, in the order of the days, Osiris, Horus, The

Set (Typhon), Isis and Nephthys. Now the civil calendar of 360 days was in ~ir~~i~r~of

use from Dynasty I to Dynasty XII at least, in conjunction with the Calendar i: ~:~U.,

year of 365 days. At this early period, then, the epagomenal days-the birth-:: ;~~hth~••
days of the five gods or goddesses-coincided, betweel1 intercalary years, with
certain five days of Month I, Season of Sowing. Immediatel:r after an inter- ~r:thd.~. ill

calation, Day 1, l\Ionth I of the 360 days' Calendar would follow the fifth of the f.~l::;:b::d

Epagomenal days of the 365 days' Calendar. In the second year after an ~"~iidD~7~""
intercalation, Days 1 to 5, Month I, of the 360 days Calendar would coincide
with the five Epagomenal days of the 365 days Calendar.

lGOtt, Gel. Nachrichten. 1877, p. 205.
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Now there is precisely such a record as this on the back of the Rhind
Mathematical Papyrus. l This Papyrus was compiled during the reign of a

Hy~.o.·'MoDth Hyksos king (Dynasty XV or XVI), and Egyptologists generally believe it to
Dalia,.of. .
Birthday. ofI be of an earlIer date than Asseth, the last Hyksos kIng.
tbe God. re ate
to .eeoad year The record states as follows :-
after aD IDter-
calatio... II Year II, Month I, Day 3, birth of Set; the majesty of this god caused

his voice (to he heard)."
U Birth of Isis, the heaven rained."

The record states that the birthday of Set (the third of the Epagomenal days)
fell on Day 3, Month I, and that the birthday of Isis (the fourth of the
Epagomenal days) followed, obviously on Day 4, Month I. As the coincidence
noted always occurred in the second year after an intercalation, it is obvious

,-,.:vlr.o. Record that the Hyksos record indicates two facts. These are :
Prov.. Fixed
:t::::n~::'ed (r) That in Hyksos times (Dynasties XV and XVI) the intercalated
~:~nuoud, Calendar years of 360 and 365 days-in use from Dynasty I to XII-
g;:'.:~;lto were still in use at the time of Dynasty XV or XVI.
DYDa.ty XVI. (2) That such intercalations occurred at the intervals of five or six years

found established at the time of Dynasties I and II.
The Hyksos Calendar record on the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus therefore

proves, in conjunction with the preceding data, that the fixed Novenlber year
and the conforming intercalated Calendar years of 360 and 365 days were in
continuous use from Dynasty I to Dynasty XV or XVI.

~ 62. EARI,Y EGYPTIAN EXAMPLES OF "THE ALMANAC
TRADITION."

One point, ho,,"ever, requires to be cleared up. The Hyksos' Calendar
record, under" birth of Set," on Day 3, lVlonth I, states that" the majesty of t~le

~:;I:J :l~rth god caused his voice (to be heard)." This does not mean that thunder was heard
rr~~~der) to be on this day in the particular year recorded. Any ancient or modern almanac-
Heard. by the kind of reference given-will show what is meant. The record is an
I~~~:ii; early example of what \ve now term " The Almanac Tradition." Almost every
:i~cm~:~d~~. Almanac, in any year, gives the anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo. In this

case of the Hyksos' record, the day is the anniversary of the day upon which
Set, at his birth, first rended the sky (the goddess Nuit) with his thunderbolts.
Thus the Egyptian Book of the Dead2 refers to Set as the god who" letteth loose
the storm clouds and the thunder in the horizon of heaven." According to
Plutarch, Set tore his mother's bowels at birth, Set's mother, Nuit, being the
sky goddess.

Similarly, Isis was not only the primitive goddess of grain, but as such, was
Heaveal
Rained oa also the goddess of verdure, moisture and rain, and is referred to as " the wife
Birthday of
I.i.. of the lord of the Inundation, the creatiix of the Nile flood."3 Her tears for

lpetrie, " Historical Studies," II.
~Budge, "Gods of the Egyptians," Vol. II, pp. 246-7.
IBudge, "Gods of the Egyptians," Vol. II, p. 214.

Moret, " Kings and Gods of Egypt," p. 106.
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the dead Osiris were supposed to produce the Inundation. Hence the Hyksos Tradition
d f

. Annually
recor re ers to Day 4, l\fonth I of the current Calendar year as fallIng upon the Recorded.
anniversary of the" birth of Isis," when" the heaven rained." In this case HyklOI'
1 . . Calendar

a so, as In the case of Set, we have an early example of the" Almanac TradI- Record Not •
. ,, I . h f . h Dated RecordtlOn. t 1S unnecessary, t ere are, to pOInt out that t e record does not referof'Fhunderaoel

to rain falling upon this day in the particular year of the record. RaIn.

This explanation has been rendered necessary owing to the fact that the Fixinc Hykloa'
dates of the Hyksos' Dynasties have been" fixed" from the supposed occur- g::;o:i~io~~cb

rence of rain on the day and month stated.

~ 63. THE ESTABLISHING OF THE VAGUE YEAR.

The Egyptian" Book of the Sothis," preserved by Syncellus, states that
the vague or wandering year of 365 days was first instituted by the last Hyksos
king, Asseth. The statement is :-" This king (Asseth) added the five Epago- The L••t.

d · h·' h hE' k d 6 d Hyk.o. Xlna.rnenae an In IS tIme t ey say t egyptIan year was rec one as 3 5 ays, A.aeth,
h . b f h·' d 1 6" Ob' I h Introducel theaVlng e are t IS tIme connte on Y 3 o. VIOUS y, t e staten1ent means "Vacue" Year
that prior to i\.sseth, the last Hyksos king, the civil Calendar of 360 days was the ::e3~iY?la,.»al
. 1 d dh A h h . d 1 · D Calenel.rl,nterca ate year, an t at sset, w 0 reIgne not ong pnor to ynasty YeaI'.
XVIII, instituted, as the civil year, the unintercalated or vague year of 365
days.

Two facts confirm this. These are :-
(I) That from Dynasties I to XV or XVI, according to the evidences dis-

cussed, the Civil Calendar year was an intercalated Calendar year, ~;::;~-:;~i~:d
adjusted at intervals of five or six years, to the fixed 1st November r~:rf~~a'tie.
Agricultural year.

(2) That the month datings for the recorded heliacal risings of Sirius during
Dynasty XVIII determinp that the vague year was then in use, but had Con&rmed b,

I . D XVIII b .. N b Vaaue Yearnot ong prIor to ynasty ,een In Its true 1st ovem er- Moot~ Datinc.
b .. . . . h h C IdS f S' . °d of Reb.caleglnnlng pOSItIon-WIt tea en ar eason 0 OWIng cOlncl ent R~I~nc. of.. . Sirlu. durin.
WIth the actual Season of SOWIng. Dyna.ty XVIIL

All the evidences, then, from the period of Dynasties I to XVIII, combine
to prove:-

(r) That the year was a fixed November-beginp.ing Agricultural year from Fi••dl;.ar
D t I t XVI D.l.nalti•• I teynas yo. XVL

(2) That the last king of Dynasty XVI first established the vague or
wandering year; and

(3) That the first Egyptian records, employing the vague year for month v y
~ alae ear

datings, are the records of Dynasty XVIII. 8:=~71.xVU
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SECTION III.-DETAILED TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

~ 64. FRONTISPIECE. UPPER PERSPECTIVE VIEW. RESTORATION OF
THE PYRAMIDS AND TEMPLES OF GIZEH PLATEAU.

The 1St (Great) Pyramid of Khufu (Dynasty IV) is shown on the right, and the 2nd
Pyramid of Khafra (Dynasty IV) on the left. In the right foreground appear the Sphinx
and part of the Granite Temple of Khafra. Leading from the latter is shown the causeway
to the 2nd Pyramid. The similar causeway to the Great Pyramid is shown in the right
hand middle distance.

Attention is directed to the fact that none of the larger pyramids are in the line of the
Great Pyramid's noon shadows or reflexions, and that the smaller pyramids and temples do
not interfere with the projection of these.

'U 65· PLATE I. PLAN OF STONEHENGE. STONE CIRCLE AND OUTER
EARTH CIRCLE.

Reconstructed from Sir William Flinders Petrie's Survey, "Stonehenge," and from data
in Mr. Edgar Barclay's" Stonehenge."

The axis line XV is shown as determined by Sir Norman Lockyer from the existing
alignment. As calculated by Lockyer, this alignment is directed to the point of Sunrise at
the Summer Solstice, 1680 B.C. ± 200 years. The fallen position of the so-called" Slaughter
Stone" has nothing whatever to do with the sunrise alignment.

Lockyer considers that the construction of the outer Earth Circle was long prior to the
erection of the Stone Circle. He dates the Earth Circle about 2000 B.C., and considers from
the existing evidence that the agricultural year was in use at that time. Thus, standing at M
on the Earth Circle, on left of Plate I, and looking over the upright stone A, in bottom left
of Plate I, towards the corresponding upright stone B, on the middle right, gives the align
ment pointing to Sunrise at commencement of Winter, November 8th, and end of Winter,

~ February 4th. The alignment AOB passes through 0, the common centre of the Earth
and Stone Circles.

Looking in the opposite direction over the upright stones, i.e., from N on the opposite
side of the Earth Circle, gives the alignment BOA pointing to Sunset at the commencement
of Summer, May 6th, and end of Summer, August 8th.

Standing at P on the Earth Mound, in the middle left of Plate I, and looking over the
upright stone A in the lower left, gives the alignment PA pointing to Sunset of Winter
Solstice. Looking from Q on the Mound, in lower right of Plate, across the upright stone B,
in middle right of Plate, gives the alignment QB pointing to Sunrise of Summer Solstice.
The Earth Circle, therefore, was designed to give both the points of the astronomical solar
year, as well as the points of the agricultural solar year.
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, 66. PLATE II. PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF STONEHENGE AT TIME OF
SUNRISE OF SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1680 B.C.

Summer
The direction of sunrise is indicated by the direction of the shadows thrown by the ~olst~ce V.

upright stones of the Stone Circle. o;S~~:eh:::e.

The so-called " Slaughter Stone" is shown in its present fallen position at the Avenue UDcertai~t,.

opening of the Earth Circle. Not enough is known of its object to justify attempt at restora- foncerDinK
tion. It may have been a portion of an Entrance Trilithon, similar to the five large Trilithons St~~:,!hter
shown within the Stone Circle. But conjecture is futile.

Attention is directed to the short upright stone of the Stone Circle shown in right fore- Peculia~t,.

ground. As Mr. Edgar Barclay has shown, the present condition of this stone is as it was :::C:t-::~K
quarried and erected. The gap in the Lintel Circle is therefore as originally constructed. s:ri.h~.~fIe
The gap may have been left intentionally to permit of the entrance of the two high poles of andn;ri:i;al
banners, festoons or other decorations paraded at the celebrations of the rituals of the temple. gi~l~~ LIDtei

, 67. PLATE III. MAP OF THE NILE DELTA.

The central axis of the Nile Delta runs due North and South, and is the Meridian line, ~~-:ili~:r.micl
passing through the Great Pyramid of Gizeh. This might be a coincidence were it not for the ~nDt&llA:l:i.of
fact that all the intentional phenomena of the noon reflexions and shadows of 'the Great e. eta.
Pyramid were symmetrical to the Delta with respect to this Meridian line. ~::i::~t or

Thus on 1St November, the Pyramid's East and West noon reflexions each presented a
vertical surface of reflexion to the observer North of the Pyramid. These vertical surfaces r~rNlDid·. b...
defined the North-East and North-West directions respectively from the Pyramid's East P·heD:~"':.
and West sides. The line of each vertical surface was the continuation of the respective ~ii~Delt•.
diagonal of the Pyramid's base, and therefore, made an angle of 45° with the central Meridian P 'd t

line. This indicates one of the reasons for the selection of the Pyramid's site. The intention c~~~:lof·
obviously was that the Great Pyramid should appear as the centre of the Quadrant of the 8~~eci::~t of
Circle that defines the Nile Delta. Nile Delta.

Again, as seen along the central Meridian line at each noon of Autumn, Winter, and Pyramid'.
Spring, the South reflexion from the Pyramid was thrown high into the air. Rising first ~:8~~i~:OD
above the horizontal at the commencement of Autumn, the elevation of this noon reflexion aHbo!e thte.
. d . h d . . M d W· d d d orlZOD aIncreased urIng Autumn, reac e Its maXImum at I - Inter, an ecrease towards and durio,
during Spring, finally falling below the horizontal at the termination of Spring. On the ~i~~:~'aDd
first day of Summer, this South noon reflexion became horizontal. ~:l~:'th~ut

At Mid-Summer noon the reflexion reached its lowest depression, thereafter becoming ~::f::Dta.
less depressed, until it again became horizontal at noon of the last day of Summer. Summer.

1f 68. PLATE IV. MAP OF THE PYRAMIDS, TOMBS AND TEMPLES ON THE
PLATEAU OF GIZEH; AND MERIDIAN SECTION THROUGH THE
GREAT PYRAMID.

Compiled from Col. Howard Vyse's " Pyramids of Gizeh," Prof. C. P. Piazzi Smyth's
" Life and Work at the Great Pyramid," Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie's" Pyramids and
Temples of Gizeh," and Edgar's " Great Pyramid Passages," Vol. I.

The 1vleridian Section lies along the central axis of the Nile Delta figured on Plat(! III,
and defined as the Pyramid Meridian Line.

In the North-West corner of the Map Plan is figured part of a spur from the Gizeh
Plateau. The height of this spur is shown on the Meridian Section. From the data thus
given it is seen that the limiting point of the West noon reflexion from the Great Pyramid on
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1St November lay on the spur referred to, and in the same level horizontal plane (practically)
as the Pyramid pavement base. From this indication one might expect to find on the spur
mentioned some bou'ndary mark or other indication marking the limit of the first November
noon refiexion, or some other evidence of this spur having been dressed down, or levelled up,
to receive the projection at the level of the Pyramid base. Na search, however, for such a
boundary mark, or signs of dressing down has yet been made, for hitherto the reasons for its
probable existence have not been disclosed.

In any case it is evident that the 1st November West noon refiexion did not extend
beyond the spur sho\vn.

In the case of the East noon refiexion on 1st November it is a different matter. This
reflexion was projected on to the lower plane of the cultivated land, and therefore, continued
considerably further than is figured on Plate VII. The same remark applies in the case of
Plate VIII. The extent of the projection could not, however, alter the surface planes of the
reflexions. Hence the vertt'cal surface of the East noon reflexion on 1st Nove~ber continued
further in its direction due North-East.

~ 69. PLATE V. THE NOON REFLEXIONS OF THE SUMMER HALF OF THE
YEAR, i.e. during the period between the Vernal Equinox and the following
Autumnal Equinox.

Fig. A gives plan of the noon reflexions at the Equinoxes, projected on to the plane of
the Pyramid's base level. N. S. E. and W. refer to the North, South, East and West. The
outstanding feature is supplied by the East and West noon reflexions. One base line of
each of these reflexions, DQ for the West reflexion, and AR for East reflexion, runs due
North-West and due North-East respectively, from the West and East corners of the
Pyramid's South base side, DA.

F£g. a is the elevation of Fig. A. In this the South reflexion T10TllA, is elevated as
it is, in varying degrees of elevation during Autumn, Winter and Spring.

Fig. B gives plan of the noon refiexions at the beginning and ending of Summer. Ten
days after the beginning of Summer, and ten days before the end of Summer RBCQ is a
straight line-the North base side of the Pyramid produced-running due East
and West.

Fig. b is the elevation of Fig. B. In this the South noon refiexion T10TllA, is
horizontal at the beginning and ending of Summer. (Refer last para. of note to
Plate III.)
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Summer. All these diagrams of Plate V show the North surfaces ORB and OQC of the East and
Inclination of West noon reflexions inclined southwards from the observer in the North. This general
~:~:a::do~elt feature, with varying degrees of inclination southwards, held between 11th February and
Noon 1St November of each year.
ReSesionl.
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Longelt.
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~ 70. PLATE VI. NOON REFLEXIONS AT THE SUMMER SOLSTICE.

Ft"g. C. Plan of Noon refiexions.
BPC is the longest North noon reflexion of the year.
DQC is the shortest West noon reflexion of the year.
ARB is the shortest East noon reflexion of the year.
ATD is the shortest South noon reflexion of the year.
Q and R reach their Southernmost limits.
Ft'g. c is the elevation of Fig. C.
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PLATE VII. PYRAMID NOON REFLEXIONS AND SHADO\VS.

55

VariatioDI
Figs. D and E indicate on plan how the surfaces ORB and OQC of the East and West of ;wt

noon reflexions as seen from the North, gradually lost their inclination towards the South R~8e]li:~•.
as 1St November approached, when they became vertical and pointed due North-East and Their Vertical

North-West respectively, ~long the Pyramid base diagonals DOB and AOe respectively, r~r~a:::':ber
produced to Rand Q (Ftg. E). and

T 11th Februar,
The reverse process happened on 11th February, when the surfaces Ot{B and OAC are Directed

of the East and West reflexions again became vertical and pointed North-East and North- ~:dth-Ea.t
West respectively. Prior to this date, and since 1st November, these surfaces inclined, North-West.

with varying degrees of inclination overhanging towards the observer in the North. After
the 11th February they again assumed the inclination towards the South.

Fig. D shows the Pyramid's North face first appearing in noon shadow at 14th October,
but throwing no shadow on the pavement ba~e. On successive noons after 14th October, ~:learaDce
the shadow, thrown on to the pavement ha<;e, gradually extended, reached its Northernmost DidappearaDce,

limit at the Winter Solstice, commenced to creep back after the Winter Solstice, and V~riation. of

reached its final stage of coincidence with the North base line on 28th February (as on 14th ~h~~~:'oon
October), after which it disappeared until the following 14th October.

Ft'g. E shows the extent of pavement shadow on 1st November.
Figs. d and e are the elevations of Figs. D and E respectively.

~ 72. PLATE VIII. PYRAMID NOON REFLEXIONS ANI) SlIADOWS.
The diagrams here are typical of the Winter noon phenomena between 1St November

and 11th February. Figs. F and G show in plan the surfaces ORB and OAC of the East The • •
and West noon reflexions, as seen by the observer in the North, overhanging towards the rbe:il~~~I~~cif
observer. In both figures the dotted lines on plan, BR and CQ, which lie on the Pyramid :eot ~oon
pavement base level, are covered or overhung by the sloping surfaces of reflexion ORA d~ri~~oDs
and OQD. The figures also show that the same sloping surfaces of reflexion overhang Winter.

the noon shadow area of the Pyramid's North face slope" BOC.
Figs. f and g are the elevations of Figs. F and G.

Figs. F and f give the noon reflexion and shadow phenomena for 2nd December and The Normal
12th January. Fig.! shows that on these days the noon reflexion Ol the Pyramid's South face ~°ftu .
slope is normal to that surface, i.e., the sun's noon rays are reflected directly back in the fr~~XS~~th
direction from which they came. In other words, the angle of incidence = angle of f:deD~I::~ber
reflection = 0°. iitt January.

F£gs. G and g give the noon reflexion and shadow phenomena for the Winter Solstice. Winter
Rand Q are the furthest Northern limits of the year for the East and West noon reflexions ~olstice

respectively. ph::omena.

V is the furthest Northern limit of the year for the North noon shadow.
T10ATll (fig. g), is the highest elevation of the year for the South noon reflexion.

~ 73. PLATE IX. CHART SHOWING THE SEASONAL PHENOMENA AND
ACTIVITIES OF THE SOLAR YEAR IN ANCIENT EGYPT COMPARED
WITH THE SEASONAL PHENOMENA AND ACTIVITIES OF THE
EARLY EGYPTIAN CALENDAR YEAR COMPILED FROM THE
DATED RECORDS OF THE PERIOD OF DYNASTIES VI TO XII.

General remarks :- A New

So far as we are aware, this chart is the first comprehensive and comparative abstract ~:dpreh.D.iv,

of all the known data concerning the relation between the Calendar Year and the Solar ~bmparat~ve

Year in the period preceding the XVIIIth Egyptian Dynasty. A careful study of the Fu:~r:=e~tal
data of this series of diagrams will well repay both the general reader and the Egyptological ~~~:~olollcal
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student or expert. For within the bounds of one presentation are given all the scientific
data upon which the accepted theory of modern Egyptological chronology stands or falls.
The Chart shows that the Calendar Seasons synchronised with the actual Seasons during
the period of Dynasties VI to XII, and not only so, but that the commencement of the
Calendar Year at that time synchronised with the commencement of the actual Egyptian
Agricultural Year.

As the accepted theory of Egyptological chronology is based on a UJande,-ing Calendar
year at that time, the importance of -the synchronisms of Plate IX must be evident to
everyone giving the matter consideration. So certain is the Chart to tell its own story that
we content ourselves with the single assertion, that the data are correctly plotted from all
the known facts.

Explanation of Arrangement:-

~ 73a. NILE FLOW AND .HELIACAL RISING OF SIRIUS.

Th. Solar Column (3) of Plate IX contains the time basis with respect to which all the various
Year Time
Baaia of tbe data in the remaining columns are arranged. In this column appear plotted to scale of
Abatract. duration in days, the months of the modern (Gregorian) year commencing with November.

ADDual Curve Column (4), as explained on Chart, gives the typical annual curve of Nile Discharge
of Hile
Diacharle. at Memphis.
aeli~~al RisiD, Inset is the curve of Heliacal Risings of the Star Sirius at Latitude 300 N. The risings
rA~I::~i~D .. are stated with reference to the Modern (Gregorian) month dates reduced from Oppolzer's
t:°t~tb ) calculations giving the Julian month dates over the period indicated. (Oppolzer," Ueber

a IDII. die Lange des Sirius-jahrs und der Sothis periode," Vol. 90, Sitzungsberichte, Vienna
~::b~i~r'a aDd Academy). Oppolzer's calculations are extended back to 7171 B.C. by Dr. E. B. Knobel,
Calculatio... Historical Studies. (Brit., Sch., Arch., Egypt., 191I, pp. 6 and 7.)

Oppolzer took the depression of the Sun at the time of the heliacal rising of Sirius as
10° 48'.

aeliacal Hi.iD, The heliacal rIsing of a star is its first observed rising after it has been invisible for some
DefiDed. time in close proximity to the sun.

Xllt" Dy_at, Refer description Plate X for Xllth dynasty record of heliacal rising of Sirius.
Sirius RiaiDI. '
ADDual Curve Column (6) gives practically the same Nile flow data as column (4). but for gaugings
of Nile Level. taken 57 years earlier, and stated in terms of Nile level instead of discharge.

C • I These two columns give practically the fluctuations of Nile flow and its range of date
Nii~~~~-:ith variation. These agree with the statement of Herodotus for Memphis in the 5th century
B:;:ci~tua. B.C. This statement is reduced to graphical comparison in columns (4) and (6).

Column (5) gives merely an intermediate stage of data in the derivation of column (4)
data.
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, 73b. THE ACTIVITIES OF THE YEAR.

Column (7) gives the activities and seasonal phenomena of the Solar year in ancient
Egypt, at the dates s~ted by Sir Gardner Wilkinson. These are accepted by all Egyptologists
of repute as the reliable basis of this branch of study.

In Column (7) the information is reduced to graphical form, diminishing of activity being
indicated by the tapering off of areas.

Wilkinson supplies the dates and data for the graphical areas of activity in Irrigation,
Sowing and Harvest.
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The hot season is known, the tapering off in graphical area representing diminution of ~ot Sba,oD
heat. rap s.

'fhe periods of activity for distant quarrying expeditions depended upon three factors.
These are:-

. (1) The need for the available labour in sowing and harvest~ and to a less extent for
irrigation purposes. Distaat

(2) The impossibility of efficient quarrying in the hot seasqn. ~:c~~~~~al

(3) The need in certain cases of utilising the rise of the Nile to float large quarried
masses on barges.

These three factors determined the two distant quarrying periods of the year shown in
Column (7).

~ 73c. THE DISTANT QUARRYING PERIODS.

The 1St d£stant quarrying per£od, then, fell within the months II, III, and IV of the first :';t Dilt.aat

season of the Agricultural year, £.e., December to February inclusive. It began as sowing p:ri~d~lal
operations were finishing. It ended as harvesting became active. This is the principal December to

distant quarrying. period, for Sinai, Hat Nub and Hammamat, when High Nile Flood was rDec~~:r:i

not reqUIred for rIver transport.

The 2nd d£stant quarrying period began towards the end of the hot season, as the Nile ~Du~~~li~:t
began to rise, beginning thus early in order to have the quarried masses ready for the high Period

Nile in September or Early October, and to enable the workmen to return for the middle of Early July
the irrigation period at latest, and in time for the early sowing. to Mid-October

~ 73d. IRRIGATION, SOWING, HARVEST, ETC.
WilkiDsoD's

Column (8) gives the details of Wilkinson's dated information concerning Irrigation, Dates a~d Dat.

Sowing, and Harvest. Each item of information is given opposite its place in the modern i:rl~~~i~:~
months as stated by Wilkinson. ~~~:::t.

Column (9) gives ~he same infor~a~ion with respect to the Sol~r year as column (?). But f:ti~~ie~fof
whereas Column (7) IS based on WIlkInson's researches on anCIent crops and agrIcultural Solar Year

activities, independently of the dated records, the areas of activity in Column (9) are plotted. ~f°P.r~:dordl
entirely from the dated records of the period from Dynasty XVIII to XXX inclusive. During ~~iiis~xx

this period the wandering calendar year was in use, and it is fronl the known, or in some early The ';ague

cases the approximately known, position of this wandering calendar year in the solar year at 0yr Wand4!ria,
. . h . d h h d h d' f h d f d ear DatlagsvarIOUS stages In t e perla t at t e mo ern mont atlngs 0 t e recor s are oun . of the Graphl

for Dyaasties
XVIII-XXX.

~ 73e. GRAPHS OF YEAR'S ACTIVITIES.

The agreement between the areas of Column (7) and the areas of Column (9) confirms ~~~~b-:i~~:f
what it was scarcely necessary to confirm, the accuracy of the data based on Wilkinson's ~ilkin,od'l

Activities of the Agricultural Year. G:;~h.nfrom
Data of

With Columns (I) and (2) we come to the important feature of the charting. ~~iii~~xx.

Whereas Columns (7) and (9) give the activities of the Solar year in relation to the Emphas.is

C I ( ) C I ( ) . h ... f h C I d . I' conceralnlmodern months of 0 umn 3, 0 umn 1 gIves t e actIVItIes 0 tea en ar year In re ation Graphs from

h f c,' I ( ) " Solar"to the Calendar mont s 0 0 umn 2. Year Datinll.
aad Graph.

It will assist the reader to follow the matter more clearly if he can suppose, in the first !.rCl Edrb"

instance, that Columns (1) and (2) bear no relation to Column (3). Yea~ Dati~"
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Nt"cessity for ~I 73f . THE INDEPENDENT GRAPHS.
considering
th~ two sets of

~::ti~S;t~~ce, Let the reader understand that Columns (I) and (2) are drawn up, independent of
as matters Columns (3) to (9), from the early Calendar year datings of the period of Dynasties VI to XII,
apart, and
resting solely the areas of activity of the Calendar year being stated with reference to Column (2); that
::s~~~~v~wn Columns (I) and (2), thus attached to each other, were moved into position until the areas of
bast"s. Column {I) were opposite the corresponding areas of Columns (7) and (9); and that when this
Tr:hA~reemc~t had been effected it was fouhJ that the Calendar year and its Calendar seasons of the period
Sets :, G~aphs in question agreed with the actual Agricultural year and its seasons.
when
considered
in reJation. Columns (I) and (2), when synchronised with all the data of Columns (3) to (9) prove that
Agreement the Calendar year at the time of Dynasties VI to XII was a fixed Calendar year. In other
l:~l::d:rFixed \vords, during Dynasties VI to XII, the vague or wandering year was not in use.
Year for period
Dynasties
VI.XII.

~ 73g. COLUMN (I), Xllth DYNASTY FLAX HARVEST CALENDAR DATING.

XlIth Dynasty
Flax Harvest
.. Calendar"
Dating agrees
with actual
dating of Flax
Harvelt.

One important item beginning in Column (I) is the Flax Harvest dating given on a
Xllth Dynasty record. (EI Bersheh, II, PIs. 8 and g.) The flax harvest is recorded as
taking place between Day 23 and Day 27, Calendar Month IV, Calendar Season of Sowing,
i.e., 112 to 116 days after the beginning of the Calendar Year. Wilkinson, for ancient times,
gives Flax as plucked in Lower and Middle Egypt, late February or early March, i.e., late in
the actual ~fonth IV of the actual Season of Sowing, or early in Month I of the actual Season
of Harvest.

The Calendar Dating and the actual Dating therefore agree, and the Calendar year began
in November.

~ 73h. COLUMN (I), Xllth DYNASTY HOT SEASON RECORD IN SINAI.

This is a fine example of an exception proving the rule.

Hor-ur-ra states on record at Serabit, Sinai (reign Senusert III or Amenemhat 111):

" I arrived in this land in Calendar Month III, Calendar Season of Growing (and Harvest),
although it was not the season for going to this Mine-land."

" The highlands are hot in Summer, and the mountains brand the skin .
It is-[uncerta£n]-for it in this evil Summer season."

" I succeeded in mining the good S0ft, and I finished in the Calendar Month I,
Calendar Season of Inundation. I brought g~nuine costly stone for the luxuries more than
anyone who came (hither) It was better that the accustomed seasons thereof "
(Breasted, Records I, 322, 323).

The hot months here are the 7th, 8th, and 9th months of the Calendar year.

Xllth Dynasty
complaint
concerning
Hot Season
Expedition
to Sinai.

Calendar
Months
of Hot Season
agree with
actual Monthl
of Hot Season.

The Hot Sea.oD
U Calendar JJ

Months

The Hot SeaSOD The actual hot months are May, June, and July, respectively the 7th, 8th, and gth
II Actual" months from November inclusive. This again confirms that the Xllth Dynasty Calendar
Month,. Year was a fixed November Year.

The Narrative
of the Hot
Season record.

Data for
Craphs.

Plate XI gives a list of all the known Vlth to XIlth Dynasty seasonal records used for
plotting areas in Column (I), Plate IX.
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~ 74. PLATE X. CHART OF LIMITS OF EARLY EGYPTIAN INTERCALATED
CALENDAR YEAR, EGYPTIAN SEASONS, AND GREAT PYRAMID
NOON REFLEXION AND SHADOW PHENOMENA STATED WITH
REFERENCE TO THE MODERN (GREGORIAN) MONTHS.

The top item of chart-below Scale of Modern Months-represents the maximum and The

minimum limits of two of the three Early Egyptian Calendar Seasons. The basis of the rule li:i::~t::e
governing intercalation was that the 1St month of the Calendar year (Month I, Calendar ~C'lr Elyp~.i.a

Season of Sowing), never began later than 60 days after the Autumnal Equinox. The Sea:o...~. ar

evidence determining this rule will be given in the various details of same as they are met with The Rule Sxin,
in the projected series of volumes. Meantime it is deemed that the practical and simple tbe Limits.
nature of the rule will appeal to the general reader.

The other items of the chart, in light of the explanation of the preceding plates explain
themselves. It will, however, be noted that the East and West co-ordinates of the East and
West Pyranlid noon reflexions are equal and always of constant value.

~ 75. PLATE XI. RECORDS OF THE PERIOD OF DYNASTIES VI TO XII
OF DISTANT QUARRYING EXPEDITIONS TO THE QUARRIES AT
WADY HAMMAMAT AND HAT NUB, AND TO THE MINES AND
QUARRIES OF SINAI.

The reader will observe that the days of the months are both stated and plotted to the
scale of days and months of the Calendar year. From this feature of the charting, it will Firat D~ataDt

be seen, for the First Distant Quarrying Period, that only one dating occurs in Month I of the ~:ri~~lD'
Calendar Season of Growing (Harvest), and only one in Month I of the Calendar Season of
Sowing. The others are all concentrated in the period from Day 3, Month II to Day 4, Maximum
Month IV, Calendar Season of Sowing. This shows clearly enough that the active period ~i~:ity
began in early December, as irrigation and sowing activities diminished (only one dating DeEemlber
occurs before the 15th day of Month II, Calendar Season of Sowing), and ended early February ~~br'::a~y.
when return for the Harvesting Season was due.

The Second Distant Quarrying Period was governed by the requirements as to Nile ~~c:~~i~~·taDt
transport. In some cases it saved time and labour in the handling of large blocks, to utilise Period.

the inundation waters for floating off the large quarried masses on shallow barges, then Ma~i~um.

sailing these down the Nile, to navigate the barges over the inundated country, and close up ~:;~~~b:ld.
to the building site, before the inundation began to recede from the land. ~c=~~.

In such cases, in later times, quarrying began as early as the beginning of July, in the
end of the Hot season, for the purpose of having the work ready for floating off over the ..
inundated land to the building site during the extreme height of the Inundation. In dis- r~:::lTi:e •.
cussing such cases, Professor Petrie (Anc%'ent Egypt, 1914, p. 91) states, "The hot season
work was more usual in later times,"

For early times, at Hammamat only, there is the single record of Sankh-kara (Dynasty S 1
XI), on Day 3, Month I, Calendar Season of Inundation. The other records of the period of p:~i:daof
Dynasties VI to XII are all concentrated in the second half of Month III, and the first half X~:i~\~:t
of month IV of the Calendar Season of Inundation. (Refer Plate IX, comparing these ~Dd • ).

limits, Column (2), with maxinlum Nile flood, Columns (3) and (4).) E:rl~r¥i-:e:~

~ 7Sa. THE NILE TRANSPORTATION RECORD OF UNA.

The Hat Nub record of Una's expedition during the reign of Merenra (Dynasty VI), Una's
mentions the quarrying, and then, during 17 days of Mon.th III,. Calendar Seas?n of :~a~:::i:.
Inundation, the building of the barge, followed by transportatIon dunng a second penod of Nile. •

17 days. Una concludes" Although there was no water on the [thesuJ I landed in safety at ~oa;drti::~
the pyramid (called): 'Merenra-shines-and-is-Beautiful '." (Breasted, Records, I, p. 149.)
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The uncertain word thesu is generally translated" flats" but as Breasted states, this is
" a pure guess." Whatever the word does mean, it cannot apply to any shallows or sand

:rbe RefereDce banks on the normal course of the river itself, but to lowlying grounds off the normal course
Lyl:ILc:;unds of the river, and flooded only at high level of inundation. For the same word occurs in a
i:=:~~~i:~ connection that decides against thesu applying to shallows on the normal course of the river.

· This is in an inscription of the reign of Senusert III (Dynasty XII), (Breasted, Records, I,
A statement
bearinl upon p. 300), referring to the celebration of the rites of the Osirian Festival. The inscription
tbe problem. states" I championed Uenefer at ' That Day of Great Conflict.' I slew all the enemies upon

the' flats' (thesu) of Nedyt. I conveyed him (the god) into the Barque (called)' The Great'."

UDa's arrival
wbeD Nile was
already
recediD, from
Inundated
Land.

Petrie's
Orilinal
OpinioD.•

Bad.e'.·
OpiaiOD.

~ 7Sb. THE SEASON OF UNA'S ARRIVAL AT MEMPHIS.

It is clear then, that the expedition of Una during the reign of Merenra (Dynasty VI),
arrived at Memphis when the Nile was already receding from the' flats' (thesu) there. He
had obviously endeavoured to time his arrival at Memphis at highest Nile, but had been
delayed by the construction of his barge in 17 days, or else had been unfortunate in having
a slightly earlier high Nile than he had anticipated.

All the other records of the period of Dynasties VI to XII confirm that these are the
facts of the case, thus justifying Sir William Flinders Petrie's original opinion in the
earlier editions of his "History of Egypt," Vol. I, p. 95.

Sir Ernest Budge states, " Petrie argues from this statement that when Una arrived off
Memphis in the month Epiphi (Month III, Calendar Season of Inundation), the waters of the
Nile had subsided so greatly that he was unable to float the boat or barge with its heavy load
over the land which had been recently inundated, for the depth of the water on the land
did not permit him to do so. So far all is clear, and this is undoubtedly what the words in
the hieroglyphics indicate-but the possibility of deducing any date for the reigning king
from this circumstance is too remote to be seriously entertained for a moment." (Hist.
Egypt, Vol. I, 152-3.)

~ 7Sc. DEVIATIONS FROM UNA'S NARRATIVE.

One remark in the above calls for comment. The record does not state that Una
arrived in Month III of the Calendar Season of Inundation. The month of arrival with

~ho~:i.a~fDdar his load at Memphis, is not stated. Una merely records that he quarried his stone, and then,
Una's arrival in 17 days of the month stated, constructed his barge. In the following 17 days, probably
at Memphis.

in Month IV of the Calendar Season of Inundation, he came to Memphis, when the Inundation
had already commenced to fall, and therefore, at the end of September at the earliest, or
mid-October at latest.

Be. theories This long explanation has been rendered necessary by certain revisions of Egyptological
T~~:d:~r:.t~f opinion following the discovery of the XIIth Dynasty record of the heliacal rising of Sirius.
Records. The revisions are not due to any new light upon the inscription of Una, but due to the
lb~e1i~ce::e~~ revision of the Sothic year theory of chronology, based on the theory of an uninterrupted
if the XlIth • vague Calendar year from the earliest times. The theorv of one school-that of the long
Si~::tbatillg. chronology-makes the date of Merenra as 4190 B.C. The theory of the short chronology
A revision of gives the date of Merenra as 2570 B.C. The former requires tpe arrival of the expedition
~:dc:.nolo.)' of Una at Memphis to have been at the end of April, whereas the latter requires the end
revisio!1 of the of March. Both cases are in the height of the Harvest Season.
renderlDg of '
UDa'. Record

The Local
QuarryiD'
Calendar
DatiDgs of
Dynasty ID.

~ 7Sd. LOCAL AND DISTANT QUARRYING.

~~ adhere to Pel:~ie's ?rigi~al i~entification of the seasons for I.ong distance quarrying
eXpedltI0I?-s, as that IdentIfi.cation IS .free from the subsequent bIas of the Sothic year
chronologIcal ~heory. In thIS connectIon the reader must understand that local quarrying
dates are not Included. Local quarrying, 'i.e., quarrying adjacent to building sites, could
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be carried on by small parties at any season of the year. Thus the dated stones of Seneferu's Local

Meydum Pyramid (year 17), range from Day 22, Month II, Calendar Season of Growing ~~~~~~:3
and Harvest, to Day 8, Month III, Calendar Season of Inundation. With the fixed November ~UriDg b

year, this gives a local quarrying period beginning in the end of April, when harvest eo~i:~t~d ul

activities diminished, to the beginnir:g of September, when irrigation operations became ~:~~:~.Hot

active, and, following which, early sowing commenced. (Petrie, Historical Studies, pp.
10-11.)

This shows that local quarrying was carried on in the hot weather-the workmen ~~Oy;S a

probably slackening off during the heat of the day-but not during Sowing or Harvest. C~:Ddar
Year for

Seneferu's local quarrying dates, therefore, confirm the fixed November Calendar for I);,r~::ti.s
the time of the IIIrd Dynasty. III to XII.

In the case of long distance quarrying, large working and carrying parties, accompanied
by a military escort, were supplied. The numbers necessary were not available during kt~r.our aDd

Sowing and IIarvest, and such long d'istance expeditions were not undertaken during the E:c~t:.~"for

hot weather. An exception to the latter case is the expedition of Hor-ur-ra, whose record ~oua:rr~t~:DC.
refers to the exceptional circumstances, and the hardships incidental thereto. (Refer ••peditioDS.

~ 73h.)

~ 76. PLATE XII. THE GEOMETRY OF THE GREAT PYRAMID'S NOON

REFLEXIONS AND SHADOWS.

The East and West Noon Rejlexions.

Figs. A 1 , A 2 , As, and A4 are those needing most explanatIon, as the basal geometry
of the East and West Noon reflexions is not an easily comprehended matter.

Fig. Al. gives the simplest aspect of the West Noon Reflexion. Supposing the Sun E d W

could be directly over the Pyramid at noon, Fig. At would represent the precise approach R:8te:~Ds fe::
of the sun's ray and the reflexion of the ray from the Pyramid's West Face. This would ~:::~:~i~;.
be for an altitude of the Sun of 90°, which the sun never has at the Great Pyramid's latitude. i.f s.ubat

In such case the reflected ray seen in plan would be directed due West. (Fig. A 2 .) eDIt •

For lower altitudes, however, Fig. A1 gives precisely the noon conditions as they would
be seen by an observer-i.e., the reader looking at the view given-standing in the North ~ow East aD~

and looking towards the Pyramid in the vertical plane of approach of the Sun's ray shown. N::~ Ra::te
'

However low the Sun at noon, the ray would always appear vertical, and the reflected ray h::dtt: s.e.

would always appear at the same angle from the West face. As seen in plan, however, ~b:::v~::: tb.
the lower the noon sun, the more would the reflected ray be swung round from West towards P)'rl!l1!id
the North. (Fig. A

2
.) MerldlaD.

W(; can sum up in the following statement:-

For a particular point on the West Face Slope of the Pyramid, the successive lines,
traced out by the Sun's noon ray to that point on successive noons of the Solar year, lie JraeD:or:rs:h:t

in a vertical plane running due North and South, and the successive lines traced out by the ~ast aDd West:

noon reflected rays from the same point on successive noons of the year lie in a plane inclined R:S:.ioDS.

13° .42 ' 28".6 below the horizontal. (Fig. Al .)

Fig. As. XA is a typical Sun's noon ray to the point 0 on the West face slope of the
Pyramid. The vertical plane of all such successive noon rays is the plane XADBS.

OGFH is the constant plane of reflexion defined above, and shown in elevation in
Fig. A l , depressed at the constant angle of 13°.42' 28".6 below the horizontal. The
horizontal plane in Fig. As is OBPN. The Constant angle'" between the two planes is
repres(;nted by NOM.



Fig. A4, is a detail extracted from figure As, with the horizontal plane OBPN continued
over the Constant Plane of Reflexion OHGF. A few minutes consideration will now enable
the mathematical reader to co....nnect th~data of the four figures, A 1 , A 2 , A3 and A4 , and to
derive the relationship Tan D = Tan C. Cos 0/, from which the various dated phenomena
have been derived for the East and West Faces.

Dry
Atmosphere
and laree
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dust render
reflected
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Whilst the XAO is the path of the Sun's noon ray for a particular day. The plane normal to the
&~8e~i;n Pyramid's ·West Face Slope containing the Sun's noon ray XAO is the plane AOE. The
(for East and angle of incidence with reference to the West Face Slope is, therefore, the angle AOE. The
::8~!1:::) angle of reflexion must lie in the same plane continued. Hence AOE and OFL lie in the
~b:oE:~~D;~and same plane, normal to the West Face Slope, and hence FOL is the angle of reflexion for
West d. the noon considered.
Co-or loate
respectively is
i.0nstan~ the It is obvious, also, that DOC and KOH lie in the same plane, i.e., the East and West
s::,~r:ltitude vertical plane through the point 0; that DC= HK and OD = OK; and OC= OH; and
;~coon~:hea~or.that OB= OG= DE= LK.
the East or
West NOOD
Re8exioD
veers round
towards the
North

the data for the East Face are, of course, identical with the data for the West Face.

Fig. B. This figure for the North and South Faces, is deemed to explain itself to the
mathematical reader. It depends entirely upon the relationship :-
Augle of Reflexion = Angle of Incidence.

Fig. C. As above in case of South Face, but for the case of North Face noon shadows,
the data depend upon the relationship :-
Sun's noon Altitude = Altitude of plane containing shadow from North Face of Pyramid.

, 76a. THE FUNCTIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC DUST.

The investigations of Mr. John Aitken (Quart. Jour. Roy. Met. Soc., July, 1896; Ene.
Brit., 11th Ed., Vol. viii, pp. 713-715, Vol. xviii, pp. 278-279) into the phenomena and
climatic effects of atmospheric dust have an important bearing upon the question of the
Pyramid's noon reflexions being rendered visible. Aitken's observations have shown that
for a dry atmosphere the transparency, brightness, and blueness of the sky-and in
consequence, the tendency towards a beam of reflected light becoming visible-increase

But humid with the number of particles of atmospheric dust per unit volume of the atmosphere. In
atm;sphe,. the case of a humid atmosphere he shows that for a given number of dust particles per unit
r:de~~i:y aze volume of atmosphere, the density of the haze in the atmosphere increases as the degree of
~~c~eb:;n:f with humi.dity increases: This is effected by the humidity condensr:ng upon the dust, and increasing
dust particles. the SIze of the partIcles.

MiDute size of Many of the dust particles are too small to be precipitated through the atmosphere in
many of the .
dust particles. dry regIons. For this reason, the atmosphere in dry regions would tend to become
Too small to surcharged with the accumulation of the finer dust particles, were it not for the purifying
:h~tle through processes of wind and rain. Driven from the dry accumulating regions into regions of
atmosphere. humidity, the dust particles are weighted by the condensation of the atmospheric vapour,
i:~~:~f:~on and are thus ultimately precipitated through the atmosphere in the forrn of rain. Aitken
of these b defines such regions of discharge as purifying areas for excess atmospheric dust. He states
:i:de~~: r:in. that" there is good reason for supposing that large quantities of sand are carried from the
Purifying deserts by the wind and transported great distances, the sand, for instance, from the desert
:::::.Ises and of Africa being carried to Europe." Thus he shows that the number of particles for
Sacd Dust inhabited areas and for the Sahara are high compared with the number of particles in
1~~i::nfD~:rt.mountain and sea zones, unless when these are being traversed by dust laden currentc; of air
into Europe. hurrying to a humid zone for discharge.
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~ 76b. CONDITIONS GOVERNING· REFLECTED BEAMS BECOMING VISIBLE.

From these observations it is evident that the dry atmosphere of Egypt, closely adjacent ~r~~~: of
as it is to the deserts on the East and West, nlust have a greater number of particles of IEgypt aDd the

h .d· arge numberatmosp enc ust even than most dry clImates. There should, therefore, be a greater of d~st

tendency towards reflected beams of light being rendered visible in Egypt than in more ::::~~:in the
humid climatesJ or in dry climates where the density of atmospheric dust is lower. That itmospiiref
such is the case is clear from the following authentic observation. The description is ex- r:~d~~inle or

tra~ted from a letter to us by'Capt. F. A·. Whitaker, R.E.-Iate Chief Instructor, 5th (and pi;~~:i~:
later 4th) Army Signals, B.E.F. nOooD.

re eSIODS.

"At the time of which I write I .was Brigade Signal Officer to the 92nd Infantry An authentic

Brigade and our Headquarters were established in a hoUow between sandhills about obl6rva~ioD

five miles East of Ballah on the Suez Canal. ~b~. rmlng

This place, at the time, was the Railhead, and named Ballybunion after the Birth-
place of the Engineer who constructed t~e Railway.

Our front line was situated about a mile further East and was held by the 11th and
13th East Yorks on the Left and Right Sectors respectively. In maintaining communi
cations with the forward Infantry and our base on the Canal, considerable difficulty
was experienced with all systems of Teleg-raphy and Telephony on account of corrosive
effect of the sand on the insulation of the cables.

The uncertainty of telegraphy made us fall back on visual signalling, both by Day
and Night. In some cases the distances between visual Stations were great so the
Heliograph was chiefly used during the daylight. In order to receive Heliographic
messages from our advanced post;, I had to establish a visual Station on a sandhill a
short distance South of our canlp, and named the positiop Helio Hill.

One particularly bright and clear day-the 22nd of February, 1916-1 was endea..
vouring to establish visual comnlunication with the 34th Infantry Brigade on our right,
\vho were supposed to be situated among the sandhills some five miles East of El Ferdan.
As we only had a vague idea of their position it was necessary to sweep the horizon with
the reflected light from the Helio mirror.

It was while occupied in this sweeping precess that the incident to which 1 have
referred, occurred.

Unintentionally I traversed the light a little too much towards the East-the
direction in which we expected the enemy to be-when almost immediately, one of the
Signallers drew my attention to a peculiar ray of light which seemed to come from a
point due South-East of our position (Helio Hill). I noticed that this ray was vibrating
in a vertical manner-that is, the beam appeared to rise and fall.

Although this ray was concentrated on some place to the South of our position it
was possible to realize that the periodicity of the vibrations resembled the Morse Code.

In fact for quite a ~ime we were able to recognize the letters Rand U. These two
letters sent together mean' Who are you? ' in Army code.

The first thought that flashed through my mind was that we had made a 'Faux
pas,' and had given our position away to the Turks. However, after waiting awhile,
the signals changed to W. H. D., which represented the 'call sign' of the Worcester
Yeomanry.

It then occurred to me that possibly the ray we were reading was from a heliograph
belonging to a cavalry patrol of this regiment. Consequently I aligned the Helio on the
point on the horizon from which the ray seemed to emanate and gave one answering flash.

This was instantly answered by the ray being traversed on to our position, so that
we received the full flash of the light.
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To cut a long story short, it turned out that the signals were transmitted by the
Worcester Yeonlanry, and that they were patrolling in a North-easterly direction some
10 miles East of our position when they observed our unintentional flash, which they
took to be a ' call up.'

By the time the coJumn had halted and their signallers had set up the Relio, our
position was not quite clear to them, so they guessed the direction, called R. U., and
waited our reply. This accounted for the light being considerably to our right.

It appeared remarkable to me, at the time, that we should have been able to read
Morse Code from a Heliograph ray, when the mirror disc was invisible.

The only way I can account for this phenomenon is that the light fronl the sun was
very intense and the mirror of the Heliograph concentrated the reflected light into a
narro\v beam, thus making the ray so strong that it could be seen by an observer who
was not in line with the beam."

The .IIDOlt If such a tiny ray of light as that reflected from the heliograph could be visible from a
certaiD
cODclulioD distance under the conditions observed, obviously the huge volume of the reflected beams
~h)'a:.~id'i projected from the Pyramid would be more clearly visible under the same conditions, or
DOOD reBeaionl visible at least to the same extent under conditions considerably less favourable.
were vilible.
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CHAPTER II.

THE EVIDENCES OF SCIENTIFIC ORIGINS

IN ANCIENT EGYPT.

SECTION I.-GEOMETRICAL METROLOGyl AND DYNASTOLOGY.

~ 77· THE SYSTEM OF MEASURES OF THE MEGALITHIC
BUILDERS.

THE AREA OF STONEHENGE CIRCLE.

The evidence of archreology, folklore, and tradition-together with the Wor. of Creat
astronomical alignments and datings-has established tIle Eastern origin of the &~iici:;~the
builders of Stonehenge. This evidence has shown that the astronomical ideas ~f·t\.:x~~:~~:.

oi the British megalithic builders had been for~ulated in ancient Egypt. rh:'B~i:i:~o

This formulation reached its highest phase of constructional expression in the b..if.i~:~ic

work of the Great Pyramid builders.
The connection thus established as holding between early Britain and

ancient Egypt leads at once to a further discovery. The megalithic builders Briti~'='h.

who monumentalised in Britain the science of the ancient Egyptians employed l:'.df1.~.~c
in their constructions a system of measures in use in ancient Egypt. The route :;:re::'~f.a
of the megalithic builders is the route of the ancient system of measures from ::~i~ureE'I.

· B.. aDCleDt Intt.
the East Into rltaln.

The data confirming this have been supplied by the painstaking researches
and comprehensive metrological classifications of Professor Petrie.

Stollehellce aDexpre••ioD of

From Petrie's data we find that the Stonehenge Circle is a constructional ~fl:~ici:=ip

expression of the geometrical relations holding between the ancient Egyptian ~::::~a:Dd

square and linear systems of measures. Its constructional diameter-shown ~r:~::u'::~'

on Plate I-is an important Egyptian unit of linear measures. The area defined StoDeheD.e

by this diameter-i.e., the circular area precisely internal to the outer ring of d\::e~~rcl:Dd

stones, is the exact area of an important Egyptian unit of square measure. E~~~ti~~ uDit.
of mealure.

lIn this section, where metrological references are not stated, the researches and classifications
of Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie are to be understood. "Inductive Metrology:" "\\1eights and
Measures" in Ene. Brit. (11th Ed.), vol. xxviii, pp. 482-484: and" Stonehenge."
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I~:u~Y:~Z· The great unit of stl~face measure in ancient Egypt was the aroura. This
tbe i-Aroura. was a square of length of side of an hundred common Egyptian cubits of 20.63
~~:U{ooSquare British inches each. This square was divided into four quarter squares; the
f::~OD cubia. quarter aroura being thus employed as a separate unit of square measure. The
CommoDcubit diameter of the circle of equal area to the area of the quarter aroura is 1163
f2~f:s~ritisb British inches. A circle of this diameter falls precisely internal to the outer
1.Aroura ring of stones forming the circle of Stonehenge. The diameter indicated by the
~i~::ter tbe pr~sent remaining stones of the circle, as determined by Petrie's survey, is
~~~~i:::,:f 1168 British inches. Petrie argues that the measure of this diameter is derived
stoDe circle. from Egypt, where it occurs generally as 1162 or 1164 British inches.

~ 79. THE SOLAR YEAR AND THE AROURA.
Tbe Solar ,.ar
~~~-':~b~~:e the Thus at Stonehenge we find the Egyptian quarter aroura set out in circular
l-Aroura. structural form to define, by its alignments, the points and circuit of the solar
~~:tr:!:rol··ryear. A similar association held between the quarter aroura and the year in
l~Ar~~~:~iaD ancient Egypt. For as Horapollo states :_1
Horapollo OD " To represent the current year, they (the Egyptians) depict the fourth
~~di;~roura part of an aroura: now the aroura is a measure of land of an hUlldred
E,yptiaD year. cubits. And when they would express a year they say a quarter."
Tbe E,yptiaD Hence in the Egyptian inscriptions tllere are two hieroglyphic representa-square year
and circle year. tions of the year-one indicated by a square, al1d the other by a circle.
~:~b~ol~:ura Herodotus,2 again, states that" the aroura is a square of a hundred cubits,
square. the Egyptian cubit being the same as the Samian."
~~ti~2«r~2D The cubit of Samos, as determined by Petrie, is 20.62 British inches,
¥b~iE~:::i~~s. whereas the best average (Petrie's) for Egypt is 20.63 British inches.
Cubit 20.63
Britisb IDcbes.

~ 80. THE ORIGIN OF THE AROURA.

The Solar Year The statement of Horapollo-confirmed by the relations of the Stonehenge
365.242 days. Circle-indicates that the aroura was derived from a representation of the year
l:~:Dc::~im. in measures. The original representation was in the form of a circle. The
f~::~~~ circumference of this circle measured 3652.42 selected units of length. This
r~5~i~~~~~~s; represented the circle of the solar year to a scale of 10 selected units of length to
1162.6 uDits. a day. The diameter then measured 1162.6 selected units of length.
RectaDale:- To reduce the circular area thus defined to a form suitable for land measur
Circ~mfereDce ing, a rectangle was formed of length 3652.42 equal to the circumferellce of the
Diameter. circle, and of breadth 1162.6 equal to the diameter of the circle. The area of
=Aroura. this rectangle was therefore equal to four times the area of the circle.3 The
=36~2.42 rectangle thus produced was the intermediate stage of the aroura. Trans-

1162.6. formed into the form of a square of equal area, the aroura became a square of
~:::~e :- length of side 2060.66 selected units.
2060~66 The sequence of derivation is shown on Plate XIII (refer Sect. III, Descrip-
~~~:=ra. tion of Plates, ~ 135).

lHieroglyphics, Bk. I, v.
~II, 168.

aSince area of circle = '1T:~ and area of rectangle = circumference x diameter, = wd x d, = wdt .
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~ 8r. THE ORIGINAL LINEAR UNIT AND THE ORIGIN OF THE
COMMON CUBIT.

~~~ea:: Aroara The~ division of the aroura square side into 100 parts-as observed by
~fggO~:~::'D::'Herodotus and Horapollo-supplied the common Egyptian cubit of 20.6066
~~tT::aoi units=2o.63 British inches. The most general value of the common Egyptian
21~~:~tl:D;:~63cubit observed by Petrie in the best work of the Pyramid builders is 20.629
~riti.b lacb••) British inches, from which the original selected unit= I.OOII British inches, as
~.:i~~i~~oil stated to 4th decimal place, or I~~-8~~thsof an inch longer than the British inch.
Briti.b iDche.

The latter values agree closely with the mean Gregorian yeaT value of
365.2425 days as basis, giving a basal circumference of 3652.425 selected units
of length. These units we may now define as " Primitive inches," and here
after refer to simply as P inches, or p", avoiding confusion with British
inches by stating the latter as B inches, or B".

THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN SYSTEM OF MEASURES.
ADeieDt

:"~~~;:. With the preceding data as basis, it is found that the ancient Egyptians
deYI.ed to f I d f h· h f' I dayoid71' ormu ate a system 0 measures t at, In t e case 0 clrcu ar areas, an sectors
..elatioD.hip iD f . I .d d th t dl · t bl f th I' h' BcalealatioD. 0 ClrC es, aVOI e e repea e y recurrIng rou e 0 e 'IT re atlons Ip. y
Siml!le employing in their everyday work separate units and scales for circumferences,
::::eli::ed diameters, and areas, they avoided calculations that embodied the troublesome
between . f dO t . f S' I f I d fcirele. aDd ratIo 0 lame er to CIrcum erence. Inlp e ormu re were rawn up rom
.elment. of h' h h' f d f · I t f· 1 .cirele. on one W IC t e CIrcum erences an areas 0 clrc es, or sec ors 0 CIrc es, were Im-
baad and d· I . b . d f . th d' t .•trailhtline me late y 0 talne rom e lame er, or v~ce versa.
&,ure. oa the
etber baaeL Sidb I · I' b h f 11 ·ectors were correct y treate y ana ogy as tnang es, y teo oWIng

true relationship :-
Area of Sector ••-

The geometrical analogy leading to this relationship is explained for the
particular case of quadrants in Plate XIV. The same treatment holds for
similar sectors, i.e., sectors whose arcs are subtended by the same angle.

DiBereDt Unit. The principal units of measure fomlulated to effect the various translations
of Mea.ure :- . th f II . ·Liaear Digit., weI e e 0 oWIng.-
Feetaad Cabit. . n·· F d C b· f n·-.for The LInear 19tt, oot an u It 0 lameter.
~i;=:~"" The Linear Digit, Foot and Cubit of Circumference.
fer.~ce., a.Dd The Linear Digit Foot and Cubit of Square Measure.
Straight Liae I

Fi,are••

~ 83. THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR UNITS.

(The algebraic relationship of units is as stated in Section III, Description
of Plates, ~ 137a).
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To obtain the Units of Diameter, the standard diameter of 1162.6 p.
(=1163.88 B H

) was divided into:-
(a) 64 diametric cubits of 18.1656 pot' each (18.1856 B').
(b) 100 " feet of 11.626 pH " (11.6388 BH).
(c) 1600 digits of 0.7266 p6 " (0.7274 B").

The Units of Circumference were obtained by dividing the standard
circumference of 3652'.425 pH (=3656 .44 B") into :-

(a) 200 circumferential cubits of 18.2621 p6 (18.2822 B').
(b) 300 II feet of 12.1748 p6 (12.18,81 BI1

).

(c) 5000 " digits of 0.73°5 P" ( 0.7313 BI1
).

The Linear Units of Square measure were derived by dividing, the side of
the square of area equal to the area of the standard circle into :-

(a) 50 common cubits of 20.6066 pH (20.629 B").
(b) 1600 linear digits of 0.6440 P" ( 0.6447 B").

An illustration of the various units in operation is figured on Plate XIII.
Here the T!~th strip of aroura, i.e., a strip of 100 common cubits long by 1

common cubit wide,=area of sector, of arc length 12 circumferential feet, and
diameter 50 diametric feet. Worked examples are given in Secti-on III, -U 'J
137, band c.

~ 84. THE SACRED HEBREW CUBIT.

Th.DiYi.ioD Comparative scales of the various units are figured on Plate XV. Refer-
of tb. variousLiDe Cubit. ence to this shows that there are 25 Diametric Digits in the Diametric Cubit,
iDtO 25. and 25 Circumferential Digits in the Circumferential Cubit. These suggest

that the Basal Cubit of the original Primitive inch system consisted of 25 P.
Tbe Ba.al inches. This gives the value of the Sacred Hebrew Cubit as derived by Sir
~:~;:Jbe Isaac Newton, and since confirmed by the metrological researches of Oppert,
H.b..ew Cubit. p. d th Th· . fi th E h . .etne, an 0 ers. IS agaIn con rms e sequence as to up ratean onglns

obtained in Chapter I. I

Th. Sac...d Completing this connection, Petrie finds the 25 inches' cubit in use in
~e~~~;tCubit Egypt during the period of Dynasty XVIII. At this time the Egyptian
~;~:~~i:iod language and the political and religious institutions of Egypt were strongly
g;:i:~tixvjii.influenced by a powerful Semitic faction in Egypt.1 Around the same time
Sam. period Stonehenge and similar monuments were being built in Britain by a race whose
:i:D~fU.·t':::" astronomical and metrological cults evidence Egyptiall influence, yet whose
s\~C~:b-:DI.. folklore and traditions indicate Semitic origins.
Heb!e. Sa..ed The Sacred Cubit of 25 P. inches (Plate XV) never occurs in Egypt unless
~:::~::~ta~ during periods of Semitic dominance. The other systems of Plate XV belong to
~l~:~~:te.D:t.the whole period of Egyptian hIstOry. The fact that these systems ,,-ere
derIved from It. derived from the scale of the Sacred Cubit of 25 P. inches again confirms that the
~:~.~~ated Egyptian units of measure were not formulated in Egypt. The sacred system
t;r;.:l;~;::'... and its derived Egyptian Units all clearly belong to the period of the .former
Clvil••atIOD. • ·1· t· · t d· «T «TClvllza Ion pIC ure In \I II 41-47.

lPetrie, Ie Hist. Egypt," Vol. II, PP~ 146·152.
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~ 8S. THE FOOT OR SACRED HALF-CUBIT OF 121- INCHES.

Th. Sac.... According to Petrie, the half-cubit (121- inches) appears in Babylonia as the
Half-cubit.
(121 iDch.). foot of the Babylonian system of measures. It appears also in ancient Greece
It. Trac~:- (12.44 to 12.62 B"), in Etruria (12.45 B" average), in what Petrie deems to be
~~~:~;~.a, Roman Britain, and in medieval England (12.47 B" average). The migratory
Etrur.a, . d' d I 1 fi h E h · bl' h d ·RomaDBritaiD, sequence In lcate c ear y con rInS t e up ratean connectIons esta IS e In
M.di••al
ED.laDd. Chapter I.

ADCi.Dt A statute of Richard I, belonging to the year 1199, defines an acre in
~o~~~~~.~c.... Cornwall as " 40 perches in length and 4 in breadth and every perch of 16 feet in
~j,"r.~~~b length."1 Cornwall was the principal British centre of the Oriental colonists
=16 ••t. from 2000 B.C. onwards. Their influence still predominates in the folklore,
-::hc~c:.:~if traditions, and customs of Cornwall. It is obviously from this race, with its
il.~:Cs..abi~~d Mediterranean and Atlantic ports of call, that ancient Greece, Etruria and

Britain derived the Sacred half-cubit of 121- P. inches.

ADCi.DtP."CIa: Now 16 feet of 12t P. inches give the ancient perch in Cornwall as con
l~li~~t:. sisting of 200 P. inches. The modern perch or rod consists of 16t feet of 12
=200 iDch... inches, or 198 inches. The numerical interchange and the reason for it are
I1i1:~:~.rch:obvious. The inch remained the basal unit, uIlchanged, except for small local
~198ct::Ia... variations. The perch also remained practically unchanged-losing but 1%

of its original value.

~ 86. THE RELATION BETWEEN ANCIENT AND MODERN
BRITISH MEASURES.

The manner of effecting the change from the ancient to the modern value
ADd.at of the perch or rod suggests that the numerical relations between the perch and
~u;J-:~~h.. the higher units were maintained. Now there are 40 perches or rods in the
~:?OO~~~:h:;. furlong, and 8 furlongs in the mile. With the ancient perch as 200 inches, this
~8ci:~lo~;~e: gives the primitive basal furlong as consisting of 8,000 inches, and the primitive
=64,000 iDcb••• basal mile of 64,000 inches.

ADCi.Dt Uail An acre in Cornwall (in 1199 A.D. and earlier) was measured as 40 perches
of 10 acr... by 4 perches. This is the IlJth strip of a square of 10 acres area: The side of
~: :i:~:~~ the square of 10 acres therefore measured.1 furlong, or 8,000 inches, and the circuit
~raltooof~~h•• of the 10 acres square, 4 furlongs or the half-mile,-32,000 inches.

ADci.Dt aDel Following from these relations we find that
tl.i~:ft::.:- 640 primitive acres = I sq. mile (primitive.)
640 acr••
=1 .q. mile. This relation between the acre and the square mile still holds.

The decimal subdivision of areas into I1<rth and Ift<rth strips of squares
indicated by the definition of the ancient acre in Cornwall-is both Egyptian
and Semitic. It occurs in the case of the Egyptian aroura. The IO acre square
was a large llnit of square measure of the Hebrews. (Isaiah v. IO.)

lIoth Richard I, statute II Inter Fines" states" Acra in Comwal continent 40 perticata in
longitudine et"4 in latitudine et qua libet perticata de 16 pedibus in longitudine."
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, 87. THE MEDIEVAL ENGLISH PROCESS OF COMPROMISE.

It. Decimal
5)'ft•••

A decimal subdivision of the ancient Perch of 200 inches gave the ancient Anci!nt Yard:
Ell or yard of 40 inches. Petrie gives the latter as averaging 39.66 B". The·~~oB:~~:sfeet
foot of this system-the Belgic Foot-is 1 of the ell or yard= 13kII (13. 22 B" of 13i ID.che•.
Petrie). With this system Petrie finds a longer mile of 10 furlongs in use from l~::\tfii:a:f
as far back as the 13th century. This system is as follows :_ 10 furloDI"

Belgic Foot. 3= Yard. 2= Fathom. 10= Chain. 10= Furlong. 10= Mile.
131". 40"'. 80". 800". 8,000". 80,000....

Mile.
79,320 B6

•

Furlong.
7,932 •

Chain.
793·

Fathom.
79.32 •

Yard.
39. 66.

Petrie's values extended from his average of the Belgic foot in England
(I3.22") are :-

Foot.
13. 22.

It will be observed that the furlong (8,000") is of the same value as was
obtained in ~ 86.

The reason for the difference evidenced by Petrie'.s examples is that these ~:~r=~ie, of
are all from buildings belonging to the loth to 15th centuries, when the Belgic ::~r~;dFh~tm
foot and the foot of 12t inches still competed with the legal foot of 12 inches to:~~i~:b of
instituted in the loth century. The legal foot altered the perch or rod to ~:::~r;::~ of
Ig8'" in place of the former 200", which contained 15 Belgic feet of 13k P inches. t~.~it~~:d in
To effect a compromise between the two competing systems, the perch or 10th centu~7

d f 8" k d . . B I . f Th' d· d Compromisero 0 19 \vas rec one as contaInIng IS e giC eet. 15 gave an a Juste eftected
f f P ", ( B" p. b ) betweeD twooot 0 13 .2 13 .22 ,as etrle a ave . sYltet;n. :-RelaboD

retained that
Petrie, however, observes that the latter foot originated around Asia ~ Belgic feet-1 perch.

Minor, averaging there 13.35 B N
, and passed to Greece as 13.36 B". Now ~% reductioDID perch mad.

13k Primitive inches of value 1.0011 British inches (~ 81) equal 13.348 B. 1% reductioDiD Belgic foot.
inches, or to 2nd place, 13.35 B. inches, as in Asia Minor.

, 88. THE EGYPTIAN METROLOGICAL EVIDENCE.

MetrololriltlcODfule
Metrologists, having failed to observe the origin of the system of measures, ~::~:~ic

have universally supposed the diametric digit (0.7274 B"), and the circumfer- :i:idi:r,~~e:';d

ential digit (0.7313 B"), and alsQ the diametric cubit (18.1856 B"). and the ~~bi~:.·pecti".

Returning to consideration of the Egyptian system of diametric and Structural
circumferential measures and their linear standards for areas, we find that ~eE:;~~~iv~t.

all the values of ~ 03 are found indicated in the structural measurements of di::::ric aDd
the ancient Egyptians. A. half diametric foot and the circumferential cubit :t:i':.-:i~~r::d
were actually, in one case noted by Petrie, found on the same cubit rod. This ~:::s~ uDitl for

is a graphical representation of the 'T1' relationship, as the half diametric foot An Egyptiaa
(5. 813 Pll) was the radius of a circle of 36 .525 P" circumference, of which the 'T1' Rod.
circumferential cubit (I8. 2625 P") was the half circumference. (Refer Plate
XV, lower portion.)
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circumferential cubit (18.2822 B"), to be variable values of the same digit and
the same cubit respectively. They therefore average the two values, in each
case, obtaining the mean values as follows :-

Diametric Cubit
Circumferential Cubit

· . = 18. 1856 BH
•

.. = 18.2822 B*.
The miltake ia
averagiag two
leparate
IVltem..

Mean Cubit of Metrologists · . = 18.2339 B".

This is stated by Petrie as 18.23 B".

Diametric Digit
Circumferential Digit ..

Again,

• .=0.7274 B".
· .=0.7313 B".

Mean Digit of Metrologists · .=0.72935 B".

This is stated by Petrie as averaging 0.729 B H
• From Greek remains

Petrie obtained 0.7296 BU.

POI.i~ility that It is quite possible, however, that for ordinary everyday commercial use,
Elyptlaal • .
tbemselves, at the two separate systems were merged Into a slngle " rule-of-thumb " system
aa early date, • lId . h d . h· f E Af 11
merged~betwo at a comparatIve year y ate In t e ynastic lstory 0 gypt. ter a ,
Iystems lato hE· 1 . h . f·· h .
oae.for as we ave seen, gypt IS on y a stage In t e traCIng 0 orIgIns to t elf source
ordinary ule. in a former civilisation. The Egyptians, at an early date, lost the meaning

and application of much that they have handed on to later days for
elucidation.

~ 89. THE GREEK SYSTEM OF MEASURES DERIVED FROM

EGYPT.

Petri.'1 valuel
for tbe Creek
Decimal

~lttin-:ar
Mealurel.

With the average values of ~ 88 as basis, Petrie has grouped the known
data from buildings in Greece as follows :-

Old Digit {I~~=~~b~~: .::} Orguia. 10= Amma. Io=Stadion.

BH 0.72 9. 18.2. 72 .9. 72 9. 7296.

Stadion.
72 96.

Amma.
72 9. 6.

Orguia.
72 .96.

Cubit.
18.24·

But with the stadion=7,296 B H
, as stated by Petrie above, the values

are accurately:-

Old Digit.
B" 0.7296.

Thus indicating that the system tabulated is the mean of the two early
Egyptian systems-diametric and circumferential.

Petrie further shows that the cubit of 18.24 B", was also divided by the
Greeks into 24 digits, obtaining the new Greek digit as 0.76 BU.

Tbe M.an
Valuel of
Egyptian
Diametric and
Circumferea
tial Mealurel.
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The resulting Greek system, as stated by Petrie, is as follows:-

Foot. 10= Acaena. 10= Plethron.
12.16. 121.6. 1216.

He shows again that the Greek foot was taken as f of the mean cubit of EYitieace a. to

18.24 B", and therefore as 12. 16 B". This is closely approximate to the ;~~~~r~1
Egyptian diametric foot of 12.1748 P·=12.188 B". (~83.) S:i::d1Z,oDl

leparate
EayptiaD
Sf,tem,..
Clrcumf.rea
ti.1 aDd
Diametric.

The early Greeks also used the diametric foot of 11.626 inches. (~83.)

~ go. THE ROMAN SYSTEM OF MEASURES.

The Roman system of measures was derived-through the Greeks-
from the Egyptian diametric system. Its basis was the diametric digit of :ri:~~i~y·t.DI

0.7266 inches, and the diametric foot of 11.626 inches (~83). As an average t~~::i~~roDl

from existing Roman remains, Petrie gives the system as follows :- ~;:::::~ic

Digitus. 4= Palmus. 4= Pes. 5=Passus. 125= Stadium. 8= Milliare.
B" 0.726. 2.90. 11.62. 58 . 1. 7,262. 58,100.

The above system was used by the Romans in Britain and Africa.

The Roman foot appears in Medieval England as 11.6 B".

'if g1. ANCIENT RECORDS OF AN EGYPTIAN PYRAMID OF

MEASURES.

The data from ancient Egyptian documentary sources show that the ADcieDt

various metrological dimensions and standards of linear and square measure ~~:=;d: of a

were 'preserved ill the form of an existing Pyramid. The primary unit of ~:::::::~~~l

measurement, the various outstanding dimensions and structl1ral peculiarities, Its form
and the angles of the face slope and the Apex angle of this existing Pyramid Pyramidal.

are all precisely defined by the Egyptian literary data.

The data define as follows :-

(I) GENERAL BASIS OF PYRAMID'S DESIGN.

(a) That the unit of dimensions .. = 1 P. inch.
= I .00 I I Brit. inch.

(b) That the angle of face slope with horizontal = 51°-51'-14".3.
(c) That the apex angle.. .. = 760- 17'-31".4.
(d) That the base square circuit .. = 36,524 or 5 P. inches.

and (defined independently) .. =1,772 common Egyptian
20.63 B. inches).

(e) That the height from base to apex. . . . = 5,813 P. inches.

The data define (b) and (c) independently of (d) atld (e).

ItI uait the
IDch.

Bas. Circuit
36,525.

Hei,ht 5,813

Face slope
51°-51'-14"'.3.

Apez aD,le
cubits (of 76°-17'-31"'.4.

-----



A Square
Circuit 25,827
at level 1,702l.

A Square
Circuit 29,220
at Level 1,162.•

Tbe latter
defininl
.. Aroura"
Rectanlle
3652.5 x 1162.6

Pyramid
Vertical
Section Area
=Square of
Side 5151.6.
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(ii) DETAILS OF DESIGN.
(a) That the Pyramid indicated a square circuit of 25,826 or 7 P. inches (the sum of

the diagonals of the base square) at a height of 1702! P. inches above the base,
both dimensions being given independently of the other.

(b) That the Pyramid indicated a square circuit of 29,220 P. inches at a height of 1162.6
P. inches above the base.

(c) That the latter defined, in elevation, the aroura rectangle of 3652.5 P. inches x
1162.6 P. inches, and a series of such rectangles (eight in all) encircling the
Pyramid as seen in its four elevations of circuit.

(d) That the Pyramid vertical section was equal in area to a square of length of side=
5151.6 P. inches; this being defined independently of the other relations.
The quarter-aroura goes into the latter square, or the area of the Pyramid

section, 25 times.

~ 92. THE FICTITIOUS PYRAMID DYNASTOLOGY OF THE

EGYPTIANS.

C
• f The Pyramid- measures thus standardised were all associated with the

oncepllon 0 ~

EAncie~t b geometry of the year. For this reason, and for other reasons to be explained
Iyptlan. t at

'phe Sta.nddard later, the Egvptians of various periods, subsequent to tIle erection of the
yraml •

M
d

ealur
d
•• monument, deemed that all its measurements denoted the duration in years

enote

A
duration ~f I of astronomical periods. In accordance with this conception, they formulated

Itronomlca
Periodl. various systems of fictitious or mythological chronology. Each cult had
On tbil its particular system, always, however, based numerically on the Pyramid
E~~~ety:~.n year cycle geometry. Each system claimed to be a presentation of the
~;~i:atbeir chronology of the Egyptian Dynasties-Divine and human. The systems
~~~::i~of all differed considerably, so that it is impossible to synchronize the various
CbronololY. intervals given for the same Dynastic periods.

Vv·ri~u, f All the systems in existence in the third century B.C., were edited by the
erllon. 0

'sucb Dynadl!ic
d

Egyptian priest, Manetho, and entered in his work on Egyptian History,
Ylteml e Ite

P
by.EgYMPtian b "LEgyptiaci," written in Greek. Several versions of the systems of fictitious

ned and 0 .

IC·D 3rd B C chronology, known as the Egyptian "King Lists," were extracted from
entury ••

Manetbo'. Manetho's work by Julius Africanus in the third century A.D. The composite
~;~:e~:~~ by nature of the King Lists as given by Africanus is seen by analysis of the various
Jullu. I . d '1 f . fAEricanul and a ternative etal s 0 summatIons 0 years.
Eu.ebiu. in 3rd
CeDtury A.D Another version was preserved by Eusebius-also in the third century

A.D.-together with the version known as the Armenian Version of Eusebius.
The versions of Africanus and Eusebius were, in turn, preserved by George
Syncellus about 800 A.D. With the exception of certain important extracts
from Manetho's history, preserved by Josephus in his Contra 44pion., this is
all that now remains of Manetho's notable work.

To account for the difference between the chief version of Africanus and
the version of Eusebius, Syncellus accused Eusebius of tampering with the
figures as given by Manetho. The analysis given in this chapter, however,

~:~:~i-:a.o:. shows that the version preserved by Eusebius, as stated to the reign of Amasis
~:D~::;bB.C. II, was in existence in the fifth century B.C.-700 years before Africanus

was born, and 200 years before Manetho.
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Other associated numerical details are found in records of the period of
Dynasties XVIII and XIX.

A typical tabulation and analysis of the King Lists of Manetho-and the Graphical

different versions of these and other lists-are shown on Plate XVI. Had ~1~i.e:tatioD

this matter been dealt with otherwise than by the comprehensive tabulation ~~~:~iat.d

and analysis given, the subject-matter would have extended to many tedious Plat. XVI

pages of text, without giving a fraction of the elucidation resulting from the It.

graphical presentation of Plate XVI. For the statement of Manetho's, and ~~:;~~:~~DC

other King Lists, and for the historical evolution of the various dynastic
schemes of Plate XVI, the reader is referred to the Appendix.

~ 93. EGYPTIAN KING LISTS DEFINE THE STANDARD PYR.A.MID.

Reference to Plate XVI shows that the numerical details of the King DyDa.toloaical

Lists define the standard Pyramid as follows :- ~ISt:'~::d b

Pyramid.

(a) THE HEIGHT OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID.

Table A. Dynasty of Manes = 5,813.
= Radius of Circle, 36,524 or 5

Hephaistos to Osiris and Isis = 2 x 5,813 = 11,626.
= Diameter of Circle, 36,524 or 5.

(b) THE BASE CIRCUIT OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID~

Table E. Old Chronicle. Gods and Kings = 36,525.
Table F. Gods and Kings to 139 A.D. ..= 36,524-

R.i..ht a
D)'Da.t)' of
Ma•••=S,813
y.ar..

Ba.e Circuit r
Total ..od. aDd
kiDI'= 36,525
y.ar••

DiffereDce 5,34'
iiiiiiIooIiiiii

2 Side. 18,26%
Dia"oDal 12,913

(c) THE BASE SQUARE OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID.

The diagonal is defined by the two sides, each 9,1311, and .totalling 18,2621. gi::o~.:l:~ aDei
The resulting diagonal is 12,913t. This relationship is given as follows :-
(Fig. B). Base Diagonal .. = 12,913t (obviously period Gods).
Version Africanus. Table C (4) •. = 5,349 Human Kings.

2 Sides defining Diagonal .. = 18,262t Gods and Kings. Year. of KiD....

i ..Ba•• :-
. The ha1f-s~de of the base square is defined by Table C (7), Version Eusebius, ~:::.=4565

Kings = 4,565. (FIg. B.)

(d) THE ANGLE OF SLOPE OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID. Fac. Slope

The Pyramid half base side and the Pyramid height define the Pyramid angle 51
0

-51'-14'.3.

of slope as 51°-51'-14#.3. This however, is independently defined by Table C (10), IqUiv,alsD:
21

Version Castor, Kings = 3,720 (Fig. A), the arc of the circle of 25,826 or 7 corresponding cf:ci.=3,720.
to the angle 51°-51'-14#.3. Y.ar. of KiDI'.

Ap•• ADII. r-

Again, the apex angle is defined as the corresponding arc of the circle of 25,827, ~5~47~Cirr1.
thus Table C (2), Kings = 5,474 for 5,473t exact. (Fig. A.) Y.ar•. ~f KiD....

De&DlhoD of

These relations prove that relations (a) to (c) apply to the Standard Pyramid, ~::~:i~roY••
and not alone to the year circle of 36,524 or 5 circumference. IDt••UOD.



Di9iD.
D,aa.ti••==
25,826,.ar••

Sam of Ba••
DiaCWIal. aDd
Squa... Circuit
at level 17021
D,aa.t, III
D.mi-Iod..

Sid. of Square
of .,ual ar.a
5151t.

Y.ar. of KiDI.
l.t 28
D,aa.ti•••
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(e) THE SQUARE CIRCUIT OF 25,826 Of' 7.
This is equal to the summation of the Base Diagonals (Fig. B)~ The circuit

occurs at level MN of Fig. A., where height of MN above base = KC= 1,702!. This is
defined in Table A as Dynasty III of Demi-gods (Memphis) = 1,702.

MN = 25,826 or 7. So that square circuit round PyramId at l\IN = 25,826 or 7= Divine
4

Dynasties (Table A). ,
(f) SQUARE OF AREA EQUAL TO STANDARD PYRAMID SECTION.

The side of this square is 5, lSI!. This is defined as follows:
Version Africanus, 1St 26 Dynasties = 5,151!

Last 5 Dynasties= 1971

Table C (4). 31 Human Dynasties = 5,3491

This connects with item (c) above, 5,349 being common to both, and identifying
5,151l with the same geometry as includes the half base circuit, 18,2621 and the base
diagonal, 12,913t.

~ 94. EGYPTIAN KING LISTS DEFINE THE STANDARD UNIT.

lat 15 KiDI' The Old Chronicle of Egypt (Plate XVI, Table E) gives, for the first IS
Old Cbroaicl.
443,.ar.. generations of the Cynic (Sothic) Cycle, the duration of 443 years. This is

the initial item of the human dynasties in this List.

Ba•• Sid. Now the base side AB (Plate XVI, Figs. A and B) of the Standard Pyramic..
~~~1j ~:::OD consists of 9,131! units, and a measure of 9,I31! Primitive inches (each 1.0011
Cubit. B. in~hes) consists of 443. I Common Egyptian Cubits of 20.6066 P. inches

(20.63 British inches). The occurrence of the number 443 in the Old Chronicle
therefore proves that the base side of the Standard Pyramid consisted of 443

Thi. d.&a.. . 36,524 or 5 .
~tr:~d~~d common cubits, and that thIS measure equalled standard unIts.
P,ramida., 4
L;&i~bl~::~1 As the common cubit is known (20.63 B"), the identity gives the standard unit

as the Primitive inch of the value of I .0011 British inch.
It should~ perhaps, be explained that 443, whilst defining the standard

Pyramid base in common cubits, is also half the numerical value of the length
of side of a square of area equal to a quadrant of radius 1,000 units of any
value. Hence its importance as an independent number, accurately calculated
as 443.1134627, regardless of the value of unit. It is the latter value that
defines the Primitive inch as 1.0011 B. inches, from the identity 36,524 P.
inches=4X443.II34627 cubits of 20.63 British inches.

That the number 443 was known to be connected with the Standard
Pyramid, and that the latter was identified with the Great Pyramid is proved

lat 15 Kia•• of b h f 11 ·
EratoatbeDea y teo oWIng:-
::~~·t::if~of (a) That the King List of Eratosthenes gives the duration of the first 15 Dynastic kings
~:~~.r 0 of Egypt as 443 years-this proving tha~ the .15 generations of the Old Chronicle
P,ramid. for 443 years are the' first 15 DynastIc KIngs.
Thi. a••ociat.. (b) That the 15th Dynastic king of the list of Eratosthenes is Saophis I, with whose
the StaDdard reign inclusive the 443 years end.
P,ramid of
li.t. witb tit. (c) That the Saophis I of Eratosthenes is the Suphis I of Manetho, the IVth Dynasty
~;;::.u.. king Khufu-the Cheops of Herodotus-who built the Great Pyramid.
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~ 95- THE ORIGINAL OLD CHRONICLE OF EGYPT.

The occurrence of 443 as tIle number of years for the first 15 dynastic
kings of Egypt, and the fact that 443 is the number of common cubits in the
Standard Pyramid's base side suggest a further identification. This is that Square Circuit

the Divine Dynasties and the first 15 human kings were given the duration p~ I:~~:. =
of 4 X 443 years, this being derived from the Standard Pyramid's base circuit ~7::i;~lDlDoa
of 1,772 common cubits=36,524 or 5 primitive inches. The latter identity
thus obviously suggested the later extension to the duration of Gods and Kings
for 36,525 years, as given in the Old Chronicle.

If the suggestion above is correct the detailed statement of the system
suggested should confirm itself. Thus, as suggested, ge~:k\eOld

Originally, Gods and Demi-gods ." · · = 3 x 443= 1,329 God. 1772
First 15 human kings = 443 Kias. 1881

3853--
Deaae.
.. Aroura"
Reetaasle
38521->< 1182.6.

1,772

= 1,881Remaining human kings, as Old Chronicle

Definition of Length of Aroura Rectangle 3,652~ (Plate XVI, Figo C) 3,653,

Now the height of the aro~(,ra rectangle is 1162.6 and the Standard Pyramid
section as represented in Plate XVI, Fig. C, contains t\VO aroura rectangles.
Confirming the relationship inferred, Old Chroaiele

Th Old Chr ° I h k O Humaa KiD,.e OniC e, 1st 15 uman "lngs · · = 443 2x 1162 year••
remaining do. . . = 1,881

2 X 1,162 = 2,324
~

DeaDe. Two
.. Aroura"
Reetaa.le••

defining the height of the two aroura rectangles-deleting the decimal of an inch.

Old Chromele
added 113
de.eeDt. for
God. aDd Kial_
.tated a. for 0
D7Da.ti•• ou7.

~ 96. THE MYSTERY OF MANETHO'S 1I3 GENERATIONS.

Now the .generations of Gods and kings in the Old Chronicle are totalled
as follows :-

(a) { I~ g~i-gOdS }
(a) and (b) obviously a duplication.

(b) { 15 generations of Cynic Cycle
8 kings of Dynasty XVI

(c) 67 kings, Dynasties XVII to XXX inclusive.

Total 113 gods and kings.

Syncellus, in introducing the I..,ist, however, states that the 30 dynasties
contained 113 descents.

This, again, is explained by another statemellt from Syncellus concerning MaDetho'.

Manetho's Dynasties. This is as follows :- ~u30aD~~~~:i8e.
" Th . d f hOd' °b d b M h' hO Itated a. 113e peno 0 t e 113 generatIons escrl e y allet 0 In IS three leaeratieD. for

1
. If', 3555 year•.vo urnes, comprIses a sum tota 0 3,555 years.
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CODDeetioD The latter total is one cycle of 97 years (~ 33, ii (c),) short of 3,652 years~
with Ori,iDal
Old ChrODiele the basal total of the original Old Chronicle. It is also derived as follows :
Period of
3152 ~earl. Circuit of square equal in area to circle of 29,220 circumference

(Plate XVI, Table A, and Fig. C) · . = 32,970
Manetho's 113 generations .. · · = 3,555

The 3555 of
S~Dcellul
eODDectl 29,220 Total of later Old Chronicle .. = 36,525
.f MaDetho aDd Oiiiiiiiiiiiiii

~i~2~b:~:ld~. These deta.ils and identities all assist in confirming that the later systems
E.ideDce of of the Li,sts were expanded from an original form-sImilar to that inferred
e.paDlioD of f h I 6

. later a~atelDl. or t e origina Old .Chronicle--in which the basal total was 3, 52 or 3 years~

Hence human period of Old Chronicle .. . . = 2,324 years.
add 2 Nominal Solar Cycles .. = 3,044 years.

Version Africanus, Plate XVI, Table C (5) •• == 5,368 Years.
~ Kings.

VerlioD 0'
Caltor
cODfirma
ori,iDal
1~ltem of
Old ChroDicle0' Elypt.

~ 97. THE VERSION OF CASTOR.

In one version of Castor we have the following :-
Gods and demi-~ods to Anubis, inclusive .. == 1,333 years.
Remaining demi-gods •. . . - 217
Human kings .. . . = ~,100

Total = 3,6521 vague years= 3,650 Sothic years.---
The statement confirms the general arrangement of the inferred original

Old Chronicle. In detail it is confirmed by the 217 years of Castor appearing
as the duration of the eight demi-gods in the Old Chronicle, and by the initial
period of Castor-r,333 years-agreeing within four years with the inferred
initial 1,329 years of the original Old Chronicle.

The original Old Chronicle, therefore, defined the inscribed aroura rectangle,
3652.5 X 1162.6 (Plate XVI, Fig. C), and the square base circuit (1,772 common
cubits) of the Standard Pyramid.

Tbeor~ of
Sothic C~cle
endin, in
170 B.C.

VeraioD of
EUlebiuI iD
ale iD 5th
CeDtury B.C.

~ 98. THE SQUARE CIRCUIT OF 29,220.

Goda aDd KiDI' At the upper level of the aroura rectangles in the Standard Pyramid
to Amalil II
29,220 yearl, section (Plate XVI, Fig. C)-i.e., at level 1162. 6-the square circuit is 29,220.
circuit of
ataDdard This is the total number of years for gods and kings to the first year of Amasis
Pyramid at
1162.6 level II (Plate XVI, Table A). Comparison of the data narrated to Herodotus .by
defiDiDI'
"Aroura" the Egyptian priests in the 5th century B.C., with the statement of the Lists
reetaDI'I.I.

according to the version of Eusebius establishes this identity. It also
establishes two important conclusions. These are,

(a) That. the version preserved by Eusebius was the version in use in the
5th Century B.C.

(b) That a Sothic cycle was supposed to have ended in the 1st year of
Amasis II (570 B.C.).
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Now this clashes with the later theory that a Sothic cycle of I,460 Sothic Eayptiaal of

d d . A D h· h h . h f d lb· f h . 5th CeDtur,years en e In 139 . ., w IC t eory IS t e un amenta aSIs 0 t e varIOUS B.C•.kDew

modern Egyptological chronologies. Why the Egyptians of the 5th century ::~~~~~iDa the

B.C. adopted a theory equally erroneous is a matter that will be dealt with ~b:::::;tal
later. The fact ot immediate importance is that they knew nothing eon- Ec°~~~iolieal

. S h· I h d d . A D ChroDolol'.cerning a ot Ie eye e t at was ue to en In 139 . .

~ 99. THE 35th COURSE OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.

The level of the Standard Pyramid circuit 29,220 (Plate XVI, Fig. C) 1162.8 1•••1 01
.. Aroura"

is again defined as follows :- reetaDllel
belowapex=

Version Africanus, Human" Kings = 4,651. Table B (8), Plate XVI. 4650.4 y.ar. of
. Dp~~Version SUldas, Gods and Kings = 4,650. Table B (9), Plate XVI.

The level of the circuit 29,220-I162.6 above the base-being 4650.4 below
the Apex of the Standard Pyramid.

Now 1162.6 Primitive inches is the precise level of the axis of the 35th
course of masonry in the Great Pyramid. This course is 50 P. inches deep,
25 inches (the Sacr~dCubit) ~bove and belo",: the axis of the course .at 1162. 6 P".l.~~i ~~e axil

As seen from a dIstance thIS 35th course IS the most outstandIng course in ~rfimide35t1,

the Pyramid. It occurs after a series of courses generally 26 inches deep. iu:,e.. of til

With the exception of the two lowest courses, it is the deepest course in the P::::Uid.

Pyramid. This sudden increase in depth can only have been for the intention ~afie eour.e

of pointing to the fact that the 35th course axis defines the aroura, and the 2iep~~·cubit of

height of 1162.6 P. inches. This intention is confirmed when we study the · IDCh•••

accurate Great Pyramid survey data of Professor Petrie in relation to the
fact concerning the hollowing-in feature observed by him and discussed in our
-,r~ 18-20. The angle of slope of the Standard Pyramid derived in ~ 93 (d)
is also the angle of slope of the Great Pyramid, 51°-51'-14".3.

~ 100. THE DYNASTOLOGICAL STAN'DARD PYRAMID

THE GREAT PYRAMID.
StaDdard

The square circuit of the Standard Pyramid base, by data of ~ 94, is t:::cl~~:it

6 P · h W' h p. h B ·t· h· h d' d' 4T 8 36 524 P i ch3 ,52 4 · Inc es. It I . Inc =1.0011 rl IS Inc, as erive In II I, =36,564·S-:'it.es

and independently in ~ 94, this circuit equals 36,564 British inches. The inche•.

side of the square base of the Standard Pyramid was, therefore, 9,I41 British :i1i B~~~le
inches. With the same hollowing-in feature as the Great Pyramid-which inche••

is hollowed in to a maximum extent of about 36 inches at the centre of each ~i~~ ~:I~~:g

face slope-the dimension of 9,141 British inches between the centre of one ~~~::~d,

base side and the centre of the opposite base side of the Standard Pyramid ~:~~~~Dof

would be reduced by 2 X36 inches, or 72 inches. The distance between centres :r~:s::e7~i:.

of face slopes at the base of the Standard Pyramid would be 9,069 British k;it.tr:;b:~4~

inches (9,059 P. inches). ;g~: '::;;
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Four values obtained by Petrie for the corresponding dimension in the
Great Pyramid are as follows :-

9069. 4 B. inchesI
9067•7 II II • Petrie's stated range of possible error
9069.5 II II being ± 0.6 B. inch for each side.
9068 •6 II II

Average value=9068.8 B. inches ± 0.6 B. inches.
~

Ceneralappearaace of
35th cour.e.

~r.it Pnrmid The value for the Great Pyramid, then, is identical with the value for the
~1~si'~1:""}P:'Standard Pyramid of the Dynastological Lists. Now the angle of slope of
j.a,r::'id.

r
the Great Pyramid is 51°-51'-14".3, as defined by the existing casing slope.

~ I. I This is identical with the angle of slope deriyed in ~ 93 for the Standard

PStaa8J:;ddo~lcah Pyramid. The Standard Pyramid of the Dynastological Lists is, therefore,,rami •• t e ."
Gr.at P,ramid the Great PyramId of GIzeh.

~ 101. THE DIMENSIONS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.

Great r)'r,!m~ The base circuit of the Great Pyramid then, is 36,524 primitive (or Pyramid)
ba.e CIrCUit - e h I b d" al dd 8 6 P "h I h" h· 8 P
::~~f~;.e ~nc es. ts as~ I;;Lgon s ~ 25 2 .5 yr. Inc .es. ts" eig t IS 5, 13 yr.
~a2g0Da61.DA' Inches, the radIus of the CIrcle of 36,524 Pyre Inches cIrcumference. The
- 5,82 1- r , • f · h d fi hid· . . hIS·t. heil~t h aXIS 0 Its 35t course e lnes t e rectangu ar aroura, an ItS CIrCUIt t e measure
813 P. IDC el. f P ed" h d e h D I" I L"

35
0 29219. 4 yrami Inc es, expresse as 29,220 In t e ynasto ol71ca IStS.

It. th cour.e 0'"
a.i. de&ae. the

r,eA~~a.~~l~rand The reader will find this matter all clearly explained and diagrammatically
the CirCUit of " .
29,220P.iaches.Illustrated on Plate XVII, where PetrIe's surveyed measurements have been

reduced to Pyramid inches.

The general appearance of the 35th course is diagrammatically represented
by the suddenly thicker course shown on Figs. a, b, and c of Plate XVII.

Dialram of The hollowing in of the core masonry escarpments, prior to the placing
i:::u~:~owiDI of the casing stones, is illustrated in diagrammatic perspective on Plate XVIII.

The reader will find a more detailed and precise discussion in Chapter III.
In this it will be shown that the extent of hollowing-in is geometrically connected
with the displacement of the plane of the Great Pyramid's Passage System,
and that the amount of this displacement (286. I P") is a well defined
geometrical dimension of the Great Pyramid.

As stated on Plate XVII, the resulting value of the Pyramid inch
5pOO mi~lid·C!a h (accurately derived from ~~ 81 and 94) divides precisely 500,000,000 timesyraml IDC e.
iDIEardt~'a into the Polar Diameter of the Earth, according to ttle latest determinationpo ar I.meter.
A

·d of the latter by the U.S.A. surveys of 1906 and 1909. It is a matter for furtherCCI eDt or ·
inteDtioa? discussion to show whether the coincidence is due to accident or design. This

will be considered further in Chapter III.
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PLATE XVIII.

DIAGRAMMATIC PERSPECTIVE VIEW ILLUSTRATING FEATURES

OF GREAT PYRAMID'S CORE MASONRY.
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~ I02. A PRECESSIONAL CONSTANT?

Connected with this question of intention is an important question relating Great Pyramid

h ··fi th . t E to h d h Mealare ofto t e Slgnl cance . e anCIen gyp lans attac e to t e measurement of 25,8261 ~.

25,826 or 7 Pyramid inches. (Plate XVI, Figs. A and B.) Up to the time Q:~:~~fodcal
of the Persian Conquest, they recognised 25,826 or 7 years to be the duration :::~~c::iDI
of the great astronomical cycle known as the period of the Precession of the ~~~~~~.T:Dof

E · A t t f th . d f pO. . EqUlDO....qUlnoxes. 5 a s atemen 0 e perlo 0 recession It IS as accurate as
d d t · t· Wh th h . . h .. 1 Its accurateany mo ern e ermlna Ion. e er, owever, It 15 t e preCIse Interva or estimat.e of

d t . dOt 1 Th t f . . h . preceSIJ.ODnot oes no Imme la e y concern us. e rna ter 0 Importance IS t at It
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~1:pielaDctioDis a simple mathematical function of the numerical value of the Solar Year.
01 the year A h·· f I h· h f .. . h Iyalue. S suc It IS a use u constant to w IC to re er vanatlons In t e annua rate
~u~:ati~i::a of Precession, or variations in the mean rate of Precession over a number of
:~:~~::i~:~ years. Whether it was formerly employed in this manner, and for the purpose
Was it uled stated, will be settled by the evidence discussed later.
alluch? The period in years=50v2 times the Solar year in days=25826.54. Now
78i PhCIJDil: 78t Phrenix cycles of 329 years (~~ 33, 37, and 38)=25,826t years of the
p~c!::ni3~al Phrenix cycle or 25,826.54 mean solar years. In this identity the half year
~~~~~~~~Dal of the Phrenix cycle must terminate, in accordance with the Calendar rulings,

at Day I, Month VII of the Calendar Cycle of I03 years. This fixes that the
period of 25,826! years was recognised as a cycle.

As shown on Plate XVI, Table D, the division of the Period into 24
the Babylonian divisions of the ecliptic-indicates that the cycle was identified

. with the twelve divisions or signs of the Zodiac. The 1,076 years of
DuodeCImal ••
divisioD of Eratosthenes would, therefore, represent precession through a half ZodIacal
25,826 period iD S· h 8 6 . 0 . f h I
D.YDaltolo.ical 19n, at t e rate of 25, 2 years for the 12 sIgns. ne summation 0 t e tota s
Lilt provel f h V· f Af . . h PI XVI .
iDteD!io~al 0 t e erSlon 0 flcanus-a summation not s own on ate -gIves
alloclatloD 6 h b .. f D XIX Th· .
with Pz:eceslioD 4~305 or years to t e eginning 0 ynasty . IS represents precessIon
of EqulDol:es. h h Z d· l· I 1 h f h ·d °fi .t roug two 0 1aca sIgns. t seems c ear enoug rom t ese 1 ent1 catIons

that the earlier Egyptians, at least, recognised the period of 25,826t years to
be the Period of the Precession of the Equinoxes round the Zodiacal signs.

~ r03. THE EARLY KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING PRECESSION.

48th ceDtur, to Now, although the interval of 25,826! years is the period-or almost
t:.~=..a::tt'::'J exactly the period-of the Precession of the Equinoxes, the annual rate varies

':b:::~~°60° considerably. For this reason, the mean rate between the 48th century and the
~~I~:ti:::~pied4th century B.C., moved the Equinox round 60° of the ecliptic or through two
4380 yearl. Zodiacal signs in 4,380 years. Now 4,380 Sothic years equal 4,383 vague years.
~':.,:-~eo~383 The latter is the stated interval at the time of the 5th to 3rd centuries B.C. for
touA:a~s~i'~ the duration of human kings to the Ist year of Amasis II, 570 B.C. (Plate
Identit, XVI, Table A, and ~ 98.) It seems clear enough that a coincidence of this
~~:~l~~::~lor nature could OIllv have originated from a knowledge of the obvious basis of
traditioD based th·d·t fol d· " . h kId Th kId
00 previous . e I ent1 y, or rom a tra It10n concernIng sue nowe gee e nO\Ve ge
~:::el::i~~ concerning, and the reason fOf effecting the identity appear to have governed
actual rate of th f " f h L" d h Bel" 11 0 hprecessiono e ramlng 0 t e 1St aroun t e year 570 .. t IS equa y certaIn t at
Koowledge 10lt this knowledge was lost before the 3rd century B.C., although the identity
~::~~:,3B'"C. remained. At least the knowledge was never" imparted to the' Greeks.

~ 104. SYNCELLUS AND THE OLD CHRONICLE ON THE

PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES.

~;ti)'y:::~:i:~ The latter facts are clear from the nature of the list of Africanus, as
:~b~ltN=:: developed in Plate XVI, Tables A and F, and from the later form of the Old
I~:~i; :::~: I.r Chronicle of Egypt (Plate XVI, Table E). These both indicate that the cycle
:~~~~~i~D~' of 25,826 years had been confused with a supposed precessional cycle of 36,52 5
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years. This, indeed, is stated by Syncellus, in relating concerning the 36,525
vears' summation of the Old Chronicle. S,rncellus states that the period of The Statemelll

36,525 years" relates to the fabled periodic~l revolution of the Zodiac among ::n~:~:i~:'
th E t · d G k h .. I" f . I " the latee gyp Ians an ree s, t at IS, Its revo utlon rom a partlcu ar pOInt to traditional

the same again, \vhich point is the first minute of the first degree of that ;~:~::~on,
. t" l' I . h th 11 h R ". l' d' h G . 36,525 7earl.equll10c la sign WlIC ey ca t e anl, as It IS exp alne In t e enesls

of Hermes and in the Cyrannian book~~"

The sign here taken as datunl belongs to later Egyptian times, when the
Equinox fell in the Ranl (Aries). In earlier times, the sign was Taurus, in
which actual sign the Equinox fell from 4,700 B.C. to r,800 B.C.-since the ~~~::i.

extent of the sign, as defined by lts stars is about 40°. The actual extent of :~:i:d·:::1

..-'\ries (the Ram) is about 20°-as defined by its stars. The Equinox therefore ~:P::di:;ea~

fell in the Ram between r,800 B.C. and 320 B.C.1 About 320 B.C., the rst l~::oi~~a:r

point of Aries, defined by Syncellus above, therefore marked the diurnal t'::da:er:iDd

commencement of the Vernal Equinoctial Year. This gives the epoch of the ~!:~~~::~i

death of Alexander the Great (323 B.C.), and accounts for the origin of the E'7Pt.

theory that ended the alleged precessional period of 36,525 years about this
time.

~ r05. HOW THE DURATION OF 36,525 YEARS WAS IDENTIFIED
Prec•••ioll

AS PERIOD OF PRECESSION. from lat poilli
of Gemini

It is clear that the confusion arose first from the period of 4,380 years. ::1~~~::t~~·
Originally this was identified correctly as the number of years taken by the 3~tB~C~==~,380
Equinox, between 4,700 B.C. and 320 B.C. to travel backwards through 60° :~a~"Sotbic

of the ecliptic, from 1St point of Gemini, through Taurus and Aries, to 1st ~::~i;c3Ylce••

point of Aries. The termination of this period was then prematurely attached 25 Sotbic

B C h f A ° II d"d °fi d h S h" I cycles= 36,525to 570 .., t e 1st year 0 maSlS , an I entl e as tree ot IC cyc es vague year••

of r,461 vague years,=4,383 vague years,=4,380 Sothic years. 25 of tllese ~k:i~pc~~::

Sothic cycles=36,525 vague years; whereas the Sothic cycle fails to divide ~~~~~~.i:D,

into the Precessional period of 25,826t ~years. The latter, however, contains 25,826~ year••

78t Phcenix cycles of 329 years. The Phrenix cycle in the Hebrew Chronology ~~:~~:u~l;l~
. . d . h . d f 6 1 (CT) d f h' .. t d Identified WithIS aSSOCIate WIt a perlo 0 1,4 I so ar years II 39 ,an ronl t IS orlglna e Sothic cycle.

the erroneous identij1cation-noted by Tacitus (~ 39)-that the Phrenix cycle Uh~~:a:::le.

was a period of r,46r years. This sequence of error was obviously the origin ~6~t2!Oy~:~~~d

of the late conception that the period of Precession was 36,525 years. ~:ip~::~~i~~..1
period.

~ r06. PERIOD OF PRECESSION ALWA.YS NUMERICALLY

ASSOCIATED WITH BASE OF (iREAT PYRAMID.

A h f h d d O. b" I h ld h TraditioD tbatpart, owever, rom t e sequence note , tra Ition 0 VIOUS yet at Great Pyramid

h . d f p. . b h pOd b d· t· f'l d base gave truet e true perlo 0 receSSIon was gIven y t e yramI ase, tra 1 Ion al e Pre~essional

to preserve the kno\vledge that the numerical value of the period was contained ~de:~:i~catioD
in the sum of the diagonals of the base square. The later Egyptians, therefore, dW•itb basle) tla,ODa a oa.

IThe basis of the calculations giving these dates, together with the whole question of the
astronomical divisions of the Zodiac will be dealt with later.
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adopted the circuit of the base square as giving the period of Precession. They
passed this period of 36,525 years on to the Greeks. The period is equal to
an annual rate of Precession of 35.5 sees. of angle. Hence Hipparchus (circ.
ISO B.C.) " determined" the rate of Precession as 36 sees. of angle.

The period was also reckoned as containing not only 25 Sothic Cycles,
The NomiDal
Solar Year, but 24 nominal Solar cycles of 1521.875 vaglle years. (Refer ~ 59.) The
365.24 da,..,
recede. nominal Solar year of 365.24 days was reckoned to travel completely back-
tbroulb
tSobe !!omiDal wards round the nominal Sothic year of 365.25 days in 36,525 years. The

tblC Year, .
~65.25 da,.., vague year also travelled backwards completely round the nomInal solar year
ID 36,525 ,.ear., • 8 Th·· hI' "1
livi~. a.true In 1521. 75 vague years. IS gIves t e comp ete explanatIon of the ate
apphcatioD • • P .
of Prece••ioD, conceptIons concernIng recessIon.
but Dot aD

:~~li:::::,·l Hence the system of Africanus (Pla.te XVI, Table A) gave the Divine
and Human Dynasties as of the duration of 20 nominal solar cycles of 1521.8
years, or 30,437 years.

~ 107. "PYRAMID" THE GRECIANISED FORM OF HEBREW
"URIM-MIDDIN "-" LIGHTS-MEASURES.'~

In section II of this chapter a synopsis of the evidences concerning the
Cr~ek ScieDce origins of Greek Science and Philosophy is given. The facts, and the sequence
~~;:;:~!dom .of facts, of this synopsis, clearly show that the Greek philosophers derived
Cb.ld.a. h d .. 1· th ~. d h'l h f th Iw at was new an orlglna In elr SCIence an p 1 asop y rom e ora

traditions of the priesthood of Egypt and Chaldrea-but chiefly from Egypt.
The same sequence of facts was seen in the case of the knowledge of the
megalithic builders of the Mediterranean and Atlantic seaboards.

~~::t•• OD It was obviously o~ no rece~t de~vation or migration of science that
AArithmetic aDeI Zonares1 wrote, in treatIng of anthmetic and astronomy, when he stated..-

stroDomy

~:~;:1~~olD "It is said that these came from the Chaldees to the Egyptians, and
Chald... thence to the Greeks."

!1plDe .d" The truth in this remark is monumentally confirmed by the lasting name
of.t.t:id~.D of the monument perpetuating the early knowledge to which Zonares refers.
~;:::·p,.ralDid For the name " Pyramid "-like all the constructional conceptions embodied
~Kb~tii!,:!·,.Pt in the Great Pvramid-is primarily of Euphratean derivation. The Egyptian
"The Li,bt.:' name for the "'Great Pyramid is "Khuti "-" the Lights." In the Semitic
::L~b~~~~ languages the equivalent name is "Urim "-" the Lights." In Phrygian

Urlm. d G k h "U ~, 1· h b . I "P " d " P "Cbaldee "Ur" an ree, t e root r" (Ig t) ecamc succeSSIve y ur an yr
~i.~~~:~ (fire), and" Pyra " (a plural) " beacon fires."
.. Pur" Greek
::&Yr~"(pL)= Thus Plato,in his "Cratylus" (Taylor's translation), says, "Do you know
Fir:~~OD on what account' Pur' (Pyr) was so called? Consider whether this is not of

barbaric origin-for it is by no means easy to adopt this to the Greek tongue;
and it is manifest that the Phrygians thus denominate' fire' with a trifling
deviation." Thus' Pur' (Pyr) is a form of the Hebrew' Ur '-' light.' The

lLib. I, vi.
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addition of the labial' p '-as also' b ' and' f,' hence' burn' and' furnace ,
is a frequent change observed in roots passing from one language to another.
Hence 'Uri '=' fiery.' Here both words contain the same original root.

Again in Hebrew, 'middin '=' measures,' 'madadu '=' to measure'; in I:}eh!ey! ,.

Sanscrit, 'rna,' 'mad,'='to measure'; in Zend, 'meete,' 'mate'; Latin, 'modus,' "=:~~~e.:'
'a measure'; Greek, 'metron '; Anglo-Saxon, 'metan,' 'to measure.'

Examples-' Aga-medes,' Semitic, 'The Grea! Measurer,' or Greek, 'the Kts-::i:iaa

very wise' Phoenician, 'Baal-middoh,' 'the Lord of the measures.' !'~i~ot;~dof

In Chaldee and Hebrew, 'Urim '=' Lights,' with the labial' p,' as in the M•••al'''.~

Phrygian, 'Urim '=' Purim '=' Lights.' Greek' Pyra '=' beacon fires'
(lights).

In Chaldee and Hebrew, 'middin'=' measures." Hence the Chaldee- PcUI'Pto'pe °rf ••re. ., alDl

Hebrew name for the Great Pyramid-in Egyptian, ' Khuti,' , tbe Lights '- ~..i~:~lby
is 'Urim-middin' (Purim-middin)= , Lights-Measures.' ::iddi~~ilD.

I G k tl · b ' P .d " P ·d ' •Lisht••n ree lIS ecomes yra-ml os, yra-ml. Measure.:

Th ' P ·d' h f I' h I GreciaDisede name yraml, t ere ore, monunlenta lses t e externa purpose form of DalDe

of the Great Pyramid. It is a "beacon of reflexions," and a "monument of ~;rJi~~;
" . • Pyra-Mido.,'measures. •PyralDjeL»

It is of importance to observe that the Greek name is not derived from
two Greek roots, but is the Grecianised form (Pyramidos) of the Semitic name
'Urim-middin,' or possibly of a composite Phrygian and Phcenician form of
the name-' Purim-middoh.'

~ loB. THE PYRAMID OF THE DYNASTOLOGICAL LISTS AND OF
THE BOOK OF THE DEAD.

In the compilation of the ancient Egyptian King Lists, Egyptologists ES7ptia.

recognise three main periods when such compilations were made. These are, ei~:~tolosic:al

in order, Three periodl

(I) The early period of Dynasties V-VI---e.g., the King Lists of the Stele of Palermo, of compUation.

and of the Cairo fragments. The kings of these dynasties built Pyramids at (1) Dyaa. V. VI

Abusir and Sakkarah.
(2) The period of Dynasties XVIII and XIX---e.g., the Karnak List and the Turin (2) Dy••• XVDI

Papyrus l,ist (Dyn. XVIII), and the Lists of Abydos and Sakkarah (Dyn. XIX). Ie XIX

(3) The Saite Restoration Period-!?yn. XXVI-from the c?nlpil~tions of which (3) Dya. XXVI
period as we have seen, the LIsts of Manetho were derIved In part.

In the evolution of the Egyptian Sacred writings, Egyptologists recognise Esyptia.

three similar periods as follows :- :~i:i~~,=-
(I) The period of Dynasties V and VI, when the funerary texts, commonly known as Three eri d.

the Pyramid texts, were carved. These deal with the life of the king in the .f c:om:Ua:ion.

future life. From them originated the later so-called Book of the Dead, chapters (1) DY.I. V-VI
of which were in existence as early as the XIIth Dynasty.

(2) The period of the XVIIlth to XXth Dynasties when the collection known as the
Theban Recension of the Book of the Dead was prepared. ~ifYD··XVID.

(3) The period of the XXVlth (Saite) Dynasty, \vhen the Saite Recension of the Book
of the Dead was compiled. (3) Dy•• XXVI
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The Elyptiaa To the latter recension belongs the version entitled" The Book of the
.. Book of tbe
Dead" Master of the Hidden House," in which, as Mr. Marsham Adams! has shown,employs Great . . .
Pyramid the soul of the departed IS pIctured as follOWIng the passages and chambers
features as aD f th G P ·d I h· . h P "d" If· "t dallegory of the 0 e reat yraml. ntIs verSIon t e vramI 1tse IS pIC ure as an
future life. 11 . f h d . 1 f h W f 1·fa egory In stone 0 t e ways an trIa sot e uture I e.

, log. THE SECRET HOUSE OF THE SAITE RECENSION.

As a result of Mr. Adams' researches, Sir Gaston Maspero concluded that
" The Pyramids and the ' Book of the Dead' reproduce the same original, the

~~::::id:faDcl one in words, the other in stone."2 In quoting the preceding, Mr. Adams
g::~ ~~I~~:d. refers to " the prevalence of a tradition among the priests of Memphis," a fact

which he says he "learned later fronl the same authority," supporting his
"contention that the Secret House was the scene where the neophyte was
initiated into the mysteries of Egypt."

Accordingly every possible attempt was made by the compilers of the
E
ff
g7ptiaa f various chapters of the Book of the Dead to refer back the origin of the rituale ortl to re er

ba~~ sacred and symbolism to the Pyramid Kings of Memphis-the builders of the PyramidswrltlDgl to
Pyr:aDllcl·d of Gizeh. Thus a passage in the cxxxviith chapter of the Book of the Deadperlo .

states that that chapter was found by Heru-tat-ef, son of Khufu, the builder
of the Great Pyramid.

Now it was during the XXVIth (Saite) Dynasty that the order of chapters

S
.", f of the Book of the Dead was drawn up, and when, as Breasted sta:~5,3 " thellDI caDe.0" " • • •

xtivitt of worshIp of the (Pyram~d) kIngs, who had ruled at MemphIS In these remote
DbYDa:ty to ape days, was revived Their Pyramids were even extensively restoredt e cUltoml . " " .
ri~~:~;titu. an? repaIred. The archaIc ~ItIes ...... : : ... In t~e government of the Pyramid
::~~d.id builders. were ag~in brought Into reqUISItIon: and In the externals of government

everythIng possIble was done to clothe It with the appearance of remote
antiquity."

D I
• I Hence in the Saite system of Dynastology, preserved in the version of7DaltoOKlea.. " .

ODa~e"forf AfrIcanus, the duratIon of years stated to PsammetIchos, the first actual kIngrigiD 0 • •

pYDalty !'X1V
1

I of Dynasty XXVI (Saite), IS gIven as 5,271, the length of the arc of the 36,525
II Dumerlca Y "
It:525~i~~le circumference, measurIng the a~gle of slope of th~ Standard Pyramid. Reduced
~vii'Plrsalmidto modern angular measure thIS angle of slope IS 51°-51'-14".3, the angle of

DI e 0 ope. 1 f h G P "d f G· hs ope 0 t e reat yrarnI 0 Ize.

It was during the reign of Psammetichos (Psamtek I)-as Herodotus
states-that Greek colonists first settled in Egypt.4 For the significance
of this settlement, and its date in relation to the history of Greek Geometry
and Astronomy, the reader is referred to Section II of this chapter, and Table X

I" The Book of the Master," by Marsham Adams.
'Quoted from a letter to Mr. Marsham Adams, " The Book 01 the !vlaster," p. iv.
aA History of Egypt, p. 570.
'Refer Annals of Assurbanipal re Gyges and Lydians. This gives the date as 661 B C., when

the Carian colonists of Herodotus apparently accompanied the Lydians as mercenaries.
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~ 110. COPTIC CHRISTIANITY AND" THE BOOK OF THE DEAD."

Thus it is that fronl the remotest periods of authentic history, an The Ancient

atmosphere of mystery has enshrouded all expression of thought and opinion ~:s~e::a:idsl
concerning the Pyramids of Gizeh. Essentially geometrical in form, the Survival iD

P "d b "fl ~ "th "f hi" I " I" d Book of tbeyramI S, y In uencIng e expreSSIon 0 t eo oglca conceptIons, supp Ie Dead.

religious allegory with an unfailing source of geometrical symbolism. It is
this pyramid allegory of which a corrupt survival exists in the Egyptian Book
of the Dead.

It is from the Book of the Dead that the Coptic descendants of the ancient "The Book .f

Egyptians derived the mystical and allegorical element which was introduced l~ftu~::~"
into early Christian gnosticism. The literature of early Christian gnosticism ~h:f::ianit,

b d " "I .d fi d "d " I . and Earlya oun s In mystica pyrami gures an assocIate astronoffilca conceptIons Cbris~a!n
" GnostiCism.

and constellatIons.

To the Copts is due the survival, to the present day, of the ancient Egyptian The
• " Importance of

Calendar and month names. To them we owe the retentIon of a dIalect of Coptic in

the ancient Egyptian language, and with it, much that has tended to facilitate ::i~~t~b~ to

d l "d hi" f · h· I h" H h· problem of thean ' e UCl ate t e trans ation 0 anCIent Ierog yp IC texts. ence t e Import- Ancie~t

d I h " d" . . h G P ·d Elryptlanance an va ue attac Ing to any tra Itions concernIng t e reat yraml LaD,ualle"

that can be reliably identified as of Coptic origin.

~ III. COPTIC TRADITION AND THE GREAT PYRAMID.

Regarding the Coptic traditions, Dr. Sprenger, in Appendix to Vyse's
"Pyramids of Gizeh," vol. II, observes that "the traditions of the ancient
Egyptians were preserved by their descendants, the Copts, who were held in ~::J~:ion.

great esteem by the Arabs ....•... It may be remarked that the Arabian p~~~:i~~lra~~e

authors have given the same accounts of the Pyramids,' with little or no their purpoae.

variation, for above a thousand years; and that they appear to have repeated
the traditions of the ancient Egyptians, mixed up with fabu19us stories and
incidents, certainly not of Mahometan invention."

The account of Masoudi (died 345 A.H.==957 A.D.), in the Arabic MS.
of the Akbar-Ezzeman, at Oxford, relates that" Surid one of the }{ings Arabic MSS.

f E b f h fl d b "l h P"d " I the t· Tranalationao gypt e ore t e 00, Ul t t e two great yraml s. n IS narra "IOn of Early Coptic

h G P "d" f d " h E t P "d" D S MSS. concera-t e reat yrami IS re erre to as teas ern yraml. r. prenger iDIr tbe.

states that" Masoudi affirms, in the Akbar-Ezzeman that he wrote his account P,raDllda.

of Surid from a Coptic modern history."

The narration of Masoudi is as follows :-

" He (Surid) also ordered the priests to deposit within them The Great

(the Pyramids), written accounts of their wisdom and acquirenlents in the Pyramid:-

different arts and sciences with the writings of the priests containing ~::~~~~e:t

all manner of wisdom, the names and properties of medical plants, and the AGritbmetic and
eometry.

sciences of arithmetic and geometry, that they might remain as records, for
the benefit of those who could afterwards comprehend them."
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Astronomical " •••••••• In the Eastern Pyramid (the Great Pyramid) were inscribed
aDd Historical
Cyclesaffectin8 the heavenly spheres, and figures representing the stars and planets .... "
r~~~Dtdl·me. ."The king, also, deposited the positions of the stars and their

cycles; together with the history and chronicle of time past, of that which
is to come,_ and every futtlre event which would take place in Egypt."

Gre~t Pyramid Similarly the MS. of Makrizi states that" the first (the Great) Pyramid
Dedicated to . 11 d d· d h· d h d (P ·d)History and was especla y e Icate to Istory an astronomy; t e secon yraml
Astronom,.

to medical kno\\?ledge."
Tohfat Alagaib. states that the Great Pyramid contained "plans of the

stars, and historical and prophetic records."

~ II2. THE SOURCE OF COPTIC TRADITIONS.

According to the accounts of Masoudi and AI Kodhai, a papyrus, found
in the monastery of Abou Hormeis, and said to have been inscribed with
ancient" Coptic" characters, gave the following account of the Pyramids :-

"Upon the walls were written the mysteries of science, astronomy,
geometry, physics, and much useful knowledge, which any person, who under
stands our writing, can read."

Coptic The Pyramids of Gizeh, we know, contain no such hieroglyphic inscriptions
:::o~:~c:.~iy as the traditions imply. It is only such texts as that of the Book o..f the Dead,
~1::~~dd the which picture the passages and chambers of the Standard Pyramid of the
~:::=~~ of Dynastological Lists, or Secret HOllse of the Book of the Dead as lined with
;~~~e~;~~i:binstructions and formulce, and with mythical figures and stars. It is to these
:t: ~~:~~ges of that the traditions refer, and from such texts as these that the traditions
Pyramid. obtained authority for identifying the Standard Pyramid of the Dynastological

Texts with the Great Pyramid of Gizeh.
Im~ortance The fact therefore remains that Coptic tradition associates the Great
of Coptic
Traditions:- Pyramid with the symbolising of astronomical and geometrical figures, just
~::::~a\\~-:,.~f as the Egyptian Ancestors of the Copts associated the Great Pyramid with
:::bD~::,~o~:ltheir ideal secret house in the Book of the Dead, and with their geometrical
~byer~:idd:l~be Dynastology, cosmical year circle, and Sothic cycle mythology.
Dynastolocical "-
Lists, witb tbe
Great Pyramid

SECTION I-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

!;~s!bi:~::i:" ~ II3· PREVIOUS CONCLUSIONS AND NEW DATA.

~::~~:dt~:-:ne In the Summary and Conclusions of Chapter I (Section I, ~~ 40-46), it
advanced stage th t h· h t t fOOl· to fl . h dO. I °fi dofastroDomical was seen a a Ig s a e 0 cIVllsa Ion ouns e In tImes c ass! e as
knowledce as" . h· ." Th It f thO O·Ii . h h dM~derD pre IstorlC. e cu ure 0 IS CIVI satlon was seen to ave reac e an
a~~:i~:ti!nal advanced stage of scientific knowledge. 'It was not. suggested that scientific
Astronomy.. development had proceeded along the same lines as modern scientific research.
Not necellard,
on samelices It was, however, suggested, by the evidence, that results had been attained
or researc. in the science of astronomy in no way inferior to the results of modern

gravitational astronomy.
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In one particular line of inquiry, the indications' pointed clearly to an i~::.'i~~;~c"

advanced knowledge ~oncerning the elements of the planetary orbits. These Ei::::::~f

indications suggested that this knowledge had been recognised to be capable t~abi::~ry

of simple expression as a system of Natural Law; the system being capable Embodied iD a
of complete definition in solid geometrical form. This was indicated as of r.r:::::i ta" 00

P
. defined in lolid .

yramldal form. ,eometrical
form.

The evidence discussed afforded reliable grounds for tentatively accepting Creat Pyramid
the hypothesis that the Great Pyramid of Gizeh was the structural expression ':x;t:e~~I:~a~f
of this system of Natural Law. It suggested that the Pyramid was constructed ;:::·oDltructiOD
to perpetuate this knowledge at a time when the remote founders of the :b~Dk bet"eeD
Euphratean, Egyptian, and Mediterranean civilisations were reconstructing :i~~i~::l::ic"

their systems of national life upon th~ fragments of oral tradition remaining b::i~~iD. of
from the former civilisation. ~~di:~ti!D

The discussion of the new evidence adduced in the present chapter indicates New Da!.
that the hypothesis suggested by the preliminary data is confirmed by the fi~::::n:f
oral traditions concerning the Great Pyramid, by its association with the Tr..·Ji:i::: ~:dl
original scientific system of primitive measures, and by its external measures ~xe~:::!1 of •. . Creat Pyramid
and prIncIpal features. cODfirm tbelil.

~ 114. A POLAR DIAMETER INCH.-ACCIDENT OR INTENTION.

The evidence upon which the preceding conclusion is based leads to the
further inference that the external features of the Great Pyramid are primarily
concerned with a geometrical representation of the dimensions and motions N

ecellar~

of the Earth and its orbit. The unit for ~he geometrical representation of ~::i~::

dimensions must necessarily be a simple function of (a) the Earth's Polar i~::i:d~e of

diameter, (b) the Sun's diameter, or (c) the Earth's mean distance from the ~:~:~~of

Sun. Otherwise the representation can have no meaning or application. It PD~lar tlam. er.
seems to be clearly evident that of the three possible units that derived from
the Earth's Polar Diameter is the most suitable for representing the other
two dimensi.ons in terms tangible to the Earth's scientific inhabitants.

Intentionally, or by accident, the Great Pyramid unit of measurement- Primitive IDCb,
the Primitive inch-is the simplest possible function of the Earth's Polar ~~i:.ta~~ri=Ld
Diameter. The Earth's Polar Diameter measures exactly 500 million ~~~:;ea:)ciD.
Primitive inches. The value giving this result was derived from three ~~~:I~reaU

independent sources :- 500 MillioD
. ~ucb~cbH

(a) The common sources' of Egyptian metrologIcal data (~ 81). =P E.artb'loar
(b) The ancient Egyptian Dynastological Lists (~ 94). Diameter.

(C) The external measurements of the Great Pyramid (~ lor).

The three independent sources agree in associating the Primitive inch .
al · h h . f l' f . f h E h' ... AlsoclatedV ue Wit t e representatIon 0 cyc IC unctIons 0 teart s motIon In Its Data jDdic!lt.
b · Th' d fi h h · 1 1· h· b h E h' Relationship·or It. IS ten s to con rm t at t e SImp e re atIons Ip etween teart S!il pOI.libly

Polar Diameter and the Primitive inch can scarcely have been an accidentallDteDtiODaL
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~d~i:i~~~l relationship. It cannot, however, be established that the relationship was
Data to intentional until the Pyramid's geometrical system is shown to extend the
establish
intention:- relationship to the Sun's diameter, the mean Sun distance, and the variations
Association in the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit. These values should be confirmed,with simple
s~:!:onships, as to intention, by the representation of independent heliocentric or geocentric
el:a::e~-:.r~ angular measurements where possible. At least, this is what one would expect
~~~~~~~i~i?~bit to find in a geometrical system of the nature inferred, and in which the
and variations~ Designer's express purpose was to establish the certainty of his intentions.
Independ~nt
Angular Check
MealuremeDtl

~ lIS. THE PRIMARY METROLOGICAL SYSTEM.

~~b~:rc~bit, The Primitive inch-the inferred Polar diameter inch-is the basal unit
:~~:e~;~dc:;" of the Primary Metrological system of the former civilisation. An important
&~t~=~.and unit of this system was the Sacred Cubit of 25 P. inches. The latter has been
Never used in preserved by the measurements of the Great Pyramid, and by the Hebrews.
Elypt except I " Ed" "d f S .. d " "
by Semitel. t never occurs In 1 gypt except urlng perla s 0 emltlc omInatIon.

Apparently from the half cubit (I2t") of this system oliginated the 12t"
The Sacred
i-Cubit foot of ancient Roman remains, and of ancient British and Medieval English
ori,inatel tbe " Of h" d d
Modern Foot. remaInS. t e same orIgin is the old Rhinelan foot, an the foot in

Switzerland and Austria.

The Primitive inch (1.0011 B") is also the original of the British Inch,
of the old German, Austrian and Swiss Zoll, of the Danish tomme, and

l~b~:f:~~;ees Scandinavian tum, and of the old French pouce. This origin, at least for the
I~:b~i:li:n British Inch, is confirmed by the connection between the sacred half-cubit
J::~~nd and the decimal division of the Hebrew unit of 10 acres in ancient Cornwall,

where the side of the 10 acres square occurred as a furlong of 8,000 inches.
(~~ 8S and 86.)

~ 116. THE SECONDARY METROLOGICAL SYSTEM.

S~c.ndar, The Secondary Metrological System of the former civilisation is very
~y~~~~ocical clearly defined. It appears to have been formulated to avoid in calculations

~~1:~~~:. the use of the ratio, Cir~~mfe~ence 3. 14159. A Standard Year Circle of
lame er

ItI ba'~l the 6 .. T S
YeaI' Circle 3 52.42 PrImitive Inches was adopted. he tandard Diameter of this circle
Diametric and was divided into Diametric Digits, Diametric Feet" and Diametric Cubits.
Circumferen- Th St d d C" f d" "d d "t C" f . I D" "ttial Units, and e an ar lrcum erence was IVI e In 0 Ircum erentla Igi s,
t~;Aa:.~~itl Circumferential Feet, and Circumferential Cubits. These linear units have

all been preserved by the Egyptians.

The On.in of A standard of Square Measure was formulated as follows :-A Rectangle
~~eu~::t of of length equal to the circumference of the Standard Circle, and of breadth
Mealure equal to the diameter of the Standard Circle was the standard unit of square
Th. II Aroura"
Th. • measure. It was equal in area to the area of four standard Circles. The
;~;~~::~:' Standard Rectangle was transformed into a square of equal area. The side
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10

100.

. • • Th. II Aroura ,.
of this square was divided into a hundred parts. The lInear unIt thus obtaIned RectaDlle aDd

U Aroura"
was adopted as the cubit for measuring sides of rectangular figures. This Square.

cubit has been preserved by the Egyptians as their common cubit of 20.63 The C.ommoD

British inches. ~~tr:.laD

Simple rule-of-thumb relations connected the diametric and circumferential Srstem for u••

units ~ith the linear units of rectangular figures. The Secondary system Un~huitured
was obviously formulated at a time when the uncultured many were organised ~.::rY~~~~t

h · hI k"ll d k d h· , d· . f 1 d Direction of ato carry out Ig y S 1 e war un er t e IntermIttent Irectlon 0 a cu ture Cultured Few.

few. The system appears in use in ancient Egypt in the earliest Dynastic System in uw.
. d·bl· d t'· b f h P .d b ·1 before thetImes-an pOSSI Y In pre- ynas IC times- e are t e yrami s were Ul t. Pyramid•.

~ 117. THE GREAT PYRAMID'S EXTERIOR.

In Chapters III and IV it will be seen that the Great Pyramid contains a
single comprehensive system of geometry representing the complete derivation
of tIle Secondary System of ~easures in term.s of ~he Solar year to ~he scale The Great

of IP. inch to a day. From thIS, and the data In the present chapter, It follows Phyramid'ls
. tree sea e.

that the Great Pyramid represents the geometry of the year cIrcle to three 1

decimal scales,

(a) I P. inch to a day. (Plates XXXV and XLIII.)
(b) 10 P. inches to a day. (~~ 95 and 99.)
(c) 100 P. inches to a day. (.r~ 100 and 101.) I -5 h CII tI. it tours.

defines the
Its 35th course de?nes the Sacred Cub~t of 25 P. inches, an~ th.e aroura "!!-A:::::.~~r

rectangle of 3652.4 P. Inches by 1162.6 P. Inches. The Square CIrcuIt of any Pyramid's

horizontal plane of the Pyramid is equal to the circumference of a circle of ~i::~it~al

radius equal to the Pyramid height above the horizontal plane considered ; ~iCh-cl~e~i.noc.~
and the area of the right vertical section of the Pyramid above this horizontal ~;:~:iciqual.

plane is equal to the area of the quadrant of th~ circle defined. ~i~~~\tbove
considered.

The datum of this representation is the Pyramid's base circuit of Pyramid'.

36524.2+P.
o
inches, representing the value of the ~olar year on the scale of r6~524CiJcuit =

P . h t d Primitive100 . Inc es 0 a aYe iDCb•••

,r 118. THE EGYPTIAN KING LISTS DEFINE THE GREAT

PYRAl\iID.

It was at a comparatively late period of Egyptian history that the Fictitiou.

Egyptians constructed their various systems of fictitious chronology. This ~fhE~~~lti::

they did by substituting years of alleged Egyptian history for Pyramid inches ~!=ph~J'frolD

in important measurements of the Great Pyramid. The principle upon which ~:;::nid'l
they proceeded in such cases was outlined by Dr. Sprenger about a century Measurement•.

ago. Sprenger stated, regarding the Egyptians, that, with them, "an idea, ~:fi:::f~ctor.

a period of time, or any remarkable occurrence, were frequently connected 1:~~~:~~1J lUCia

with ideal persons in mythology, and when any similarity existed, received :fE:~~:I::~

the same appellation. "1

IVyse's 14 Pyramids of Gizeh," Vol. II, Appendix.
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The factorl ia cc The idea" in the particular case under consideration was that oral
tbe cale of tbe d" · d h P ·d' · h . al 1 dMythical tra Itlon aSSOcIate t e yraml s measures Wit astronomIC cyc es an
Cbronologyof b' I . Th' l' d h d f h' . " . d f t· "tbe Kinl Liltl. or Ita motIons. IS supp Ie t e ata or t elr vanous perlo s 0 Ime,

and for identification with "remarkable occurrences" in history and
astronomy.

SUPpoling tb!lt So extensively did the Egvptians adopt the outstanding measurements
Great Pyramid f h G P .d· h' fiw •• f h 1 h h G tbad been 0 t e reat yraml In t elr CtitiouS systems 0 c 'rono ogy t at t e rea
demolished.
it. principal Pyramid's external features, dimensions, and units can be derived without any
Feature••
Dimension.. prior reference to the Great Pyramid. Were the Great Pyramid not now in
and its
Units existence its external form, dimensions, and units, together with its principal
could be
reconstructed external features, could be recollstructed entirely from the Dynastological
from the
Egyptian Lists of the Egyptians.
KinI Lilts.

~ 119. THE KNOWLEDGE IN THE KING LISTS AND THE LACK

OF UNDERSTANDING.

The unsystematic manner in which the Egyptians adopted Pyramid
Analysi. of
Plramid Data measurements as the basis of astronomical periods in their King Lists clearly
o King Listl
indicates that indicates that they had nothing but a general vague tradition to guide them.
the Later
Egyptians They proceeded to extract measurements without regard to sequence or
~:::r~re principle. Scientific principle demands that a graphical representation of
~urpose of tbe ,. d f t· t b d 1 . d fi' d·' d d· tPyramid,; but a peno 0 Ime canno e rna e a ong an aXIS e lnlng ra 11 an lame ers,
were unable d t th t· b d d" d fi • • f Thto give. an a e same Ime e rna e roun a CIrcuIt e nlng a CIrcum erence. e
;h~r:=;::I~o latter method of representation is possible, the former unlikely, but both
In detad. t th · .bl' ..fi .oge er are ImposSI e In a SCIenti c representatIon.

The compilers of the King Lists, however, added the measurements of
radii to the measurements of arcs, horizontal distances to vertical distances,
and totalled measurements in cubits t~gether with measurements in inches.

~~:: ~:6:ed The single idea they did adhere to was that the Pyramid base circuit contained
Precessional a representation of the Period of Precession. One school adopted the sum ofPeriod. but
~~::i~it.. the base diagonals as giving the period in inches for years. Another school
::::a~i~iuit adopted the base circuit in inches for years, as defining the Period. The
Base DiaKODal1 difference between the two conceptions amounted to 10,698 years, or twice

the duration of the human kings given in one summation of the Lists preserved
by Africanus. (Plate XVI, Table C (4).)

Nevertheless, in their oral tradition, possibly without much understanding
Other items
01 knowledKe of the facts, the Egyptian priests retained many valuable items of astronomical
preserved
in.tact hut knowledge. This is indicated by the manner and sequence in which the Greeks
~I:~ii~~nt • derived their knowledge of science from the Egyptians. (Refer Section II of
understaadiaK. this Chapter-and Table X.)
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~ I20. THE SUGGESTED LINES OF FURTHER INQUIRY.

95

The traditional association of the Pyramid's base with the idea of New Data
hluggelt t at

Precession leads to a further possible inference. The difference between the PYdr~mifd Ba.e
aD ItI eatare.

solar year and the siderial year is the annual amount of precession measured IhouldldefihDe
... not on y t e

in time. This and the Pyramid base connection suggest that while the base TcsrolPic)ayl
oar ear

square circuit gives the value of the Tropical year, the perimeter of the hollowed- bS!ldt t~el y
, 1 erla e"r.

in base may have been intended to give the value of the Siderial y~ar.

By following up this suggestion, the reader will find the intention of the
Pyramid rapidly developing in Chapter III. From this suggestion, the external
f t d· . d· f h G P 'd h t d' d· pl Developmentea ures, Imenslons, an unIts 0 t e reat yraml, w en S U 'te 'tn an, of Inquiry

will be found to give, precisely and accurately, every essential value. of the :::~ii:~dmor.
Earth's orbit, and its motions. These will be found to include the values of D~~~~b~:g
the Anomalistic, Siderial and Solar years, the mean Sun distance, the Sun's i:Hc~::d~
diameter (independent linear and angular representations), and the maximum
and minimum values of the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit.

From these representations the reader will be able to appreciate how and The Further

why Pythagoras-having studied the science of the Egyptians-was enabled l?:~: :~~c:.Wth.
to enllnciate, over 2,000 years before the truth was generally realised, that p~:~:g~~:~:
the planets revolve round the Sun. (Refer SectioIl II, ~~ 126 and 129 to I33, :{llt~eo~oc::.y.
and Table X.)
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SECTION II.-THE ORIGINS OF GREEK GEOMETRY AND ASTRONOMY.

~ 121. THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF ORIENTAL CULTS.

Ancient Oral instruction was the means of perpetuating the knowledge preserved
Knowledge C
preserved by by the cults of the ancient East. Hence we find, in both Egypt and haldcea,
oral
instruction. much monumental and other structural evidence of a higher knowledge, but
Hence paucity no literature with regard to its principles and essential details. Literature
of direct
literary there is, of a kind, as we have seen in the cases of the Egyptian Dynastological
reference. Lists, and the Book of the Dead. In general-as in the cases cited-it is the

literature dispensed by the priesthood for the mystification of the laity, or at
best, the coded literature beloved of the mythologist and kabbalist, to under
stand which required oral instruction by admission into the several orders of the
cult, and, for a complete unveiling, admission into the ultimate Inner Priest
hood.

The explanation of phenomena and ideals furnished by the popular litera
~u~tY::~oc:.'ds ture were generally distorted and untrue. Furnished by the coded literature,
~:j~:tes that the explanations were so hedged about by intentional obliquities, so obscured
~~-;:t~ale~:~t~ by fables and spurious mysteries, and so entangled in its code, as to be beyond
Kfn~:i~d:~ the comprehension of those without the cult. The evidence discussed has
;:~~:::ing shown that such explanations, when made, did not give an understanding of the
:i':h~standing ancient science. They merely revealed the traditional knowledge concerning
deril,!atit~n anfd the facts that had been derived from a former understanding of the causalapp Ica Ion 0 .

tbe facts. relation between the facts and the scientific phenomena expressed by them.

~ 122. KNOWLEDGE PRESERVED AS A MYSTERY:

STANDING LOST.

UNDER-

Distortion of With such an artificial basis for the national ideals, art itself became
Facts
extended to distorted in its representation of such phenomena as the heavenly bodies and
Art. their motions-apparent or real. This distortion was maintained even in the
Utilisation
of Facts of coded literature that formed what we may term the index of reference for the
Knowledge
controlled by priests of the Inner Mysteries. Hence we find that in Chaldcea, and still more
Priesthood.

particularly in Egypt, the scientific knowledge retailed by the priesthood, for
Empirical
Rules use and application in the national life, had been filtered down to " rule-of-
IC Rationed"
out to thumb" dogmas, and rough empirical axioms, postulates and formulre.
Populace.

In reiteration of such dogmas and empirical formulce the monuments,
The m!stake of papyri and traditional literature are clamourously persistent. The approximate
IUPPOSlna tbat ..•
tbe Empirical nature of these rules IS so eVIdent that It has become the custom to pass UD-
Rules indicate • .•
extent of challenged the assertIon that the anCIent EgyptIans and Chaldreans performed
knowledge h . d .. d h ··fi k
poslesse.d by t elf vast an accurate engIneerIng an ot er SClenti C wor s upon a purely
tbe AnCients. • • d " I f h b "b .emplncal an ru e-o -t urn aSlS.

The hypothesis underlying this assertion is not only illogical; it is not in
accordance with what we know regarding the relations between State and
Priesthood.
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~ I23. THE SUPPRESSION OF LEARNING.

The Priesthood saw in the State the means whereby it could obtain power, Pri••t}!••d.

possessions and obedience. Accordingly, the priesthood centred its efforts and k~~-::i~ci:el:~d
organised its resources and knowledge towards obtaining control of the ~:'::~~::l

machinery of State. Its object was so to formulate the constitution that the ~:~~:D.r, of

State should be dependent upon the Priesthood.

The Priesthood possessed the knowledge necessary for almanac organisa- Prie.tbood

tion and the scientific knowledge embodied in the vast engineering and other ~~~i~~i:~ tb.

scientific works carried out by the State. That knowledge was given no clear t::;!:::t::
literary expression, lest the State, by possession of this, should' become inde-l~::~!:'of

pendent of the Priesthood. Hence it is obvious that the few empirical rules, ~:J~fi.atioD.

of which the monuments and papyri give us evidence, were vastly less than the :~d·~;h:~OD.1
unwritten knowledge of the silent Inner Priesthood. :::k:~fic

Schooled to dependence upon the Priesthood, the ancient Egyptians, and to
a less extent, the ancient Chaldreans, made little or no independent attempt to dCo~ditid'oD'c1eVI.e aD
seek the first principles underlying the empirical rules retailed by the Priesthood. eDforcedhto th

eD.ure t at •
The extent of this dependence-or rather, the extent to which this dependence DallioD mu·bt

re., UPOD t e
was enforced-is illustrated by the enforced legalisation in Egypt of the vague iD~odrmed d

IrUl aDce an
or shifting year. ju~.meDtof tbe

Pr.e.thood.

In Chaldrea a similar process was effected by means of the authority of the
astrological texts, defining the supposed causal relations between the acts of
kings, princes, and populace, and the produce and other phenomena of the
seasons.

~ I24. STATE-CONTROL IN ANCIENT EGYPT.

With the institution of the vague year in Egypt, the Priesthood brought I~:rv::d~be

into being a new process of State control. The vague year thereafter carried CsaleDdar
ea'OD'.

the calendar seasons backwards round the Solar year. The Calendar Seasons State CODtrol

came to have no meaning. The knowledge of the accurate recurrence of times :~lhe Year

and seasons was confined to the rulers and priests of the Solar deities. Only by Alrricultur••

giving abundance of gifts to the solar gods could, the husbandman be assured
of a plentiful harvest. A system of State-control was thus established whereby RThe GOc!'ble,pOD'. •
wealth accrued to state and priest craft, and ultimate responsibility was referred The people

to the godso A goodly harvest implied that the gods were pleased; a poor ~:':h~n2~1:.

harvest that the gods were dissatisfied with the offerings of the people. State State and

and priesthood might receive reflected glory; never blame. ~'~:i~~d~d

~ I25. THE DISTORTION OF KNOWLEDGE LEGALISED.

All common rules of life and things material were ultimately depicted as
h 0 . d . th 10f . 0 fth Th f TII.Sol.raVIng conceptIon an source In e 1 e-gtVlng rays 0 e sun. e sun, rom Deit,a.

the XVIlIth Dynasty onwards, whatever the deity with which it was identified, for••l c•••••
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was the great Formal Cause, which by means of its seasonal phenomena of the
year, and the dependent phenomena of Nile inundation, made Egypt " the
gift of the Nile."

The theogony and cosmogony of the ancient Egyptians were, in conse
quence, formulated on a cyclic basis having its origin in the value of the year.
This was already expressed in the Pyramid's geometry of the year cirGle. The
numerical functions of this geometrical scheme were diverted by the priest
'hood into the channels of State-control, and were applied to the measurement
of all effects attributed, by the Priests, to the influence of the Solar deity,
Amen-Ra.

As a crowning monumentalisation of the omnISCIence of Amen-Ra the
whole history of the Divine and Human Dynasties of Egypt was built around a
fabulous chronology composed of nominal solar and Sothic cycles, and numbers
of years that were in reality but geometrical functions of the Pyramid, and its
year circle and astronomical cycles.

Many of the old cults absorbed by the dominant cult of Amen-Ra still
The .h.......d partly retained their individuality by worshipping their original gods under the
::~~a.ible aspect of the leading attributes of Amen-Ra. This was the effect intended, but
for difteria. 0 hO f h E 0 L· t· dOff 0 0 f h hver.ioa. of.the OWIng to t IS act, t egyptIan Ists con ain 1 enng verSIons 0 t e myt 0-
Dya••toto,lcal 1 · 1 h 1 f h . I d·t P .d f· 1· d hLi.t.. ogIca c rono ogy 0 t e year Clrc e an 1 s yraml unctIons app Ie to t e

Divine and Human Dynasties.

~ 126. THE PARTIAL UNVEILING OF THE MYSTERIES OF

EGYPT.

It was only after the seed of freedom, sown by the rising Greek nations, had
ladepe.de.t produced independent philosophers, and when these philosophers had corn
thiaker. of
Greece .leaa menced to visit the Egyptians and Chaldreans, that the meagre information
acieati&c
iaformatioa gleaned from the priests and independently derived from the empirical rules,
from prie.t•
• fEII7Pt. was reduced to its crude Greek first principles. Thus, Professor G. Forbes
~:r:~a. states that" the Egyptian priests tried to keep such astronomical knowledge as
..eluctaat they possessed to themselves"; and, as indicating the reluctance with which
to impart
informatioD. they parted with information, Sir G. Wilkinson states that" Iamblichus says
~:~h:;.~o..a. Pythagoras derived his information upon different sciences from Egypt; he
~i.\io~C::pt~:al learnt philosophy from the priests; and his theories of comets, numbers, and
~l:t:~:dt:ormusic were doubtless from the same source; but the great repugnance evinced
s7

t
s•em• of by the Egyptian Priests to receive Pythagoras, will account for their with-

a. roaom7.
Dumbetr., d holding from him much that they knew, though his great patience, and his.eom. r7, a.
EI~~ri:~om readiness to comply with their regulations, even to the rite of circumcision
Pri••ta. (Clem. Strom. i, p. 302) obtained for him more information than was imparted

to any other Greek (Plut. de Is. s. 10)."
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In light of the facts we now possess from the monuments, the ancient
accounts of the sojourn of Pythagoras in Egypt picture him as a skilful cross- ~Y:~~f:f··.
examiner eliciting information from a reluctant Priesthood. We can picture ~~~sd;riX:;o::·~

the Egyptian Priests striving to impress Pythagoras with the vast extent of ~~~h:~:~e:ti.D
th 0 1 · d t th . k 0 b h 1 f d PrIests, andelr own earnIng an a e same tIme see lng to 0 scure t e rea acts-an conforming t.

th 0 0 f th d . t' f h f b d . d 0 f' their ritualselr Ignorance 0 e enva Ion 0 t e acts- y ogmatlc an mystl ylng painstakin.l~

t · N th I th' 1 . t' . h dId 01 extracts frOIDasser IOnS. ever e ess, elr ong assoCIa Ion WIt acre u ous an easl y their: v~i1ed

satisfied laity ill fitted them for dealing in debate with an intellect so original, :~~~:i6:n;acts
· ddt d t t' h f P h of pricelessIn :epen en , an pene ra Ing as t at 0 yt agoras. value.

~ I27. THE HELLENIZING OF EGYPT.

7TH CENTURY A.D.

7TH CENTURY B.C. TO

Coincident with the political and commercial rise of tIle Greek States, and Rise of
the development of Hellenic science and arts, we can trace the decline, politically ~~:~~d~~~tes

and commercially, of Egypt, and the accelerated decadence of Egyptian science :itg:;:!ine
and art. Greek philosophers hastened to absorb the virtues of the dying race- Period of clo••
and many of its vices. Greek mercenaries, from the middle of the 7th century L~~::::rse

B.C. onwards, found military employment in Egypt. Pandering to the cults, ~:;:~ia~:~

the Greeks gradually undermined, throughout a s'uccession of generations, the Tbt' peaceful
basis of the Egyptian national constitution. Slowly they Hellenized a nation :;E-:::~b;tb.

for whom Hellenism meant disintegration. Greekso

After the conquest of Egypt by Alexander the Great, the Greeks monu- ~:~~~~:r

mentalised their indebtedness to the Egyptians in the sciences and arts, by Egypt.
founding, during the reign of Ptolemy I, the famous library of Alexandria. Ii:~C::dri•.
From this age onwards, a long succession of Greek geometers, astronomers an<;i ~r~~k~d;:::d

philosophers, in the various schools of Alexandria, maintained the connection ~~~~~~ri~:~'

that previously had been more remotely held. Here all the learning that was Ph110sopbical
gleaned and developed from the priests of the dying cults was reduced to ~b~~c;,I:a~nd

literary form and method. Ultimately, however, in the age of Theon, and his ~~~:~~ri~.

daughter Hypatia, the schools themselves declined by falling completely under Knowledge
h 0 0 11 f E . d I 6 A D h f lOb gleaned frOIDt e pernICIOUS spe 0 gyptlan ogma. n 42 . ., t e amous 1 rary was oral tra~ition

f h C 1·hOofEgyptlaaburnt by the orders 0 tea lp mar. ...Priesbred.ucedto system In
writinl.

" A cloud of witnesses" says Mr. R. Brown, Junr-in his" Primitive
Constellations "-" testify to the connection between the wisdom of the East .

. 1 T f h lOb f Al 0 Alexandria tbeand the earlIer sages of Hel as. he treasures 0 tel rary 0 exandna, the Treasure City

lore of such Chaldrean sages as Riden, Naburianos, and Soudinos (vide Strabo, ::~:y:i~~dm
XVI, i, 6) were at the service of Hipparchus ";. and again, quoting from the Cbaldea.
Scholiast on Aratos (Diosemeia .. 21) "the Hellenes received them from the
Egyptians and Chaldreans."
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THE SIGNIFICANT CONTRAST IN GREEK PRESENTATION

OF SCIENCE.

~ 128.

Greek
Scientifie
iDquiry began
iD Egypt with . d .d d I f G k .
~:y~lt~~D The alm~st spon~aneou:nse an rap~ eve opment o. . ree SCIence date
DYDastY'dwhieb from the penod durIng whIch Greek phIlosophers first VIsIted Egypt. This
attempte •
refstoratioD

d
dates back to the mIddle of the 7th century B.C., when the XXVlth Egyptian

o cults an .
cpoDstit~tion of Dynasty began, and asserted Its supremacy after the withdrawal of the

yramld A A h' . h hE' dTimes. ssyrians. t t IS tIme we saw t at t egyptIans attempte a tawdry
restoration of the manners, customs, arts, and sciences of the Pyramid age

Sharp Contrast (l'
in pre8e~tation (II 1°9).
of EgyptlaD
Science aa

~:::k~~-.!.he The " discoveries " of the Greek philosophers dating from this age can be
:~:~~i&:facts definitely divided into two classes. These are divided by the clearly marked
eTDunciated. sharpness of contrast in passing from one class to the other. On the one hand

rue first h .. h . 1 h I f dprinciples of t ere are enuncIatIons t at are certaIn y t e resu t 0 mature thought an
these neeessary . db' d' I . f .
f~r their eXperIenCe a servation urlng a ong succeSSIon 0 traIned philosophers. On
discovery. • •
Greeks explain the other hand, enunCIatIons, clearly the result of less mature thought, and of
tbe facts as 1 . d b t' t .. t th' Idderh:ed from ess eXperIenCe .0 serva lon-more per aIning 0 e enVIronment one wou
puerde first . . h t" fi t d' t h h f'principles- aSSOCIate WIt a na Ion S rs cru e groplngs amongs ypot eses 0 SCIence-
i~~~~:ed to were claimed as equally great discoveries of the same philosopher.
meet
contemporary
criticism. Thus Thales of Miletus-the first of the Greek philosophers to visit Egypt
Thal.a for scientific instruction-while stating that the eclipses of the moon were
t~~::b::lipses caused by the earth cutting off the sun's light from the moon, indicated his
;:~r~:~~~~tes own ignorance of the necessary advanced conceptions for arriving at this
~jSt~~n:s~~:~;al conclusion, by stating that the earth floated upon water. As to the extent of
FirstPrinciples his experience prior to his visit to Egypt that is given by Hieronymus ofby ,tatlngthat' ,
the Earth ftoats Rhodes in hIS statement that Thales " never had any teacher except during the
OD water.

time he went to Egypt and associated with the Priests." (ap. Diog. Lacr. I, 27).

~ I29. THE LEARNED EVASIONS OF PYTHAGORAS.
The Advanced
Planetary
il;ttb:o~~s. Pythagoras of Samos, who next of the Greek philosophers visited Egypt,
Its Modern stated that all the planets revolved around a common centre. This was not
,Counter-part.
Absurdity of accepted by scientific circles in Europe until 2,000 years later. Pythagoras,
;~~:lpl.s'J however, indicated the vast unlikelihood of his having originated this conception
pl;:~::o~:s by claiming to have deduced his system from" fantastic first principles, of
:~.:i~~~ of his which the following are examples: 'The circular motion is the most perfect
~~:~;. motion,' , Fire is more worthy than Earth,' , Ten is the perfect number.' "1

:~n:~:rity These so-called" first principles" bear a striking resemblance to the mystifying
~~~~~i:f dogmas retailed by the Egyptian Priests-or to the catchword oratory of a
~:r~:~n modern type of aspirant to state-control-chanted to satisfy inquiring reason
Tp1he advaDeed by voluminous reiteration rather than by wealth of argument. It is clear that

anetary
Sfystedm calls

d
the true first principles were as much the product of the same advanced state

or a vaDce
firlt
.rincipl... lProfessor G. Forbes, " History of Astronomy," p. 14.
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of knowledge as the advanced planetary hypothesis immediately deduced from That th.
k

latter
w.re un Down

them, and that these advanced first principles were quite unknown to Pytha- ~Od~ytthagoras
In lca es

goras . and possibly unknown to his Egyptian instructors. system wa. Dot, deduced
by him.

However this may be, it seems clear enough that Pythagoras derived his His.system

f
.... ' derived from

system rom the EgyptIan PrIests. It IS certaIn that the latter were, for many Egypt.

centuries, the custodians of much valuable scientific knowledge. This they ex- Had beeD

'plained on premises palpably absurd, but admirably adapted to suit the end l~~:~i~~~t~t
. . Dot deduced

they had In VIew. by them.

~ 130. THE LOST ART OF NUMERICAL AND GEOMETRICAL

EVALUATION.

The religious and philosophical conceptions preserved by the Egyptian ~h~i:;::hi::aif

Priests were similarly expressed by them in geometrical and numerical forms ~:;::~l:b' iD

that appear in no wise to suggest the symbolic use to which they were put, but ~:dN:~::lcal

appear rather to suggest the traditional survival of a symbolism of which the ~g:a:~;~i::lt-:f

art was lost. aD ADc~eDt
Symboll.m.

Now it is a fact that there is a geometrical or numerical basis attaching Tche •
. If I I - K 1 'L f . eometrical
It~e to most natura phenomena. We have mere y to CIte ep er saws 0 the aDdNumerical

planets, Newton's Gravitational Laws, or Einstein's Laws of Relativity (includ- ~:::~:fLaw.
ing Newton's La~s in the same mathematical cat~gory as the Law~ of ot~er ~t:~i:try,

branches of PhySICS)_ There are also the complIcated mathematIcal senes 2ravitatioDal

associated with the formation of flower petals, and certain n1icroscopical BB;~rlac;.~~mY'd
_ 10 Ol'f, an

growths, and the marvellous geometncal forms of snowflakes and crystals. Crystallo-
araphy.

We are carried further in this subject by investigation of the Periodic Law The Periodic

of the Chemical Elements (and the connected periodicities of Isotopy), Radio- ~h:.:tc~re
.. h El . Th f M H . t Element.actIVIty, t e ectronic eory 0 atter, armonICs, e c. Isotopy

Radio-acdrit7.

~ 131. BOPE'S LAW.

A close approximation to numerical harn10ny occurs in the case of the
planetary distances from the sun. This relationship is expressed by the series Bod.'. La. of

of Bode's Law-a, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384, where °is the origin at Mercury. &\:~:::::.
On this scale of relative distances, Mercury is distance 4 from the Sun. Adding
this to the series given, the relative distances from the Sun are, according to
Bd 'L· 6 8 5 6 & 88 The Bali. ofo e s aw.- 4, 7, 10, I, 2, 2, 100, 19, 3, the Seri••

h I d- t b - that Earth'.t e rea IS ances elnE Diltance= II.

3.9, 7. 2, 10, 15·2, --, 52, 95.4, 191 .8, & 300.6.
In this series the distance of the Earth from the Sun is 10, and the outstanding
exception is the case of Neptune.
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The distance 28 in Bode's series indicates the mean semi-major axis of the
belt of orbits of the 91 minor planets that lie between Mars (15. 2 ) and Jupiter
(52).

PJth.coniOD Now when we remember that the advanced Planetary System of Pytha-
18 in rel.tion " " T .to hi. goras was claimed by him as derived from such' first principles' as en IS

~~::::.r, the perfect number," and that" all things are numbers," we see a possible hint
Wa. Bode'. that the relations of Bode's Law were not unknown to the originators of the
Law known tooriginator. of system. Thus Dr. A. S. Pringle-Pattison states that in the Solar System of
the .,.tem?, b I fiPythagoras' The distance of the revolving or s from the centra re was

determined according to simple numerical relations, and the Pythagareans
combined their astronomical and musical discoveries in the famous doctrine of
, the harmony of the spheres.' "1

~ 132. THE SOURCE OF THE PYTHAGOREAN THEORY THAT

"ALL THINGS ARE NUMBERS."

There is evidence that in early Egyptian times there was a definite con-
Evidence of
a ~ormer ception-derived undoubtedly from the former civilisation-associated with
sCience of h b 1· · f h d .d . I . 1 bGeometric~l t e sym 0 ISIng 0 p enomena an 1 eas on geometrlca or numenca ases.
ci~.~&:rl~~al In the works of the later Egyptians, however, where such symbolical intention
C~~relation can be traced, everything indicates that the geometrical and numerical svmbol-
of Data and . I . t dOh to I bOTh b I· h "'d bPhenomena. ISm was no onger aSSOCla e WIt a ra Iona aSls. e sym 0 IC art a een
Egyptian lost. Nothing remained but a blind faith in its existence, and haphazard
itt:~~vT:~it and foolish attempts at its realisation in the case of the Egyptian King
r:.:i~i:.ardaDd Lists.

The Tradition This blind faith in a geometrical or numerical ordering of things and
passing to
Pytb~goral phenomena-though applied haphazard-ruled the geometrical, astronomical,
}~~~~:1::~e and musical systems of Pythagoras. The boundless enthusiasm and tireless
~::;v~:fu:tle energy inseparable from faith of this nature, undoubtedly led Pythagoras to the
Numerical and dO ft· I d . I bl d 0 0 I h h
Geo~eotri-:al Iscovery 0 more geome nca an numenca pro ems an prlnclp es t an e
Identities In . d f h· E t· t t It 0 h 1 I . 1Natural Law. ever receIve rom IS gyp Ian u ors. IS, owever, c ear y certaIn t lat

the bulk of his epoch-making " discoveries" and enunciations were derived
The ConclulioD f th E 0 d h 0 01 d 0 Old 0 1to be derive~ rom egyptIans, an t at SImI ar a vances In geometrlca an astronOffilca
from analysIs th hOt d .th hO 10 k 0 dOd fEdof historical oug t aSSOCla e WI IS successors were 1 eWISe erlve rom gypt an
progress of Ch ld N h I 0 0 0 bi h dOl 0 b IGreek Science. a rea. 0 ot er conc USIon IS paSSl e W en one stu Ies an ana ytlC ta u a-

tion of the historical progress of Greek science. An analytic statement of this
character is given in Table X.

lEnc. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. XXII, p. 7ooao
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TABLE X.

SYNOPTICAL HISTORY OF GREEK GEOMETRY AND ASTRONOMY.

Thales (640· 546 B.C.), of
Miletus.

About 600 B.C., visited
Egypt, and studied science
there.

Hieronymus of Rhodes (ap.
Diog. Lae'Y I, 27) says, U He
never had any teacher except
during the time when he went
to Egypt and associated with
the priests." On his return
from Egypt he founded the
Ionian School of Astronomy
and Philosophy.

Pythagoras (569-470 B.C.), oJ
Samos.

Travelled widely in the East,
visiting Chaldcea, and pene
trating as far as the Ganges.

About 500 B.C. he visited
Egypt, and studied science
there. Returning from his
travels, he founded a School of
Astronomy and Philosophy in
Sicily.

The Pythagorean doctrine
of the immortality of the soul
is clearly of Egyptian origin,
whereas the connected Pytha
gorean doctrine of transmigra
tion of the soul is certainly of a
more easterly origin.

The Pythagorean idea of
placing natural phenomena on
a numerical basis, of associat
ing numbers with conceptions
and entities, is also clearly
Egyptian in its origin. Thus
of the ancient Egyptians Dr.
Sprenger states "An idea, a
period of time, or any remark
able occurrence, were fre
quently connected with ideal
persons in mythology, and
when any similarity existed,
received the same appellation."
(Vyse's " Pyds. and Temp. of
Gizeh," Vol. II, Append.).
Hence the importance of the
following from Dr. A. S.
Pringle-pzttison: "Impressed
by the presence of numerical
relations in every department
of phenomena, Pythagoras and
his early followers enunciated
the doctrine that 'all things are
numbers.' Numbers seemed to

GEOMETRY:-

Originated the equation and
proportion, and was thus in a
sense the originator of Algebra.
Is recognised to have been the
founder not only of Greek
geometry, but also of Greek
astronomy and philosophy.
He also "founded," on a
scientific basis, the geometry
of the circle and of points and
lines. (Proclus, In p'Yimum
Euclidis Elemento'Yum Librum
Commenta'Yii,. Prof. G. J.
Allman, "Greek Geometry
from Thales to Euclid " ; Ene.
Brit., Vol. 26, pp. 720-721.)

Originated that branch of geo
metry associated with his
name, and dealing chiefly with
areas and solids. He is credited
with a knowledge of certain
properties of Conic Sections,
and the discovery of the law of
the three squares (Euclid I, 47)
is attributed to him. Diogenes
Laertius states that "it was
Pythagoras who carried geo
metry to perfection, after
Moeris (Amenemhat III of the
XIIth Egyptian Dynasty) had
first found out the principles of
the elements of that science ..
. . . . . .; and the part of the
science to which Pythagoras
applied himself above all
others was arithmetic." Prof.
Allman states "According to
Aristoxenus, the musician,
Pythagoras seems to have
esteemed arithmetic above
everything, and to have ad
vanced it by diverting it from
the service of commerce and
by likening all things to num
bers. Diogenes Laertius (viii,
13) reports on the same au
thority that Pythagoras was
the first person who introduced
measures and weights among
the Greeks." In the system of
Pythagoras "Ten" was a
sacred number and the most
perfect number. He was ac
quainted with arithmetical,
geometrical, and harmonical
proportion, and concerned
himself with finding

ASTRONOMY :-

He ta.ught H that the sun,
moon, and stars are not mere
spots on the heavenly vault.
but solids; that the moon
derives her light from the sun,
and that this fact explains her
phases ; that an eclipse of the
moon happens when the earth
cuts off the sun's light from
her." (Prof. G. Forbes' HHist.
Astron." p. 13). He also taught
the sphencity of the earth, and
the obliquity of the ecliptic.
(Dr. F. R. Moulton's II Celes
tial Mechanics," p. 30; Miss
A. Clerke in H Ene. Brit" Vol.
2, p. 809.)

H He taught that the earth
both rotates and revolves, and
that the comets as well as the
planets move in orbits around
the sun. He is credited with
being the first to maintain that
the same planet, Venus, is both
evening and morning star at
different times." (Moulton,
p. 31.)

Pytha.goras ~, learned on his
travels to recognise the
obliquity of the ecliptic, and to
regard the earth as a sphere
freely poised in space. The
tenet of its axial movement
was held by many of his fol
lowers." (lVIiss A. M. Clerke,
Ene. Brit., Vol. 2. p. 809.)

"Copernicus in the six
teenth century claimed Pytha
goras as the founder of the
(heliocentric) system which
he, Copernicus, revived."
(Forbes, p. 14.)

Authorities, however, differ
as to whether the system of
Pythagoras was truly helio
centric. Thus Dr. A. S.
Pringle-Pattison (Ene. Brit.,
Vol. 22, pp. 699-700) states
that the Pythagoreans con
ceived "the earth as a globe
self-supported in empty space
revolving with other plane~

round a central luminary ....
The Pythagoreans did not,
however, put the sun in the
centre of the system. That
place was filled by the central
fire:'
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TABLE X-(continued).

GEOMETRY:-

geometrical representations of
numbers. He also elaborated
the conceptions of the equa
tion and proportion as "ori
ginated " by Thales.

(Authorities as above, and
Ene. Brit., Vol. 22, pp. 700
70 3.)

them, as Aristotle put it, to be
the first things in the whole of
nature, and they supposed the
eletnents of numbers to be the
elements of all things, and the
whole heaven to be a musical
scale and number. (Meta. A.
986a.). Numbers, in other
words, were conceived at that
early stage of thought not as
relations Qr qualities predicable
of things, but as themselves
constituting the substance or essence of the
phenomena-the rational reality to which the
appearances of sense are reducible." (Ene.
Brit., Vol. 22, p. 699.) Pythagoras discovered

Democritus (eire. 57°-460 B.C.).
He studied astronomy for 5 years (or 7

years ?) in Egypt (Diodor., i, 98), and claimed
to have been a disciple of the Egyptian priests
and the Magi, having visited also Persia and
Babylon (Clem. Str., i, p. 304). He knew of the
obliquity of the ecliptic.

ASTRONOMY:-

The intermediate interpreta
tion of Prof. G. Forbes seems
the most likely interpretation.
This is that Pythagoras "is
supposed to have said that the
earth, moon, five planets, and
fixed stars all revolve round
the sun, which itself revolves
round an imaginary central fire
called the Antichthon." This
conception is quite modern.

--or more probably derived from the Egyptians
-the mathematical proportions of the inter-
vals of the diatonic scale.

A naxagoras (born 499 Be) studied as
tronomy in Egypt. II He held that in a solar
eclipse the moon hides the sun, and in a lunar
eclipse the moon enters the earth's shadow."
(Forbes, p. 14).

Eudoxus (408-355 B.C.) of
Cnidus.

Visited Egypt with Plato. His geometrical work com
prised the establishing of ex
pressions for the volumes of
the pyramid, prism, cone, and
cylinder.

In astronomy, he first sug
gested arbitrarily represent
ing the apparent motions of
the sun, moon, and planets as
taking place upon revolving
spheres; the motion of each
planet being resolved into- its
components, each component
being given a separate revolv
ing sphere. The hypothe~s
was not stated as an actlial
belief, but rather as a mathe
matical conception-failing
any then more satisfactory
conception-to permit of the
formulating of rules and meth
ods for making astronomical
calculations. This system
the Eudoxian or H homocen
tric "-was elaborated by
Callipus and Aristotle in the
middle of the 4th century
B.C. (about 350-330 B.C.)

Plato (429-350 B.C.), 1M
Athenian philosophe".

Visited Egypt and Cyrene. Plato touched upon astronomical and geometrical questions,
In Egypt he conversed with only ,vhen these came within the scope of his system of
the Egyptian priests. He was philosophy. In no strict sense can he be termed a mathe
the pupil of Socrates, and was matician nor yet an astronomer. He, however, H proposed to
a follower of Pythagoras. astronomers the problem of representing the courses of the plane's

by circular and uniform ftzott'ons." (Forbes, p. 17.)
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TABLE X-(continued).

ASTRONOMY:-

One work, Euclid's Phaeno
mena, is of an astronomical
nature and deals with prob
lems concerning the apparent
motion of the celestial sphere.

GEOMETRY:--':Euctid lived during the reign
of Ptolemy I, king of
Egypt (323-285 B.C.)

He is said to have founded
the school of mathematics at
Alexandria.

Euclid's great geometrical
work is "The Elements,"
contained in thirteen books,
in which is laid down the
fundamental basis of that
branch of modern mathematics
known as Euclidian geometry.

It is generally admitted that few of the pro- the geometry of the line and the circle on a
positions, theorems, etc., in Euclid's Elements soundly logical basis and in a sequence that has
are original. Euclid merely compiled and had more influence upon modern method than
arranged the hitherto' unsystematized geo- authorities have taken the pains to note or
metrical work of his predecessors. He placed admit.

A"i.styllus and Timocharis (eire.
320-260 B.C.) of the
school of Alexandria.

They observed at Alexan
dria, and constructed the first
star-catalogue.

He wrote a work on "Magnitudes and Distances" describing
a theoretically sound method of deternlining the relative
distances 01 the sun and moon. He correctly determined the
sun's diameter at half a degree, and according to Archimedes
had formulated a heliocentric planetary system in advance of
the more complicated heliocentric systen~ of the Pythagoreans.

He determined (approximately correct) the value of the
obliquity of the Ecliptic, and the circumference of the earth.
His version of the Egyptian Dynastic Chronology contains
periods derived from Genesis, from the true period of the
Precession of the Equinoxes, and from the Pyramid base
measure in conlmon Egyptian cubits. (Refer Plate XVI and
~ ~ 94 and 102.)

A"istarc!tus (320-250 B.C.) of
Samos.

Studied astronomy at
Alexandria.

Archimedes (eire. 287-212 B.C.)
of S')'raeuse in Sicily.

Studied nlathematics at
Alexandria..

E"atosthenes (276-196 B.C.)
A Greek astronomer in

charge of the library at Alex
andria in the reign of Ptolemy
III, Euergetes.

His geometrical works com
prise treatises on the sphere
and cylinder, on the measure
ment of the circle (showing
that the value of 7T is between
3" and 3+f), on conoids and
spheroids, on spirals, etc.

A work of an astronomical
nature was his now lost work
On Sphere-making. Professor
F. R. lVloulton under the head
ing of "Dynamical Astro
nomy," states that "Archi
medes is the author of the first
sound ideas regarding mechan
icallaws. He stated correctly
the principles of the lever and
the meaning of the centre of
gravity of a body .
. . . . . . It is a remarkable fact
that no single important ad
vance was made in the dis
coveryof mechanical laws for
nearly 2000 years after Archi
medes, or until the time of
Stevinus (1548-1620), who was
the first, in 1586, to investi
gate the mechanics of the in
clined plane, and of Galileo
(1564-1642), who made the
first important advance in
I{inetics.' ,
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TABLE X-(continued).

A pollowlus of Peyga
Lived during the reigns of

Ptolemy III Euergetes, and
Ptolemy IV Philopater (B.C.
247-205). He studied mathe
matics at Alexandria.

GEOMETRY:-

Apollonius wrote the famous
treatise on conic sections that
earned for him the title, I( the
great geometer."

ASTRONOMY:-

In astronomy Apollonius
originated the working hypo
thesis of epicycles, which
hypothesis formed the basis
tor an astronomical concep
tions and observations from
Ptolemy to Copernicus. The
hypothesis of epicycles origin
ated from the" homocentric ,.
system of Eudoxus, but was a
considerable advance on the
latter, from point of view of
application to practical prob
lems.

He is similarly stated to have invented the
planisphere, which, however, he borrowed
from the Chaldc.eans. Astronomical historians
are now generally agreed that Hipparchus
owed much of his observational data to the
long series of 0 bservations that had been
carried ou.t by the Chaldc.eans for many cen
turies, if not for close on 2000 years, before his
time. Thus Prof. Forbes states (p. 18) that
" making use of Chald;;ean eclipses) he was able
to get an accurate value of the moon's mean
motion." This is in fact stated by Ptolemy in
his Almagest. (Refer Prof. Simon Newcomb's
use of the data of Hipparchus and Ptolemy, in
his "Researches on the motion of the Moon,"
published by U.S.A. Govt. Printing Office,
1878 .)

Probably much of the Chaldcean data of
Hipparchus was derived from the works of the
Chaldcean priest of Bel, Berosus or Berossus
(the Greek form of his name), who H appears to
have compiled his works in the reign of
{\ntiochos II, B.C. 261-46." (Brown's" Prim.
Constell." Vol. II, p. 331.) As Mr. Brown
states, "he (Beroslls) also compiled various
astronomical treatises, which have unfor
tunately been lost; they furnished material
for Greek writers such as Diodor6s, and the
most important of them was a translation of
what Prof. Sayce calls 'the standard astro
logical work of the Babylonians and Assyrians.'
...... Opinions of Ber6sos respecting the moon
have been preserved by Plutarch, Stobaios, and
Vitruvius, and the latter (De A rchitect, IX, iv,
7) states that he treated of the properties of
the signs of the Zodiac, of the planets, and of
the sun and moon; and that he established a
school of learning in the island of Kos." Kos
or Cos, the modem Turkish Island of Stanko,

Hippaycnus (190-120 B.C.)
Born at Niccea in Bithynia.

He settled at Rhodes and
possibly later at Alexandria.

He founded the science of He is said to have founded
trigonometry, plane and spher- the science of observational
ical, and compiled the first astronomy. More accurately,
table of chords. we may say that he was the

first of a long series of practi
cal astronomers whose obser
vations were placed on record.

is at the mouth of the Gulf of Halicarnassus
(Asia Minor), and about 50 miles North-West
of the Island of Rhodes where Hipparchus had
settled.

Centuries before Hipparchus, the Chald;;eans,
Egyptians, and Chinese knew of the "Pre
cession of the Equinoxes." It is, however,
claimed for Hipparchus that he discovered the
" Precession" quite independently of the
ancients from a comparison of his own observa
tions and those of Timocharis at Alexandria.
Syncellus in his I( Chronographia " states that
the "fabled period " of the Precession, amongst
the Egyptians and Greeks, 'was a period of 25
Sothic Cycles of 1461 I( years," or altogether
36,525 years. This gives a rate of 351-" of
angle per year, and the rate determined by
Hipparchus was estimated by him as not less
than 36H. As to whether the rate of Hippar
chus was influenced by the rate of the If fabled
period" noted by Syncellus, or that of Syncel
Ius derived from Hipparchus it is for our
further discussion to show.

Hipparchus was the first to observe and
appreciate the elements of the orbit of the
earth, (or rather the apparent orbit of the sun),
and the orbit of the moon, and by many bold
conceptions based on his own vast experience
of celestial observation--conceptions that were
vastly in advance of his times-he anticipated
in many features the basal requirements of the
modern astronomical Ephemeris. He com
piled the first solar tables, and also compiled a
catalogue of 1080 stars on a constellational
basis borrowed from the Chaldceans. His
realization of the eccentricities of the orbits
was a further great advance in geometrical
astronomy. He, however, believed that all
bodies revolved round the earth as centre.
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TABLE X-(continued).

Menelaus of A lexandyia flourished towards
the end of the 1st century B.C. His mathe
matical work considerably advanced the
science of Spherical Trigonometry and
Astronomy.

Ptolemy (fl. ciyc. 120-160 A.D.) was a native
Egyptian, famous not only for his classical
treatment of mathematical, astronomical, and
geographical problems, but also for his having
preserved in his great astronomical work, the
A Imagest, astronomical and chronological
data-containing observations and records of
Hipparchus and the Chaldc;eans-that has
enabled history to be placed on a scientifically

accurate basis.
Ptolemy may be said to have done for the

spherical geometry and trigonometry of Hip
parchus and Menelaus what Euclid did for the
work of the earlier geometers. He also com
bined and systematized the "eccentric"
hypothesis of Hipparchus, and the "epi
cyclic" hypothesis of Apollonius of Perga.

THE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RELATIONS OF

EGYPTIAN AND GREEK KNOWLEDGE.

~ 133·

SuccessiveGreek
One obvious conclusion is to be derived from the analytic statement of ;i~~~::tl~;~~

Table X. This is, that if what Pythagoras learnt in Egypt enabled him to :h~i~ea.on that
construct a system of geometry and astronomy excelling that of his teachers, C~dd:,c:::~s

there was clearly no necessity for his successors to visit Egypt for further l~i:tc:e~do~he

knowledge of geometry and astronomy. i~~-::i:dge.

It is also obvious that the Egyptian priests would scarcely permit the
Greeks to learn as much geometry and astronomy as they themselves knew, and
that the Greeks-quick to discern scientific knowledge in the meagre information
meted out to them-would have been equally quick to discern when no further
knowledge was available. From this it would seem to follow that most, if not ~~~:':h~G~e~k'

all, of the knowledge independently discovered by the Greeks was previously :~t~~::~li~~~Dt

known to the Egyptians. For although the Greeks made great advances in {~~c~il~d::~~b~

geometry and astronomy, the fact remains that they still continued to seek ~~l~~~an

improvement in Egypt. This is the fact that gives some measure of the amount possessed.
of geometrical and astronomical knowledge that the Egyptian Priests possessed
-knowledge of these subjects as distinct from understanding concerning their
origination and the derivation of their first principles.

~ 134. GREEK MEASURES AND SCIENCE CONTEMPORANEOUSLY

FROM EGYPT.
Greek

Of this knowledge we have already had evidence in our consideration of the g~::etry and

origin of the Egyptian systems of measures. The connection between geometry ~::uE=:Pt

and measures naturally suggests that the Greeks derived both from Egypt ~:~:::por.

about the same time. Thus, as noted by Herodotus in the 5th century B.C., d::tv~~ioa.
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Cubit of Samo. h . h b· f S . l' d · hE· b·t fand its" t e In a Itants 0 amos were a rea y uSIng t egyptIan common Cll I 0
Geometrical 6 B" I " h· f h" b·t d th b" f "trelations 20. 3 . t IS t e eXistence 0 t IS Cli I , an e 0 VIOUS manner 0 I S

;~:~;~s for derivation, that led to the discovery of the relatively high geometrical and
~~~ii~:ti:nt~f mathematical skill attained by the former civilisation from which the oral
cubit. traditions of the ancient Egyptians had descended.

That The use of this cubit in Samos would naturally lead to the Samians making
Pythagoras f h ." .. 1" h f N t
came from urt er InquIry concernIng ItS app Icatlon to t e measurement 0 areas. 0
Samossuggesh. b bl' the d' h 1 d P th h 1·~rigin of.his Impro a y It was IS eSIre t at e y agoras-w ose ear ler years are
c::~:~:;. identified with Samos-to interest himself in the measurement of areas. Now
Credited ~ith it is stated by Aristoxen0s, the musician, that Pythagoras "was the first
IntroductIon .. D'
of Weights and person who Introduced weIghts and measures amongst the Hellenes" ( 109.

~r:::~~~~s Laert. Pythagoras, xiii), and Professor G. J. Allman! states that" on examining
Hellenes after hI· 1 k f Phd h· dO ° 1 bhis visit to t e pure y geometrlca wor 0 yt agoras an IS ISClP es we 0 serve
Egypt. that it is much concerned with the geometry of areas, and we are indeed struck

with its Egyptian character."

The Pytha
gorean
Systems of
Astronomy,
Measures and
Numbers
derived from
an Original
System
an use by the
Lost
Civilisation of
Ie Prehistoric"
Times.

It is certain, therefore, that the basal geometry of the Pythagorean system
was that of the Egyptians. This Egyptian system was based upon the con
ception of the year circle and its square of equal area-from which the Samian
or common Egyptian cubit "vas derived-and was derived originally from the
scientific system of the civilisation that had preceded the period of the early
Egyptian, Babylonian, and lVlediterranean civilisations. It is to this former lost
civilisation that we must refer the origination of the heliocentric planetary
system of Pythagoras.

lEnc. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. XXII. p. 70IC.
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SFcrION III.-DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

~ 135. PLATE XIII. EQUAL AREAS.

A rectangle constructed of length equal to the circumference of any given circle and of
breadth equal to the diameter of the given circle is in area equal to four times the area of the Arealof ~Dl4
given circle. d?::'et~~(D)=:

. . circumfereDce
Thus, let C = Circumference of GIven CIrcle. (C).

and D = Diameter of Giyen Circle. D.&••• a
C rectaD.I. of

+ ar.a .qu.1 to
'IT = If= 3· 14159 · are. 01 4

C circl••.

Then C == '7TD, Therefore D = - Side of .eauar.
'IT ~UU~~~

'ITD2 . ar•• of 4 circle•.
Area of Circle = -- ·"'D xC

4

4 times Area of Circle = '7TD2 = ?TD x D = '7TD x .f. = Dxc.
'It

Area of Rectangle of area 4 times area of circle = D xC.
Also, square of area 4 times area of circle = D xC.
Side of Square = ""D x C. B • f

.... 0

'f!1e ancients formul~t~d. th~ir met:olo~ical systems upon the above relations and the ~:?:~r&:
year cIrcle of 3652 .42 ~rlmltlve Inches In clrcumference-a representation of the solar year Metrolo.ic.l

to the scale of 10 P inches to the day. This gave a circle of 1162.6 diameter. Four of :::;.;-p=-:- h
such circles are represented as A, B, C, and D on Plate XIII. EFGH is the corresponding circ~mf;:::c:·
rectangle of equal area. Its length FH= EG= 3652.42 P"., and its breadth EF= GH= i~~~::·6 P.
1162.6 P.". KLMN is the corresponding square of equal area. Area KLMN=(3652.42 X ~~fi,:::er

1162.6) square P. inches. Side of square = KL= LN = '/3652.42 X 1162.6= 2060.66 P.N
• ...ctaID.le of

I . I I d d .qua are••The thr~e equa areas-4 CIrc es, rectang e, an square-were define as the aroura, the Th. Ie Arour.....

great unit of square measure. StoD.b.D••

Each of the circles A, B, C, and D falls precisely internal to the outer circle of stones ~~:~~=;:~,
at Stonehenge. Circl.

. f nIf ··d· · . I b· Deri".tioD ofThe CIrcumference 0 3652.42.r was diVI ed Into 200 clrcumferentla en Its of thr.e.y.t•••
18.2621 P". The diameter of 1162.6 J>H was divided into 100 diametric feet of 11.626 P". ~~~.commoD
The side of the square of equal area (the aroura) was divided into 100 common cubits of ~·t'!:·teF t
20.6066 P". This supplied three systems of linear units-a system of cirCumferential units, .;d lDilfit:i~r

f d· . . d f h l' f . h I· 1 clrcumf.r-a system 0 Iametnc umts, an a system or t e Inear measurement 0 stralg tine pane .DC••,

figures. Each system has its own cubits, feet, and digits. ~.-::t.r., .DeIi

The three systems were therefor~ derived from a system of Primitive Inches. The :f·:t~':.~:~·ii~..
Primitive inch was of the value of 1.0011 British inches. Accidentally or intentionally, pl.D. 6Ifur••

this is a 500 millionth part of the Earth's Polar Diameter. ~~B::~1iDal

The derived systems were originally invented for common use for the purpose of avoiding :~::::':f
calculations involving '7T. Simple formulre connected the three systems. The result of one ~~rth'. Pola..

such simple calculation is shown in the lower portion of Plate XIII. Here the r8-"lrth strip i~:b::~·r
of the aroura square is equal to the area of the segment of the circle of radius 50 diametric Simpl.

feet and of arc length 12 circumferential feet. Typical formulre for the calculations are ~~~idi~: '7Tt

given in ~ 137C. Typic.1

hr d . d ·11 d . .zampl. ofThe origina.l or basal system and the t ee erlve systems are I ustrate to comparatIve calculated
scale on Plate XV (refer ~~ 137, 137a, band c for description, formulre, and worked .qual .r....

examples).
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~ 136. PLATE XIV. GEOMETRICAL ANALOGY.

Simple As a corollary of the relationship of ~ 135, the area of a quadrant of a given circle=
relationship Length of Quadrant arc x! radius. This defines the area of a triangle of area equal to the
&e:;;::ats and quadrant area. The perpendicular height of the triangle = the quadrant radius and the
tb~lr Isosceles base of the triangle = the length of the quadrant arcTriangles of •
equal area aDd .
~qual definitive Plate XIV shows the relationship for the case of two similar isosceles trIangles mOn and
linear
measures m101nll and two quadrants MON and M101NI •

Larger Figures. Smaller Figures.
Triangle height h=Quadrant radius h. Triangle height hi = Quadrant radius hi
Triangle base mn = Quadrantare MN. Triangle base mIn I == Quadrant arc MIN1.

Triangle area mOn=Quadrant area ONQMO Triangle area m 10 1n 1 = Quadrant area 0IN lQlM 10 1

The base angle of both triangles is the base angle of the Great Pyramid's right vertical
section, 5Io-5 I '-14H .3.

. The conception underlying this representation in the Pyramid is that the Isosceles
:=c::~:~Y~fl triangle of area equal to the quadrant area is constructed from. the development of the
cdircullar arc quadrant arc on its mid-tangent. Thus on left hand side of middle Plate XIV, Q is the

eye opmeDts... QQ. h 'd . Q Th dmiddiepoint of the quadrant arc M Nand m n IS t e tangent at rru -pOInt. e qua rant
~:ortance arc MQN is developed on to the tangent mQn, so that when QM is straightened out along Qm,
~i~~:anlent M gives the point fi, and when QN is straightened out along Qn, N gives the point n. The
in tbe process is illustrated on the bottom left hand figure. Hence QM = Qm, QN = 'Qn, and MQN =
conception. mQn. Joining Om and On, we find that although the area has been distorted and the

definitive linear dimensions retained,-OQ common to both, and MQN = mQn-the area of
the isosceles triangle mOn is nevertheless equal to the area of the quadrant OMQNO. When
one comes to think of it, this is a very remarkable and simple property. It is, howev~r, a
property that is seldom conceived in tangible form by the mathematician.

Similar sectors . d· 1·· d . I S··l
d.ey!loped aive The same conception an SImple re atlonship extend to sectors an tnang es. Iffil ar
:~i:~;{es. sectors, when developed, give similar triangles, each of area equal to the area of its sector, and
Are•• in of definitive dimensions equal to the definitive dimensions of its sector.
comparatiye
leries equal.

, 137. PLATE XV. COMPARISON OF ANCIENT SCALES OF MEASUREMENT.

The systems of measures briefly described in ~ 135 are illustrated to comparative
(reduced) scale on Plate XV. ~ 135 described how the circumferential cubit, the diametric

Deriyation foot, and the common cubit were derived from the original linear unit, the Primitive Inch.
g-i~cleYear Direct diagrammatic illustration is given in the lower portion of Plate XV. This gives a
~e.o~e~ry int representation (right hand figure) of an Egyptian cubit rod noted by Professor Petrie. 1 Its

rlmlhye nc • length is the circumferential cubit, and on it is marked off the length of the diametric half-
foot. The right hand figure illustrates the manner of direct derivation from the vear circle
geometry and the original Primitive inch.

THE DIAMETRIC SCALE:-

Th D· t • With the derived diametric foot (II .626 PH) as basis, this was divided off into 16 digits-
e lame ric h f I P" b·· . . 1

Scale. eac 0 va ue 0.7266 . The num er of dIgItS IS from PetrIe.

~t:it~~:ary Whereas one and a half diametric feet contained 24 diametric digits, the diametric cubit
~}aii~~2~c foot was reckoned to contain 25 diametric djgits. This is the real origin of " the well-known
primitiye ratio of 25 : 24," noted by Petrie.1 (Refer ~~ 88-90.)
inches.

lEnc. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. xxviii, p. 483 c.
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THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL SCALE:-
The

With the derived circumferential cubit (18.2621 IV') as basis, this was divided off, like Cir~isfe~..

the diametric cubit, into 25 digits--each of value 0.73°5 IV'. The number of digits is from entia. ca ••

Petrie. I The circumferential cubit also contained one and a half circumferential feet. l ~:i:~b-:ar,
'Petrie here remarks that this foot" although very well known in literature, is but rarely cir-:u1mfebr,: I

G k h d d h · f b . f d . I I· entia cu It 0found The ree system, owever, a opte t IS oot as a asIS or eCIma mu tl- 18:26~~

plication." (Refer ~~ 88 and 89). r:;~J::ve

THE LINEAR SCALE FOR SIDES OF RECTILINEAR AREAS:-

With the derived cubit (20.6066 Pll) as basis, this was divided off into 32 digits-each of ~~;es~u~~~l.
value 0.644 P". The number of digits in the early Babylonian and Egyptian examples of Measures.

this cubit is from Petrie.2 Petrie explains that the later division into 28 digits was due to a Its. primary
. . . h h h· d fi d d' . d· f . I unIt theCOnfUSIOn of thIS system WIt t. e systems erein e ne as Iametnc an CIrcum erentia . common cubit

Thus, 28 circumferential digits = 20.454 pll, closely approximating to the true value of of .20:~066

20.6066 pH for the common cubit. r:~~~~lve

Then S

Area of Circle

Let Diameter
Circumference

Formul. of
relationship
between units
of aame seal••

Al••braic
Symbols.

fJ
A

And b
B

~ 137a . THE ALGEBRAIC RELATIONSHIP OF UNITS. (PLATE XV.)

For any given circle,

D diametric cubits = d diametric feet = adiametric digits.
B circumferential cubits
b circumferential feet
fJ circumferential digits.

Side of Square of equal area
L common cubits
A digits of common cubit.
I L2 square cubits (common)
lor H square cubits (common)
I A2 sq. digits f
j h d"t A arourae.\ or sq. Igl S

I6d = 2SD

5°~= 25B
3

32L

3d I
2d r

H

h

L =_d_l
2 ~.

A I6d \
d2 .

(I~)2 }

A=~l
4°,000 I

(II)

(III)

(IV)

Formule of
relationship
between units
of different
scales.

If anyone value-i\. B b, d, H, h, L, or A-be given} all the other values can be found Method of
directly from the fornlulre I to IV. IIsiot formul •.

If anyone of the values D, S, or fJ is then required, it can be derived from formulre
(I) and (2).

lEnc. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. xxviii, p. 483 b.
2Ibid. p. 482 d.
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orb=3{3; B=L
50 2S

If anyone of the values D, 8, or {3 is given, its value in terms of d-for D and 8-and
in terms of b or B for {3, can be found from formulre (I) and (2), and thereafter substituted
in formulre I to IV, as

d = ~5P--L d = 0;
16 I6

d

FOR DIAMETER:

2,000 diametric digits.

o d.. 2,000
- lametnc feet = -----
16 16
125 diametric feet.

D Od· . b' 2,000= - lametnc cu Its = ---
25 25

= 80 diametric cubits.

~ 137b. EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE RELATIONS. (PLATE XV).

One important relation is obtained from the formulre as follows :

A given diameter = 8 diametric digits.

Various From (1):- 8
Itatements for
diameter in
different unit••

Ani mportant
.imple relation
between

:!d:n:le,~=::e From Formula (II) :-
of equal area. Length of side of square of equal area, in digits of common cubit = ~= I6d.

From (1):- 8 = 16d.
Hence A = 8.

Otherwise expressed, the length of side of the square of area equal to the area of a given
circle contains the same number of digits of the common cubit as the diameter of the given
circle contains diametric digits.

A worked example of the above is given for a circle of diameter measuring 2,000 diametric
E.xample for a digits.
K,YeO
diameter :-

FOR CIRCUMFERENCE:--

b

Various
Itatements for
circumference
iD differeDt
unit••

From (I), (2) and (1):-

Q 2 ~O. f . I d· . 25 x 2,000
fJ = g-ClrCUm erentIa 19ltS = 8

6,25° circumferential digits.
30 . f . I f 3 x 2,000
16 CIrcum erentIa eet = 16

375 circumferential feet.

B 8. f . I b· 2,000= gClrCUm erentia cu Its = --8-

250 circumferential cubits.

Variou.
Itatement.
(lin.ear and
Iquare) for
square of equal
area in
differ.at aait••

FOR SIDE OF SQUARE OF EQUAL AREA :

A = 0 = 2,000 digits of common cubit.

L =~ = 62! common cubit:-.:.
32 -

AREA OF SQUARE OF EQUAL AREA :-

A2 2,000 X 2,000= 4 million sq. digits of common cubit.

L2 =( ~) = 3906.25 sq. (common) cubits.

d2 125 x 125
A = = 0.39°625 aroura.40,000 40,000
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'rf 137c. THE SIMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR AREAS OF SECTORS AND
SEGMENTS OF CIRCLES.

Let m = No. of Circumferential Cubits in a given Sector are, of diameter d diametric feet,
for circle of B circulnferential cubits.

Area of whole circle =~ common square cubits. (From' I37a, Formula III).
4

Number of the given sectors in circle = ~ = ~. (, I37a. Formula I). to..:..:'..::t...
I.a.r.

Th f Ar f · S d2 m md . cabitl=
ere ore, ea 0 gIven ector = -- x -d= --8- common square cubIts. t:lector arc iD

4 2 clrcll.....r.

O h · d h .. b·· I ••tial cabitlxt erwlse expresse , t e area of a gIven sector In common square cu Its IS equa to R.aeliul i.D
one-eighth the product of the number of circumferential cubits in the sector arc and the elia.etne f••t.

number of diametric feet in the diameter of the circle; or, is equal to a quarter of the product
of the number of circumferential cubits in the sector arc and the number of diametric feet
in the radius of the circle.

To obtain the area of the segment in the given sector, in common square cubits, deduct ~~~~~:::~.a
the area of the isosceles triangle of the given sector from the area of the sector as above 0: .ector-ar••
obtained in common square cubits. :ri~~;i~

, 138. PLATE XVI. CHART SHOWING THE GEOMETRICAL, ASTRONOMICAL,
AND NUMERICAL BASES OF THE FICTITIOUS CHRONOLOGIES OF
THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN KING LISTS.

General remarks :- Faetl L•••
The chart is a record of facts that have been long inexistence-in some cases for several KDOWD. •

thousand years. The elements that are distinctly new are the co-ordination of these facts ~::rdiDatiOD
and the self-evident origin and significance of the facts revealed by this co-ordination. N•• facti

The outstanding new facts derived from the statement of the chart are the following :- :!:::r.iDatioD.

(I) That the Egyptian King Lists of the Egyptian Priest, Manetho, do not contain a ClaroDololkiof
true statement of ancient Egyptian Chronology. (" 92, lIB and 119·) ~:tilcdti~::

(2) That prior to the 3rd century B.C., the Egyptians knew nothing concerning the Mod.r.
hypothesis now adopted as the basis of modern Egyptological chronology. (, g8 ~~:c::.~I:real
and Appendix.) chrODolo.7

( ) Th .. . . d f h . I I f all aDkDo".3 at the King LIsts contaIn a wrItten recor 0 t e numenca va ues 0 the It. .ritt.D
external linear and angular measurements of a Standard Pyramid (" 93, 95- recor. of th.

) . f· ·fi d· h L· f I I m..lure.eDtl99, 118 and 119 , In terms 0 unIts specI e In t e Ists as 0 va ues equa to aD. ,uait. of a
1.0011 British inches and 20.63 British inches respectively. (~94.) ~~~~:ft

(4) That the Standard Pyramid of the Egyptian King Lists is the Great Pyramid of Th. St~D~r.

Gizeh. (~~ 94, 99-101 and 118.) t~~::al. 11th.

The complete statement of Manetho's Divine Dynasties is as given in Table A of chart. P7ra.d.

This is precisely as stated by Sir Ernest Budge, "Book of Kings," Vol. I, pp. Ix and Ixi.
The detailed statement of Manetho's Human Dynasties is as given in the Appendix.

This is precisely as stated in Baron Bunsen's Greek and Latin Text (" Egypt's Place," Vol. I,
Appendix), for the versions of Africanus and Eusebius, and in Cory's" Fragments" (Hodge's It. t"oriti.1 for
Edition, 1876). The other .lists are preserved in the same works. Statements of Manetho's .t:te~.Dt Kif
Lists also appear in Budge's " Book of Kings," V01.1, his "History of Egypt," Vol. I, in ~~:.tiaD DI

Sayc~'s " Ancient Empires of the East" (Appendix), and in the various volumes of Petrie's
"History of Egypt." These, however, generally omit some important details and state-
ments peculiar to the Version of Africanus. Budge's statement ("Book of Kings," Vol. I)
of the basal totals of years for the Version of Eusebius for Manetho's Book I, II and III
has been adopted in the chart (Table B). The stated totals for the same books, according
to the Version of Africanus, have been adopted from Cory in the chart (Tabl~ B).



Pep, II Died
100 Yearl Old
after Reilninl
95 Yearl.

Stated
duration
Dynalty VI
(AfricanuI)
203,earl.

Added
Duration 198
Yearl.

Dynalt, XVIII.
Amoli, I.
Statement of
duration of
reiln, 25 yeatl,
omitted, but
included in
added
lummationl of
lome 1,lteml.

The 1050 Yearl
of AfrieanuI,
Book III.
InterrelDum
between
Dynasties XIX
and XX.
Harril
Papyrul.
DuratioD,
182 Yearl
(AfrieanuI).
178 Yearl
(Old ChroDicle)

The 990 yearl
interpolated ill
Version
AEricanul.

Tbe quer,
coneerninl
31 yearl.

CUltom of
enterinl luch
queriel in
MSS.

The EDtr, of
999 Yearl.
A query
cODcerDiD.
tbil al
ref.rriD. to •
period to
complete a
requilite total.
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Ilf 138a. SOME DETAILS CONCERNING THE VERSION OF AFRICANUS.

Four features affecting the statement of the Version of Africanus in Tables Band C
call for special remark.

(I) Under Dynasty VI, it is stated that the fourth king, " Phiops, who began to reign
at six years o~ age, reigned till he had completed his 100 year." The stated
total for the duration of the dynasty-given as 2°3 years-includes reign of
Phiops (Pepy II) as of duration of 100 years. Accordingly" 203 years" appears
in the summations giving one series of fictitious totals for Book I. But the
reign of Pepy II was 94 or 95 years,. and the total of the Dynasty therefore 197
or 198. Petrie (Hist. Egypt, Vol. I, Dyn. VI) adopts 95 and 198 years
respectively. This agrees with the summations giving another series of fictitious
totals for Book I, whereas 94 and 197 years fail to give summations agreeing
with any fictitious system.

(2) Under Dynasty XVIII the name of the first king appears as Amosis (Amosis I),
with duration of reign omitted. Other versions give this reign as 25 years.
Accordingly one series of fictitious totals- for Book I, Version Africanus, omits
the reign of 25 years, and another series includes the reign as 25 years;
both series supplying the numerical bases of their respective systems of fictitious
construction.

(3) In Book III the stated total duration of time after Dynasty XIX and up to end
of Dynasty XXXI is given as 1,050 years, whereas the added stated totals for
Dynasties XX to XXXI inclusive amount to 868 years. This indicated the
theory of an interregnum of 182 years between Dynasty XIX and Dynasty XX.
Such an interregnum is mentioned in the Harris Papyrus. This was written
in the early period of Dynasty XX, under king Ramessu III, who was closely
associated with the events that terminated the Interregnum. It would seem
that there are good grounds for adopting this theory of the Version of Africanus.

Again, the Old Chronicle gives the statement of 2,324 years for the duration
of all human Dynasties. Its stated totals for duration of Dynasties, however,
amount to 1,881 years. This gives an unplaced interregnum of 178 years
4 years short of the total of Africanus for the Interregnum between Dynasty
XIX and Dynasty XX. As the Old Chronicle totals for Dynasties XX to XXX
inclusive amount to 868 years-as in Dynasties of Book III, Africanus-it
would appear that the two periods are identical.

(4) At the end of Dynasty XXIV in the Version of Africanus, there occurs the state
ment "Total 990 years."

Now in the statement of the previous dynasty there occurs a note that
throws ')ome light upon this. The note is Z~T ET1] Aa, read as "Zet
31 years." For long Zet was supposed to be an unknown king's name. It
appears in no other version of any List. Professor Petrie and Mr. F. W. Read
have shown, however, that '1]T was commonly entered in such MSS. as
Manetho's by editors, critics and scholiasts to indicate a query.! Petrie explains
that Manetho here added a query concerning 31 years that belonged to a system
of summation, but could not be accounted for by the summation of details.
The added totals of Africanus, including the 31 years noted, by agreeing with
the system framing the summations, confirm Petrie's explanation.

The summation of Plate XVI, Table A indicates that the statement of
Mricanus concerning the 990 years is to be similarly explained. 990 years
added to 24,837 years, the duration of the Divine Dynasties, give 25,827 years,
the sum of the Pyramid's base diagonals. 990 years added to the 4,611 years
of Eusebius for the human kings, give the 5,601 years of Africanus for the human
kings.

lA.ncient Egypt. 1914, p. 32. 1916, p. ISO.
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, 139. PLATE XVII. DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF PROFESSOR

PETRIE'S RECONSTRUCTION, AND OF THE NEW RECONSTRUCTION

OF THE GREAT PYRAMID FROM PETRIE'S SURVEY.

This Plate fully explains itself. One item, however, may require amplification; the
relation between the dimensions on diagrams of Plate XVII, stated in Primitive or Pyramid
inches, and the dimensions according to Petrie's survey in British inches.

Petrie's survey for the mean square side defining the corners of the existing core surface Size of lid. 01
base gave a length of 9°01.5 B" ± 1.0 B". Reduced to Pyramid inches (on basis of ~~ 81, barIe Iqa.r~ol

d ) .. " ±" . . co e m.'OD.,
94 an 101, thIS IS 8991.6 P, 1.° P or, as stated In round numbers of Inches as on plane lurlac.I,
Plate XVII, Figs. A, Band C, 8,991 PII

• 8,991 11'.

Petrie's mean distance between the centres of two opposite sides of the core masonry Di.tanc.

base-£.e., as along line of AB, Figs. A, Band C; or on Section AB, Figs. a, band c-gave ~:~'::it~
8,929 B", or in round numbers of P. inches, as on all figs. of Plate XVII, 8,919 P". centres ofbcor.

ma.onry a.e

Th h I · d fi' h . b d . I h 11 •• .id••, 8,119 p'"e ot er re ationS e ning t e caSIng ase square, an ItS centra 0 OWIng In, are
as given in ~~ 99-101.

As to what Petrie means by a core plane face, the reader is referred to Plate XVIII
and ~ 140.

It is unfortunate that Professor Petrie, in observing the core masonry hollowing, did
not extend the same feature to the restoration of the casing. By reason of this unfortunate Th
omission, scientists for 42 years have been led to believe that the theory of the late Astronomer unfortunate

Royal for Scotland-Professor Piazzi Smyth-requiring a Great Pyramid base circuit of r:ce::r::t an
36,524 Pyramid inches, was nothing more than a delusion. It is equally unfortunate that rhstccation 01

Professor Smyth saddled his theory with corollaries and side issues rightly deemed by his ~;ra~i.i~
scientific contemporaries to be fallacious.

11 140. PLATE XVIII. DIAGRAMMATIC PERSPECTIVE VIEW, ILLUSTRATING

FEATURES OF GREAT PYRAMID'S CORE MASONRY.

As explained on the Plate, the hollowing-in of the core face escarpments, and the depths
of courses are considerably exaggerated. In consequence of the latter, the number of
courses is reduced. The thicker 5th course, ho\vever, gives a general idea of the appearance
of the 35th course. The view illustrates the Pyramid's appearance prior to the addition
of the casing.

What Petrie means by a core plane face is defined by the plane geometrical surfaces
cCBb and bBAa. Petrie's core plane base is the actual square defined by the corner points Petrie'. Core
C, B, A and D (the last unseen). This base square was obtained by sighting down from Plane Face•.

c, b, a and d, along the line of the stepped (arris) edges, ce, bB, aA and dD (the last unseen). And Core
The core base square is defined by the straight lines CB, BA, AD (unseen) and DC (unseen). Plane B••••

The hollowed-in effect is define? on the. base by the lines CHGB a~d BFEA. HG DefinitioD .1
and FE are each about 36 inches hOrIzontally Internal to the square base SIdes CB and BA. Pyramid'••

b . db' h' d h d f H d b Hollowed-I.HG and FE were 0 taine y Sig bng own t e steppe core courses rom c to an effect.
to G; and from b to F and a to E.

Petrie states, " The form of the present rough core masonry of the Pyramid is capable H •
of being very closely estimated. By looking across a face of the Pyramid, either up an de~=r:i~-:ci•••
edge, across the middle of the face, or even along liear t?e base, the mean optical plane, ~:~:. PI.De
which could touch the most prominent points of all the stones, rnay be found with an average
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variation at different times of only 1 •° inch. I therefore carefully fixed, by nine observations
at each comer of each face, where the mean plane of each face would fallon the socket
floors; using a straight rod as a guide to the eye in estimating. On reducing these
observations to give the mean form of the core planes at the pavement level, it came out
thus:- '

Core Plane Sides.
B".

N. 9002.3
E. 8999.4
s. 9001.7
VV. ,9°02.5

Mean
Mean difference ..

9°01·5
1.0."1 (Refer ~ 139.)

. On pp. 43-44, Petrie then states as to "the faces of the core masonry being very distinctly
:::r:'i~r;. tII.hollowed." "This hollowing," he continues, " is a striking feature; and beside the general
rO~OwiDI.i. curve of the face, each side has a sort of groove specially down the middle of the face ..••••..
•• ur.. The whole of the hollowing was estimated at 37 B" on the N face ••••••••••."

lPyds. and Temples of Gizeh, pp. 37, 38.
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SECTION I.-THE PYRAMID'S EXTERNAL DEFINITION OF THE EARTH

AND ITS ORBIT.

~ 141. THE ANALYTICAL APPLICATION OF PETRIE'S PYRAMID
SURVEY DATA.

Professor Petrie's admirable survey data for the Great Pyramid are so Accarac7 of

h · d bl 1 h Petrie'. 'UI'"e7compre enSlve an accurate as to ena e us to sett e tree momentous data.

questions. These questions, which are closely inter-related, may be expressed
as follows :-

(1) How far the existing measurements give evidence concerning the Ba.i. ~-:

d
. ,. . detenmDlDI

eSlgner s IntentIons, ~e.il~er'.

H f h . d· h f k' d IDteDlioDl,(2) ow ar t ey In lcate t e extent 0 wor men s errors, an WormeD',

(3) How far they indicate the extent of internal and external movements error••. ~~~
due to subSIdence and earthquake shock. due to .abad.

eDce aDd

T f h b . f hI· I· .. f h earthquake.o orm t e necessary aSls or t e ana ytlca InvestIgation or t e Conyer.ioD

above, Petrie's system of Survey Co-ordinates has had to be converted into p~:~Jo

an equivalent system of co-ordinates oriented with respect to the mean ::.dy':l~Jor

azimuth l of the Great Pyramid. All the necessary data-Petrie's original purpo•••

co-ordinates and the new equivalent Pyramid azimuth co-ordinates-are Tabalat!-0D of

given in relation on Plate XIX, to enable the mathematical reader to check CODyerUOD.

the conversion for himself.

Subtraction of related co-ordinate units of Plate XIX-i.e. for co- The .pecial

d · f h b d I: · h 1· d · featare ofor lnates rom t e 8-ame ase an on t Ie same stralg tIne-an converSIon Petrie'.

f h .. B .. h· h . 11 h P ·d' · h b P7!'amid ba••o t e unIts Into rltls Inc es gIve ate yraml s true aZlffiut ase aDd .oc~.t

distances shown on Plate XX. Plate XX also shows Petrie's oblique dis- :::::.dl•.
tances between base points and diagonal corners of sockets. The latter

IFor Plate XX, the azimuth of a line running true North--or of the perpendicular to a line
running true East and West-is defined as 0°. The azimuth of a line West of true North is
defined as (-) angle from true North line. The azimuth of a line East of true North is defined
as (+) angle from true North line.

The azimuth of the Pyramid's base diagonals as defined by the corners of the rock-cut sockets
is _0° 3' 43*·
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distances are not stated with reference to any common azimuth. They are
nothing more, in each case, than the direct distance in a straight line between
two stated points. In this form, Petrie's distances are not a suitable basis
for the analytical investigation of all the related data.

~ 142. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PETRIE'S PYRAMID BASE
DISTANCES.

In one application, however, Petrie's base distances are of direct value
for analysis. They determine the existing form of the square defining the
central extent of base hollowing-in. This is the square RQPS on Plate XX.

The North side, QP, of this square =9069.4 B", and defines the line of
CD where casing was found and surveyed.

The East side, PS, of this square =9067.7 B", and defines the line of EF
where casing was found and surveyed.

The South side, RS, of this square =9069.5 B", and defines the line of
GH where casing was found and surveyed.

The West side, RQ, of this square =9068.6 B", and defines the line of BA
where casing was found and surveyed.

The close agreement of the North and South measurements, 9069.4 and
9069.5 B" respectively, and the variation of 0.9 B" between the East side
(9067.7 B") and the West side (9068.6 B") suggest-

(I) That the North and South measures define the intended or original
value as 9069.5 B"; and

(2) That the shorter measurements of the East and vVest sides, r.8 B W

and 0.9 B" respectively, less than 9069.5 B" indicate workmen's
errors in' building; or

(3) That reduction of -the original central base distance between the
North and South base edges-i.e. between CD on North face and
GH on South face-is due to the drawing-in effect of a large
ca,Tern subsidence in the natural rock below the Pyramid, and to
the major axis of this subsidence running in a direction approxi
mately South and North.

The minute accuracy of detail in the finishing of beds, joints, and external
surfaces of the Pyramid, and the remarkable precision of workmanship
evidenced by the tightly fitting blocks, seem to indicate that the same minute
accuracy and precision of workmanship extended to the external form of
the Pyramid as a whole. In such event, the existing variation in the base
distances is due to distortion by subsidence.

~ 143. THE GENERAL EVIDENCE CONCERNING PYRAMID
SUBSIDENCE.

Now if the slightly shorter distance between the North and South base
sides, as compared with the distan.ce between the East and West base sides, is
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due to the subsidence effect inferred, the Great Pyramid should contain How subsid..

the following indications of such subsidence :- :oc~r:;::eDt
Pyramid :-

(I) The courses of the Pyramid masonry should indicate a slight dip Inward dip .1

inwards, towards the centre. courses,

(2) The existing top platform of the Pyramid masonr.y should not be Top platform

truly central to the Pyramid's base square, unless in the rem~rkably:::::I.
not

accidental case of the axes of subsidence crossing below the
Pyramid's base centre" and possessing the same orientation as the
Pyramid base.

(3) The angle of the Entrance Passage with the horizontal in a Northerly Descendin.

direction should be greater than the angle of the Ascending ~::~~~e;
Passage with the horizontal in a Southerly direction-presuming :::::::n_
both to have been of the same inclination originally. flatter,

(4) The angle of the Entrance Passage, continued as the Descending Descendinar

Passage, should increasingly accelerate its angle of dip after it ::'~~~a:a~inIIY
leaves the masonry courses, and as it descends further iIltO the ~t:::::li;ock.
natural rock.

(5) The Chambers within the Pyramid masonry should be buckled and Distortio~aDd

h d . h d· t· f d·· . h h . fractures IDcrus e In suc lrec Ion 0 Istortion as agrees Wit t e approxI- chambers.

mate North and South direction of the major axis of subsidence
indicated by the Pyramid's external variations. (~142 (3).)

Everyone of the five indications outlined are defined by the existing All abov~
. , effects eD.t

state of the Great Pyramid s masonry as surveyed and measured by Professor in Pyramid,

P . Th 1 d· l·d f b·d d· d· observed andetrie. e externa an Interna eVI ences 0 SU SI ence are Iscusse In measured by

detail in Sections II and III of this Chapter. Petri••

~ 144. THE PURPOSE OF THE PYRAMID'S SOCKETS.

Petrie has shown that the four corner sockets of the Great Pyramid Socket. cut to
··1 .h h 1· f h d· I f h P ·d define basewere prlmarl y cut to l1X tea Ignments 0 t e two Iagona Sot e yraml di!,lonal

. . alignments
base. In three cases the alignments of the dIagonals are fixed by the prior to .

construction.
outer corner of each of tllree sockets, L, K, and lVI, for the N.W., N.E., The chiselJed

and S.E. sockets respectively, as figured on Plate XX. In the case ~~w~:o~\~t.

of the S.W. socket, the socket surface "vas carried to UX, 17t inches
to the West of the point Z on the diagonal ZK. The point Z, defining the
diagonal alignment is, however, indicated by a chiselled line WZ cut by the
original workers for this purpose.

As shown on Plate XX, the trtle East to West distance from Distance be..

East side of S.E. socket to West side of S.W. socket-i.e. between :id:~:f~~Et.
M and the line UX produced-is 9140.63 B". Petrie gives the oblique W:~::id:dof
d· XM B N N th t t· I P ·d b ·d S.W.locketl.tIstance as 9141.4 . ow e rue geome rIca yraml ase SI e out prior ~o

36 524.24 . ... . ::dl:&::tion
, P" =9131.06 P" =9141.1 B". From thIS It IS ObVIOUS that thIS width of4 Pyramid b••e

distance over the two sockets was the original setting-out dimension for 3~~~4 p~
• clI'cmt.

the corner to corner distance of the PyramId's base side.
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Actu.l. The existing distance is 0.47 B" shorter than the true distance. ~n the
.laorteDlD,_ of . d· b AB d EFPyr.mid North same way the sum of the true aZImuth co-or Inates etween an
..... aid.
1.47 S" OD (Plate XX), at the centre of the base, is 9068.83 B" or 0.62 B" shorter than
true .zimuth. the mean of the measurements indicated as original by the distorted oblique

distances QP and RS, 9069.4 and 9069.5 B" respectively. (~142.) The shQrt
ening effect on base measurements due to subsidence would naturally be
greatest ac'ross the centre between two opposite base sides. In consequence,
we may take the shortening of North base as not greater than the mean of the

h . . d 0.47+0 .62 B"ot er two vanations note , =0.54.
2

~ 145. THE ORIGINAL SETTING-OUT LINES OF THE PYRAMID
BASE.

Ed.tiDS b•••
••SODaI•••
d.fiDed by
• .utiDI
.ocketa
ali,htly di.
tOl'ted from
the r.ct.DI
alar OwiDI
to .ub.ideDce
di.tortioD.
Correctioa to
r.ct.Dlalar
Kive. four
tru. square.
d.~~Df
onllD.
•ocket COl'Der.
of b••e
di.,oDal••
Al.o defiD••••
oriaiDaI ODe
true corDer
• Dd oDe true
b••e aid. of
36,524 P"
aQuar.
circuit.

Th. OriaiDal
.etUDs-out
an.DlemeDt.

Compari.oD
of Profe••OI'
Petrie'. c••iDI
corDer blocka
with th. C.aiDI
eor'Der block•
....altiDI hom
th. D•• r.
CODItructiOD.

As stated by Petrie, the existing definition of the base diagonals-owing
to subsidence distortion-does not give precisely rectangular diagonals.
The amount of error from true rectangular diagonals is shown by the azimuth
co-ordinates of the half diagonals on Plate XX. The intentional or original
setting out can be very closely approximated by taking the existing North
base socket distance LK (+its correction of ~ 144, i.e. 0.54 B") and the existing
South base socket distance ZM (-i-its correction of ~ 144, i.e. 0.47 B"), and by
taking 0 the centre of the base as fixed; then with these as data we can
correct the angles LOK and ZOM each to a right angle, to give It!~C closely
approximate true original socket corners L, K, M, and Z.

The result is that the half di~gon;lls OL, OK, OM, and OZ to the socket
corners L, K, M, and Z respectively, are defined by four true squares respec
tively of length of side 4567.41 B", 4562.10 'B", 4570.55 B", and 4553.05 B W

•

The result is confirmed, not only as to its supplying the original intention,
but as to its definition of the original construction, by the S.E. socket
corner M becoming the precise corner of the Pyramid square base of 36524.25
P" circuit. The azimuth distance between UX produced and the S.E.
socket corner M is also the length of the base side for the Pyramid circuit
3652 4.2 5 P".

The Pyramid was therefore set out ip preliminary lines as follows :-

(I) The socket corners defined the lines of the base diagonals.
(2) One socket corner (the S.E.) defined the S.E. corner of the Pyramid.
(3) The distance between the East side of the S.E. socket and the

West side, UX produced, o"f the S.W. socket defined the South
base side of the- Pyramid.

~ 146. THE TWO VERSIONS OF PYRAMID RECONSTRUCTION.

Remembering that Professor Petrie's reconstruction defines the hollowing
in of the core without applying the same feature to the casing, and that the
new reconstruction, adopted in the present work, applies the hollowing-in to
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the casing, the reader will find instructive matter in the details of Plates XXI
and XXII. These show the appearance of the South-East corner casing
stone according to the two different reconstructions.

I t should be understood that Petrie carries down the masonry of the Socket. aDd
. h k fl . II T d· h foundationcorner caSIng stones to t e soc et oors In a cases. he Iscovery of t e deposits.

Lisht Pyran1id sockets and their foundation deposits (refer Section III, Lisht Pyramid
, 197a) may have caused Professor Petrie to modify his reconstruction in .ockets.
this detail. But even this modification could scarcely redeem the evident
weakness of his reconstruction as applied to the South-East socket corner
casing stone. A reconstruction stands or falls under its critical application
to detail. Apart, then, from the identities established concerning the in-
tentional circuit of the Pyramid's base, we are assured that a critical technical
examination of the two reconstructions, as applied to the detail of Plates XXI The if,,:t
and XXII, will settle the matter conclusively, to the satisfaction of the thesis :ofn:'h~:ri~O~

• 0 t e two re.
advanced In the present work. constructioDI.

~ 147. THE EFFECT OF SUBSIDENCE ON FORM OF PYRAMID'S
BASE.

The nett effect of the correction of the right angles of the base diagonals Reclan.•u1arf. . correcbOD 0
In fT 145 IS as follows :- dialonals

IJ .hows that
(I) That subsidence effect has reduced the true azimuth distance between :~~~:~hU

::

the centres oj the East and West casing base sides by the total ~-:..~:td·.
6 · central baleamount of o. 7 Inch. width by

( ) Th h ff h d d h . h d· b t 0.67 B" acro••
2 at t e same e ect as re uce t e true aZlmut Istance e ween East to We.t

the centres oj the North and South casing base sides by the tot~l :::o:~l:o~;h
amount of 2.10 inches.1 to South.

These corrections applied to the distances between the hollowed-in base This .ive... con.tant
SIdes give a constant dIstance of 9069.5 B", East and West, or North and oriainall ·d II

T .. b ~n~MtSouth, between centres of base sides. he East to West dIstance given y puo,s.d
the existing slightly distorted features of the North and South base sides, b::~betweea
as surveyed by Professor Petrie, still gives this value (~142). This indicates tic;*;~
that the Pyramid .masonry, in centrally sliding slightly inwards, could not · ·
very appreciably reduce its external base length owing to the tightly fitting
blocks. Externally it compromised by slightly skewing the external form Con.truc~OD

f . . . I b I h . 11 I d d h of PyraDUdo Its base to retC\,ln Its externa ase engt practlca y una tere , an at t e enlu.red that
. d·· · f · h d· .ubudencesame tIme produce the necessary Iminution 0 aZlmut co-or Inates to reduction

satisfy the subsidence conditions. This distortion of .the external form of ab~~;.:::tre. .. . opposite face.
the PyramId base bears relation to the dIstortion of the socket base only as-.ho~dbe
effect to cause. . b:b::~-: 'corners of

All the data, then, at our disposal combine to show that the external :a:i..'i::~e

corner to corner measures of the Pyramid remained practically llnaltered, in=:~abl••
although very slightly skewed in direction. At the same time, the effect of

IThis movement, due to subsidence, is discussed further in Section II (~~ 180-182), in light
()f data emerging from inductions subsequent to the stage here discussed.
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the subsidence brought the hollowed-in central portion of the North base and
of the South base in each case I inch nearer the centre of the Pyramid (~147,

Case 2); and in the case of the East and West sides! inch nearer the centre
of the Pyramid ('if 147, Case 1). In consequence, the hollowing-in extent
of about 36" would be increased by subsidence to 37* on North and
South base sides, and to 361" 'on East and West base sides. 37" is
the value obtained by Professor Petrie from his sightings down the North
face slope of the core masonry. This agrees with the value deduced for the
North face including subsidence effect.

~ 148. THE PYRAMID'S DISPLACEMENT FACTOR.

Analysis of Criticism, therefore, has shown that the Pyramid was set out to a base
:~:'C:::~s line of 91 41 .1 B"1 that its distance between centres of opposite base sides was
P;::utJ-btas. 9069.5 B", and, independently, that its base sides were centrally hollowed to
.al defiaed the extent of about 36". The difference between the first two values,
",. ~uare
.:~t~ pH 91 41 . 1 and 9069.5 B", gives twice the extent of hollowing-in as 71.6 B", and
:::::~aad therefore the hollowing-in as 35.8 B" =35.76 P".
b., aa iaaer
...uare marcia- The actual Pyramid base circuit is therefore defined by two sqllares, one
all., 35.76 p'
interaal to marginally 35.76 P" internal to the other. The outer square, defining the
tbe other, and
of circuit base corners, is 36,524.24 P" circuit, and the inner square is 8 x 35.76 P"
288.1 P" Ie..
tbaD the (or 286.1 P") less in circuit than the outer square.
circuit of tbe
outer square. Now 286. I P" (286.4 B") is an important geometrical value of the Pyramid.
286.1 P" a
aeometrieal It is also the measurement of the displacement of the North to SOllth Vertical
mealure of
tbe Pyramid. Axial Plane of the Pyramid's Passage System Eastwards from the North to
A110 the dil. South Central Vertical Plane of the Pyramid.placemeat of
tbe Palla,e
S,ltem. The existing" displacement of the Passage Systenl, as defined, was

measured by Professor Petrie as follows :-

The
,eometriea)
definitioa
of e_teraal
hollowia,
dilplaeement,
Palla,e
mplacement,
and 35th
courle a_il.

Petrie's stated possible
range of error.

Entrance Door on North Face =287.0 B" ±o.8 B".
Entrance Pass"age End in Natural Rock. . =286.4 B" ±I.O B".
Beginning of Ascending Passage .. =286.6 B" ±0.8 B".
End of Ascending Passage.. =287.0 B"±I.5 B".

Plates XXIII, XXIV, and XXV (Figs. A, A v and A 2) show how the
hollowed-in base feature, the 35th course axis, and the displacement of the
Passage System are all geometrical functions of a composite system of
geometry featuring the solar year to the scale of 10 P" to a day, and to the
scale of 100 P" to a day. To convey the full significance of this to the reader
it is necessary first to define the precise value of the solar year intentionally
identified with the Pyramid's base square circuit.

~ 149. THE INTENTIONAL VALUE OF PYRAMID'S BASE
CIRCUIT.

In ~~ 102-104 it was shown that the period of 25,8261 years was identified
with the period of the Precession of the Equinoxes. In ~ 102 it was explained
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that 781·Phrenix cycles gave the identity 25,8261 Phrenix years (or inter
calated Calendar years) =25,826.54 +Sblar years. Accurately, the identity
defines the precise numerical values of the Pyramid's base diagonals and of
the base square circtlit as follows :-

(2) NO. OF DAYS IN THE PHCENIX CYCLE.

From Table III. 3 cycles of 103 years =309 years =112,860 days
Do. (365 days' column) 20 years = 20 " = 7,305 "

(I) INITIAL HALF PHCENIX C"Y....CLE.

From Table III. 103 years' cycle =37,620 days
Do. (365 days' column) 61 years of next cycle =22,280 "

1Calendar year 180 "

I64! years on cycle =60,080 days.

The Phaaniz
cycl. chron
ologyand
Calendar

" rul•• define
. the numerical

valu. of
Pyramid ba••
• q uare circuit
a. 36,524.246S
and the
Dumerical
value. of the
.um of the
ba•• diagoDaI.
(aDd con.taDt
of Prec•••ioD)
a.
25,826.542378.

Phrenix cycle =329 years =120,165 days.

(3) TOTAL PRECESSIONAL PERIOD.

78 Phrenix cycles =25,662 years =9,372,87° days
From (1) above 1641" 60,080

Precessional period =25,8261 years =9,432,950 days.

The years are intercalated Calendar years.

(4) PYRAMID BASE CIRCUIT AND DIAGONALS.

Let N =No. of days in solar year, and
P = Precessional period in years.

Then from above P 9,432,950

N
(I)

.. (II)

and from Pyramid base relationship

P =100 N
V2

Solving the simultaneous equations I and II, we get

N =365.242465° days.

Then, Pyramid base circuit =36,524.2465 P",
and Sum of Base Diagonals =25,826.542378 P".

These are the values adopted for the geometrical representation developed
in Plates XXIII, XXIV; and XXV.

~ IS0. l'HE PROBLEM f\ND ITS PLANE.

I t has been suggested by the evidence discussed in the two preceding
chapters that the external features of the Great Pyramid were intended to



PLATE XXIII.

THE GREAT PYRAl\IID'S EQUAL AREA GEOMETRY DEFINES DISPLACEMENT O~.. PASSAGE SYSTEl\Jl.

,WE5T

FIG. B.
PLAN

CASE I (FIG. A):-
FoR. CASE OF D2·J, o. (FI6.A)= Me! M, (FlO. B),
Dz 01 CIQC.UIT == 36)S24·l46s
k5 F. = ~ k. = 2)861·02~156 (flli.AoNLY)
CASE IT (FIG. A)
FoR. (fOE OF O2 J. D. (fi6. A) = N2 N. (Flo. B),
O2 O. CIRCUIT ==~652·42465
"k J F; = F; k l = 286-1022156 (IN F165. A'if-B)
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PLATE XXIV_

~fHE GEOMETRY OF THE PASSAGE SYS1'EM D~SPLACEMENT.

CU~C.U'T AT D. De • 365Z-42465
O. O2 - 913-10616z5; OJ. -56.1-3014373

SECONDARyJ OA.- OAt· OAs -411- 04Z188Z3
SYSTEM "1 8.Bt -645·6635594S; O~-EtE2·364·Z7&6S47

(tRC.UIT AT 6. Bl • 4)( AR.,t As A. Az
k. k~ • 572' Z04431l

HENCE f; Jel - fi k s • K. P - I<~P
- Xp - 286- IO~t156

PRIMARY SYSTEM
CIRCUIT AT R. Rt :Ill 36.524-2465
R. Rz - 9131-061625
o P - 5813-0143730
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The ,.ane for form a geometrical representation of the dimensions and motions of the Earth
lI'apbical re-
pre.entation and its orbit (~114). Any such representation must, of necessity, be made
of Earth'.
orbit:-. with reference to a plane representing the plane of the Earth's orbit. The
The pavement I f h G P °d . d.c d h· I I . .ba.e of the. pane 0 t e reat yraml pavement IS eane as t IS natura pane, as It IS

~~~ti~l:a~d, the plane of the Pyramid's base square, defining the circuit of the solar year.
plane cont8ln- F h . I · h G P ·d' b
I~I t\te square or t e necessary geometrIca representatIon t e reat yraml sase
=:ti:s~rz:e- plane, therefore, represents the plane of the Earth's orbit. This, then, is the
.olar year. I I f h . I d . t· f 11natura pane or t e geometrica an comparatIve representa Ion 0 a

value~ defining the dimensions and motions of the Earth and its orbit. These
values, in consequence, need only be looked for in relation to the Pyramid's
external features as defined in plan.

Complicated
factor. that
simplify the
problem of
lI'aphicaUy
repre.entinl
the elemenu
of the Earth'.
orbit.

Solar year.
Sidereal year.
Anomali.tic
"ear.
Perihelion.

A.cendin,
value. of
lenlth. of
,ear:
Solar.

1\
3651 day.

A
Sidereal,

A
Anomali.tic.
Were the
Earth'. aD.
and the
ecliptic in
vanable in
direction and
inclination,
the Solar and
Anomali.tic
Year. would
be of Lenph
of Sidereal
year.

Relationlhip
.Ulleltl that
true con
.tructional
~erim.ter of
Pyramid ba.e
define.
Sidereal ,ear ;
and that this
perimeter
cive. an inner

~ 151. THE THREE YEAR VALUES.

Consideration of the Earth's motion in its orbit is complicated by several
factors. These complications, however, make it a considerably easier matter
to specify the intention of any geometrical representation of the elements
of the Earth and its orbit. One of the complications referred to is that there
are three different year values defining the revolution of the Earth round its
orbit. These are the Solar (or Tropical) year, the Sidereal (or Stellar) year~

and the Anomalistic (or Orbital year).

The interval between successive autumnal or vernal equinoxes-or
between successive summer or winter solstices-defines the Solar year. The
interval between the Earth's position, at any time in the year, in relation to
the fixed stars, and its next return to that position defines the Sidereal year.
The interval between successive annual returns of the Earth to the point
defined as Perihelion--in its orbit nearest the Sun defines the Anomalistic year.

The Solar year is slightly less than 3651 days, the Sidereal year is slightly
more than 3651 days, and the Anomalistic year is slightly longer than the
Sidereal year. Were the Earth's .axis rigidly constant in its inclination, and
in the direction of its inclination, 'the Solar year would be of the same length
as the Sidereal year. Were the plane and axes of the Earth's orbit rigidly
fixed, 'in relation to the fixed stars, the Anomalistic year would also be of the
same length as the Sidereal year. The Solar and Anomalistic years are
therefore departures from the Sidereal year, due to circumstances other than
the primary functions governing the Earth's rotation and revolution.

~ 152. THE SIDEREAL YEAR DATUlVI.

The Sidereal year is therefore the basal period for the other forms of the
year. As such-presuming our premises concerning the Pyramid's purpose
to be correct-it should be the year value defined by the true circuit of the
Great Pyramid's base. Now the square circuit of the Great Pyramid's base
defines the Solar year. This square circuit touches the true Pyramid "Rase at
four points only-the four corners. The true circuit of the Pyramid's base
is the circuit of the hollowed-in perimeter of the casing base edges. This
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circuit is longer than the square (corner to corner) circuit defining the Solar .~0~etrld·c6·1
CU'CUlt e a-

year, and the Sidereal year is longer than the Solar year. In other words, the iADe the
li

tie
Doma I C

hollowed-in base circuit is the true constructional base circuit, as the Sidereal year, al the
outer Iquare

year is the true constructional year circuit of the basal dynamics of the :-rcuithdes" I
. _ uDel teo ar

Earth's orbit. The question, then, to be settled is whether the hollowed base year.

circuit giv~s the value of the Sidereal }Tear to the scale of 100 P" to a day.

~ 153. THE- COMPLETED GEOMETRY OF THE GREAT PYRA
MID'S EXTERIOR.

Plate XXV illllstrates how the representation in plan should indicate DfevheloPbmeDt
, 0 tea ove

the three vailles of the year.. This is derived from the geometrical sequence iDdichatio~
IYDC rODlI••

of .Plates XXIII and XXIV in relation to the geometry of the 35th ~our~e W;~~:~e:~.l

aXIS and the aroura. The derivation of the 35th course axis connectIon IS lpeatur~'dof. ~~.

Illustrated on Figs. A and Al (Plate XXV). In Fig. Al (Plate XXV), the
apex Pyramid circuit at level acb =3652.42465 P", aIld this is equal to the
apex Pyramid circuit D 2J ID I (Plate XXIV). The connected geometr)7 of the
latter defines the displacement of the axis of "the Passage System and the The 35tb.

cour.e aUI
d~spl~cement of the centr~l hollowing-in of the Py'ramid's. base sides~~ The ::::;aad:r.~~.

CIrCUIt of the apex PyramId at acb (Plate XXV, FIg. AI) IS therefore equal the wi1dtb of
ceDtra

to the 35th axis length EG =FH (Plate XXV, Fig. A). The rectangular bfolblowiD'd..i.t
• 0 ••e •• e••

arourte defined by the latter are EGRC and EFQC, and these are respectIvely
equal in area to the aroura parallelograms EGBH and EFAD (the two hori
zontally shaded areas of Plate XXV, Fig. A). The two latter define the
centrally hollowed-in area as DEH, in elevation on-Fig. A, and as D1EIH 1 in Complet~ 1

. . f h 11 · . .eometrleaplan, FIg. B, ~late XXV.l The maxI~um extent 0 0 oWln~-l,n ::tl-:~c;.~~~

(35.762777.P" horIzontally from the geo.metrlcal plane fa.ce oS. the Pyra~ldS::::eb~::
slope) applIes to the whole area DEH (FIg. A), and along the lIne EO (FIg. A) aDd ape••

to the base of the apex Pyramid at c (Fig. AI). The broadly ~uted (or
scooped-leaf) effect necessary to taper off the hollowing towards the apex
is illustrated on Figs. Al and A 2 (Plate XXV).

~ 154. THE THREE ASTRONOMICAL YEAR-CIRCUITS OF THE
PYRAl\IID BASE.

The restoration of ~ 153 is the one restor~tion that satisfies all the struc- The aboye}
I! l) • .eometriea

tural and geometrical featllres of the Great Pyramid. The real test of Its def!m
6
·tioD

• latil el
having been the intentional geometrical arrangement is the extent to WhICh eooduliti°eet°l f

POlt at or
it satisfies the conditions postulated in .,-r~ 150-152. r~relfeDbrta..

i tiOD 0 t ee
These conditions were- forml of theyear.

(I) That the actual (hollowed-in) structural circuit (ADIH1B, etc., in
Fig. B, Plate XXV) of the Pyramid's base should give the value
of the Sidereal year to a scale of 100 P" to a day; and

IFor the relation between point G on Plate XX, as there defined, and point D on Plate XXV,
as there defined, the reader is referred to the iu rther discussion on subsidence effects in Section
II, 'if'if 180-182.



PLATE XXV.
THE PYRAMID BASE DEFINES THE EARTH AND ITS ORBIT, IN

DIMENSIONS AND MOTION.
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(2) That the geometrical circuit (AmBqYpXnA in Fig. B, Plate XXV),
internal to the structural circuit, and defined by it, should give
the value of the Anomalistic year to the scale of 100 P" to a day,
precisely as the external geometrical circuit (ADCHB, etc.,
Fig. B, Plate XXV) gives the value of the Solar year to this
scale.

Now the external geometrical base circuit, as defined, is 36,524.2465 P", Solar year.
. base CirCUit

representIng, to the scale defined, a good average value for the Solar year for 3!.524.2465

a long period of history fronl ancient to modern times. P •

The actual structural base circuit, as defined, and resulting fron'"! the Sidereal

geometry described, is 36525.6471536 P", representing, to the scale defined, ::ri~~~::.
a good average \Talue for the Sidereal year. The resulting. value of ~!:525.647
365.256471536 days for the Sidereal year is only 8.6 seconds of time longer
than the value for the present time,l 365.25637 days.

The internal geometrical base circuit, as defined, and resulting from the Anombalistic
. . . year ase

geometry descrIbed, IS 36525.997317 P", representIng, to the scale defined, a ~65~~:997

good average value for the Anomalistic year. The resulting value of P<
365.25997317 days for the Anomalistic year is only 331 seconds of time
longer than the value for the present time,! 365.2595844 days.

In a representation intentionally giving the values stated, one would ~ulrge~b thfat
. Intention 0

expect the intention to be emphatically declared by the as~oclated representa- above.repre-
sentatlon

tion of other related' values. So far, the Pyramid's base geometry defines would
l

bel
. comp ete y

the Earth's annual orbit, in ternlS of its three forms of year. The Intention eQhressed by
. ot er con-

would be completely defined by the connected representatIon of the related ~ectaled dalimen-
lion v u••

astronomical kno\vledge concerning the dimensions and form of the Earth's ofb~arth"
or It.

orbit. (Refer 'If~ 114 and 120.)

~ ISS. ASTRONOl\IICAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE THREE
FORMS OF THE YEAR. (Plate XXV, Fig. C.)

The path or orbit of the Earth round the Sun is an ellipse, ACPB, of EII~rt~'sle Iptica
which F 1 and F 2 are the two foci. The Sun's ceIltre is at the focus F 2. 0 is orbit.

the centre of the orbit. AOP is the major axis, and ROC the minor axis of ~:: fo~:.i.D
the elliptic orbit. Major Axis.

Minor Axis.
The ellipse figured is considerably exaggerated as a representation of the E~rt~'s •

Earth's elliptical orbit. The latter, to any ordinary scale of representation, ~:.:;.r;:rblt

cannot be distinguished from a circle. circle.

When the Eartll is nearest the Sun it is at P-on the major axis- Perihelion.

whence P is called Perihelion.
When the Earth is farthest from the Sun it is at A-also on the major Aphelion.

axis-whence A is called Aphelion.

IFor further explanation and additional data concerning the astronomical relationship of the
three forms of year-and for data concerning their variations-the reader is referred to Chapter IV,
Section II, and Plates XLIV-LVI inclusive.
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........... p

The Earth travels round its orbit in the direction of the arrow, i.e.
direction BACPB.

Now let S be a fixed point in the heavens, and E the equinox for a
particular year. Owing to a slow movement of the Earth's axis,t the equinox
of the following year does not occur at E, but at a point E v about 50" of

angle (Qr 20 minutes of time) short of E.
The Solar year is therefore the interval in
days taken by the Earth to travel round
the distance EACPBE v whereas the Sidereal
(or Stellar) year..,-fixed from the immovable

s~........ S ....." point 5, and its immovable radius F 2 IS-IS
' .... , the interval in days taken by the Earth to

.......... s travel round the distance StPBACSt.

The Solar year is therefore shorter than the Sidereal year by the interval
EtE-about So" of angle, or about 20 minutes of time.

The Equinox is not, however, the only point that moves. In the course
of the Earth's revolution round its orbit, the orbit itself is not stationary,
but moves round in the direction of the Earth's revolution. In the course
of one revolution of the Earth round its orbit, the major axis AF 2P moves
round to the position A1F 2Pt. Hence, commencing, say, from perihelion
at P, the Earth travels round PBACPP 1 to return to perihelion. This
revolution defines the Anomalistic or Orbital year. It is longer than the
Sidereal year by the time it takes the' Earth to travel from P to Pt. PP 1 is
about 11.5" of angle, or about 4.6 minutes of time. (Refer also Plates LV
and LVI.)

DireetioD of
Earth'a
motioD iD ita
orbit.
Sidereal year
explaiDeci.
Why Solar
year ahorter
thaD Sidereal
year.
About 50' of
aDlle or 20
miDutea of
lime ahorter.

ADomaliatie
7ear
explaiDeci.

Why ADomal
iatie year
10DIer thaD
Sidereal year
bI about 11.5'

:·8a~~u::'
of time.

~ 156. THE MEAN SUN DISTANCE AND THE EARTH'S ORBITAL
MOTION. (Plate XXV, Fig. C.)

F sP =the shortest distance between the Earth and Sun.
F sA =the longest "

The mean of these is OP =OA, and this distance, in astronomical nomen
clature, is defined as the mean sun dista·1tce.

EeeeDtricity{e) The eccentricity of the elliptic orbit is
of elliptic
orbita.
Mean Sun OF2 OFt F 1F 2
diatance= e= OP = OA = AP .
aemi-major

~~a~efor The value of this eccentricity (e) is variable. Its value for Ig00 A.D. is
Earth'a orbit. 0.016751 . Its greatest 'Talue during the past 60,000 years occurred about1900 A.D.
e=0"016751. 11,600 B.C. It was then sonlething over O.OIg. Since that time it has been
Maximum
value about slowly but constantly diminishing, and will continue to diminish until about
11,600 B.C., 6. .
e=about 0.019.2 ,000 A.D. The value of e WIll then be abOtlt 0.004, when the Earth's orbIt
~1-::::bZ:ut will be as nearly a circle as it is ever likely to be.
Z8,000 A.D.,
.-about 0.004. IFor explanation of this movement refer Chapter IV, Section II, and Plates Nos. XLIV-LVI,

inclusive.
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To determine accurately the functions of the year, at any period, know- Knowl~l.

ledge of these and other values, as well as of the laws governing motion in :b:.~e~~31

11' t' b" f f d 1 . W' h . other val.....e lp IC or Its, IS a matter 0 un amenta necessIty. It out gOIng aDd. t~eir

extensively into the subject of the Laws of Planetary Motion, attention is ::~~~;i:-w.
directed to an important corollary of these laws which has an important ::~e~~ig

b · h . f h S' d' fUDdamentalearlng upon t e questIon 0 t e un s mean Istance. nece••it7.

Definition of
the U Earth'.
Speed Circl••"

Tbe period of
tbe Earth'.
revolution
round its orbit
.. independent
of every
element
escept tbe
major asi••"

FIG. D.

c

~ 157. THE lVIA]OR i\XIS OF THE ORBIT A DYNAMICAL CON-
STANT. (Plate XXV, Fig. D.)

In Fig. D, ABPC is the elliptic orbit of Fig. C, with the Sun in focus F 2'

In Fig. DIet OA ==OP ==a.

Then AP ==2a ==Major axis.

With centre F 2 at the Sun, and radius F 2Ql =AP =2a, describe the

circle QIR.

The corollary to which attention is
directed is as follows :-

The speed of the Earth round its
elliptic orbit is at every point, such as Q,
equal to the speed which the Earth
would acquire in falling to the ellipse
at Q, from QI on the circumference of a
circle (QIR) with centre at the Sun (F 2),
and radius (F 2Ql) equal to the major
axis (AP) of the elliptic orbit.

Thus the speed of the Earth at Q in
the elliptic orbit is equal to the speed the
Earth would acquire at Q in falling
towards the Sun from Ql to Q.

From this it follows that" the period" of the Earth's revolution round
its orbit is " independent of every element except the major axis."l

For purpose of brevity, rather than accuracy of definition, we will
term the circle QIR the ,t Earth's Speed Circle."

~ 158. THE GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE
RANGE OF VARIATIONS IN RELATION TO THE
B"t\SAL CONSTANT.

The single constant geometrical feature of the Earth's orbit is therefore The Earth'.

S d . I . h . . d b h S R f . "Speedthe Earth's" pee Clrc e," WIt Its centre occuple y t e lIn. e erring Circle" the

again to Fig. D of Plate XXV, we see that the Earth's orbit ABPC revolves r:r..::-:;;tant
in an anti-clockwise direction about the fixed point F 2, defined as the centre ::1~·oints of

of the Sun, and the centre of the Earth's Speed Circle RQI. Thus the point 0 ;:~~\:~o~':nd
heliocentric

lRefer Moulton's U Celestial Mechanics," pp. 150 - 1 51 . foc... of orbit.
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describes a circle around F 2. Points P, F 1~ and A on the ma.jor axis, and
points :;B and C on the minor axis, also each describe their independent
circles around F 2 as centre. None of these points, then-9ther than the fixed
centre of the Sun, F 2-can be deemed as suitable for the origin of co-ordinates
for any graphical representation of the Earth's orbit defining the limits of its
movements and variations. Nor, indeed, can the orbit for any particular
date be graphically represented as defining in general geometrical. terms the
limiting values, of orbital cycles.

Now, since the distance F 20 is a variable distance, and since 0 rotates
around F 2 as a fixed centre, it is clear that a circle of radius F 20, minimum
value, and an outer circle of radius F 20, maximum value, completely define·
the limits of variation of the centre of the orbit from the Sun. During the
long period of the rotation of the orbit round the Sun (over 108,000 years)
the curve traced by the centre point 0 of the orbit lies within the ring defined
by the maximum and minimum circles.

These two circles, together with the Earth's "Speed Circle "-all
concentric with the Sun-completely define, in general geometrical terms, the
fixed element of the Earth's orbit-i.e. its major axis-and the range of
variation of the variable elements. A representation of th~s nature is
the ·necessary geometrical basis for any further representation defining the
variable elements in relation to any standard system of astronomical
chronology.

~ 159. GREAT PYRAMID'S EXTERNAL GEOMETRY DEFINES
THE EARTH'S ORBIT AND ITS VARIATIONS.

With e:=eccentricity of Eaith's orbit, then (Fig. D of Plate XXV) :-

M · 1 f Diameter of max. circle of radius F 20
aXlmum va ue 0 e= . . '

RadiUS (FzQl) of Earth's Speed Circle
and

M· . 1 f Diameter of min. circle of radius F 20IDlmum va ue 0 e. ,. '
RadiUS (F2Ql) of Earth s Speed Circle

F zO being variable within its defined limits, and F 2Ql being a constant
= the major axis of the Earth's orbit =AOP.

No",," the two limiting values -of e are known, and· are precisely defined
by the proportions of the Pyramid base geometry shown in Fig. 13, Plate XXV.
In this representation (Fig. B), the base centre, 0-, represents the Sun's centre.
NOP and UOV represent the rectangular diameters of the minimum circle
passing through NVPU. These diameters are defined by the central
hollowing-in widths of the Pyramid base sides. The maximllm circle is
defined by the circle, CLWM, inscribed within the Pyramid's geometrical
base square. Its diameter is the Pyramid base side length, LOM or WOC.

The radius of the Earth's U Speed Circle II is defined by the distance, OK,
K being the intersection of the perpendiculars, AK and BK, from the con-
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verging base side lengths, AD I and BH1 respectively. Other points such as ='la~d'. I

K are defined by all four sides of the Pyramid's base, this definition completing t:T'h!D 0
the circ~it of the Ear~h's ".Speed Circle." The radiu~ OK of this circle, by ~~:l:~:ted
geometncal construction, IS 470860.606 P". The diameter VOU of the 1D!l~mumaDd

minimum circle, by geometrical construction, is 1826.212325 P", and the ~=;:
---diameter of the maximum circle is 9131.061625 P". ecceDtriClty.

From these values-

and

. . YOU 1826.212325
MInImum value of e = OK = 470860.606

=0.003878414-

. WOC 9131.061625
MaXimum value of e = OK = 470860.606

=0.01939207.

r~!micI'.
MiDlDlUDl e
aDd
Mammum e.

250,000.000
aDd

1
Z5.000.000·
Pyramid
value lor
SUD'. MeaDof Di.t__Dce.
92,998,085
mil...

=185,992,169 miles,
=Major axis of Earth's orbit,
= Twice Mean Sun Distance.

radius OK =470,860.606 P"
=471,378.552 B"
=7.43968674 miles.

These values are respectively the least and the greatest possible values tyramid'.

of e-th~eccentricity of the Earth's orbit-as accurately as modern astronomy C':~:e:I
• radlu.

can determIne these values. 1 tb

A
. 25,000.000

gain olEarth~, •• SJ!eed
Cirde"
radiu••
Pyramid'.
relative .cal..
of definitioD
of Earth'.
polar radiu.
Ch-~~~eed
radiu.,

1

This distance, multiplied by 25,000,000

Whence Mean Sun Distance =92,996,085 miles.
Professor Simon Newcomb 1 gives for the latter a mean value

92,998,000 miles.
Thus we have found (~~ 101 and 114) that

1 Pyre inch = I Polar radius of Earth,
25°,000,000

and that Pyramid's" Speed Circle" radius OK

1 Radius of Earth's U Speed Circle.'1
25,000,000

The scales are therefore decimally related, as we had inferred they would be
in a representation of this nature (~ 114).

For modern variations in the determination of the vallIe of the Sun's
Mean Distance, the reader is referred to Section III, ~ 201.

lEnc. Brit. (11th Edit.), Vol. XXI, p. 717, Table I.
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SECTION I.-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

~ 160. THE GEOMETRICAL EXPRESSION OF NATURAIJ LAW.

Pnamid'i The Great Pyramid has now clearly established its intention in regard
::.~ri::=eter to its inch-unit. It defines that this unit is a Polar diameter inch-unit of
tiODaI. the value of one soo-millionth part of the Earth's Polar diameter.

Its ule de6nel In conjunction with a simple, yet extensive system of solid geometry, the
~bi~.nrl:nd Pyramid inch-unit, as applied to the dimensions and form of the Pyramid~s
::~~In:~~ exterior, defines a further intentional representation. This is to the effect
:i:,,::I~I~b:- that all dinlensions (angular and linear), and all motions-as well as variations
i:~:'::~1 in these dimensions and motions-of the Earth and its orbit, are simple
tbe year. functions of the Earth's Polar diameter and of the period of the Sidereal Year
Thil de6nition in solar days. In other words, the Great Pyramid's external system of
iLl tbe N.at!Jl'a1 geometry is the graphical expression of the Natural Law relationship inferred
a. re atlon-

&
'hip infberred from the mathematical clue of the four Pyramid constants that defined,

om t e
rebSedoD by the noon reflexion phenomena, the principal points of the year (~~ 46
p enomena. •

and 47).
Intentional The manner in which the Pyranlid's base plan simply defines the
r:e:::tioi

n dimensions and limiting areas of dimensional variations of the Earth's orbit
t-:.~~ation.) shows clearly that the intention was to present these as governed by
Numerical the I.~aws-or, as the Pyramid seems to define, an all-including Law-of
p~~~~ bale Gravitation (~~ 157, 158). This comprehensive graphical representation is
~c:.~~emeDt independent entirely of any question as to the accuracy of any surveyor
:fdl~vDe;-::dt measurement of the Pyramid's base, yet trlis independent representation
:~a:ur::entl' agrees precisely with the accurate modern survey measurements. The
with Fatter. intentional numerical value of the circuit of the Pyramid base square is
:='~~in. defined in terms of the known duration of the Phrenix Cycle, or the Cycle of
~::~i ~h:~:1 the House of Enoch (~ 149). In this connection the relations established in
C,cle. ~~ 38 and 39 possess a remarkable numerical significance.

FralJDentl of A fact requiring emphasis, in connection with the use of the Polar
:~ie::it:Dt diameter inch in the Pyramid, is that this unit and the year circle form the
~~~ti~~:fPt necessary basis for the derivation of the Egyptian common cubit and the
~ffP:'a-:ddal Egyptian aroura. Nevertheless, the common cubit was in use in Egypt
builders. but without the inch as a contemporary unit-before the Pyramid builders

had arrived. This confirms what we have previously seen, that the early
Egyptians had derived from the former civilisation a fragment of the science
that the designer of the Great Pyramid knew in its entirety.

~ 161. THE SYMBOLICAL DEFINITIONS OF THE PYRAMID'S
BASE CIRCUIT.

Form of Whilst the solid geometrical relations of the Pyramid define the form of
Pnamid'i th p ed' b . · e h . Iff h I hconltruc!ional e yraml sase perImeter, It IS t e constructl0na orm 0 t e atter t at
~:fi~:=-=eter defines, in the plane of the base, all the principal relations of the Earth and
lationl of tb·· t b·t Th P ·d' b·· d fi d · I fiE~b and ib 1 S or 1 . e yraml sase perImeter IS e ne as a symmetrlca gure
o"".t.
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formed of t\\J?elve lines. Its corners define an external square, and the lines Constructional

f 't . f' h d d . ·d h base perimetero 1 s perImeter rom Its corners, w en pro uce to meet InSI e t e centre of twelve

of each base side, define a synlmetrical figure formed of eight lines. (Plate ~~~~~i~e!fnel
XXV Fi . B.) Sld.ereal. year.

, g Thll penmeter

Th 1 1· fi . hi' 1 b .. f h' defined bye twe ve- Ine gure IS t e actua constructlona ase CIrcuIt 0 t e and internal

Pyramid, and defines the Sidereal year to the scale of 100 Polar diameter ~;fi~~:=are
. h d circuit ofInc es to a aYe Solar year.

The external square circuit of the Pyramid's actual base corners, defines ~~ri~::;

the Solar (or Tropical) year to the scale of 100 Polar diameter inches to a day. t::~:~tn

The eight-line figure defines the Anomalistic (or Orbital) year to the scale :~~b~~~i:~1
f P 1 d· . h d ( definingo 100 .0 ar Iameter InC es to a ay ~ 154). circuit o! •

AnomalIstie

This is a graphical representation indicating that the Sidereal year is the year.

actual constructional year value of orbital motion, that the Solar year is the I~firrl~-:~o~ic.l

apparent basal year value, and that the Anomalistic year is the II\ost obscure ~~ia:~r:~

value of the three. This is an exact representation of an astronomical truth.

~l 162. THE GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ORBIT'S
HISTORY.

The geometry of the Pyranlid's base is an exact representation of an The Pyramid'.
. 1 h· h t th d f th E h ... b' base planastronOmiCa trut , 'l.e. t a e spee 0 e Jart at any pOInt 111 Its or It defines the

b d . d f h f 11 . d frameworkcan e etermlne ronl teo O\Vlng ata:- for the
geometrical

(a) A circle with its centre at the focus of the Earth's orbit occupied by ~fP:h:ehi~~~:yD
the Sun, and of radius equal to the length of the major axis of the :~~i~~ Earth'.

Earth's orbit, i.e. twice the mean Sun distance; and Definition of
• . , .. Constantl :-

(b) The directIon and dIstance of the free focus of the Earth s orbIt In Le~gth o~
. major aXI~

relation to the focus occupIed by the Sun. ofl~rbit ; •
heloeenine

The Pyramid's base geometry represents the radius and circle of (a) ~:~~tion of
I annular zone

accurately to a scale of and defines the annular field of (b) to the ::::i~l~i:~.i~
25,000,000 tions of the

same scale. The latter representation (i.e. of (b)) may be described as the ~e:h~o~~b!tJ
definition of the orbital field of the free focus. The orbit of the free focus is U:it::,mn

r

1 d . h I f b Th b .t f . f h variation ofcamp ete In eac eye e 0 a out 21,000 years. e or ISO a serIes 0 sue o-:b~tJs eeeen-

successive cycles, owing to the variation in the distance of the free focus tnelty.

from the heliocentric focus, completely traverse the annular zone between
its circle of minimum radius and its circle of maximum radius.

The radius of the constant circle of (a) above precisely represents the ~ealar rela-

1 h f h . . f h E h' b' C tion betweenvalue of the constant engt 0 t e maJor aXIS 0 teart s or It. on- representationa

sequently, it represents the Sun's mean distance as half this value. The p~r:~~~ius
. . h f d d· t th 1 f and Sun sSun's mean dIstance IS, t ere ore, represente as a ra IUS, 0 e sea e 0 mean distance.

I , and, as previously sllown (~~ 101, 114, 159), the Earth's Polar
25,000,000

I
radius is represented by the Pyramid inch to the scale of .

., 25°,000,000
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,-r 163. THE QUESTION OF UTILITARIAN MOTIVE.

Nothing so far All these and other identities have been established as related identities
learned of par.. . h" 1
ticular valu. In this chapter, and in preceding chapters,. That t ey are IntentIona
from utili..
tarian stand.. identities can scarcely now be doubted. But what new item of knowledge
point. fhave we learned that is of any practical value, from the standpoint 0 the

utilitarian, apart from its interest as pertaining to matters of scientific and
Scienti~c archreological curiosity? Very little, indeed, when viewed from the stand-
L'it~~':?d point of any utilitarian basis. We have certainly learned that the dimensions
:.rf:~~ ~iown and motions of the Earth and its orbit are all related functions of the simplest
=~ne:~ units of these dimensions and motions. This, however, we have known in a

slightly different form from the Laws of Newton and Kepler. The rational
development of Einstein's Theory of Relativity now gives lIS reason to hope
that these and the laws of other branches of science may be shown to be but
varying phases of one Universal Law of Nature.

What other The most we have learned, tllen, from the Pyramid's geometry so far-
motive, if any, k hI· 11 d d kId f .Ii.s behind the ta 7"en as a woe-has not very materIa )7 a vance our nowe ge 0 SCIence
d.sign and b d Wh hconstruction eyon what we have already known in general terms. at we ave
of the Great 1 . .
Pyramid? earned may have caused us to alter our conceptions concerning the orIgIn

and development of ancient civilisations. But was this the sole reason that
prompted the design and construction of a monument of the nature of the
Great Pyramid? Surely there was some utilitarian motive behind a project
of this nature.!

~ 164- OMISSIONS THAT SUGGEST POSSIBLE MOTIVES.

IFor the evidence against the Tombic Theory refer Section III, ~ 208 and context.

Pyramid gives
UI an ancient
geometrical
syatem of
Natural Law
in relation to
the motions of
the Earth and
itl orbit.

Let us consider, then, what are the outstanding features of the facts~

from this standpoint of possible motive. The facts have proved to us that a
certain stage of world civilisation, at an unknown-or hitherto supposedly
undefined-period in the past had evolved a geometrical system of Natural
Law, in relation to the motions of the Earth and its orbit, equal to, superior
to, or more comprehensive than the modern system of expressing this Natural

So far it has Law. The facts of importance in this statement of the case are that we have
failed to indi..
cate the date not yet learned anything concerning the precise, or even the approximate
of the d f
ci~sati~n ate 0 the stage of civilisation thus made known; and that we have not yet
:;:::U:~I'or derived a single tang'ible indication as to how the savants of that period
•• to how the d' d h' f f· h h b h d ,.( d . bIcientific.factl ISCOVere t elr acts 0 sClence--w et er y met 0 s OJ mo ern t'lmes, y
were denved. methods unknown to ritodern times, or b)' the development offaculties now atrophiea

by long disuse.

Th. Pyramid's Another feature that must have become increasingly evident to the careful
t::~at" that reader is of equal importance. This is that, in order to discover the scientific
thD.°r,!:g:fo

f facts embodied in the Great Pyramid, it is essential that the investigator
b~~b:ep~~::i~ should have previous knowledge of these very facts. Was the object of the
:t:IJi:::::; designer, then, merely to show a later ci\!ilisation that the precise science of
P~~:Ud's gravitational astronomy had been known long previously? Was this the
d.finition of
theae facti.
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sole object of a work so vast, and so painstakingly executed in the minutest:r~a.clear
detail? The fact that the riddle of the Great Pyramid can only be read by ::~d:~on of
one already in possession of the knowledge embodied in its design stIrely
supplies a clear indication of a more utilitarian motive than we have so far
seen.

~ 165. THE PYRAMID DESIGNER'S FORETHOUGHT.

To answer the preceding questions we must reach our objective in stages. P~ami~'s

One thing we have seen to be clear. This is that the designer of the Pyramid ::~d~etl:be
deemed he was projecting his knowledge into a future stage of civilisation ;::~~~:ce to
th ld . h"·· H f h h whom theat cou Interpret IS IntentIon. e oresaw t at t e contemporary .cience was
I . h· h h f Id b d ld I· . d alread,known.anguage In w IC t e acts cou e conveye wou ose Its meanIng an Thedesianer's
idiomatic significance. It might be lost entirely, or at least be capable of ~o:te~i::~~.

mistranslation or misinterpretation. This foresight has certainly been red:e~: ~t~·

justified. ~~~::'::~ary

Th d . h f f 1 d · h h ·d f . lanlruage.e eSIgn was t ere ore ormu ate , WIt out teal 0 wrItten Geometrical
expression, to elTlbody iIi its external features a geometrical symbolism in :~j:~::1

Earth standard, measurements. This symbolism was to be interpreted in an :r::rifiC:
age already in possession of the knowledge embodied in the symbolism ~~~unica..
projected. The modern elucidation of this symbolism clearly justifies the ~arth's Polar
remarkable forethought that both conceived the future conditions (\nd ~~~e~~e.:i a
created the design to meet them. Forethought of this nature was never =:~~::ement.
expended merely to teach a future race of mankind facts of science it already r::tiA~i::t

knew. ~hoeni:~e:l::eta..

We are compelled, then, to come to the conclusion that the Pyramid's :ci:::: as
I f d · d d d· . f h defined inexterna eatures were eSIgne to attract an lrect attentIon to a urt er these ~erms.

message of greater importance. Granting the forethought displayed, of what ~h:~,t~r:;.

nature could this further message be? Clearly to tell the future race of man- :~i:s~dei:.vain
kind what it could not possibly know, or to confirm what could have no pended forf thepurpose 0

other possible physical means of being confirmed. A definitive limiting of ~~~~~n:a:~e

future possible knowledge in this way can only relate to a break in the con- :::idt~i~c it
tinuity of something essential to a' race of mankind possessing the scientific pos~ibl, know.
knowledge defined; a break that had taken place before the Pyramid was C;.:.:~~ a
built, and that could not be restored otherwise than by being passed on :::'e~~'::lt~o
from the former civilisation to the then remotely future civilisation. mankind.

IT 166. THE INDICATIONS OF A CHRONOLOGICAL CONNECTION. Themt°edtiveII sug,es
inferred as

The inferred break in continuity can only (be conceived as relating to ;:~~~::h~~a
some factor affecting the history of the previous civilisation, and related- :~~':'o~e a
or that should be related-to the history of the present stage of civilisation. factor int the ftwo s's ems 0

However we look at this aspect of the problem, we are compelled to see that civilisation.
h · . l f . h· f d It· t b f h This inferencet e pr1,mar)J essent'la or restorIng t e In erre re a Ion mus e 0 a c rono- suagests that

logical nature. This, indeed, is the one obvious conn,ection suggested by the :~ed~ri~:~~~.
G P ·d' · H h·· d ·th t . lfactornotedl.reat yrami s extenor. ere everyt Ing IS connecte WI as ronomlca essentiaOyof

a chronolopcaJ
nature.



This is
confirmed by
Pyramid's
external
indications.

A standard
chronololY
necellarily
defined by
astronomical
cycles.
The varioul
cycles that
could be
employed to
define such a
Iystem :-
The Preces
lional cycle,
The cy~le of
motion of
Equinox from
Perihelion,
The cycle
defining
variation in
eccentricity,
The cycle of
the revolution
of the instan
taneoul axis
of rotation of
the Ecliptic.
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cycles, and astronomical cycles are the only possible means of affording a
reliable datum for the chronological relations of two isolated periods of
mankind's history.

Now there are two outstanding astrononlical cycles associated with the
Pyramid's exterior. There is the cycle of the Precession of the Equinoxes,
associated in the Pyramid geometry with a standard period of reference of
25,826.54 Solar years. And there is the cycle of the revolution of the
Autumnal Equinox from Perihelion to Perihelion.

There is also the cycle defining the variations in the eccentricity of the
Earth's orbit. In addition to these, there is a cycle not hitherto mentioned.
This is a cycle defining an important feature of a very slight variation in the
Ecliptic due to planetary attractions. The important feature mentioned
is what is known as the instantaneous axis of rotation of the Ecliptic. This
axis is analogous to the major axis of the Earth's orbit, and, like the latter,
has a slow revolution round the orbit. This movement-if its rate during
the past 6000 years be taken as basis-completes a revolution of the Ecliptic
in about 49 j oOO years.

~ 167. DEFINITION OF A SINGLE CYCLE INSUFFICIENT.

Reasons:-
(1) Modern
values for
ancient times
not sufficiently
reliable for
identity.

( 2) An ancient
representation
of accurate
modern values
requires an
independent
means of
defining the
representation
'as intentional.

The repre- A complete and accurate definition of the variabl~ annual rates of any
sentation of
the variable one of the cycles mentioned for every year over a long period of time covering
ic:.n:: ~~~i:s the current years of the present chronological era and the years of a chrono
d:A:~~c;::.tto logical era of past history would be sufficient to effect a chronological
r::'::::=ai~ connection. It would not, however, suffice to define the representation of

the values as intentional. A single representation would always be open to
doubt on the grounds of accidental coincidence.

There are also two other reasons why a single representation could not
be accepted as certain evidence in the relation mentioned. These are-

(I) That, whilst modern astronomy is very accurate in its definition of
the variable annual rates over a period of 600 years of modern
time, its values covering a period of 6000 years back from the present
are not so reliable; and

(2) That, presuming certain remotely ancient astronomers knew the
accurate values for their own times, and also knew the accurate
values for years of modern times, it would be necessary for them
to define both facts in such certain tern1S as could not fail to be
accepted by modern astronomers.

...Any chronological definition of present in relation to past history on the
Great Pyramid's geometrical system would require to satisfy these conditions.

Scientific zero
datum of
cbronolo8Y.

~ 168. THE POSSIBLE MAXIMUM DEFINITION.

The most scientifically appropriate zero date of any system of astro
nomical chronology is the date at which longitude of Perihelion is 0°. With
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this as basis, definition of intention, and definition of accurate knowledge of LODptude of

the astronomical values of rates and angles for both ancient and modern Perihelion, 0° ...

tinles would be completely established as follows :-

(I) By the representation of a year of past time, which we term Date A, For Dates

defined in relation to the date at which longitude of Perihelion LA aD~tBd:-f
ODp u e 0

was 0°, and of a year of present time, which we ternl Date B, for Perihelion.

which the longitude of Perihelion, defining the modern Date B, is
given by the representation.

(2) By the representation of the total angle of Precession between Total •

D t A d D B
PreceSSIOD.

a e an ate.
(3) By the representation of the angle. between the instantaneous axis Lo~gi!u~e

f 0 f h E 10

0 DAd h . D B Ecliptic ID-a rotatIon ate c IptlC at ate ,an t e same aXIS at ate - st~ntaneous

or by the definition of the longitudes of the axis at both dates, ;:::J~D.
that for Date B agreeing with the modern value.

(4) By the representation of the annual rate of motion of the Equinox ADnual.rates,.
o 1 0 °h l' f f D D B separatioD ofIn re atlon to Perl e Ion or every year rom ate A to ate , Eq~ino?, and

f
. 0 Penhebon.

the rate or Date B agreeIng WIth the modern accepted rate for
Date B.

(5) By the representation of the annual rate of PreceSSIon for every year AnDual.rates.

f D A D B h f D
.. h PreceiSIOD.

rom ate to ate ,t e rate or ate B agreeIng WIt the
modern accepted rate for Date B.

(6) By the representation of the annual values for the motion of the Annual ratel~
" " f h E I" . f fDA Revolution ofInstantaneous aXIS ate c IptlC or every year rom ate to ~cliptic

. " Instantaneous
Date B, the rate for Date B agreeIng WIth the modern accepted axis ~f

rate for Date B. rotation.

(7) By the representation of the annual values for the eccentricity of the Eccentricity of

E h' b" fDA D B h f DB" . Earth's orbit.art s or It rom ate to, ate , t e rate or ate agreeIng
with the modern accepted rate for Date B.

(8) By the conversion and integration of the values in (4), (5), and (6), :::::r.d~:n of

giving accurately the angles defined by (r), (2), and (3). :~d:st.ot.1

(9) By the values in (4), (5), and (6) not being measured values dependent AI} val!!es

upon any Pyramid measurer or surveyor, but by their being values :~~a:;rcal
that are primarily functions of the Pyramid's external geometry, ~:f:;'d .

d h d '1 . h h f agreeIng WIthan tat, secon arl y, agree WIt t e accurate measurements a a accurately

reliable Pyramid measurer and surveyor such as Professor Flinders p::~i~
Petrie (for linear measurements), or Professor Piazzi Smyth (for values.

angular measurements). (Refer Section II, ~~ 170-175, regarding
the relative value of Petrie's and Smyth's independent
measurementso)

~ 169. THE DEFINITION ESTABLISHING INTENTION.

If items (1) to (5) and (8) and (9) are established, the conditions are
satisfied as fully as any astronomer could desire.

If item (9) is established, it will be proved that the Great PyramId s
system of geometry is a graphical representation of Natural Law, defining
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What would be the linear and angular measurements of the Earth and its orbit; defining
~-:l~d'o~~:ch the annual rates and periods of the cyclical motion~ of the Earth and its
a. that out- b· d d fi . f . I h I h b h b .liaecl:- or It; an e ning a system 0 astronomica c rono ogy t at can e t e aSls
:':::~i:.i:.if of related reference for every period of highly developed stage of civilisation
r.la~oD' with in the world's historypreYlou. •

~D=::::f With these items established as identities, the identities become
~:~b\r.i.~. intentional identities. With the latter established, there Will 'be proved that
E.tabli.hecl a former civilisation was more highly skilled in the science of gravitational
that former f .
civili.atioD astronomy-and there ore in the mathematical basis of the mechanIcal arts
:u.rii:"'1~~: and sciences-than modern civilisation. And what will this mean? It will
modei'D in the h· h ·
mathematical mean t at It as taken man thousands of years to discover by experIment
r;~::~~e what he had originally more precisely by another surer and simpler method.
IYlO,. It 'will mean, in effect, that the whole empirical basis of modern civilisation

is a makeshift collection of hypotheses compared with the Natural Law
basis of the civilisation of the past.



PLATE XXVI.

VIEW OF EXISTING NORTH BASE CASING STONES, LOOKING WESTWARDS.
FISSURE IN NATURAL ROCK, WHERE PAVING REMOVED, SHOWN IN RIGHT

FOREGROUND.
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PLATE XXVII.

VIEW OF EXISTING NORTH BASE CASING STONES AND PAVEMENT SLABS.
AL MAMOUN'S FORCED ENTRANCE SHOWN ON 7TH COURSE OF lVIASONRY.
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Drawn by ~lfr. A. C. de Jong from a photograph by Messrs. Edgar.



PLATE XXVIII.

NEAR VIEW OF EXISTING NORTH BASE CASING STONES AND PAVEMENT
SLABS, SHOWING FISSURE IN NATURAL ROCK, WHERE PAVING REMOVED,

IN LEFT FOREGROUND.
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PLATE XXIX.

VIEW OF EXISTING STATE OF NORTH ESCARPMENT SHOWING
EXISTING BASE CASING STONES, AL MAMOUN'S FORCED
ENTRANCE-INDICATED BY FIGURE-AND EXISTING STATE OF
ENTRANCE TO THE DESCENDING (OR ENTRANCE) PASSAGE.

Drawn by Mr. A. C. de long from a photograph by AteSSTS. Edgar.
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SECTION II.-PYRAMID MEASURES AND DETAILS, AND SUBSIDENCE

DISTORTION.

~ 170. BASIS FOR COMPARISON OF GEOMETRICAL AND
MEASURED DISTANCES.

It is futile to discuss any geometrical theory of the Great Pyramid's ~eom.trieal
. 1 d al nl . 1 d' diltaDC.1measurements-Interna an extern -u ess the geometrica Istances mUlt all'-

. d b h . h h dio' d dO with lDeal._reqUIre y t eory agree WIt t e correspon ng measure lstances. di.taDcel.

In other words, fact must not be altered to conform to geometrical
requirelnents.

The actual measurements to be taken as a basis must be those taken by M•••ured '
. 'bl · 'fi Th kO f l' 11 I di.taDce. ma.tresponsl e SClenti c measurers. e ta lng 0 Inear, as we as angu ar, be tho.e t~keD

. h' l' h ° • d b,. re'.I!0as.blemeasurements IS not t e simp e matter It may appear to t ose InexperIence Ici.atile

in the precise determination of dImensions. mealurera.

T~e two best sets of angular and linear mea.surements of the Great ~:::h~:r

PyramId are those of Professor C. Piazzi Smyth, late Astronomer Royal fOf· aDamar
, m••I1II'.meDta.

Scotland, and Professor W. M. Flinders Petrie. The former, with his long paad'rof
li
••••

• ° ~I~
and varIed experIence in observational astronomy, possessed the necessary aDd .......,.

. . m.asuremeab
quallfi~atlonsand appar~~us for the taking of .reliable angular me~surements;~:.~:I:c~:'~te
of a hIgh degree of preCISIon. Professor Petne, whose archreologlcal survey ba'.1 of .tud7.

methods first laid the basis for modern scientific archreological exploration,
and whose experience in previous geodetic and other survey work eminently
fitted him for the task of surveying the Great Pyramid, has undoubtedly
produced the best set of linear measurements to date.

-0 171 . RELATIVE VALUE OF THE TWO SERIES OF MEASUR-E
MENTS 1\VAILABLE.

Adopting Smyth's angular measurements for the interior details-upon ~~~tb~d::~~

which measurements Petrie could not improve-Petrie took special pre- cile aD.alar
mealurementl

liminary precautions in designing and preparing the most reliable measuring ::ds=~~:el

appliances obtainable for linear measurements.1 ::~Ii~~:h~.

C d Oth P ., I d· I h· d for IiDearompare WI etne s stee tape an specIa, -c aln, 1200 an 1000 mealuremeDt8~

inches respectively, and his self-compensating accessory appliances, Smyth's
comparatively short measuring rods and accessories were primitive indeed.
There are, in consequence, cumulative differences, between the two in
dependent sets of linear measurements. Thus Smyth makes the Entrance

IThese are as described in Petrie's" Pyramids and Temples-of Gizeh," pp. 10-1 5.
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(Descendill:g) Passage about 3 inches shorter than Petrie's measurement for
this. Petrie accounts for the differences as follows :-

H (I) By his (Smyth's) being all piecemeal measures added together;
H (2) By the rude method of making scratches with a screw-driver to mark

the lengths of the rod on the stone (' Life and Work,' II, 46); and.
H (3) By there being C always a certain amount of risk as to the measuring.

rod slipping on the inclined floor' (' Life and Work,' II, 35).
cc All these errors would make the reading of the length shorter than it should be.'"

It must be understood, of course, that these remarks concerning the'
Above applies relative value of the two series of linear measurements apply to the interior
:e:t::ents. of the Pyramid only. Professor Smyth never surveyed the Pyramid's
Smyth never exterior. In fact, he never knew the precise or approxinlate measured
p-;.~:r:,s relations of the Pyramid's base-uflless in theory--until Professor Petrie's·
exterior. survey had been published, almost 20 years after Smyth's work at the'

Pyran1id.

Existing Why the interior measurements of the Pyramid are mentioned at this.
~':.t:~b~s~ndic:a.. stage is for the reason that it is from the existing condition of the interior
::~;n:; for we have the clearest evidence concerning the cause and direction of the'
::~~=nts. n10vemel1ts that affected the exterior of the Pyran1id (~~ 141-147).

~ 172. THE CRITICAL VALUE' OF PETRIE'S MEASUREMENTS.

Petrie bene&ted The fact of mon1ent is that Petrie's appliances were prepared and his
~=ri~S::::~'s linear measurements taken with a critical knowledge of the defects in Smyth's

appliances for linear measurements, and of the inaccuracies liable to occur in
the application of Smyth's method of measurement. This is not to say that
had Petrie been in Smyth's place as original reliable nleasurer, Petrie's·
apparatus and methods would have been any better than those Smyth adopted.

P.trie's The truly scientific worker always endeavours to improve upon the
appliance.
aD~ meth~ds apparatus and methods of his predecessors, and to benefit by their experience.
t~~::::r:,:nts Smyth published an account of the defects in his appliances and method of
::pfi':::~ssand measurement. Petrie, accordingly, designed his appliances and formulated
methods. his system of measurement to eliminate the defects revealed by Smyth's,

experience.

Petrie's Apart, then, fro~ any question of preference a possibly biassed judgment
Pyramid
survey nlight 9-ccord to actual measurements most nearly agreeing with geometrical
aDd linear
measuremenb measurements, Petrie's statement of his linear measurements must receive·
the best to
date. preference as the n10st reliable statement of the Pyramid's measures as

they now exist. Against this we must place the fact that Petrie's measure
ments clearly were taken to disprove Smyth's theories. Were this not a

His dat~ prove fact, Petrie could scarcely ha\Te failed to see that his own survey and set of
more IClence t d h· h· l· J.:: • f· 1iD the Pyramid measuremen S, an IS compre enslve c assll1catl0n 0 anCIent metro ogy,
than ever t· d d· f . 1 . .fi h S h fSmyth claimed. con alne more Istances 0 geometrlca slgnl cance t an . myt , or any 0

his innun1erable contemporaries and followers, ever claimed or showed in
measurement. This is true both in regard to the Pyramid's external
measures and internal measures.
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~ 173. HOSTILE DATA CONFIRMING INDUCTION.

The possibly slnall bias evidenced in Petrie's measurements is more than The influence

-balanced by another fact to be admitted, viz. that Sm~yth's m~asurements:~i:~~i:. .
were taken with the hope of finding confirmation of his own and John Taylor's ~~ed~~:: lenel

theories. The influencing bias-unwitting, but psychologically unavoidable
-is evidenced in several outstanding cases in the statements of both measurers,
'Smyth and Petrie; more by unwittingly biassed judgment authorising Biasplycho

the selection of averages, than in judgment controlling the'taking of any ~:::ra:a~IeiD&om

particular measurement. t~6~f~ceived

The exponent of a theory, or the holder of a preconceived belief, must
always be considered, from any critical point of view-whether friendly or But does Dot

h ·1 . 11 d hI· 11 h h ·bl .. 1 detract fromostl e-as potentIa y an psyc 0 oglca y, t oug pOSSI y unwIttIng y, the value of

b · d· f f·d h d· h h· h . d data collectedlaSSe In avour 0 eVI ence t at accor s WIt IS t eory or preconceIve under bial,

b 1· f Th·· b d· f·' f h 1· h and hostile toe Ie . IS, It must e grante , IS a aIr statement 0 t e menta tty t at a theory,

should be adopted to consider logically any statement concerning the results ~h::;~g that

of inductive analysis. It is not a statement, however, that can be applied
in the particular instance of Petrie's data-hostile to Smyth's theories
confirming the latter in a manner never imagined by Smyth or any of his
followers.

Of such cases, Sir John Herschel! stated :- Sir John
Herschel'.

" The surest and best characteristic of a well...founded and extensive :~a::::i~g

induction is, when verifications of it spring up, as it were, spontaneously luch cases.

into. notice from quarters where they might be least expected, or from
among instances of that very kind which were at fIrst considered hostile.
Evidence of this kind is irresistible, and compels assent with a weight
that scarcely any other possesses."

~ 174. BIASSED OPINION DELAYING PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY.

One good instance of the truth of Herschel's statement is seen in the case Examplelof

of the origin of the COInmon Egyptian Cubit from the Primitive Polar ~bov~:
Diameter Inch and the Year Circle geometry. Petrie was hostile to the ~~5''t;Dp~~1
latter, and Smyth hostile to the former. Yet the admirable classifications al sOPPotshe~. to my s
of Petrie's inductive metrology have shown us that the Common Egyptian P~amid Inch.

Cubit is a simple function of Smyth's Pyramid Inch, and that the latter is ~di~:ie'.value ,

D · I h of Ecyptiantruly a Polar lameter nc . Common Cubit.

. .h· f h P ·d' b t ·d h· Yet EgyptianAgaIn, WIt no preCIse measurement ate yraml sase 0 gUI e 1m, Common Cubit

f 1 d I d · I d ·1 f h of Petrie'.Smyth from a ew remote y secon ary externa an Interna eta! sot e value verifies
'. .. f d h h . .t f th P .d b Pyramid InchPyramId's constructIon, In erre t at t e CircuI 0 e yramI ase con- of Smyth'l

sisted of 36,524.2 Polar Diameter inches, and that the Pyramid's height was ;::~'.ori-.
the radius of a circle of the latter circumference. Smyth even supposed ari~alh thteory-

WIt ou pre-
originally that the pavement upon which the Pyramid was built formed cise data-

correct on

Part of the casing, and that the Pyramid base level was at the bottom of the bgenerallin-:I,
ut wronlr In

pavement blocks. d:~~.ation to

ICC On the Study of Natural Philosophy" (1830), p. 170.
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Petrie'••urvey It .~as not until Petrie-nearly 20 years after Smyth's work at ther.:£t'. Pyramid-published his results that Smyth indicated, in his later editions,
=~~~Ve-:ne the casing blocks sitting on the pavement. Petrie, on the other hand, whilst.
failed to .ee
the truly observing the hollowing-in of the core, failed to see that the purpose of this
obYiou.
applicatioD, was to provide the backing surface for a similar hollowing-in of the casing..
aDeI Smyth
re.orted to This oversight delayed the presentation of the Pyramid's message for a furtherarevi.ed
applicatioD period of 20 years. For Petrie declared that his survey failed to confirm
more impo.-
sible thaD hi. Smyth's theory in any single detail, except the casing angle of slope. This
oripDal.
The latter declaration was given additional weight by Smyth readjusting his theory to
::"~=~heDed suit what he supposed Petrie's survey to indicate. Smyth's readjustment
~:t:::CCti.-:- required the circuit of 36,524.2 to be at a level where it could neither be'
morelopcal. indicated nor measured, i.e. in the natural rock at the level defined by him
Re.ult·-
20 ,e';.' as the mean socket floor level.
dela,.

~ 175. SMYTH'S THEORY CONCERNING PYRAMID'S PURPOSE
CORRECT.

SmJth'S' meaD Investigation showed the absurdity of this readjustment. For, apart
.ocket oor . I f h b· I I f h . d hlefvpel for ~elalhe entire y rom teo VI0US y untenab e nature 0 t e read]uste t eory,
o yralDl al • .
dO&It!'~ctural neither the mean socket floor level, nor yet the lowest socket floor level, gave

e DltiOD. the true level for the Pyramid base circuit, unless by altering the angle of
slope of the Pyramid. As this further readjustment destroyed all the other
essentials of the theory, it was reasonably assumed in sequence by accredited
authorities-

(I) That Petrie's survey was correct; and hence
(2) That Smyth's theory was wrong.

They gave not a moment's consideration to the other possible and
reasonable sequence-

(I) That Petrie's survey, being correct, might show
(2) That Smyth's theory was correct on premises other than Smyth's, and

on premises other than Petrie inferred from his reliable surv,ey data.

We now realise that the sequence is as follows :

(1) That Petrie's survey is correct; and
(2) That, in consequence, Smyth"s theory concerning the purpose of the

Pyramid is correct.

This is precisely the kind of verification that Sir John Herschel defined
a~ being II the surest and best characteristic of a well-founded an-d extensive
induction. "

Petrieprovel ~ 1'76. EFFECT OF SUBSIDENCE ON PYRAMID PASSAGES.
eflect of
lubsideDce iD
King'. One other feature essential in any analyt~cal investigation of the Great
Chamber, but P . ·d' b t th t h bId· d· h·i.nore~ related yraml s measures, U a as never een proper y Iscusse In t IS
eflect 10 •• h . f b·d It· h P f p.Pa.lalel, connectIon, IS t e question 0 su SI ence. IS true t at ro essor etrIe
=::::-:~:;.. specially discusses the effects of subsidence in the King's Chamber; but he
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has passed over in silence the necessarily related effect of the same movement R.te of.
. h If· li · .teepeDlD••D.·'upon t e ang e 0 Inc natIon of the Passages. He states that the angle of S.tteaiD.

inclination for the Ascending Passage is slightly flatter than, and for the ~::::&now
Descending Passage slightly steeper than, Smyth's theoretical angle for these ~:b.W~~::of

Passages. This, however, is precisely the condition in these Passages that
would follow from subsidence movement.

Smyth's theoretical angle for both passages is 26° 18' 9".63 with the Prov",tla.t

horizontal. Subsidence below the centre of the Pyramid's mass would ~':::Jca1 I
• . P•••••••D••
Increase the angle of the Descending Passage and decrease the angle of the of .lop. w••

Ascending Passage. A~cordingly we find that the mean angle of the built :::~di~.~
portion of the Descending Passage is 26° 26' 43" (Smyth and Petrie), of the :::::.:.•
Jfirst Ascending Passage, 26° 2' 30" (Petrie), and of the Grand Gallery,
26° 17' 37" (Smyth and Petrie).

The distortion of the King's Chamber proves that subsidence has taken
place...' The fact tha~ subsidel1ce has taken place below the Pyramid proves
that the angle of the Descending Passage has steepened, and that the angle
of the Ascending Passage has flattened. The massiye and rigid construction
of the Grand Gallery has been able largely to resist relative movement.
between its various parts. It has subsided almost bodily, thus almost exactly
retaining its original angle of slope, being now only 33 seconds of angle
flatter than the theoretical angle of 26° 18' 10". I

That 26° 18' 10" was the original angle of slope is clearly shown by or~Dal aD.I.

Petrie's detailed measurements. 26: ir~'IO".

~ 177. SMYTH'S THEORETICAL ANGLE CONFIRMED.

At Petrie's floor distance of 990 B" down the Descending Passage from D••c.DdiD.

the original Entrance Doorway, the Passage suddenly commences to increase ~~~j.C5Is
·t di B hi· d P ., fl di B" IDche. b.ck1 S p. etween t e atter pOInt an etne s oor stance 1505 , near &:0D! b••e.

which-within an inch or two-the Descending Passage intersects the ~':.~:1.lopep
Pyramid base level, the angle of slope of the Passage floor line is -26° 34' 0". 26°.

This is obtained from Petrie's offsets from his tJ1eodolite altitude of
26° 31' 23", stated as the mean angle for the whole Descending Passage
length to its termination de~p in the natural rock.1

The effect of subsidence movement below the Pyramid's base level on 1st .be.....

. the Descending Passage im~ediately above the base level is therefore ~m':'-:::i.
26° 34' 0", less the original angle\ of slope. Presuming the latter to be 2~:J2";O'.
26° 18' 10", Smyth's theoretical angle-we obtain IS' 50· as the amount
by which the Descending Passage, immediately above the base level, has been R.t••tiOD

steepened by subsidence in the natural rock below the base level. Now this :;:I:i:'b:~b
amount is also the amount by which the portion of the Ascending Passage,r;,'I' IS'.

nearest the natural rock has been flattened. This portion of. the Ascending
Passage should therefore be 26° 18' 10", less IS' 50" =26° 2' 20", whereas TIl••etical

21° 11' 10'
the ~ean angle of slope of the 1st Ascending Passage is 26° 2' 3o".1 ·

1" Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh," p. 58. IIbid., p. 61.
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~ 178. SIGNIFICANCE OF EXISTING CENTRIC POSITION OF
STEP AND QUEEN'S CHAMBER.

Another detail, however, confirms the latter conclusion. Petrie's
interior linear and angular measurements show that the existing ce'ntre of
the Queen's Chamber and the existing termination of the Grand Gallery
floor at the Great Step both lie in the central vertical East to West plane
passing through the centre of the Pyramid's square base area. This coin
cidence is obviously intentional. Petrie accepts it as such, and therefore
as a feature of the original design and construction.

The significance attaching to this feature still existing, is that it supplies
an important indication as to the approximate location of the centre of
subsidence. It indicates that this centre was not so sllfficiently remote from
the Pyramid's base centre as to produce appreciable horizontal North to
South displacement of the Great ·Step and of the centre of the Queen's
Chamber. As a result, near these points, the tangents to the curve of the
subsided core courses of the Pyramid would not be far from the horizontal,
unless where locally buckled by thrusting. As a corollary of this, the subsided
Grand Gallery floor near the Great Step should still retain its original angle
of slope of 26° 18' 9".63. Prof~ssor Petrie's offsets to the Grand G·allery
floor from his altitude line in the last 2I3l inches towards the Great Step
prove this to be the case.! The existing vertical distance between the foot
of the Great Step at the South end of the Grand Gallery and the floor level at
the North end of the Grand Gallery is 0.54 B" less than for the original angle
of 26° 18' 9".63.

~ 179. SIGNIFICANT EFFECT OF RESTORATION OF ORIGINAL
PASSAGE ANGLE.

The still existing centrally located position of the Great Step and Queen's
Chamber, however, supplies us with a more certain basis for testing Smyth's
theoretical angle for the Passages than any of the above lines of inquiry.
This is, that if the location defined is the original location-and there is no
disagreement on this question-and if the. angle of slope of the Passages was
originally 26° 18' 9".63, then with Petrie's existing Passage lengths from
the existing Entrance Doorway on the North face to the junction of the
Passages, and from the junction to the Great Step, both applied along the
inferred original angle of 26° 18' 9".63, the Great Step and the centre of
the Queen's Chamber should still be in the same central location. Calculation
along the lines defined agrees precisely with the conditions inferred.

Thus Petrie states that his survey data, Passage measurements and
angles define-

(I) Existing face of Great Step as 0.4 B" South of existing centre of
Pyramid, with probable error of ±o.9 B"; and

I" Pyramids and Temples of Gizeh, H p. 71 .
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(2) Existing centre of Queen's Chamber as 0.3 B" North of existing
centre of Pyramid, with probable error of ±o.8 B".

Petrie accepts from these that the central location was intentional.

Adopting the centric position of the Great Step, Petrie's Passage floor Petrie's

distances, the constant angle of Passage slope of 28° 18' 9".63-, and Petrie's ~i~::~~~~ OD

Entrance Doorway on Pyramid face at 668.28 B N ±0.1 above pavement :r:l::~ :~~e
base, we obtain as follows :- ~~:tri:e

positioa.

Horizontal Distance, Great Step to North End, Grand
Gallery .. =1627.5331 B".

Horizontal Distance, North End, Grand Gallery to
Junction of Passages .. =1386.6529 B".

Horizontal Distance, Junction of Passages to Petrie's
Entrance Doorwav = 995.6504 B".

Horizontal Distance, Petrie's Entrance Doorvvay to
Petrie's existing North Casing Base = 524.1 ±0.3 B".

-Centre of Pyramid to existing North Casing Base
The same distance on Plate XX =:distance 0 to CD

The difference lies \vithin Petrie's range of possible error

=4533.9364±0.3 B".
=4533.7100

0.2264±0.3 B*.

~ 180. PASSAGE DISTANCES PROVE HORIZONTAl, INWARD
l\iOVEMENT OF BASE CENTRES.

In the above series of additions the existing North casing base
point at 524.1 ±0.3 B" horizontally from Petrie's Entrance Doorway
was taken without any reference to the question of the angle of the
Pyramid's face slope. This has been shown to have been originally exactly
51° 51' 14"·3·

Petrie has proved conclusively that the floor of the Entrance Doorway OrigiDaI ED"

,certainly commenced at 668.28 ±O.1 B" above the Pyramid's Pavement Base. ::;c:~:::d
The level and depth of the 19th course of masonry determine that the Entrance i:c;l:~~h
D d . h . f l' h f h d .t fl l' of the 19thoorway emerge WIt Its roo Ine at t e top 0 t e course an 1 soar lne masonry

at the bottom of the course. Near the Entrance, the existing bottom level course.

of this course is 668.28±o.1 B", as Petrie has shown. Nothing can be more
certain than that this gives the original floor level of the Passage at the
Entrance on the face slope.

We therefore have two certain facts to guide us. The Entrance floor EDtraDc. Boor

on face slope was 668.28 ±0.1 B" above the Pavement, and the angle of slope ;¥~8a:l
was 51° 51' 14".3. From these we find that the original horizontal t.~r:~~~:~
d· t f . b t E t fl E" ± ,. 8 B" eel•• of NorthIS ance rom caSIng ase 0 n ranee oar was 524.91 O.I, 01 O. c••iD. b••••
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longer than the existing indications tend to show. Adding the latter in the
series of horizontal passage distances of ~ 179 we obtain-

PLATE XXX
Original.

PLATE XXX
Petrie's existing.

Oripnal
laonzontal
le.ph &om
Entr.nce to
Step proy..
ed.tin, Nortb
B••e hal
moved 1 inch
inward.,

Horizon-tal distance, Great Step to En-
trance Floor. . =4009.84 B" 4010.91 B"±O.6

Horizontal distance, Entrance Floor to
original North Casing Base.. -= 524.91 B"±O.1 524.10 B"±0.3

Horizontal distance, Great Step to North
Casing Base.. ==4534.75 B"±O.I 4535.01 B"±o·9

Deduct, Plate XX, existing distance
o to DC ==4333.71

1.04 B"±O.l.and

Extent to which centre of North CaSing}
Base. has been drawn in by subsidence
towards centre of Pyramid.

Tbat there w.. In ~ 147 this was independently obtained as 1.0 inch average for each
N::b~:d. casing face, or a total drawing together of the centre of the North casing base
t~~::t.1 and the centre of the South casing base of 2;1:-~es. (Refer also ~~ 142-145.)
C;~~-::~~re The existing details and measurements discussed above show further that, in
;::::::. addition to this general movement, there was a-relat~ve horizontal movement
~:~~~&:~n between the masonry courses of the Pyramid core; that this movement
h:::::.;:.t~: becam,e in extent cumulatively greater for higher courses; and that the
:":':o~=.:~ general direction of the movement of s'Qccessive courses was towards the

North, side, steepening the Pyramid's face slope from its original
510 51' 14'".3 to 510 53' 20" between the existing base and the existing
19th masonry course. The nature of the relative movement indicates that
the angle of North face slope should become steeper for higher courses.

P.tri.'•
•ar"eyed
~oiat on
Soutb ca.ia,
b••e ed,e.
Li.. 113.8 B"
esteraal to
ma.unum
bollowed-in
b••••trip.
Indic.te••
fartber move.
meat inward.
of ceatral
.... of
Pn.mid
Soutb b•••
to .st.nt of
1.11 B".
Total inward
mo".meDt of
c.ntr. of
Soutb b•••
DOW 2.17 B".

, 181. INDICATIONS OF FURTHER MOVEMENT INWARDS OF
SOUTH BASE CENTRE.

One feature not entirely dealt with concerns the South base point G on
Plate XX. G is the point located and surveyed in by Petrie. In ~ 147
and prior to the geometrical definition of the central ~dth of maximum
hollowing-in-this point was considered as lying on the base edge ,of this
central area, i.e. on the line D1H 1 of Fig. B, Plate XXV. Actually, by
comparing Plate XX, for point G at 1028.7 B" from centre of base, with
Plate XXV, for ~oint D 1 on Fig. B at 914.1 B" from centre of base, we find
that Petrie's South"base survey point (G on Plate -XX) lies on the line D1A of
Plate XXV, Fig. B, and 113.6 B" from D 1 towards A. In this position o~ the
geometrical Pyramid base, point G (Plate XX) should be 1.11 P" further
South than the maximum hollowed-in base line D1H1 (Plate XXV). Its.
distance South from the base centre should therefore be 4535.85 B", whereas
the corresponding existing distance is 4533.69 B", or 2.17 B" less than the
existing distance.
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Now we have already seen that the centre of the South base has moved Movement
. d . t b .d I· confirmed byInwar s, OWIng 0 su SI ence movement, at east I Inch. The Passage data two otber

of ~ 180 have confirmed the data of ~ 147 by indicating that the North base ;:::~: 01.

has moved inwards 1.04 B" ±0.1. The total movem.ent of North base centre tbe P,..alDld ..

and South base centre inwards was estimated in ~ 147 as 2.1 B". To this we
must now add an additional 1.11 inches for South base movement extra to
that estimated. This gives the total movement inwards between the centres
of opposite base sides as 3.21 inches-2.17 inches inwards on South side, and
1.04 inches inwards on North side. The movement, as defined, is confirmed
by two features of the Pyramid's exterior.

~ 182. THE MOVEMENT OF THE SOCKETS, AND THE DIS
TORTION OF THE CORE ESCARPMENTS.

One of the features referred to has already been considered in ~~ 145 and Di~tf!rtion 01

8 . · ematiDa aocket:
I 0, and the other at the end of ~l 180. The former showed that the SIde of diata!lcea

the true square defining the half':diagonal OM (Plate XX) required to be ;i~;:::.~ale
4570.55 B", whereas the existing East side of this square is 4567.02 B", or ~-=:.~;
3.53 B" less than the true square defining the half-diagonal. This indicates :~~:,~orock

movement to
a movement of the South-East socket 3.53 B" towards the North. Professor effecttbe

P t · , d t h" PI X . f h· . h above Pyramid!e ne s a a on IS ate presuppose correctIon or t IS movement Wit out base move.

drawing attention to the actuality of the movement, since his survey data on meDt.

pages 38, 39, and 206 do not agree with his data on his Plate X.
A ground movement is necessarily greater than a compactly massive

building movement effected by it. Hence the Pyramid masonry base move
ment is less tban the South-East socket movement.

The second feature referred to is the distortion of the Pyramid's core DirectioD 01
distOrtiOD of

escarpments. The North core escarpment up the centre of the North face core malonry
• confirma
IS steeper than the South core escarpment up the centre of the South face Dature of

( fi · 8) T f f b h - - Pyramid baaecon rmlng ~ I I . he ormer, rom the ase to t e eXIstIng top, movemeat.

is 51° 54' 24", whereas the latter is 51° 51' 13", or within I" of the true ~~~:~t~fbas..

angle of slope of the casing. This difference of angle would be the exact ::~a~~h
effect of the return ground. wave or" echo" wave of- the earth tremor of a tremor.eflect. , prodUCIDa tbe

subsidence that had produced a steeper dip in the Pyramid's courses inwards :::::::~a~Dd'

from the South side than inwards from the North side.

~ 183. RELATION BETWEEN PASSAGE SUBSIDENCE AND
SUBSIDENCE OF COURSES.

The general form of the subsidence effects on the Great Pyramid can be Comparison of

obtained from a study of the subsidence effects in the Passages and Chambers. J~a~:a:~ ~~e
We have seen that the original angle of slope of the Descending and Ascending ~f~~~ :=:::.
Passages was ,26° 18' 9".63. Correcting all Passage points to their original ~i:=.~~
positions at this angle of inclination, commencing from the;-Entrance inwards, ~ha~a:=::-:ry.

·11 . f b -d 11 hp. lub.deDce atWI gIve us the extent 0 SU 51 ence at a suc assage pOInts. aUaacbpoiab..
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Thus we find that the levels of the original and existing principal floor
points of the Passages-and their extent of subsidence-are as follows :-

Comparative Original. Existing. Extent of
statement for Subsidence.principal
y.0ints of

assages.
Floor junction of Descending and B". B". B".

Ascending Pa~sages 176.1 172.9 ±.2 3.2
Floor joint, North End, Grand

Gallery 861·5 852.6 ±.3 8·9
Foot of Great Step, Grand Gallery 1666.Q. 1656.5 ±·5 9·5
Top of Great Step,l Grand Gallery

(35.87 B") 1701 .87 1692·36 ±·5 9·5

Above com..
parative re..
sultsin
accordance
with the law
of structural
subsidence.
Maximum
subsidence in
central area
of base course,
minimum at
apex and base
square edges.
Ascending
cumulative
loss of
subsidence in
any vertical
due to ,. flat..
arching" of
courses.

At lower end
Descending
Passage,
subsidence,
14 B"; enter..
ing into
4~~~al rock,

Subsidence of
points in
natural rock~
length of
Passage gives
settlement of
corresponding

t:~~t~o°':'ses
verticaUy

.above.

Plate XXX gives a graphically illustrated comparative statement of all
the existing and original dimensions of the Passages, together with a statement
of -the cumulative subsidence in the Passages.

The above tabulation shows, in accordance with the laws of central mass
subsidence, tllat the subsidence effects follo~·, progressively increasing, from
the North base inwards towards the centre. This progressive increase
continues beyond the centre into the King's Chanlber, where the lo\vest
floor point is 2.4 B" lower than the top of the Great Step. The total extent
of subsidence, therefore, at the level of the King's Chamber and at the
South-East corner of the King's Chamber is 9.5 B" +2.4 B" =11.9 B". The
subsidence at the Pyramid's base vertically below this is necessarily greater
than this amount, owing to the cumulative loss of subsidence in ascending
order of courses, for points of courses on the same vertical. This cumulative
loss of subsidence holds for every vertical line passing through the courses,
and is due to the well-known structural effect of C( flat-arching."

~ 184. BASIS OF SUBSIDENCE DIAGRAMS.

Proceeding, then, in the same way for the Descending Passage, we find
that its lower sloping end in the natural rock-about 303 B" horizontally
North fronl the Pyramid's base centre-has subsided 20 B", and at its entrance
into th.e natural rock has subsided 4 B". P;roceeding thus for all intermediate
points in this Passage we obtain the cumulative extent of subsidence from
the North face inwards towards the centre. This gives, in the natural rock,
the extent of settlement of the base courses at points vertically above the

lIt is as well to state here that Professor Petrie has an unfortunate error in his calculations
for the level of the Step, and, in consequence, for every point beyond that. All his other existing
levels for the Passages have been correctly reduced from his data. In this case, however, he has
stated the End of the Gallery as 2.39 B N higher than his own data prove it to be. This can be
shown from a simple statement of the facts. His horizontal distance for the Grand Gallery agrees
with his sloping distance and angle of slope for the Gallery, but does not agree with his vertical
rise for the Gallery floor. The latter gives a steeper angle of slope than the original angle of
26° 18' 9".63, whereas Petrie's stated existing angle is less than this.

His offsets from his theodolite altitude line determine that the foot of the Great Step is 0.54 B'
vertically lower than the same for an altitude of 26° 18' 9".63. As the rise from the commence
ment of the Gallery to the foot'of Step with the latter angle is 804.47 B", the existing rise is 803.93
B"', whereas Petrie's rise is 2.39 B" higher. Refer also Notes on Plate XXX.
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Passage points taken. The general rate of increase of subsidence again Indi~ate.

indicates that the maximum extent of subsidence is nearer the South base side :b:i~~:

h h N hb 'd h fi' h' d' . 'f'h K' , Ch b nearerSoutbt an t e ort ase SI e, t us con rmlng t e In Icatlon 0 t e Ing s am er than North .

in ~ 183, and confirming the inference derived in ~~ 181 and 182, as to the base side.,

additional movement of the South base side inwards at its centre towards
the centre of the Pyramid's base area.

The extent of subsidence thus obtained at all observed points in the Me~s~ed •
. . . . v~ation.ln

DescendIng and AscendIng Passages, and In the Antechamb'er and KIng's subpidence in

Chamber, enables us to plot a diagram of subsidence. To make this diagram iord~b~:~e.
of lIse in studying the related movements, it is necessary to magnify the sub- pfr.e~;:~ms
°d W d I . f yraDlld51 ence movement. e can pro uce a true-to-sea e representatIon 0 subsidence.

subsidence by drawing the Pyramid and its Passages to a certain scale, and ~nu~i~~~::s
then drawing all existing variations horizontally and vertically from their ~'::.na::ut:r
original positions as ten times their true extent. All that this amounts to is subsidence.

that we are imagining the Sllbsidence effects to be ten times greater than
they actually are.

D~awn in this manner, Plate ~X~I represents th.e :ubside~c~ of all the ~~:~:s of.

PyramId's courses and Passages, as IndIcated by the eXIstIng varIatIons of the Pyr~mid

floor or axis levels of the Passages. Similarly Plate XXXV gives the sub- ;;~;::.:c:~
sidence effects in the King's Chamber and Antechamber, and in their con- ~:~ber and.

necting Passages. :;'b~id~::~e~'

~ 18S. PYRAMID COURSES AND HORIZONTAL COURSES OF
CHAMBERS.

Study of the precisely determined relative amounts of subsidence in the
Passages and Chambers in relation to the two subsidence diagrams
Plates XXXI and XXXVa-establishes the following identities between.
horizontal passage and chamber masonry courses on the one hand, and the.
horizontal courses of the Pyramid core masonry on the other hand :-

Existing Levels
Top ofof Courses on

Existing Sub- Origin- Pyramid Core Course
Lowest sidence. ally. Face. Nod.
Level. Plate

S.W. N.E. XX.

B". B". B". B". B".
Ceiling level of King's Chamber 1920.7 11.8 1932.5 1931.7 1931.7 59th
Ceiling level of Antechamber .. 184°.3 11.2 1851.5 1851.5 1851.9 56th
B f 11 f{King'S Chamber 1685·4 II.8 } 1697.2 1697.7, 1697.'6 50thase 0 wa s 0 Antechamber 1686.0 11.2
Top of North and South WallS}

and course of East and West 1018·9 12.6 1031.5 1°3°·9 1031 .0 30th
walls, Queen's Chamber

I

King's
Chamber
ceiling top of
59th course.
Antechamber
ceiling top of
56th course.
King's
Chamber and
Antechamber
wall base top
of 50th cour.eo
Top of North
and South
walls and
course level
of East and
West walls
in Queen's
Chamber top
of 30th course_
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As to the variations in depths of existing masonry courses, Petrie, in
his Plate VIII, gives these as follows :-

For 59th course, 1 inch variation; 56th course, 0.4 inch;
50th course, 0.2 inch; 30th course, 1.5 inch.

Latter level
at height
-dving length
of ,ide of
I ..Aroura

i1t'3G:33pN,
._nd ceiliDIJ
of horizontal
Paslage to
Queen',
Chamber at
level of
ceiling of
1.t AscendiolJ
Pas.age
.ntrance to
Grand Gallery.

The above statement of levels shows that the level of the original top of
the North and South walls of the Queen's Chamber was 1030.33 P" -:-1°31.46"
B", the length of side of the quarter-aroura square. Since the height of the
North and South walls is 184.4 B" =184.2 P", the original level of the
Chamber floor was 846.130 P" =847.06 B". The existing level being
834.4 B", the extent of subsidence in the Queen's Chamber is 12.66 B". This
amount of subsidence here agrees with the cumulative rate of increase of
subsidence effect on the courses' from the Great Step vertically downwards
to the centre of the base area. The sanIe restoration gives the original level
of the ceiling 9f the horizontal Passage to the Queen's Chamber coincident
with the original level of the ceiling of the 1st Ascending Passage at the
Entrance to the Grand Gallery, i.e. at 914.4 B".

~ 186. PYRAMJD'S CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS DESIGNED TO
MEET SUBSIDENCE EFFECTS.

The J?recarious
stability of
fis,ureel
foundation
strata.

Rock fissure, Plate XXXI shows clearly the cause and nature of the subsidence. The
~-:,C::c:::;:u:; cause is seen in the several fissures in the natural rock portion of the Desc~nding

subsidence. Passage. These had existed when the Passage was cut in the natural rock.
Esisted prior
to construc- Two of them have been built up with blocks by the original builders.
tion.
Fissures due to These fissures are the evidence of the collapse of a subterranean cavern
::C:~~::a~ deep in the limestone forming the Nile Valley, which contains many exampl~s
i:H~~::~ of this cause of subsidence. This subsidence, as we saw, occurred prior to the
I;~:nva.,.:~~ building of the Pyramid. Indeed, many special details of the Pyramid's
DesilJner of construction indicate that the designer of the constructional details was awa~e
Pyramid'. f h b ·d d k . I . 1 ' ·constructional 0 t e su SI ence, an too specla constructl0na measures to meet Its
4Ietails aware ff Th··"d . I I . h . f hof this, and e ects. IS IS eVI ent particu ar y In t e construction 0 t e masonry
:roon~i:::::schambers and in the construction of the Grand Gallery. In fact, the Great
~:~~e;.n~.. Pyramid is as perfectly designed to meet, and adjust itself to, the conditions
~~~c~n::se of subsidence as it well could be; more perfectly designed for its substrata
tiODS Doted. conditions than St. Paul's Cathedral, for example, was designed to meet the

conditions of its substrata.

Where limestone fissures occur there is instability, particula.rly under
added burden to the strata in \vhich they occur. The designer of the
Pyramid's constructional details foresaw the possibility of the existing

Effect of precarious stability of the fissured strata being disttlrbed by the superimposed
ceilltraI ma.s
of Pyramid OD central mass of the Pyramid's masonry. That his details, devised to meet
same. the expected vertical movement, were effective is ploved by the fact (shown by

~ 180) that the Passage lengths, in spite of subsidence, have remained
unaltered.
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~ 187. THE CONSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE OF THE TERRACED
ROCK CORE.

The designer of the Pyramid's constructional details foresaw that the
slightest tremor due to adjacent cavern collapses-which collapses in such
strata are the minor causes of earthquakes-would disturb the precarious
stability of the strata below the Pyramid. He foresaw that the central mass
of the Pyramid's masonry, in such case, would bring its maximum intensity
of pressure to bear upon a square considerably internal to the Pyramid's base
square; and that such local concentration of pressure would, by dynamic
impulse of momentary subsidence due to Earth tremor, punch the central
area, along its fissure surfaces, below the level of the natural rock base.

To meet this eventuality, the natural rock was left terraced upwards Terraced rock

towards the Pyramid's centre. The constructional object of this was ;:;~:: of
• InduCIng

ObVIously to form the nucleus of an arch, so that when the terraced centre ~ching effect

was affected by local Earth tremor, the momentary impulse of the central ~nnd:r~~baid_
mass of masonry should, by the accentuation of H flat-arching," be largely '~:i.~:k~,:··
diverted as arch thrust effect clear of the central area. The design, in effect, ~~:h:~;ie ,~o
provided a shock-absorber; but a shock-absorber designed to tt throttle " ~::eS:::nta

. due to Earth
two separate shocks, or senes of shocks. tremor. •

accompanYiDI

The first shock was that instantaneously reacting to the Earth tremor, ::b~ici:~~:.

producing vertical movement. Vertical movement of the fissured area-
like the effect of central failure" due to shearing, on the fixed ends of a bealn
produced the second series of shocks: (1) an upward and outward kick of the
freed external strata; and, on its co-mpletion, (2) a reaction wave outwards
from its centre. Both these secondary effects were tt damped" or
U throttled" by the incidental thrust of the arching effect noted.

The It echoing" return ofthe latter ground wave-always accompanying The
•. uDdulatory

such earthquake effects-would produce, as It does In such earthquake movement
• • that jolted the

movements, an undulatory movement Inwards towards the centre. ThIS South ba.e
• . ceDtre further

\vould be largely resIsted by the terraced natural rock core. Nevertheless, inward. thaD
• • the North ba.e

and for the reasons noted In ~ 182, the centre of the South base was Jolted centre ~••
• mo",ed In-
Inwards 2.17 B", and the-centre of the North base 1.04 B". ward••

~ 188. THE SOUTH AND NORTH MOVEMENT OF MASONRY
COURSES.

Plate XXXI indicates the central "punched-in" area of maximum That the

subsidence. This effect would have been considerably increased had the ~~:~;b:"
central terracing of the natural rock core been omitted. This Hshock- ~::::":tiOD
absorber" detail has made it possible at this date to derive from the existing ~~=:ed ita

d 1 · d·· h· f th P ·d' Ju.tifie. themeasurements an structura In lcatlons, t e precIse purpose 0 e yraml s pri~ciple. of

d · d . W h f k· · h t th d· de.IID aDd theeSlgn an constructIon. e may, t ere ore, ta e It as certaIn t a e eSlgn fC?retho:/!'t

of the constructional details has effected its purpose. The designer of these :r;.rto .•
details has therefore been justified in his conclusions concerning subsidence, au ..dence.
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Central
iissured bas.
area of
natural rock
has been
" punched "
dowDwards to
a p'eater ez..
tent near
South base
lide than near
North base
lide.
Owing to this
the returning
undulatory
movemeDt
<echo) of the
lubsidence
Earth wave
produced aD
eddy below
the base,
jolting the
masonry
inwards to the
areatest eztent
at centre of
South base
aide.

and in his design'to meet the effects of such subsidence as he inferred might
take place, and that has taken place.

The indications supplied by the variations in level of the Passages have
determined the subsidence of the masonry courses. These, as shown on
Plate XXXI, indicate that the" punched-in" area of fissured rock is more
deeply H punched-in" near the South base side than near the North base side.
This shows that the dip of the courses inwards on the South side is steeper
than on the North side; and that, in consequence, the surrounding undulatory
movement due to the H echoing" Earth wave, mentioned in, ~~ r82 and r87,.
would have the effect of jolting the whole of the southern portion of the
masonry bodily inwards, producing a relative horizontal n10vement along
successive courses from base to apex. This relative n10vement of .courses
would increase the horizontal slip between courses in proportion to the height
of a course above the base, this increase being due to the decrease of super
imposed mass, and to the consequent increased opening of vertical East to
West joints towards the North face.

~ r8g. THE JOLTING OPEN OF JOINTS IN THE NORTHERN
SIDE OF THE CORE MASONRY.

Mean.

/
. N. side 224.5±0.7

Centre of Pyramid base horizontally to the E. side 214.1 ±O.3
core masonry faces on the 1s. side 215·o±o·4

Vol. side 217.6±:r.o

EQerimental
illustration
of manner in
which above
movement
produced a
• eneral South
to North slide
of the courses.

The reader can experimentally obtain the conditions of the last effect
for himself. Place a long line of blocks in end-to-end contact on a table and.
build on this successive similar. and equal courses of end-to-end blocks, in.
such manner that all the initial ends butt firmly against a rigid vertical board.
Strike the rigid vertical board with a hammer and examine the end-to-end.
joints between blocks in e~ch successive course. The end-to-end joints near
the vertical board will generally remain tightly closed, and will only be found.
to have opened out towards the further end of the courses, and to an increasing'
extent for the higher courses. Owing to the latter effect, the originally
vertical surface formed by the ends of the courses away from the source of"
shock will be found 'to be inclining over.

The measured If the effect described took place in the Pyramid from the South side, as
:9::ti:f

this all the structural and subsidence evidences have indicated, then the existing
the Pyramid'i top platform of the Pyramid ·should show a greater distance from the Pyramid's,masonry.

The 0fpening centre to the North face of the core escarpment than from the Pyramid's,
out 0 the h S P · .
ifashnrI ihints centre to t e outh, East, and West core escarpments. etrie gIves the·
P;::mid':

d
e distances obtained by him at the mean level of 5408.5 B" above the base as

i:::::;i~: to a follows :-
maximum at
the summit.

thus confirming the movement as described.

Thus it will be seen that, although the distance to the South core face is
only 0.85 E" less than the mean of the distances to the East and West core
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faces, the distance to the North core face is 8.65 B" greater than the latter. Central slope

I t is this extra distance that has made the existing angle of slope 51° 54' 24" E~~~':a~ci Wed

f h f h N h b I f
core escarp-

rom t e centre 0 teart core ase to the top core. p at arm, 1 whereas the ments,
51 0 51' 14'

existing angles of slope of the centres of the South, East, and West core but for North

escarpments are not appreciably different from the original angle of :::t~scarp.

51 0 5' " 51" 54' 24'.
I 14 .3.

~ 190. THE GEOLOGICAL D.L\.T.A..

When it is remembered that the stratification of the Gizeh Plateau, upon Strata &f
\vhich the Great Pyramid stands, and of tIle wllole of the adjacent Nile Valley ~~de~ir~a~il~Y
consists of limestone, the geological reasons for the subsidence effects are ~~:~:;:
clearly to hand. 2

I The Nile bed itself is formed in a great limestone fault, l~-:it~tone

" eroded into a gorge, fed by water-tunnelled caverns in the cliffs," and now Water-

" filled with debris, forming tIle present Nile bed." Here are evidences of ~~:::~~d
the cause of subsidence, in the examples of collapses of underground caverns fbe~:~ses of

and grottos. As Petrie states,3 It large caverns have collapsed at some
hundreds of feet below the present Nile (Fig. 4)."

One such smaller cavern or grotto, but not collapsed, is already kno\\t"n Grotto.i~

under the Pyramid masonry (Plate XXXI), and \vithin the natural ~~:~e1:ock

rock core, terraced to receive and to bind into the masonry courses of the ~o~:eper
Pyramid. Not this grotto, however, but a larger unexplored cavern, by di:::e'dib;

collapsing prior to the Pyramid's construction, has been the cause of the &ssures.

rock fissuring and instability of strata discussed in ~~ 186-r88.

~ 191. THE EARLIEST FOR.CED ENTRY TO UPPER CHAMBERS.

The Pyramid's structural indications are fairly conclusive that sub- Effxternal
f• . e eets 0

sldence effects \vere observed on the external surface of the PyramId not Pyrb~lDId·d
• • SU SI ence

long after it \vas built, possibly within a few generations from the tIme of Its shown not
. many cener••

construction, and certainly before precise details and measurements of Its tions after
.. . construction,

internal construction were lost or forgotten. The latter conclusIon IS certaIn when d~ta
. concermnl

from the entry for examination of the effects of the subSIdence upon the c~lnlstrkuction
sti Down.

Charrlbers.

When the Pyramid was built, all access to its upper chambers was closed All acc!t" to
. . Ascending

by the granIte plug or plugs at the lo\ver end of the 1st AscendIng Passage P~s~ages
• . onpnaUy

(Plate XXXI). To hIde the fact that a Passage began here, a hmestone closed.

block was inserted to make the roof of the Entrance or Descending Passage ~~~::~Jin,
Passage and

lIt will be observed that this general angle for the entire centre line of the North core escarp- ~h~~be~n::iy.
ment from base to existing top platform agrees with the existing indications of casing slope for
North face, from existing casing base to Entrance sill indicated by existing line of Entrance
Passage, and its intersection with the existing base level of the 19th masonry course, near the
existing Entrance. The latter definition, as obtained by Petrie, gives existing angle of North
face casing, in its first 700 inches of height, as 51° 53' 20" ±I'. (Refer ~ 180.)

2Refer. Petrie's (( Rist. Egypt," Vol. I (1894 Edit.), pp. 1-6. .
3Ibid., pp. 3 and 4, illustr. Fig. 4. For such collapses originating earthquakes, refer SIr

Archibald Geikie's (( Text-book of Geology," pp. 369, 477-479.
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PLATE XXXIII.

A.C. DEJONG ~

Manner in
which effected

(1) That the Arab accounts of Al Mamoun's later forced entry in the confirmts Afrabaccoun.o
qth century A.D. are correct in stating that the 1st Ascending 1i1mestoned_ pugs, an

Passage above the plugs was filled with limestone blocks, which :~~~::~rl:~
had to be broken up one by one, by the Arabs (refer also .,..,. °stihll knowIn., II II wen ear y

208 and 208a) . and entry was, made.

(2) That the plans of the Pyramid, or the data of its construction and
ground conditions, were still in existence when the first entry was
effected for inspection.

cdntinuous past the 1st Ascending Passage. Entry to the upper chambers
was thus effectively closed. It was possible only to use the Descending
Passage to gain entry to the Subterranean Chamber.

When it was observed, however, that an internal movement had taken The early

'place, steps were taken by the keepers of tIle Pyramid to force an entry. ::r::e~ntry
Th . h· h h O ff dflo Passage., etc.e manner In \V IC t IS entry was e ecte orees us to two conc uSIons :
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PLATE XXXIV.

~ I92. THE TUNNELLING OF THE WELL-SHAFT.

EDb'y by Instead of seeking to tunnel through the masonry as the Arabs did later..
~~D:hrU:=:h the early keepers of the Pyramid commenced their tunnelling in a gradually
~:=.~:.ock sloping direction from the Descending Passage, up through the natural rock

terracing to the grotto (Plate XXXI). Here the)! organised their depot for
tools and rest, and for the bye-passing of workers and materials. Their
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reason for commencing their tunnel so deep in the natural rock was Grotto lel!cted

b · 1· f f . . aDd or••DI.edo VIOUS- y to Intersect, or purpose 0 InspectIon, the two fissures, PQ and al depot aDd

MN, shown on Plate XXXI. This seems to indicate that the fissures not bye-pal••

built up in the Descending Passage had developed as newly visible in
the Passage at the tim.e of the subsidence that had occasioned the visit of
inspection considered.

From the grotto they then continued with a rough shaft approaching Acc.urate

d h f
letliD. out

towar s t e conlmencement 0 the Grand Gallery. When they had proceeded of forced

sufficiently far with this, by their rough initial methods of aligning, they made ~~~:rel~~.t
t f fi d . f h P .d' . lower eDd ofan accura e survey rom a xe pOInt 0 t e yrami s constructIon to GraDd GaOer7

determine the exact location of their tunnel end in azimuth, altitude, and ramp.

-distance from tllis fixed point. Referring to the then known data concerning
the Pyramid's interior, the keepers thus obtained the locatio;n of their tunnel
end in relation to the end of the Grand Gallery. They next continued their
rouglY tunnel to a point vertically behind the first (lowest) ramp stone on
the West side of the Grand Gallery. This effected, a perfectly vertical shaft-
the so-called Well-shaft-was driven upwards to the predetermined point at
which the keepers intended to force an entry into the Gallery. Reaching
this point behind the first ramp stone, as shown on the Frontispiece (right- Ramp Itoae

h
. forced out

and VIew) and Plate XXXII (plan), they forced the ran1p stone upwards from vertical

d t d Th h·· h . h· h h f d tupnel .baftan ou war s. at t IS IS t e manner In w IC t e ramp stone was orce into GraDd

is shown by the fractured -appearance of the ramp around the Well-shaft. GaOery.

This is accurately illustrated on the Isometric Projection shown on Plate
XXXIII.

~ 193. THE EARLIEST INSPECTION OF THE SEALED CHAMBERS.

Having gained an entry, the keepers proceeded to an inspection of the TfbeboPGreDiD.d
o t e aD

(·hambers. To inspect the Queen's Chamber, they had, perforce, to break GlabOery 8~or
.. 11 b·d d h E I a covenD.or remove the Grand Gallery floor slab that orlglna y rl ge t e ntrance ~Dtra-:ce to

Passage to the Queen's Chamber, as indicated by the existing details. These Cb::ab:r.
are as shown on Frontispiece (right-hand view), and Plates XXXII, XXXIII,
and XXXIV. This done, they found little or no serious indications of failure
in the Queen's Chamber.

Proceeding to the Antechamber and King's Chamber, they found here Inlpeclion of
. d·· f ·bl· b·l· d h th t h d d ADtecbam'"In lcatlons 0 pOSSI e Insta 1 Ity ue to t e movement a a cause and Kin.'.

inspection to be nlade. In the King's Chamber they found the ceiling beams Cbamber.
. . . b Th f h· Vilible crack.cracked along theIr South ends InSIde the (,ham ere e cause 0 t IS aDd opeain.1

f . 1 1 . d· d b h 1 f f b·d h cemented o..erracture IS c ear v In lcate v t e genera orm 0 su SI ence s own or p!alt~~
'" '" to 81..e Incllca-

on Plates XXXI and XXXV. To enable any further movement or tioD' of ladh

fracture to be indicated, the keepers evidently smeared the cracks and open movement.

joints with cement or plaster. Thus Petrie states, regarding these ceiling-
beams, that "Round the S.E. corner, for about 5 feet on each side,
the joint is daubed up with cement, laid on by fingers. The crack across the
Eastern Roof-beam has been also daubed with cement, looking, therefore, as



PLATE XXXVa.

SUBSIDENCE DISTORTION DIAGRAM OF EXISTING KING'S CHAMBER, ANTECHAMBER, ETC.
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In Section-Limestone. Stippled: Granite Hatched in Parallel Lines
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PLATE XXXVb.

PLAN OF KING'S CHAMBER, ANTECHAMBER, AND QUEEN'S CHAMBER-ORIGINAL MEASUREl\IENTS.
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ADDENDUl\I TO PLATE XXXV.

OUl61NAL DISTANCE5 FR.OM fAtEOF GQEAT STEP TO
SOUTH WALL OF KING'S CHAMBEQ
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it it had cracked before the chamber was finished. At the S.W. corner,
plaster is freely spread over the granite, covering about a square foot
altogether." (The first italics are ours, the second' Professor Petrie's own.)

,-r 194· THE INSPECTION TUNNEL TO CHAMBERS OF CON
STRUCTION.

To gain access to the important Chambers of Construction over the
King's Chamber, the keepers next drove an opening into the East wall of the
Grand Gallery at its upper or South end. This is as shown on the Frontispiece
and Plate XXXVI.

Tunnelling clear of the wall blocks of the Gallery, the workers turned Inspection

h · tId h S / I h tunnel drivent elr unne to\Var s t e outh, as shown on P ate XXXVI, to enter t e from top of

Ch b f C . h I 1 f ·1· bl f h Grand Galleryam ers 0 ,onstructlon at t e upper eve 0 the cellng ocks 0 t e to upper

I{ing's Chamber. Here they found that the indications of instability were Ki::~e of

not so serious as they had feared, for they did not proceed higher than the ~etm~:b~am••

1st Chamber with their inspection.! Modern tunnelling upwards into the '2t~':::bers of

four higher Chan1bers has shown that the use of limestone (in lieu of granite) f:ii:t~~~~:;

supporting blocks, bearing the ends of the lligher granite roofing beams, has :li~rl;':~~er

caused the shock of subsidence to be partly broken by crushing and " plastic "subsi~ing dsupenmpose
flow of the limestone. In other words, the higher Chambers of Construction load.

were purposely built weaker than the lowest Chamber and ceiling beams of
the King's Chamber, to act as a succession of " bllffers " between the super
imposed mass of the Pyramid and the King's Chamber, during the expected
subsidence movement.

Tlo permit of this " buffer" effect being fully developed, the beams or Object belnl to

slabs of the Chambers of Construction were 110t built into the East and West ~b:~t ~~edirect
. . communica-

walls, from whIch, as shown by the adherIng plaster, the upper Chamber has lion to.t~e

b ·d d h . h H . d f· d· . b d k h· more ngldSU Sl e as muc as 3 Inc es. ence, Instea 0 In lcating a wor mans lp construction

h b d b . . . h h d of lowest-as as een suppose y son1e authorItIes not conversant wIt t e eSIgn Chamber .of

f . I d . f . h ff f b·d Constructiono constructlona eVIces or counteractIng tee ects 0 su SI ence movement and Kine'.

h b d h · . h Ch b . h Chamber.t at cannot e prevente - the workmans Ip In t ese am ers IS t e
necessary effect of good design. An entirely rigid system of construction,
with uniform workmanship from the lowest to the highest Chanlber, \vould

IThe question of an early forced entry into the Pyramid for inspection has been discussed
at greater length than many readers may deem to be warranted by the relative importance of the
facts. The reason is that many theories of intention have been attached to the so-called" Well
shaft "-by which we deem this earliest entry was made-and to the access tunnel to the Chambers
of Construction.

We have tried to shorten the presentation of what seemed to us to be the true explanation,
by adopting the narrative form rather than the inductive form of presenting the data. The
reader, therefore, should understand that where the narrative form may seem to savour of
assertion, in the presentation of what actually has been evolved by inductive analysis, this is
entirely due to the abbreviated form adopted. Where assertion may seem to exist, the reader, it
is hoped, will find the confirming data in the context. .

Two facts of importance in this connection are (I) that the ramp stone in the Grand Gallery
clearly was forced into the Grand Gallery from the so-called Well-shaft; and (2) that the' forced
inlets were evidently all carefully selected to be at such points as would not destroy or interfere
with the purpose of any essential feature of the Pyramid's Passage construction.



PLATE XXXVI.
Limestone in Section shown in Stippled Effect; Granite in Section shown Hatched in Parallel Lines.
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have been disastrous. A voussoir arch construction \vould have been more
disastrous still, as the .final stage of settlement has produced an opening out
of the King's Chan1ber walls. This opening out, in conjunction with the
tilting thrust from the Grand Gallery, illustrated on Plate XXXV, Fig. A,
would have produced a rocking motion and a kicking-up effect on the North
haunching of a voussoir arch construction, as well as an opening out of the
span of the arcll. The complicated combination of stress movements between
the voussoirs would have produced failure.
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SECTION lII.-DETAILS CONCERNING PLATES.

Plate XIX
for technical
reader only.
Supplies
data for co
ordinates of
Plate XX.
Close agree
ment with
Petrie's data.

~ 195. PLATE XIX. THE REDUCED CO-ORDINATES OF PROFESSOR
PETRIE'S SURVEY DATA.

The data given on Plate XIX are self-explanatory to the technical reader. The
purpose of the Plate is to enable the technical reader to check the calculations giving
the co-ordinates of Plate XX.

It should be sufficient for the general reader to observe ho\v closely the newly
calculated co-ordinates of Plate XX agree with Professor Petrie's calculated
distances, as given on Plate XX.

~ 196. PLATE XX. THE MEASUREMENTS -AND LEVELS OF THE
EXISTING DETAILS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID'S EXTERIOR.

Sources of
data.

The data given on Plate XX are self-explanatory. The direct measurements
of the base square are Professor Petrie's. The true Pyramid azimuth co-ordinate
measurements are from Petrie's survey data given on Plate XIX. The plan of
the base sockets-shown to a magnified scale as compared with the scale of base
co-ordinates-is from Professor Smyth's" Life and Work," Vol. I, p. 138, etc.

Related As explained in Sections I and II of this Chapter, ground subsidence has shifted
du~v::;"~:nd the sockets, both in relation to their original azimuth and in relation to each other,
su~sidence and at the same time, by consequent minor earthquake effects has shifted the
::en~o;::;tionsbase courses of the Pyramid in relation to the shifted positions of the sockets. The
:u~~::r;mld sum of all apparent movements, as examined in detail, varies from i of an inch
courses. to 3t inches. (~~ 141-145, 180-182.) What we have termed the Pyramid's" trtle
:;~:n~~hPted azimuth co-ordinate system" is the azimuth system as defined by the existing
system. socket corners-outmost from the Pyramid's base centre. This azimuth system

,vas adopted as the system of reference for the various related-primary and
secondary-movements.

The point of The existing evidences of the various related movements have shown (~~ 145,
:~:i:I/:~t the 180, and 181) that the point M of the S.E. socket was adopted as the point of
~:detb~uare origin for setting out the Pyramid's base square and diagonals, and that the
oriented distance between the East side of the latter socket and the West side UX of the
:h~~~:ann:: S.W. socket defined the length of the Pyramid's base side. Even in the event
~etwee!d,thE of the technical reader failing to agree with all our conclusions concerning the
a~daW~ltslid::~ related base movements, it will nevertheless have to be con:eded that the point M
treliminaryor formed the point of origin for preliminary setting out, and that the distance between

DB)? the East side of the S.E. socket and the West side of the S.W. socket formed the
preliminary definition of the Pyramid's base width from East to West. (~~ 145,
180, and 181.)

The Pyramid The levels of the Pyramid courses are as obtained by Petrie. The reader should
;~urles. • note that the geometrical considerations of Plates XXIII, XXIV, and XXV (Fig. A 2)

all; .~:fi:edtriC- require that the special apex Pyramid should be 364.27665 P" =364.68 B" high.
jr;'~:id~~x The Pyramid's geometrical height being 5813.01 P" =5819.40 B" gives base of original
rel.at!0n to the apex Pyramid, or top surface of the highest course of masonry at 5454.72 B" above
eXIsbnl top- th b Th· "h h h" h .. h d.most course. ease. IS agrees WIt t e Ig est eXIstIng course, t e 203r course, at

5451 .8 B", thus leaving 2.9 B" for subsidence of the highest course. Owing to the
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cumulative effect of the flat-arching .of the courses, from the centre of the base to the
topmost course, as explained in ~~ 183 and 184, the subsidence at the apex would
not be more than this. The special apex Pyramid would not be a single apex
stone, but an apex Pyramid of finer (casing) limestone. The reader must not
confuse the apex Pyramid with the apex stone.

~ 196a. THE CEREMONY OF ORIENTING THE FOUNDATION.

The ceremony of setting out-or orienting-the foundations of a building is Ettyptiaa

extremely ancient. The ceremony was known as "the stretching of the cord." :~d::d~:;t;O'
It is referred to, without explanation, in an Egyptian inscription of Amenemhat I, of the cire-

the first king of Dynasty XII. At that time the ceremony was already ancient. ::::.tout
the fouada-

The" measuring cord" is allegorically taken as defining the function of Israel tioa.

in relation to the world in Deut. xxxii, 8 and 9, and context. In verse 9 the true ::Sefereaces to
rendering of the Hebrew reads H Jacob is the measuring cord of His inheritance." iaeth:roidoay

Again in Job xxxviii, 4, 5, and 6, the" stretching of the cord " and the cutting ~=stamea~.
of the sockets for defining the laying out of the foundations are referred to as follows:- of :h~trce:;d:ac

/ thesockeb.
"Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth? • • • aad the
•• Who hath laid the measures thereof? . . . ;:;e~~ttc:.aiB
(( Who hath stretched the line (or cord) upon it ? Job.
u Whereupon are the sockets made to sink? or who laid the corner stone thereof? "

The Egyptian inscriptions generally indicate the process of orientation being Star
effected by " stretching the cord" on an alignment towards a particular star. All ali.ameab.

the astronomical and, Egyptological data in relation to this are fully discussed in
Sir Norman Lockyer's" Dawn of Astronomy."l

~ 196b. THE GODDESS OF THE FOUNDATION.

In the Egyptian sculptures and texts the goddess Sefkhet-Aabut2 - " the The .oddil.

goddess of the laying of the foundation," and the goddess associated with the chrono- ~:~k~h~- abut

logical repetitions of It seven "-is pictured as assisting the king in the ceremony fouadatioa

f " h' h d' Th' dd' d h d' f th ceremoay.o stretc Ing t e cor . IS go ess IS repre'3ente as t e guar Ian 0 e ,. Stretchinl
cycles of 30 and 120 years, and is pictured accompanied by the symbols of these. the cord."

In consequence, the principal foundation ceremonies were held at the festivals of Tre:uardiaa

the termination of these cycles. Obviously the chronological aspect of her con- i~Jc:i;:;.ti
nection with" seven" relates to- the seven primary cycles of 103 years, which were ~o~~::."
equal to six groups of Sep tep sed periods (~34). The "Sed

. Hebs " and th..
The head·dress of the goddess consists of an arch, or pair of horns inverted, .eries of seven

over a seven-rayed star, or seven..petalled flower. Here we have, apparently, ;::.~~ of 103

a hieroglyphic representation of the rainbow, which in the Babylonian goddess The emble!Jl of

Ishtar is signified by I( the jewelled collar of Ishtar."3 The Rev. C. J. Ball shows :~;a:::.chlaa
that the latter symbol was derived from the Chinese. Accordingly we find that covenant.

the Chinese equivalent of Noah, the patriarch Fu-hi, was I( born of a rainbow," ThUje'felled

" was manifested on the mountains of Chin, immediately after that great division i:ht~.o
of time which was produced by the deluge," and that I( he carefully bred seven Chinese.

different kinds of animals which he used to sacrifice to the Great Spirit of heaven ~~naec.b~a.
and earth."4 co:e~~I:t io

w

Chinese

IThe only criticism one feels inclined to offer in connection with this work is that Lockyer tradition.
seems to have had too few definitive statements of alignment and too many stars upon which ·to
align. He was, therefore, able to fix many of his datings in accordance with systems of Egypto-
logical chronology that are not now accepted. Criticism, however, does not apply to his solar
alignments. Refer ~~ I -4 and footnotes.

2Budge, Cl Gods of the Egyptians," Vol. I, pp. 424-426 and 430.
3Rev. C. J. Ball, II Light from the East," pp. 40 and 201.

4Faber's Cl Pagan Idolatry," Vol. II, pp. 343-344.
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Ihe rainbow ~ Ig6c. THE DELUGE ELEMENT AND EPOCH.
• oddess, Iris
= Aphrodite Confirming the connection suggested, Ball points out that Iris, the goddess
;e~:~::riabut of the rainbow, II is associated with Aphrodite (Ishtar) in Homer (II, 5, 353, seq.) " ;
an aspect of and Budge, that Aphrodite was identified with the Egyptian Hathor,l and that the
Hathor. goddess Sefkhet-Aabut, in one Egyptian representation, is represented as Hathor.
~:t~o:inb:~ The latter, again, was originally, according to Budge, II only one special part of the
fa°Ee..ny-:'-::an great watery mass of heaven."2 The clear meaning of the latter statement becomes
Deluge apparent when we remember that Hathor was instrumental in effecting the
traditions. II Destruction of- Men" in the Egyptian equivalent of the Deluge narrative (, 28).
The seven
Hathors and Hence the association with "seven" obviously originated the "seven Hathors "
:~er~~~~~e~o -the seven fairy goddesses of the Egyptians. Obviously, again, these were identi
rain and the fied with the "seven Pleiades "-associated traditionally with the Deluge (~29)
Deluge.
Pleiades the -since, in early Euphratean astronomy, the "seven Pleiades" (or particularly,
II Founda- the star A leyone) were known as " The Foundation."3
lion."
Sefkhet.. llbut This completes the identifications associating the goddess Sefkhet-Aabut, the:t: '::~d:~ of goddess of the foundation ceremony, with the Deluge rainbow covenant of Gen. ix, 13.
tion. The identifications further suggest that the cycles of 30 and 120 years, represented
~vide~ce ~~s~ as controlled by the goddess, began frOIYl an epoch that \vas the ancient Egyptian
H~~t:,abegau equivalent date for the Hebrew Deluge ending. This is confirmed by the facts
:t~~d:fi::doch concerning the Deluge Calendar of Genesis, and the facts concerning the early

d
the Efgyptih·an Egyptian November year-beginning discussed in Chapter I, Sections I and II.

ate or t e
Hebrew Dela,••

~ 196d. THE RAINBOW ANGEL OF REVELATION.

Sefkhet.. labut The identifications outlined show that the goddess Sefkhet-Aabut \vas the
an ~gyp,a:h Egyptian (female) version of the" Rainbow ...L\.ngel " of Revelation, Chapters x and xi.
Re.:i~b::An;.) It is this angel who defines H the times," as Palmoni-" the wonderful numberer "4

:~::h:lation or" numberer of secrets "-in Daniel viii defines" the times." The H Rainbo\v
~P~lioni" of Angel" H was clothed with a cloud. and a rainbo\v was upon his head." He was

anle. II the Seventh Angel," and at his cry" seven thunders uttered their voices." His
final declaration was that "there should be time no longer."" Comparing the
latter with Daniel viii, 13-19, we see that the functions of Palmoni and the Rainbow
Angel are identical, and that the Egyptian goddess Sefkhet-Aabut was represented
as exercising the same functions.

~ 197. PLATE XXI. THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER CASING STONE.

1" Gods of the Egyptians," Vol. I, p. 435.
2Ibid., pp. 428-429.
3Brown, II Primitive Constellations," Vol. I, p. 57.
4In this connection the reader is referred to ~ 36 and footnote.

Professor
Petrie's
unfortunate
selection, for
a typical cale,
of a socket
corner that
does not fuDy
define the
defects of his
reconstruc
·lion.

.
P.*ie's re- The reconstruction defined as Professor Petrie's in Figs. A, AIt and ...A2, results
::dl:h~c~:= entirely from his data in the text of his work and from his Plate X. The new
reconstruotion. reconstruction shown ·on Figs. B, BIt and B 2 follows from the data discussed in
tp:;li~ation of Sections :1 and II of this Chapter-particularly in ~~ 144, 145, 146, and 196. A
r:co':s:ruction model of Petrie's reconstruction for the S.E. corner casing stone \vill convince any
to S.E. corner . d t t· 1· h· b ·ld· ft h tcasinc stone experIence cons rue lona engineer, arc Itect, or tiling era sman, t a a corner
showsfweak-1t stone of its shape and proportion could not be safely handled into position, and that
ness 0 resu - h .. .

·jng detail. t e stone, In posItIon, would not be reliable. This has been the conclu$ion, without
exception, of many experienced engineers, architects, and contractors, to whom
we have shown such a model during the past thirteen years.

It is unfortunate that Professor Petrie, in selecting one of the four corner
stones to define a typical case of his theory of reconstruction for all four, did not
select the S.E. corner stone. Had he done so, we feel confident he \vould have
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revised his theory of reconstruction. Had he been led to a revision of his theory
of the sockets and the corner casing stones, it is highly probable that the revision
of the latter would have led him to discover the true hollbwed-in base plan.

The reader should understand that the ne\v reconstruction shown on Figs. For De. ~e~

B, BlJ and B 2 may not be absolutely correct in every detail. It is more than prob- ::;::~~~0D,
able that the pavement was carried over the socket, and that the casing stone pr~b.bI7ed b

d h . 11 h . 1 h F' B 'd' B support t.reste on t e pavement-In a ot er respects, precIse y as s own on IgS. 1 an 2. corDer calin.
stones.

~ 197a. SOCKET DEPOSITS.

What makes the latter alternative probable is the more recently derived evidence Foun4ation

from the Lisht Pyramid of Senusert I (Dynasty XII). This is given by Dr. Albert t:h:I~I';!mid
Lithgoe as follows :_1 locketl.

tI Under the platform (of the Pyramid) there was found at each of the four corners of the
Pyramid a 'foundation-deposit.' These were practically identical in character, and in each
instance had been placed in a square pocket about 80 em. in diameter, and I metre in depth,
excavated in the bed..rock upon which the platform rested. The bottom of the pocket had
been covered in each case with about 5 em. of clean gravel upon which were some 25 to 30
small pottery model dishes and vases, while scattered among them were a number of lozenge
shaped blue glass beads. On these objects were laid the skull and some of the bones of an
ox which had been sacrificed as a part of the ceremonial. The pocket had then been com
pletely filled with gravel, on which, at about half its depth, was laid a small model brick of
sun-dried Nile mud. Finally the pockets were covered by massive limestone blocks, which
in each case formed the corner blocks of the Pyramid platform."

The engineer or architect will probably agree, for the particular case of a II Gre~t

corner stone partly resting on the natural rock and partly on socket filling of the ~::k=d&Uecl
nature described for the Lisht Pyramid, that such construction as is shown on:i a·.t~cale

Figs. B, Bl , and B2 would not be altogether good design or con~Jruction. In such thil~ould
event, it is likely that the pavement spanned the socket and carried the corner ~:::r:c:~i~c
casing stone. Of course, it was the usual Egyptian practice to cover the foundation Itones rested

f th · P 'd d th h .. h 1 f d on pavementarea 0 elr yramI s an 0 er eavy constructIons WIt a ayer 0 san upon IlabllPanma.

which to bed their base blocks. This is good practice so long as the sand is not locketl.

free to move after bedding. What is not good practice is to have a block such as
AGFE on Plan (Fig. B) with its corner A resting on sand or gravel filling and its
~orner F on bed-rock.

On the other hand, the foundation deposits of the Great Pyramid's sockets·u Gre~t

may have been filled round with run-in lead,2 or with other hard filling, in which case ~::k:;dfiUed
the whole foundation area of the Pyramid base-as normal in such work-may have lfilli·n.with bard

d . h fin d . I h d· h b nc, coraerbeen CQvere WIt e san Interna to t e surroun lng pavement, t e core ase calin. blocks

blocks, and possibly also the corner casing stones being thereafter laid, as shown :::.J'dr:~dY
on Figs. B l and B 2. All known casing blocks near the centre of the four base sides, 0b I.me, .1
however, rest upon the pavement. as shown on Plates XXVI-XXIX. PI:;::. on

'~ 198. PLATE XXII. ISOMETRIC AND OBLIQUE PROJECTIONS OF
SOUTH-EAST CASING STONE.

The isometric and oblique projections of Professor Petrie's reconstruction Petrie'. s.~.

refer to the defects mentioned in ~ 197. These two views clearly illustrate the :::::~~nDC
difficulty of handling without injury a stone altogether 8 feet high, according to ~qo:.;..~.~eet
Petrie's reconstruction, from extreme base to top surface, only 3 feet square on teiIJhJ' 8fe~;
top, and with a base diagonal-AL on Fig. A, Plate XXI-of over 13 feet, ending 0::: 13af;~ .
-in the weak projecting footing provided to fit into the socket. :::, ~~~::t~D

inc lootin••
IJournal " Ancient Egypt," 1915, Part IV, p. 145.
2The Coptic tradition of the Masoudi Arabic MS. mentions run-in lead in connection with the

,Great Pyramid pavement.
Vyse's" Pyramids of Giz:h," Vol. II, Sprenger's Appendix, p. 325.
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New reCOD
ItruCtiOD :-
Top, 6 fe.1 The isometric and oblique projections of the corner stone, according to the
i?~;I.~,;S.f"1 new reconstruction, give a stone 6 feet square on top, 5 feet high .. if resting on the
~c:~:k:~i~e' pavement-or 6 feet 6 ,inches high, if resting on the rock surface-and 9 feet 9 inches
:irc~e:).; \al., square on its base surface. All the known casing stones in situ are of this or greaterIq::r•. IDC

e. proportion. Many of them are of a much greater top thickness than 6 feet, running
Tbbe d~!c.t of I into and beyond the mean core surface. This shows that the base casing stone course
:~ic.De~~ona was thicker than the casing stone courses above it, and hence, in all probability, that
:"'~~el:fb••e the, corner base casing stones were larger in plan than is indicated by Plate XXI,.
P~amid'. Fig. B.l Otherwise the casing of the Pyramid is more or less uniform, about 6 feet
C"IIDI'. thO k h f f
P~trie'. calinl' IC on t e top sur ace 0 courses.
~::~:~~~i:1' Petrie's reconstruction requires the 6 feet thickness down the centre of each
thickne•• 6leet face slope, and a 3 feet thickness at the corners or approaching the arris edges ..
;:c:~i:~.o This is the reverse of sound construction in any form of building. Additional
:b: C~:::~I~t thickness is more necessary at returns of courses than in straight lengths of courses.
tbe r.ver.e of
.ood COD
.truction.

, 199. PLATE XXIII. GEOMETRICAL DEFINITION OF PASSAGE DIS
PLACEMENT.

Fig. A, Case II :-

With centre 0, and radius 011= 581.3°14373 P", describe the q,uadrant arc
3652 .42465 II1 2J 113' = P. Complete the quadrant 131112°.

4
With °as apex, and the central radius 011 of the quadrant as perpendicular

height, form the triangle D20Dl, with base D21 l D l = length of quadrant arc 1 2J113·

Then area of triangle D 20Dl =area of quadrant 1311120.
Draw the chord 12AI13 to cut the perpendicular 011 at All and to cut OD2:

at B2, and OD I at B l • Then B 2A1B l = 2 582.654p ", 2582.654 P" being T\th the
4

Precessional circuit. (Hence for Case.I, B2AlB l r~presents the level of the Pre-
cessional circuit.)

Now, with centre 0, and radius OA l , describe the quadrant arc A2A l Aa, which
is of equal length to B2Al B l o (Hence for Case I, quadrant A3Al A20 is the quadrant
of the Precessional Circle.)

Draw E 30E 4 through ° and parallel to 1213 and D 2D1. On E 30E4 construct
the square E 1E 2E 3E 4 of area equal to the quadrant area A3AlA20, and equal to the
Pyramid sectional area B l OB2, and such that E 30 =E40 =E2F 1=ElF1. Then
OF1 =EsE 4 =ElE 2=364.2766547 P".

Now produce E 2F lEI to cut the Pyramid face line OD 2 at ka and ODI at kl .
Then F lk3 =Flk1 =286.1022156 P". The line ksFlk1 represents the level of a square
circuit at the Pyramid's apex, of length of side k3F lk l =2Flk3=2 X 286.1022156 P".

Tla•
• eometric.l
COD.trdction.
forminl'tbe
.bove b.lil.
Fi,. A.

Tbe b••i. for In Fig. A, Case I, D20D I represents the East to West vertical section of the
tbe a:e!lmetric.l Pyramid.
de6DltioD (1)
pf tbe ~p~x(Z) For Fig. A, Case II, D 20D I represents an apex vertical section whose linear
!t~;:nboilow. dimensions are foth the linear dimensions for Case I. This apex section forms the
~il';h: feature basis for the geometrical definition (I) of the Apex Pyramid; (2) of the hollowing-in
PJJ:.mi1'· . features of the Pyramid's casing slopes; and (3) of the displacement of the Pyramid's<Va:,Ii.:pe

., Passage System. Explanation of Case'II, as defining the features noted, will also
:i·:t:Cp:'~~1 form the explanation for Case I, if 10 times the dimensions of Case II be substitute(L
mid'. P••••••
57ltem.

lSimilar thickening applied to Petrie's reconstruction would necessarily make his detail still
weaker for handlipg and bedding in position.
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The plan of this square in relation 'to the plan of the Pyramid's base square Fi,. B.
M1M2MaM4 is shown on Fig. B as NIN 2NaN 4' in which kaFlkl represents the line
kaFlkl in Fig. A. Producing N 2Na in Fig. B to intersect, in plan, the Pyramid's
North base side M1M2 at Y, and its South base side at W, gives the line WNakaN 2Y
de~ning the plan of the central vertical axial plane of the Pyramid's Passage System,
uniformly removed the distance YZ =kaFI = WU =286.1022156 P" eastwards from
the Pyramid's North to South central vertical plane, represented in plan by the line
UF1Z.

Point T in Fig. B represents the centre of the Entrance Doorway on the North
face slope of the Pyramid.

~ 200. PLATE XXIV. THE COMPLETE GEOMETRY OF THE DIS
PLACEMENT.

Plate XXIV represents the East to West vertical section R 20R1 of the Pyramid, The composite

sho\\'11 in plan as the line R 2R 1 in Fig. B, Plate XXIII. The apex geometrical con- Ji:~T:D1B
struction is identical in line and letter references with Case II, Fig. A, Plate XXIII. of Plate XXIII.

Plate XXIV diagram is, therefore, a composite representation of the geometrical
constructions of Plate XXIII, Figs. A and B.

The vertical line K aB 2 represents the elevation, as seen from the North, of the
central vertical axial plane of the Passage System, \vith the point X at height "K3X
representing the level of the centre of the Entrance Doorway on the North face slope.

With these key explanations the general reader should be able to follow the
sequence of geometrical construction in Plates XXIII and XXIV \vithout further
elaboration. The sequence of geometrical construction bears an important relation
to the geometrical constructions of Plate XXV.

~ 201. PLATE XXV. THE PYRAMID BASE AND THE EARTH'S ORBIT.

Plate XXV has been sufficiently explained in ~~ 153 to 159. One item, how- T~e I.our
ever, requires amplifying. This concerns the Pyramid's value for the mean sun ~~:::I
distance as compared with the various modern values by different methods. The b~t~o~. 0:&
four principal methods of detern1ination giving reliable results are the following:- :UD'i:~:DC.~

(r) By measurement of planetary parallaxes;
(2) ,By the velocity of light;
(3) By means of the determination of the relative masses of the Earth and

the Sun; and
(4) By means of the parallactic inequality of the Moon's motion.

Results by the four different methods do not precisely agree. The total range Ra~l~ of.

of difference is about 500,000 miles. Until they do agree by all four methods- :::~~~::of
\vithin a minute range of variation-the mean sun distance cannot be stated as known ;alu~s ~., the

precisely. It is not sufficient for a series of independent observations or calculations p~~~:te-

by one method alone to agree within a minute range of variation. In such case- 5Oe:,~o1s~les.
until observations or calculations by the other methods agree within the same r~nge

of variation-it must be assumed that that agreement has been rendered possible
by errors common to the method or apparatus employed.

...~t present the range of variation in the determination of the sun's parallax by Expression of

the various methods ranges from 8".762 to 8".806. These limits give a value for ~::l::t:Ys
the sun distance ranging from 93,300,000 miles to 92,830,000 miles respecticvely. ~u93dJ5~ooo
The Pyramid's value for the sun distance-92,996,085 miles, as in ~ 159-represents ±.250,OOO
a parallax of 8".791, which agrees closely with the added mean of methods (r), (2), males.

and (4), 8".806, 8".781 , and 8".773 respectively. Professor Ne\vcomb's experiments
in connection \vith method (2) derived a parallax of 8".79.
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Pr••Dt The general opinion at the present time is that the sun distance lies between
opiaiOD t-- 92 ,800,000 miles and 93,000,000 miles. Observational astronomers declare in favour
SUD di.t.DC.,
IZ,IOO,OOO± of the lower value. The best modern statement, however, is 92 ,900,OOO±100,000
100,000 mil... miles.

~ 202. PLATE XXVI. VIEW OF NORTH BASE CASING STONES, LOOK-
ING WESTWARDS.

Vi.w in Plate XXVI gives a general view of the extent of casing stones existing on the
~:l:::~lo North base side. The figure standing at the first casing stone is not many feettirh ba.. removed from the centre of the North base side. The complete extent of pavement
·N
I
• ··t tOD.' shown in the foreground, and extending beyond the casing stones, was uncovered
ID•••D. M L DC" b f .

. .. iD aitu." by r. . ow oVlngton during 1909 to 1910. The total num er 0 caSIng stones
fOUl'todD .toDe. uncovered is nineteen, of which the first fourteen, in the view shown, give an unbroken
:Uti~-:a!, pC":; base line of 63 feet 4 inches. This is not sufficient to locate the point H of Fig. A,
~;·f~~:':i:~b••. Plate XXV, the western limit of the hollowed-in central surface at the base. To
ODe of th... locate this limit, the only known certain point where casing exists at the necessary
C~:J-:'-:'~i.. distance from the centre of a base side is at G on the South base. This has not been
~dut\ba!. cleared. Petrie sunk a shaft through debris at the point noted, and surveyed the points
:~:~r.d\rith obtained by means of a plumb line. A complete clearance near this point would be
d.bril. necessary to define the change of direction in the South base line.

Attention is directed to the fact that the casing stones sit on the pavement. In
his earlier editions, prior to Petrie's survey, Smyth showed the pavement erroneously
as the lowest casing course.

~ 203. PLATE XXVII. VIEW OF NORTH BASE CASING STONES AND
AL MAMOUN'S FORCED ENTRANCE.

The figure shown is in the same position as in the view of Plate XXVI. The
joints between the casing stones are shown as visible for purpose of illustration.
Actually they are only perceptible under the closest inspection.

ACCOUDt of Al Mamoun's forced entrance is shown on the 7th course, and, as pictured,
t!r:d-:::'D" vertically above the first existing casing stone. This entry was made about 800 A.D.
about 800 I.D. in the hopes of obtaining access to the treasures that, according to tradition, were
Th. curious hidden in the Pyramid. A curious circumstance is related in connection with this
:tr:tui:it::ce undertaking. This is to the effect that the excavation-having proceeded a con
aC~.:dbi.D' siderable distance into the core masonry-was upon the point of being given up,
:::.tic:..·D

when the workmen heard what appeared to be the sound of a stone falling, slightly
h.~~o;~~ to eastwards of their tunnel end. Altering the direction of their tunnel eastwards
Tb. dilco••, towards .the point indicated by· the sound referred to, the workers soon reached the
of tb. 1.t DescendIng Passage at a point below the junction. Here they found the stone
~:::::~I whose fall had redirected their operations. The shape of the stone showed that it

had been the roofing stone of the Entrance Passage that had hidden the beginning
of the 1st Ascending Passage.

Ar.b .CCOUDts Finding that the Descending Passage did not lead to the hoped-for treasure,
~:~::.r.bl. the workers redirected their attentions to finding an entrance to the 1st Ascending
block. brok.D Passage. The Arab accounts relate that many limestone plugs 'had to be extracted:e::.d,::;. from the Passage above the granite plugs before entrance was effected. (Refer ~ 191.)
1.t A.e.adJD,
P••••r •.

N.... Yi.w of
North b•••
_IaOwiD, rock
&••ur••

~ 204. PLATE XXVIII. NEAR VIEW OF NORTH BASE CASING STONES.

The standing figure is again in the same position as in Plates XXVI and XXVII.
!he' fis~ure below the pavement shown in the left foreground is also shown partly,
In the rIght foreground of Plate XXVI and in section on Plate XXXI, as fissure GH.
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, 205· PLATE XXIX. GENERAL VIEW OF NORTH BASE SHOWING
CASING STONES, AL MAMOUN'S ENTRY, AND EXISTING
ENTRANCE TO ENTRANC·E PASSAGE.

The figure seated on the 5th course of core masonry is shown pointing to AI CODstructional
Mamoun's forced ~ntry on the 7th course. Above, to the left, is shown the system ~~:~':':tto
of relieving slabs Or blocks over the beginning of the Entrance Passage, designed !ubsid.eDce
to prevent subsidence pressure jamming the vertically rotating pivoted block that ~i:~DCloclr
?rigina.1ly closed the Entrance Doorway. These relieving blocks are also shown I:o~:~;~ce
In sectIon over the Entrance in Plate XXXI.

The pivoted doorway was not known to Al Mamoun's workers until after access SubsideDce
had been gained by tunnelling; the casing being complete un.til Arab demolition :~~~~ ::sisted
around 800 A.D. It would appear, however, that subsidence had distorted -the ~rab demoli
casing and buckled it loose on the core masonry, making it a simple matter, once tiOD.
the casing had been undermined near the base, for demolition to continue. Many
of the greater buildings of Cairo about 1000 A.D. were built of the casing blocks.

~ 206. PLATE XXX. EXISTING AND ORIGINAL MEASUREMENTS OF
THE GREAT PYRAMID'S PASSAGES.

The bases of the comparative statements of Plate XXX are-

(I) That the original angle of slope of the Passages is known. (~~ 176 and 177.)
(2) That the existing sloping lengths of the built portions of the Passages

are known, and that critical examination shows that these have not
appreciably altered since construction. (~~ 180 and 186.)

.(3) That, in consequence of (2), subsidence has altered the horizontal and
vertical positions of all points along ABCD without appreciably altering
their passage floor distances in relation to the points A, B, C, and D.
(~~ 179, 180, 183, and 185.)

(4) That the floor from the Great Step to the King's Chamber originally lay
in one horizontal plane.

(5) That the roof of the horizontal passage to the Queen's Chamber originally The b.ses of
lay in one horizontal plane at the level of the termination of the roof ~hv~~~::=:;ts
of the 1st Ascending Passage. of.e~stiD& aDd

(6) That subsidence in the natural rock below the Pyramid's base-unlike pr::::;~
its effect on the built mass of blocks above-vertically lowered all ~i.~~ori~d
points in the rock-cut portion of the Descending Passage between zOdtal rti 1
C and E, without sensibly moving the points horizontally. (Plate XXX, ::.o;ciiD.~:'.
Table B, Cols. 3 ..~ and B, and note 3 to Table B.)

(7) That, in consequence of (6), floor distances from C towards E were all
cumulatively stretched during subsidence, with the maximum amount
of extension for the total sloping floor distance CEo (Plate XXX,
Table B, eols. 2 ..~ and B.)

(8) That reconstruction on the bases of (6) and (7) shows that E was originally A geometrical
1162.6 P" below the base (Plate XXX,.Table B, Col. 4 A), this beingf::u:lthOtT.:ect.
also the measurement of the height of the 35th course axis above the ba?e. :::~:=d:D

Th .. 11 f P f p. t· th f of tbe 35the eXIstIng measurements are a rom ro essor etrle, excep In e case 0 course.
eE, which Petrie could not measure accurately owing to accumulations of debris. So.ur~es .f
The Edgars,l as a result of Dow Covington's clearances in the Descending Passage, =~~::emeDb.
were.;able to measure the length CE as given on Plate XXX.

'The horizontal and vertical distances of points in the sloping passages are reduced retrie'~ e"hor
.. P XXX d ID statiDg t efrom PetrIe's passage dIstances, angles, and offsets. The notes to late an bori~oDta1aDd

footnote to ~ 183 direct attention to an error in Petrie's reduction of his measured ;:~rJ::' of til.
Gre.t Step.

1" Great Pyramid Passages," Vol. II, p. 8.
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data to the statement of the horizontal and vertical position of the point A, and all
points higher and beyond point A in Plate XXX.

For the original horizontal distances from the Great Step into the King's
Chamber (Plate XXX·, Table A, Col. 3 A) refer Plates XXXV (Table) and XLIII .
.and ~~ 211 C and d.

~ 207. PLATE XXXI. SUBSIDENCE DISTORTION OF THE GREAT
PYRAMID.

Plate XXXI has been prepared from. the data given on Plate XXX. Explana-
tion of the relation between Plates XXX and XXXI has been given in ~~ 176 to 194-

Ea.tinl The result of the H jolting" effect described in ~~ 187 to 189 is shown clearly
'~dctural f by the eccentric position of the top platform, as shown on Plate XXXI. The angle of
;~ :;:u~~tive the South stepped core slope with the horizontal, according to Petrie's survey data,
op~~~f~he is not sensibly different from the original casing slope-S1 o 51' 13" as against the
:::a~d~°!h:1 original 510 51' 14". Owing to the cumulative jolting open of the joints .of the
North face courses towards the North face, the angle of the North stepped core slope \tvlth the
.lope. horizontal is now 510 54' 24". This is as described in ~ 182.

Po••ible ran,e Certain minor features of Plate XXXI may be open to discussion and revision.
::.=~::U:be We are confident, however, that, in the main, the data and conclusions upon \\Thich
di.tortioD the features of Plate XXXI are based, and the general presentation of these features,
diarrram. give a true representation of the facts.

~ 208. PI.,ATE XXXII. PLAN AND SECTION OF NORTH END OF
GRAND G~LI.,ERY.

The bridpng The features illustrated in this Plate are shown in perspective on the r~ght-hand

~~~tbV~f side of the Frontispiece. Both plates show the holes for the beanls that originally
pa.lage to carried the slab closing the entrance to the horizontal passage leading to the Qtleen's
Queen'.
Chamber. Chamber. The shallo,\\T depth of the slab, and the closeness of the beams for such
It. purpole a shallow slab, show that the slab ,vas merely a temporary bridging contrivance
trid~~:rJ~~C;:1 used in course of construction. (Refer also Plates XXXIII and XXXI\'.)
~c;:.:~:::on. No\v the depth and \tvidth of the granite plugs closing the lower end of the 1st
.vid.DC~ that Ascending Passage clearly show that the plugs \vere built into the passage when the
i::A:c~l:din. Pyramid masonry had reached the height of the plugs. This is certain fronl the
~1~~~lber~se fact that half an inch of clearance at the sides and top in the 1st Ascending Passage
Queen's would not be sufficient to ensure the granite plugs being lowered from the Grand
g~::dbG-;:l1ery, Gallery without risk of jamming in the descent of the 1st Ascending Passage. As
~:JeKt=~~er, existing, the depth of the plugs is greater than the depth of the upper end of the 1St
Ch.amber were Ascending Passage, and equal to the geometrical (original) depth of the Passage.
~~~tbridcinc It is clear, then, th~t the granite plugs were in position before the Pyramid courses
.lab not had'reached the heIght of the lower end of the Grand Gallery. The purpose of the
therefore for b'd' I b t th f f b "d . . hAd'bridlinl access rl glng s a was no, ere ore, or temporary rl glng access vta t e 1st seen lng
on entr~nce Passage.
route, via 1st

~:~:::;~I It is obvious, also, that the plugging of the 1st Ascending Passage ,,"hen the
Tombic theory Pyramid courses had reached the height of the plugs precludes the idea that the
erapplitedpto th~d Great Pyramid was intended as a tomb, unless the king conveniently died ,vhen theea yraml
uateaable. work had not long been commenced. (Refer Plates XXXV and XXXIX.)

The clue of
th. CaUery
..am, hole.
and .et-in
.toa.'~

~ 208a. THE CONSTRUCTIONAL GAUGE RUNGS OF THE GRAND
GALLERY.

A clue to the purpose of the bridging slab is seen in the holes sunk in the ranlp
stones, exactly opposite each other on both ramps, and in the let-in stones--over
each ramp hole except the first t\\"o--opposite each other in the \valls of the Grand


